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Abshact

One of the pressing challenges of our time is our inability to address the many

unsettling social and cultural differences. Setting its primary state in Vancouver's Chinatown,

this thesis narrates an intricate story of the Dr.Sun Yat S€n Garden, considered the most

"authentic classical Chinese garden outside China". Evolving around the garden, the thesis

unfolds the historícal development of how "Chineseness" has been socially and culturally

constructed in Canada, and the rich and diverse ways of seeing between the East and West.

From the contextual point of view, the first part of the thesis-"Other, Power, and the

Garden"-traces the historic vicissitudes of Chinatown from its dark past to its present, and

from the issue of Head Tax to the fight on Urban Renewal. Through a detailed

historiogrâphy interwoven with interviews and personal memories, Part I brings the Dr.Sun

Yat Sen Garden into life, into the arena of intercultural and intraculh:ral politics. The tlìemes

of power shuggle, cross-culrural gazing, dominance of Reason arise naturally with the flow of

narration. Departing from the politics of interpretation, the second part of the thesis,

"Garden, Power, and the Other", postulates the urgency to understand the power of cross-

cultural gazing and mirnicking. Oscillating between tlÌe age of Colonialism and the present

state of Multiculturalism, the thesis leads to the murk of the mind where the Other no longer

stands at arm's length, where the border between the Self and tlÌe Other, Sameness and

Alterity, secretly blurs. To copy the Chinese gardens of Suzhou ând to interpret the s)'¡nbolism

of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden forces Cânadians (as well as Chinese Canadians) to come to terms

with who they are, and why they wânt â Chinese literati garden in Vancouver.

Cutting through several disciplines, including Landscape Architecture, Architecture,

City Planning, Sociology, Anthropology, Religion, and History, this thesis presents an

elaborate example of how, in our daily lives and in times of crisis, a garden can function both as

a symbol and as an operator in tlìe interaction and muh-ral deconshucfion of two different

cultures. Thus, this thesis refrains from separating theory (the systemic discourse of culhrre)

from practice (the discursive daily life). Based upon first hand field work and arrays of

secondary texts, ând through the voices of elders, community activists, architects, politiciâns,

historians, tourists, and tour güides, this thesis produces a diffusing surface where the

philosophicâl constructs of humanity meet the power struggle of ordinary people.

To present the story in its complexity, and to avoid any final analysis or violent

simplification, the author of the thesis feels the need to adopt an unconventional way of

writing. Instead of presenting one narrative or one version of history, the author tensely

interweâves several layers of pÕetic and analytical texts. Towards the end, through recounting

his personal odyssey, the author frames himself into the web of his writing . In so doing, the

autlìor hopes to seek a sense of honesty.



Pref ace and Acknowledgement

Browsins throush Chinatown News to transcend mvself from this chillv nisht of

Winnipeg, I find Dean Leung's obituary. I interviewed Mr.Iæung lâst summer for the story of

"Urban Renewal". As one of the participants in Chinatown's politics in the '60s, Mr.Leung

offered his version and vision of history-as we all have-not withôut incoherences.

Afterwards he gave me a ride to Broadway.

Now he vanishes from us, from the controversies of the Leungs, from his nostal8iâ for

China-a China of the past.

Death reminds us of time and of our lirnits. It reminds me of my first moment when I

stepped out of Vâncouver's ,{irport to face a new world; my first day of entering the classroom in

UBC; my first year of Interdisciplinary Ph.D. study in the University of Manitoba; and my first

round of field work in Chinatown. Those countless "firsts" engendered this cathartic thesis.

I chose the word "cathartic" purposely. With whiclL I must exPress my Sratitude to

numerous individuals, colleagues, friends, and teâchers, for their tirnely advise and sheer

moral support. Without them, I would never dare to dream of completing a dissertation in a

second language.

First and foremost, I want to give my cordial thanks to my Ph.D, committee members in

tlìe University of Manitoba: Dr. Raymond Currie, the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, who

introduced me to the Weberian Sociology and the exemplary classical scholarship; Dr.Klaus

Klostermaier, the only person I know that comprehends so many languages, thoughts, and

classics, whose passionate devotion to knowledge and education guided me, and will guide me

tlÌe rest of my life; Dr. Ellen Judd, a sinologist, an antkopologist in its true definition, throuSh

whose works and insights, my own academic pursuit wings, and it will take me the years to

come to assess the profundity of her teaching; and Dr,Mario Carvalho. It is under

Dr.Carvalho's seven yeârs of intellectual stewardship, and most important of all, his friendly

trust, his unremitting support that made my learning experience in Canada extremely

constructive and pleasant. I hope Dr.Carvalho still remembers the first term PaPer I handed

in, or the first draft of my Masters thesis. Here is my Ph.D. dissertation. Mario, thank you so

much.

Secondly, I am in debt to the assistance, cooperation, and direct contributions from the

protâgonists of this thesis. Including |oe Wai. Don Vaughon, Jonathan Lau, Marry Chen, Bessie

Lee, Shirley Chan, Roy Mah, Cindy Piper, Bing Thom, Sophia Leung, Jimmy Lam, James

Cheng, Walter Hardwick, S.K.Lee, Ron Shon, George Wong, Michael Kemble, Faye Leung,

Dean Leunt, Marwyn Samuels, David Lam, Gilbert Eng, Heather, Chris, Norman, Joan, and

the 52 tourists whom I interviewed.



Thirdly I must mention the hetp I received from the institutions: The Chinese Library

in Strathcona; the B.C. Archives; UBC Asian Study Library; and the University of Manitoba

for my three years of Ph.D. Fellowsltip.

I thus must mention the students and professors at the Faculty of Architecture in the

University of Manitoba, with whom in the past few years I have discussed my idea, and

received un¡eserved comments . They are: Dr. Rory Fonseca, Anthony Zedda, Barton Reid, the

late Dr.Kent Gerecke, Darren Lenzubski, James Siemens, Anna Ringström, Jean LeMaître, Doug

Shearer, Professor Carl Nelson, and Adrienne Whiteley.

At last, I dedicate this dissertation to my Pârents who both passed away in my absence.

For their unconditional support and love to me. 'To try to write love is to confront the rn ack of

language:" Roland Barthes reflected, "that region of hysteria where language is both too much

and too little."

Hence I hâlt writing, turn off the lamp, in the lukewarm quietness, listen to the

pittering-pâttering of the flurry, travelling from a distance, tâpping my window.

Dongyang Liu

Winnipeg
March 1994
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Note on Translation
Currently there are several ways to spell a Chinese term in English: the Wade-Giles system,
the Chinese pinyin (phoneltc alphabet), Cantonese and other habitual ways of pronunciation.
"Zen" (an English phonetic translation from Japanese), for instãnce, can be written as either
"Ch'an" in the Wade-Giles system, or "Chan" i¡ the Chinese pinyin syshem. In this thesis,
the Chinese pirTyirT system is adopted ând-yet to avoid confusion-with ânnotâtions on other
ways of translation in [ ]. For those terms, such as "Zen", which have already been widely
accepted, they will be spelled the wây they are.
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Introduction: An Afterword at Fi¡st

My entanglement with Vancouver's CNnatown goes back to one moming in January of
1987, a week after my arrival f¡om CNna. An acquaintance of an acquaintance invited me for
Dim Sum. Having no inkling of what "Dim Sum" meant and yet having already tasted an

amassing tide of homesickness, I readily accepted her offer. The weather was quite gloomy.

Rain dampened the sky/ tuming it into a volatile surface brooding over the grayish ocean.

Through the slopes of Fourth Avenue, as we drove along Kitslano Beach, came to view the snow

veins of Grouse Mountajn, the wiry Lion Gâte bridge, the dark silva of Stanley park, and the

glinting silhouette of Downtown Ngh-rises. Having sojourned briefly at the waterftont, we

headed eastwards. Noticeably the streets at the lower downtown looked aged, but colorful.
various sign boards in Chinese stuck out from eerie gables and omamented facades, rushing past

as I felt the car jolting a bit. I was told we had arrived in Chinatown.

Within seconds I could not trust my eye. What kept flashing in the back of my mind
were the cinematic images of 1930s'shanghai , or the festivity of Canton villages I had visited
before. And yet, something definitely foreign permeated Chinatown with which I did not
immediately come to terms. Years later, reminiscing this first moment, I found an analogy:

chinatown excited my deep affiliation and alienness, as if being introduced to an unheard

cousin or half sibling. Naturally this alienness soon became overwhelming. My inâbility to

speak Cantonese set up a barrier between myself and them-the Laohuaqiao [The old rime
overseas chinese]. My memory of my first encounter with chinatown remains as vivid
fragments. I cannot recall which restaurant we went for brunch. But I remember there were

few passersby on the street, few customers in the restaurânt. What else? maybe the noise of
walking on the awashed side walk; the barbecued ducks, sliced into halves, hanging behind

the shop windows; the icy freshness of the lambent bamboo in a court yard; the dark

sandalwood antique fumiture emitting a smell of lacquer or grease; the fratrant lotus leaves of
the sticky rice bundles; and the bright red blouse of the waitress who served us in cantonese.

Chinatown embraced me with its redolence and texture.

Except for a few shopping trips in the next four montlÌs, my contact with Chinatown
had been rather superficial and ephemeral-I left vancouver in the sumr'er of 1982. For a long

time, Vancouver's chinatown faded from my sight. I would have never considered writing
about it, if fate had not revealed itself in a strânte way. The incident in Tiananmen Square

dramatically altered my life. Instead of visiting China, a trip I had planned after gaining a

Masters Deg¡ee in City Planning, I ended up in a design firm located on the southem edge of

Vancouver's Chinatown. Thus my contact with the local Chinese community resumed. By then
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I had already learned to speak Cantonese, broken but presentable. Aside from these extemal

fâctors, something inside brought me one more step closer to the people in Chinatown.

This internal mutation arises from years of ex¡reriencint the North American society,

whose multifarious facets created a minoring effect in my mind. I am (as I often consider that

those of my generation are) the involuntary product of Mâo's Cultural Revolution which left a

cultural vacuum and material poverty. Attending universities in the early'80s, we were caught

up in the first and probably also the last wave of the modem Chinese renaissance in the post-

Maoist era. At the national level, Deng's empirical pragmatistic doctrine-"Praxis is the only

true measure of Truth"-allowed a wide range of intellectual discussion to take place-

Universities were flooded by Neo-Marxism, Sartre's Existentialism, Kantian Liberty, Piaget's

Structuralism, Rousseau's Romanticism, Heidegger's Phenomenology, and the âbstract words of

Science and Democracy. How pervasive had these Westem Enlithtenment Ideals become? One

can look at the large crowds of students gathered in Tiananmen Square in the summer of 1989.

Living in the West, and having watched the pâin and agony of this part of the

planet-which otherwise would have been omitted from a distance- where rich and poor,

philanthropy and violence, heaven and hell, thrive side by side, for better or for worse, I

began to find that the fulcrum of tl.re Enlightenment Ideals were beginning to decay. For tlìe

first time, I felt assailed by the fragility of my own ego, by the unspeakable terror and ioy of

rebirth. Here, facing the mainstream of Canada, I realize my irreducible alterity and the urge

to let that difference be recognized. Being a minoriÇ, an Other, a traveller on the open prairie,

I could see myself perceive things differently. I could, for example, become sympathetic to

Tibetans who are a minority within the Chinese society. As a result, tlìe distance between

myself and the Laohauqiao was infinitesimally shortened. I started to understand their

pride in calling themselves the "Tang People", and compelling their sons and daughters to

learn Chinese. Particularly now, with both my pârents having passed away, with my old

neighborhood disappearing under the bulldozers, with China madly transforming into a

market economy, I suddenly began to understand the deep solitude and yeaming of the early

Chinese settlers, severed from their previous time and space continuum. They waited on this

side of the Pacific to reh.rm home. Whereas in their home village, their names had day by day

slipped into oblivion, faded in the yellow pedigree books.

History hãd conferred on each early Chinese settler an incredible story to account. Not

that the Chinese Canadians were particularly extraordinary, but because of the historical

conditionalities that they had endured in this young country. Yet if one opens a textbok of

Canadian history, there is little said about how many Chinese laborers died in the CPR

construction, and for what causes; nor is there any detailed recount of the cold racism, the anti-

Chinese riots, the baring of the Chinese from access to hospitals, schools, or soup kitchens.
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Having stated this, I intend neither to deny the liberty developed within Canadian society as

a whole, nor to disguise the internal frictions and rivalries of the Chinese communities. What

disturbs me when pondering the history of Chinatown, is the piercing tragic quality in a truly

Aristotelian sense:"a man not preeminently virtuous and iust, whose misfortune, however. is

brought upon him not by vice and depravity but by some error of iudgement" (Aristotle

1954:p.238). When the East and the West converged upon the land of the aboriginal people, for

certain historical reasons, one believed in conquering the other. The malconsequences of this

culhrral hegemony took âlmost four generations of Chinese C¿¡adians to comprehend, to come to

terms, and to finally overcome. I often f€lt "fear, pity and stunned", when reading the family

letters of the early Chinese settlers, when flipping through a thick eroded scrapbook in the

B.C. Archives, which compiles cases of racism âgainst the Chinese, or listening to a Chinese

elder speak about life then on Pender Street. I feel "fear" because racism may re-emerge or

never die out in our time; I feel "pity" because of the immeasurâble bloodshed caused by one's

ignorânce of others; and I feel "stunned" to realize how insurmountable it is to approach

Otherness.

If multiculturalism today advocates precisely the intra-cultural and inter-cultural

dialogue in order to avoid "fear and pity", has there not been too little focus on the legacy of

thât historicâl meetìng of the East and West? Is not the phenomenon of trans-cultural

experience thât h¿s forged the identities and heterogeneities of the Chinese Canadians-like

myself-neglected?

In the largest Chinatown in Canada, the East and West stare at each other; oscillâte;

blend; segregate; dissipate; co-exist; diffuse; transform...... By their endless possibilities, time

has rutted a winding course/ to which Paul Yee's "5a!!lda!cr_ejly" and Kay Anderson's

"Vancouver's Chinatown" ou¿ht to be so far the best documentation on the past of Chinatown.

The latter primarily focuses on the changes in the mainstream Canada and tlìe Chinese

community through examining the various stages of immigration policy; Yee's historiogaphy

discloses Chinatown mostly through individual cases. but rarely gives an interpretation. After

reading them, I was captivated by their compelling scholarship, breathing an unbea¡able

lingering hollowness for days. Would not the Chinese treat the Europeans the way they had

been treated if China at the turn of the century were an intemational superpower? Aren't the

Chinese just as ethnocentric and sometimes racist as the Europeans? How much has Canada

really changed in the past one hundred years in tackling this little word "race"? A tickling

desire tlìrust me to search for an answer. And a new horizon unfoìded. I was convinced that one

had to weave China and Europe into a picrure in order to g¡ve a fair, magnanimous historical

exposition of Chinatown.
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Even so, I had no inclination to write up the entire history of Vancouver's Chinatown.

It exceeds my intellectual capability, and my financial abiliry, A smaller nexus would be

preferable, where the issues of intraculhrral and intercultural dialogues could be râised, in the

context of Chinatown, and retreat when the inquiry wears thin. Such a nexus turns out to be the

Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden.

Why did I choose a garden instead of another artifact? Straddling ambivalently

between wilderness and humanify, for me, Garden embodies one of the most archaic pristine

forms of acculturation. Every civilization finds the garden a middle ground where mankind

fondles nature in a varied manner (Marcus 799-l: p.2G33). Not without dispute, every tarden
contains the dreams of "childhood fantâsy" (Pugh 1988). Where the arable land has to be used

for sustenance, a gârden becomes the place for the temporary indulgent to imitate, invent, and to

take reven8e on the cosmos. Logically, taking the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, the supposed

authentic replica of the ancient Chinese literati garden as a nexus, best dramatizes the

question of inter-cultural dialogue. As one will see in the forthcoming chapters, the debate on

the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden spins off numerous unexpected t$/ists.

Preliminary research dated back to 1989 and field trips were conducted mainly in 1992,

and 1993. My research methodically spread in three major areas: (1) a hermeneutical reading

on the formation of the Chinese literati garden that emerged within a web of culture, art,

environment, and geopolitics; (2) â historical understânding of the formâtiôn of Vancouver's

Chinatown as the distinctive Other in the mainstream of Canadian society; (3). the

provenance of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden and its political significance in the age of the

multiculturalism.

One can see why the inquiry of the Dr 9un Yat Sen Garden thence led and was linked to

power, for two significant reâsons. Firstly, almost every garden has been an inkÍnsically

political act. While most people treat a garden as a place for pleasure, a place immunized

from politics, it possesses the forceful potential to manifest power. It is legible in many

imperial gardens that pompous landscape features exhibit wealth and regalism- It is difficult

to understand how an ordinary garden may be swayed by power. However aren't all gardens in

one way or another the manifestation of one or severâl world view? Aren't all world views,

while being a cognitive map, a socio-cultural construct? Unnoticed perhaps, in its views and

vistas, in its manner of framing nature, ín its symbolization, garden reifies concrete historically

defined relations between humans and wildness, human and huma¡, and men and women. The

irony lies in that the arrogance displayed within the imperial garden cannot compete with the

subtlety of ån âpolitical garden in its capacity to convey power. As Abner Cohen points out, the

symbols "that are politically significant are overtly nonpolitical." The less obviously

political in form, "the more efficacious politically" the symbols prove to be (Cohen 1979: p.
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87). Freud and C,G. Jung expound that unconsciousness speaks mostly through symbols that do

not make sense at the first Blimpse, because unconsciousness has been suppressed by

consciousness; it speaks in an ambivalent and oblique manner. Similarly, the polirical

symbolism of any garden could be embodied anywhere- in the design process, in the selecfion of

site and architect, in financing, in the form and layout of the gãrden, in the windows towards

the sky and creek, in the personification of order, truth and beauty. in the function, in the

inhibitìons that prevent certâin peopìe from using the garden, in the interpretation, and in who

has the legitimary to say what the garden means.

Secondly, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden situâtes itself in a political context. It is the

presence of China-the distant Other, the shadow of the ancient literati, more mysterious,

rnore unfathomable than the anglicized Chinatown itself, that lifts the politics of landscape

into â tmly cross-cultural and cross-national level. Whether it is a garden, a painting, or a

film seems to matter less, as long as the artifact looks radically different. A power contest will

proceed. As Virginia R, Dominguez observes:"the perception of otherness is not iust one of

difference but inherently one of hierarcþ. Whom do we identify as Others? Not those we

identify with, but those we believe inferior or superior to us, or potentially subservient or

dominant. Others are sitnificant to us, even if our rhetoric seeks to deny that significance,

because it is through ôur construction of them precisely as significant Others that we situate

ou¡selves" (Dorninguez 7987: p,732). "Garden" then, like the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, deemed as

an artifact from the non-Western cultural society, obtains a magicness. A garden as such

instantaneously engenders tlìe potential of reduction, invention, or reformation intimately

eroricizing a projected Self.

Garden, Power, and the Other. By the very nature of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, it is

almost impossible to shun from writing ãbout the struggle for power evolving the Other and

otherness. By "power", I specifically break down into four interrelated categoriesì (a). class

domination (through prison, annihilation of life, etc. ) -known by Marx's saying "Political

power, properly so called, is merely organized power of one class for oppressing another" (Marx

1972:p.490); (b). the discipline and normalization of otherness referred to exclusively by Michel

Foucault (Foucault '1965; 1973; '1977). Power in this regard infers a vast domain of informal

practices in daily life of how socially accepted norms homogenize socially unacceptable

behavior and values; (c). the cultural hegemony outlined by Gramsci in Prison Notebooks,

delineating the âttempts of the West in its colonial age of using the Eurocentric History to unify

Other's histories (Gramsci 1971); (d). the cultural appropriation of an Other's life through

commodification, aestheticalization, and romanticization (Boon 1982; Fabian 1984; Stocking

1985; Clifford 1985; 1987; Dominguez 1987; Trinh 1987; Wade 1987; Taussig 1992;1993; etc.).
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Figure L A matrix on the outline of powe¡.

This schematic mapping of the all-encompassing term "power" provides a pivotal

point to this thesis. For one hâs to acknowledge that there have been drastic changes world

wide in the past few decades that render the conventional definitions of political power

insufficient. I would not audaciously rule out the principal function of Marxist "class

dominafion" in analyzing a relatively culturally homogenized society (and on that account, to

study how "culture" has been built under the ruling class), nor rule out that of the Gramscian

"cultural hegemony" in analyzing the dark history of the Western colonialization. The more

the thesis fords into the less structured (or spontaneous) daily life, replete with thick

contradictions and nuances, the more necessary it becomes to broâden the theoretical construct of

power in accessing these ever convoluted intercultural ând interdefined worlds. To take these

constraints into consideration, this thesis deploys a moving ground of "power" as it proceeds

from the early days of Vancouver's Chinatown, and early contact between China and Europe, to

the contemporary and its genesis in the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, From the coercive to the

normative, from intraculturâl to intercultural power, the shift caters to the particularity of the

Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden.

Obviously to depict "power" in a nonlinear, nonliminal mode destablizes "power" as

"an essential such". What too has been concomitantly undermined is the logocentrism of

Structuralists and the universaliÇ of Truth. Instead of searching behind "long periods, as if,

beneath the shifts and changes of political events" there are "the great silent, motionless

bases", instead of trying "to isolate small islands of coherence in order to describe their

internal structure", the alternative view(s) of the world "would not try to suspect and reveal

lâtent conflicts; it would study forms of division. Or again: instead of reconstituting chains of

inference (as one often does in the history of the science of philosophy), instead of drawing up

tables of differences (as the linguists do), it would describe systems of dispersion"(Foucault

1970: p.37). Which in Foucault's own term is "the Discursive Formation"; one that prescribes

bodr pattem/non-pattern, continuity/discontinuity, structure/structuring/unconsciousness, and

forces themâtic analysis. (Admittedly I find Michel Foucault's presentist view of history
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("writing of history of the present" (Foucault -1977: p.37), closest to the Nietzschean

proposition, intriguingly resembling to that of the Madhyamika Buddhistic "Middle-Way"1¡.

This re-introduction of contingency and discontinuity into life, dilutes what

traditionally one considers as the sintular voice of a thesis. Insofar as history that has not

been predetermined opens for probabilities, we shall be constantly aware of the co-existent

conditionalities that bound cerlain discourse and enunciations of ideas. Dismanded now is the

philosophical border of text versus context, event versus conditions. After carefully parrying

off a chronological empirical narrative, be it single view or systematic, and a transcendental

philosophical critique, this thesis aims at â trânsgression. In its content, I chose to weave a

thick surface in and out of the formative events of the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden; in its analysis, I

chose to provide as much plurality and nuances as I could; in its style, I chose a mix of

reportage, historiography and hermeneutical interpretation. In its narrative, there are my

views of Chinatown, of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, of the history of the relationship between

the East and West, based upon my personal experience and my own reâding of the letters of the

Jesuits, tlìe annals of counties in ancient China, the diaries and poems of the literati, and the

correspondence between Dr.Samuels and S.K.Lee; there are others' lvriting-that of Roy,

Andersory Yee, Joe Wai, Bing Thom, etc.; there âre others' voices-that of the docents, the

community activists, the Chinese elders, the key political figures, and the tourists, Nor have I

simply paraphrased what they told me-since I found most participants spoke with a tone of

self-centred importance, nor did I try to decipher the past as a iigsaw puzzle, as if there exists

an ultimate pattern. All I am attempting here is to achieve a multi-angled storytelling-a

diffusive narrative- unfolded around the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden, in order to open a dialogue

b€tween the Chinese community and the mainstream of Canadian society.

Nervously holding this thesis like holding a prism, I reflect upon what I have seen,

wlrat I lrave heard, and leamt. I hope this fuzzy edged, interwoven narrative has done some

lln a second century doct¡ine "The Middle Way", Nargarjuna, the founder of Madhyamika Buddhism
disca¡ded two, then prevailing, extremes of ideas: the Essentialist believes the wo¡ld exists noumenally as

a chain of being, which is p¡e-determined by divine force, and the Relativist denies the materiality of
existence, portla)4ng the influx of beings as braces that permute, become, transfo¡m, neve¡ stay, never
stop. The wo¡ld as such dissolves into a se¡ies of intangible accidents. Echoing the teaching of Buddha,
Nargarjuna treats both views as limited, and therefore, must be deconstructed-to be ¡ejected and
accepted simultaneously. ln his mind, the wor)d could be fi8u¡atively described as an infinite dancing
web where there is nothing behind but empriness; where within, events and objects, names and forms,
co-arise with interdependency. Being a Madhyamika Buddhist, one must learn to embrace this paradox
all at once: seeing Cåusality and Effect are not p¡edetermined to each other nor can be split; whereas all
views are limited--€ach view is of a position, the statements of "the world is existent" and "the wo¡ld is
non-existent" are the notions thar shall be equally debunked. In practice, a Madhyamika Buddhist must
not searclì for the finality of that Ultimate Truth behind history nor be entrapped by the Worldly Truth.
By a gesture of embrace, he or she shouìd mainbain the Middle of botlì ways which is the Creat Wisdom
of Sunyata-the philosophy of Nothingness.
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justice to the designers, creators, users, and supporters of the Dr,Sun Yat Sen Garden. I held no

intention of evâluating the aesthetic quality of the project. Notwithstanding, I touched upon

some arguable points. To the world of acadernics? I hope this "tearing down of the fences"

between joumalism, ethnography, interpretive history, architecture, philosophy, politicâl

science, might fill the hiatus left by the mapped disciplines As fewer architects today are

interested in understanding the problemâtics of city planners, and vice versa; fewer landscape

architects are equipped with the knowledge of sociologists, and vice versa; few philosophers

are keen on the works of ethnographers, and vice versa; fewer Chinese scholars who are good at

the history of the Chinese literati garden are interested in the Marxist critique on the

commodification of those classical gardens in the West, and vice versa, I am thus just a

secondary artisan who builds on others' buildings. Rather than plugging into one discipline, one

field, one type of knowledge, the thesis asks for a space deserted by scholars, practitioners,

thinkers, and technocrats. Hasn't compartmentâlization been inimical enough to dismember

places like Chinatown, which, having such a unique socio-cultural history, shine with an

irreducible glamour? Aimed at re-entering daily life, this thesis adopts an unconventional way

of writing. By interweaving the recount of my own experience in Chinatown (in the italic form)

with the historiography of that place, I am seeking a sense of honesty, to frame myself into

writing, into history.



Part I: Other, Power, and the Ga¡den

------------" lhe exPla¡ation is obvious. Tbe Ga¡den of Forkiag Pat¡s is a picture, iDcoEplete yet ûot false, of the universe
such as Ts'ui PeD cÐsc€ived it to b€. Differing from Newtoo and Schopeohauer, you¡ a¡cestor did trof thiDk of tiEe
as absolute a¡d uniform. He believed iû ân iofÂite series of tioes, in a dizily growi¡g, eve¡ spreådiÀg Àetwo¡k
of_diverging, coÀve¡giûg aûd pa¡a.llet times. This web of tiñ€-the sF¿¡d; or whiðù approach ooã aoother,
biñlrcate, itrterseÆt or ig¡ore eacb othe! th¡ougb the ceûtûries---€Ebmce,s every possibility. 'We 

do ¡ot exist in
Eost of them. ID soIl¡e you erist a¡d Dof I, while iE otheE I do, a¡d yor¡ do Doç e¡d iD yet others both of ùs exisl
ID this oDe, iû which cba¡ce b.as fâvoured me, you have come to Ey gåte. Ia a¡othe¡, yoq cm,ssiug the ga¡deD,
bave fouDd Ee dead. In yet a-ootheÌ, I såy tbes€ very saEe wods, but am an error, a pbantôø."
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Figue 2- 'Listenitg to the Whistling Pines in the Cbnateis cazebo.
Sortce: Chor Congzho4 On Chínese Ganlenq 1986

2Borges, Jo¡ge Luis, "The Garden of Forking Patls' i¡ Ficcinoes, New York Grove Weidenfetd c1962,
p.100.
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A Garden and an Antimony

Summer in Vancouoer could be unexpectedly sultry uhat a rain stopped, tanperature

rcse, no uind, thick humid air congealed. streets. Nowhere then could be morc insufferable

than Chinatown, where human figures agglutinated with stalls and goods in the natou
sidewalks, cars ftlling in between. Under the dazzling sun, life shriaeled, the inorgønic grew

orgønic. While people throng into the shade, uriggling listlessly, two and three storey

buildings along the streets quiaered in the heat. Aged and spent. The heaay paint on their

faces began to dribble. In behtteen buildings, in the nool<s and crannies, drifted out lhe whiff of

cream frotn the bakery shop, the odor of the poultry, fish, and chiaes, and the runk from the

opm ditch. The bralng horns, droned hubbub of the cutstruction sites, aender's cries in tinkling

Cantonese, ifitercepted by turbid English words, uashed. Pender Street aII day long, from one

end to anDther, and back again. So soporifíc, they put Chinatown into a trance.

By then, on time, appeared a red, gigantic d.ouble-decker bus. Through its dark non-

reflectiae windous the cuious eyes uere roaing, glancing at Chhøtoun in the distance. The

bus paraded uestward dou¡n the inlersection of Carrall and Pander uhere a two storcy conüete

cornplex of the Chinese Cultural Center prostrated. At the louer lnel there were the orietúal

boutiques, the Silk ønd Linen Company, ønd classical Chinese furniture store, Detached from
its recessed e trance, "Zhottghuømen", the "China Gate", omamented uith the d.ragon and

phoenix motifs, towered touards the sky. The sky was in an unfathomable blue now, againsl

which the building flattened to a stark face, shroud.ed. by a dim aureola. Unlike the adjacent

settings whose combinations of Neoclassic facødes and Chinese roofs inooked a sense of

ftippery, this building reseraed. the untamished purity of the concrete finish, grey and cleqn.

Its protrudìng pillars and beams adwnbrated. sonething that did not belong to the sìte - the

uooden stntctured pnlaces and temples in China. Except that this ùnmaculate modern

construct brímmed oas with its neu.¡ness, uncompranising newness.

The bus slopped. A horde of smiors slowly stepped out in a line. The drizter, hauing

ørutounced lhe time for departure, rtmained in his seat, flipping through a stack of tøbloids to

ftnd something to read. The croud clustered in front of the China Gøte-posed for a snap shot,

then clamorously trailed d.own to the courtyard of the Chinese Cultural Cnter.
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Rgure 3. Vancouver's Chiûâtown

Figure 4. "Chinâ Gate"
in front of the Cbinese
Cultural CenEe

Figure 5. The entrances
to the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden
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Figure 6.A. view along ùe
corriror inside r¡e D¡.Sun
Ya[ Sen Garden

Figure 7. Looking into
ftre Pa¡k.

Our protagonist eîretged in oieu. It has a charming nsffie_the Dr. Sun yat Sen

Clsssiul Chinese Garden, or the garden of "Elepnce, Delicacy, and. the lfiÌnoúal,'. If one

enterc from the Moon c'ate, one gets into the Maín Gøriten or park, gratis to the general public,

wíth mostly plnnts, aegetøtion, and ø l4rge neanileríng ponit. On a typical summer ilay a Jan
chinese seniors uoukl be seen bøsking un¡ler the sun, chstting ü y, staring at the golitm fish in
the jade colour pond. sæerul yards øway ttoo or three youths sit on the slope of the bømboo

'hí11", smoking høshish. complacntly both síites seeît not to mìnit at all the presence of the

other unless whet sometimcs ø polict'nlafl in uniþrm appews. Eúeryofie at once becorrres a.lert

anil zoatchful. The policc nay dísperse the tatteñerrralions, Ieøoing the olil chinese men
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alone to exchaflge glances, remørking on the bad influences of the "unuanted" people in

Chinatown.

Tourists did not enter the Moon Gate. lust as they would bypass Hastings to shop at

Gastown, they uent uhere they could pay. Behind the slim door, the frontal pøtio of the

cløssical gørden, uelled by the burnished walls ønd rocks, looked cramped and yet not

unfriendly. The extending eøztes of the hall tucked assuredly the entrance beneath its shadou.

Shadow spread uneaenly on the tile paaed ground, where moss grew, emitting û strangely

intimate dampness. Passirtg the høllway, a double-sided corridor girded. by water cordoned

between the park and the garden compouttà. It øllowed the cornpound to contain a wo d of its

071117,

No pagodas, no golden terra-cottø tiles, no red lantents. This supposedly fírst full scale

rElica of Ming Garden (4.D. 1368 and 1644) outside Chinø since 1,492 (The "Vancouaer Sun",

luly 28, 1990) fiuttered ø language of another kind-alien, and narcissistic. lf not for the

occasional presence of the pinnacles of the nodern highrises of " City Gate", or for trat'fic ttoises

frorn Pøú* and Keefer, one might haoe mistaken this garden as one of the gardens ìn Suzhou, a

southern Chinese city lctoun for its gardens. The entie Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden haà its pûrts

duplicated from seæral of the ffiost famous gardens ht Suzhou: the Double-sided Corridor t'rom

the Gentle Wat¡e Garden Estatq the water paailion t'rom the Unsuccessful Politician's Garden;

and the two rock fonnatiorts from the Lingering Garden. The general charncter of the gardetr

ønulates the Master of the Fishing Nets. But the z.tery fact of beìng a replìca did not reduce the

oalue of the Dr,Sun Yat Sen Garden. The tolal cost of $6 million for the 2.5 acre garden and

park (including the land) attested its uotth. Visitors loaed it. Since its opening in 1986 Gill

1992), this tiny place had rccei¡sed oaer 900,000 uisitors fron aII oaer the world.

Most aisìtors left with t'ull satisfaction. Some retunted uith their friends and

farnilies. To thetn, the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden kindled a fire of magic, and shone as att amulet

ftom that ancietú lønd. Writers too fourtd the garden glamororts. In newspapers, teleuisiott

progralns attd magazines, they had nothing but praises One magazine laureled the garden "a

mecca for Far Eastern scholars ønd sfudents of garden design and a tourist showpiece unique in

the Western hemisphere" (Westem Liaíng: September 1981, p.36).

At'ter seeing Chinatown in its frippery costume for decades, writers discoaered this

unadorned garden øfiractiae, and mysterious.

1.1. A lournal from ân Architect

Venturint through this place, some profess that their lives have been irreversibly

altered. An architect-writer recalls:"On first visiting this gârden, I felt animated by its

complexiry yet the number of views and different areas and the sheer âmount ôf detail in this
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small garden overwhelmed me. I found myself moving quickly from one spot in the garden to

another until coming to rest in the Schola¡'s Ga¡den. The place was too busy, too much. Its
meaning was lost to me. I set out then to understand tlris garden in its own terms. I was in part

testing my conviction that understanding the meaning and order of tle garden must reveal the

values of culture which made iL In a sense, I was engaging in a form of culfural anthropology

through design ânalysis" (Mooney 1991: p.14).

'r
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Map 1. The layout of the Dr.Sun Yal Sen carden

Perplexed by visual complexity, the architect visited the garden again and again, often early

in the morning before the other visitors were pr€sent

I [the architect] kept a journal of these visitE making notes and sketches of
whatever caught my attention. reviewing these impressions later, I gradually
began to 'see' the garden. I have given a few of the journal notes below so that the
reader may share the flavor of this experience.

Sun Yat-Sen [Garden]
March 22
Moon Gate alcove
.ìarge view
.topography sweeps view up to the Ting [pavilion] Scholar's Garden
.tight embrace of doorway
.bamboo rubbing on wa]ls. Wind. Wâlls don't keep out natural forrces ---+un, wind,
¡ain.
. enframed views. layering.
.paving 

- diagonals 
-repetition 

of pattern moves eyes to bounda¡y 
-makessma.ll space seem more open.
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.resting places are inside pavilions under the roofs looking out on the garden.

.incredible variety of views within a small space.

.small change in posiiion leads to Breat change in view.

April 12
.I was struck today also with the shifting views as one walks through the
garden. The verticals which change their respective alignments are whât câuse
thís perception of shifting - columns, vertical stones, tree trunks.
.The waterfâll doesn't fall, it runs in individual rivulets, a smallish flow of
water, The convolutions of the stone separate it and it splashes on stone again
and again, The wate¡ becomes a strong background noise to the garden - not
drowning but keeping at bay the traffic noise. Right here in downtown Vancouver
the âir seems always cool and clean.
.How does this garden make me feel? I want to roam âround the gardery to be in
all the little spaces. For me the garden is a series of refuges.

May 72
. suspended ethereal quality
.Fine attention to detail, especiâlly wood lacquer. I am aware of detail in a way
in which I usually am not. Heiglìtened âwareness of place though detail?
¡In the Scholar's garden the clay tile fioor is soft and warm. The prunus mume
moves like a blossom tree of Vincent Van Gogh.
.Verticalig breaks monotony of horizontality-zigzag tremendous intensity -compaction and movement.

This "movement" of his eyes through the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden motivated the architect to

conduct a research on the classical Chinese garden. "Gradually", he continues,

I began to perceive an order to the garden. The garden is an intense experience,
providing a great deal of visual stimuli in relatively small area. Each stimulus is
balanced or offset by an opposing stimulus. This produces two effects. First, the
original visual effect is heightened and second, the viewer is de-stimulated so
that the next stimulus will be perceived anew. The relationship of rocks and
plants ideally illustrates this. The rocks are often accompanied by a plant for
balance. With the tall free-standing stones this is always the case. The two are a
pair meant to be seen together. The juxtaposition of stone and plant emphasizes
their contrastint châracters, hard, rigid, permanent, versus soft, pliant, transient,
growing. Tlìe intricate three-dimensional composition of the rock and plant is
offset by being silhouetted against the plain, smooth, white walls. This same
principle of contrasting stimuli is present in the entry sequence which leads into
the garden. Moving though the first courtyard and garden entry the visitors are
progressively more enclosed until, entering the main court¡rard, they stand under
an expanse of open sky. Similarly, the resting points of the garden are in the
pavilions. Here visitors sit under a roof looking out at the open garden.

Once the opposing stimulus is recognized as a primary design principle in the
classical Chinese garden, it is evident at every level and scale in the garden. In
the pavilions the carved and lacquered ioiner is contrasted with the plain,
unadorned surfaces of door panels, floor and walls. The smooth terra-cotta pavers
of the pavilions and walkways contrast with the complex patterns of the pebble
paving in the courÇard. The exposed rock of the north side of the false-mountain
contrasts with the lush greenery which covers the south side. The built form of
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the Ting contrasts with the rock of the false.mountain on which it sits. Examples
of opposing stimulus are everywhere, from the detail within a single carved
screen, to the iuxtaposition of the expansive, open quality of the views from the
Ting with the dark, tightly enclosed views within the waterfall grotto.

The use of complimentary opposites may be conscious representation of the concept
of Yin and Yang. Yin and Yang represent opposint yet complementary ch'i [ei] òr
forces. Rocks, for example, are seen as hard, unmoving, powerful 'masculine' or
Yang elements, while water and plants, which are flowing and receptive, are
examples of the Yin element. It may be that the garden designers viewed their
exercise âs one of balancint Yin and Yang, The result is the creation of tension
within design; strong stimuli demand our attention and then release it, only to
engage it again â moment later. This juxtaposition of complementary opposites
creates the fundamental character for the garden.

Throughout the garden tlìere is a rich detail of surface pattemings. The surfaces of
the stone, the carved screens, the pebble paving all invite visitors' scrutiny. They
find themselves examining every surface, every form, even the smooth, plain
surfaces of pillars and walls. The detail is used to trigger the viewers,
involvement in the garden. In the very first moment they enter the garden, a tall
convoluted rock imrnediately confronts them, demanding their scrutiny by virhre of
its exatgerâted and sfrikint form. The next moment they notice the detailed
pebble paving beneath their feet. Passing into every hall they meet a new
stimuli- carved and lacquered screens. At some level of consciousness the visitors
notice that this place is richly detailed and begin to fix their âttention on each
new thing they see as tlìey pass tlìrouth the garden. The attention to detail
creates a heightened awâreness of the place.

Within the garden itself the views tend to be framed by a doorway or seen through
a screen. The leak windows are ornate stucco screens within the walls, which are
illustrative of the principle of unfolding views. Screen in the oblique, as when
approaching along the covered walkway, they do not permit a view until the
viewer is aligned at ninety deg¡ees. By this device of first denying and then
permitting a view, the leak window demands the visitors' attention to the view it
enframes. The garden is a skucture of points within a unified whole which yields
a series of riveting views as visitors move through it.

In designing the Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Classical Chinese Garden the designers first
creat€d a tension between stimulus and release and then, by controlling the view
and demanding close âttention, ensured that the viewers experienced this set of
visuaì tensions. The garden demands that visitors be aware of their surroundings
in a way which transcends their normal awareness of the environment.

The fundamentâl character of the garden is one of polarity and tension: the
natural with the built, hard with soft, dark with light, open with enclosed,
vertical with horizontâl, and center with periphery. The degree of omamentation
in the architecture, as well as in the twisted forms of the rocks and plants is used
to trigger a heightened level of perception of surroundings. The result is an
extremely complex garden. Not only is there a multitude of surface detail, points
of interests and views, there âre also many different 'places' within the gârden.
These are different locations having a strongly expressed character which is
created through their materials, ornamentation, degree of enclosure, or type of
view available. This garden is too complex to easily hold in the mind, but rather
than simplify the garden, the designers developed a number of organizational
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pdnciples to guide people through the garden. Perhaps the strongest of these is
the use of pathways mentioned earlier (the literal meaning of Dao [Tao] is both
'pathway' and 'truth'). The visitor ci¡culates along the periphery of the garden
within the covered walkway. Along the way there are major and minor iesting
stops, major and minor views. These create a sense of hierarchical
order......(Mooney 19911pp.14-19).

1,2, The Cartesian Ordet and the Tao of Taoism

Visceral as it is, the joumal unfolds a personal odyssey in an Other's garden. This

architect's exposition on the aesthetics of the Chinese classical garden in general and on this

garden in particular demonstrates an intellectual competence, along side a successive line of
emotions. one does not have the least doubt of the genuineness of the architect's experience-
who, after having immersed in the rains and winds of this garden, told, that he had found a
role for "cultural anthropologist", finding, with it, a joyful relief, an order behind the chaotic

scene.

But wait. Aren't there some "underlfng" principles in his conclusion that happens to

be problematic? Two quibbles appear: one is whether the ancient Chinese literati gardens were

designed with an underlying order? and if so, what kind of order?

These questions are by no means triviâI. Some Structuralists (Leach 1926: p.58) and the

leading architectural theoreticians (Jencks 1978: p.193) have dÍssected the chinese dwelling
into the simplistic dualism of Confucian Order versus Taoist Chaos (Jencks 1928: p.193). Some

influential Western scholars, such as Mircea Eliade, have boldly imposed the binary of the

sacred and the profane upon the Other, belieying in its cross-cultural universality:

[People] assume between their inhabited territory ând the unknown
indeterminâte space that surrounds it. The former is the world ( more precisely.
our world), the cosmos; everything outside it is no longer a cosmos that a sort of
'other world', a foreign, chaotic space, peopled by ghosts, demons, ,foreigners'
(who are assimilated to demons and the souls of the dead). At first sight this
cleavage in space appears to be due to the opposition between an inhabiied and
organized - hence cosmicized - territory and the unknown space that extends
beyond its frontiers; on one side there is a cosmos, on the other, a chaos. But we
shall see that if every inhabited territory is a cosmos, this is precisely because it
was first consecrated, because. in one way or ânother, it is the work of the gods or
is in communication vr'ith the worlds of the tods" (Eliade 1952: p.30).

Let us suspend both questions for good reasons. Instead, let us make a worthwhile

detour, to seek the truthfulness of Eliade's saying in the West itself. From a first look, the

binary modality of spatial division might appear unshakeable. Doubtless there was, and is a

trâdition in western ârchitecture and landscape architecture design that iniects an often

hidden order underneath the compositions of buildings or gardens. Few will fail to see this
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stratagem in the gardens of Versailles in France or in the Palladian villas in ltaly. The

deplo)'rnent of gmmetry in making architechrre persisted since the ancient Greeks and Romans.

From a second look, a subtle difference becomes discernable. Philosophically the

Platonic Order is â trinity, interlocked with Goodness and Creation. In Timaeus Plato made it
crisply clear that "God, therefore, wishing that all things should be good, and so far as

possible nothing be imperfect, and finding the visible universe in a state not of rest but of

inharmonious and disorderly motion, reduced it to order from disorder, as he judged that order

was in every way better"(Plato f961: p.40). Therefore the consecrated geometry was deployed

to design the Parthenon, (and the Pantheon in ancient Rome) as a divine revelation. On the

other hand, since the seventeenth century, the Cartesian Order presented a dualistic

hierarchical order in which God transcends from the universe, Man is considered opposing to,

and superior to Nature; Mind to Body; Rationality to Intuition (Descartes 1986). By the power

of calculus, lexicology, taxonomy, or formulae, philosophers like Descartes and Bacon, pushed

God to the outermost of the universe- then, representafion itself represents Truth solely.

A rift is revealed, Filtered th¡outh this Cartesian mindset, language----encompassing

words, poetry, painting, drama, or architecture- that once bound the animistic world,

attenuated into literal sign (Foucault 1970; Derrida 7974:pp.7-94; Lefebvre 1974:pp.229-291; Eco

1984; Kristeva 1986:pp.62-73).

All this wâs of the greatest consequence tô Western thought. Resemblance, which
had for long been the fundamentâl category of knowledge-both the form and the
content of what we know- became dissociated in an analysis based on terms of
identity ând difference; moreover, whether indirectly by the intermediary of
measurement, or directly and, as it were, on the same footing, comparison became
a function of order; and, lastly, comparison ceased to fulfil the function of
reveâling how the world is ordered, since it was now accomplished âccording to
the order laid down by thought, progressing naturally from the simple to the
complex. As a result, the entire episteffie of Western culture found its
fundamental arrangements modified (Foucault 1970:p.54).

And for the first time in history, Reason directly called upon God, trying to prove God's

existence by mathematics. Yet the omnipresent God of the Medievâl era withdrew, leaked

through representation, deserted Man with'his" own intoxication of "his" own image.

Concurrently (a parallelism never simply assumes parallel lines) the sixteentlì century

in Western architecture became unmoored from the previous ìntegral whole of the cosmos.

Along with the abstraction of life, that of the prosperity of commerce and universalization of

reproduction of surplus, urban spaces in Western Europe began to be conceived through tlÌe

abstraction of language and geometry. "The towns were given written form- described

graphically. Bird's-eye views and plans proliferated. And a language arose for speaking at
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once of the town and of the country (or of the town in its agrarian setting), at once of the house

and of the city. This language was a code of space" (Lefebvre 7974: p_269). The monumental

books of Vitluvius covered everythint that one needs to analyze architecture: "a complete

alphabet and lexicon of spatial elements", "a grammar and a syntax", and',a style manual,',

but missed, as Lefebvre suggests, the "urban effect" itself-the specific, real life experience

that generated the spirit of place. By then, the effacement of the "referent" of the vitruvian
analysis reduced architecture to the formal, to geometry and harmonious teometry/. What

ensued was the widely popularized cosmetics of urban façadism. "Everything was facade"

(Lefebvre 1974:p.273). "Expressiveness emanates from the face; dissimulation, therefore,

likewise virtues are presumed to derive from it, and it is the subiect with its rites and

festivals, that can fall under the sway of the prestige thus generated" (Lefebvre 1974:p.27 4\. A
shift occurred. The Medieval settlements that responded directly to nature were replaced by

the Renaissance architecture that echoed nature but simultaneously idealized it through
geometrization; and then the Renaissance architecture was replaced by Mânnerism that
yielded the "capricious nâture", a "tamed" and "invented" cosmos through fantasy. Then

Baroque architecture triumphed.

'The charm of fables awakens the mind," Descartes said. Baroque architecture is
therefore characterized by âctive participation of the ânthropomorphic members
in a d1'namic spatiâl system. Participation, however, implied that man became
more conscious of his own existence, and in the long run what should have made
the system secure, therefore, led to the disintegration (Norberg-Schulz, 1925:
p."t66).

What this crude, sketchy genealogy of Order before and after the Baroque architecture

suggests is that even the seemingly universal Order cherished by the West has a history. It is
rooted within the permutation of the Greco-Roman-Hebrew tradition. Was this ever

fluctuating order of the west shared by Taoists- provided that the classical chinese gardens

were built upon Taoism?3 Is Yjrz and Yang a Cartesian duality, in another words, p€rmanent,

polarized and hierarchical? Will chaos be necessarily tântamount to the "profane,'in the

ancient Chinese society?

To respond to these questions schematically, one can simply resort to common sense. (1)

Seldom does a Taoist refer to Yjrz and Yang as diametrical poles (in the same manner as

Descartes described the duâlity of body and mind). Y¡r and. Yang are neither separâte nor

3 Th_"r" 
"r" 

some apparent differences between Taoism as form of religious practice and as philosophy.
But I personally find it ¡ather meaningless to sepa¡ate the two when examining Taoism aJ a common
sense,/communal sense, and how it influenced the design of the literati gardens, through the ',agents',.
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hierarchically ordered. Their contradistinction, their mutual kânsformation, and reciprocal
embodiment at best resembles the Hegeliân "dialectics". To which re-Tao ching teaches:

When everyone in the world knows the beautiful as beautiful, ugliness comes into
being. When everyone knows the good, then the not good comesio be. The mutual
production of being and non-beìng the mutual completion of difficult and easy, the
mutuâl formation of long and short, the mutual filling of high and low, the rnutual
harmony of tone and voice, the mutual following of front ãnd back-These are all
constants (Laozi 1989:p.54).

(2) These constânts, to which Laozi referred, remain non-static. The Taoist cosmorogy

unfolds in an intriguing process from the Tao (holism), to yin and yang (dialectics), to Heaven,

Earth, and Human (systematics), and the whole universe (change, dy,namics). The archaic
form of Chinese oracle based upon I Ching (The Book of Change) symbolizes this process by first
of all the T¿i cå'i circle '0"'for ttre genesis, the continuous versus discontinuous strokes for
the Yin (- -)and Yang (-), the two states of being, the rri-g.am <".g. ,--,) for the Heaven,

Earth, and Human and the eight directions, and the hexa-grams (e.g.'-É=-') for the entire
üniverse. This cycle of concrete images at the same time embodies the cycle of time (hours,

days, seasons), space (orientations, constellations), cosmic order (metal, wood, water, fire,
earth), divinities, kinship, and inner feelings (to which one could consult the annotations

complied by the historically significant Neo-Confucian scholar Zhuxi (1130-1200) on I Chins
published by the Qianlong Impeúal Library). within this cycle of changes, a Taoist inserts a

lesser Yin and lesser Yarrg between the gteater yin anð, greater yang to be an intermediate to

the diametrical mechanicaì separation oÍ Yin and, yang.

(3) Having prescribed an Order, or a Tao of Nature, being neither mechanically
dualistic, nor fixedly hierarch.ical, the orthodox Taoism also differs fundamentâlly from the
Platonic order. unlike the Platonic Being-an outer rint of the universe for perfection and

divinity, Tao in Taoism paradoxically achieves its ubiquity by emptying into an ever lasting
process of becoming, which cannot be named, carurot be spoken, cannot be pursued by knowledge.

"As for the Way, the Way thât can be spoken of is not the constant Way_ As for nâmes, the
name that can be named is not the constant name. The Nameless is the beginning of the ten

thousand things. The named is the mother of the ten thousand things" (Laozi 19g9: p.53).

(4). Irrespective of how one labels Taoism, the generic division of "sacred and profane"

in the western perception of space is, in general, inapplicable to ancient chinese architecture

and garden design-let ålone the perturbing theme of how common sense ferments in
architecture making; let alone that it may well be a plethora of religions, beÌiefs, and

practical concer¡ìs tlìat have become embedded in the history of Chinese architecture. The
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acceptance of uncertainty, and harmony of the subjective and objective worlds in Taoism

nafurâlly extends beyond the enframe of the Cartesian order.

One does not have to castigate this architect who renders Tao into a hierarchy. Are we

are immune from projecting our own "order" upon Others with or without Nietzsche laughing at

us?4 This;oumey of enframing Others-Taussig labels it "celestial flight"- indeed, may come

out as a reaction to our deep fear of arbitrariness, to render the Other into the imâte of the

Same may principally be "a worrying about the role of order in empowering those activities

deemed 'explanatory.' And just as the figure of celestial flight serves me as a figure for the

movement of 'explanation' as a curing movement deemed to transform chaos into system, then

the alliance of that movement with the magic and rituals of 'primitive' societies is what I
want to also bring into the dialectic of Enlightenment" (Taussig 1992: p.149).

"Anthropology was always a homesickening enterprise"(Taussig lgg} p.149), bú,t too

disturbing to dismiss, is the architect's suave equation of the literati culture first with the

literati's artifacts, then with the forms and the physical materials of a copy of the literati's

artifact, Was he thinking, thât by studlng in the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, he could access the

ancient mind of the literati?

A cranking voice therein oscillates: " We know time only indirectly by what happens in
it: by observing change and permanence; by marking the succession of events among stable

settings; and by noting the contrast of varying rates of change." (Kubler 1962: p. 73)

Autobiographies or documentations can lie (Kubler 1962). Artifacts cannot. Lured by the

phantom of Newtonianism, the obþctification of culh¡re ensues:

When we scan things for traces of the shape of tlìe pâst, everything about tlìem
deserves our attention. Yet this conclusion, which is self-evident once we recognize
that things alone allow us to know the past, is generally ignored under the
demands of specialized study. Archaeological studies and the history of science
are concerned with things only as technical products, while art history has been
reduced to a discussion of the meanings of things without much attention to their
technical and formal organization. The task of the present generation is to
construct a history of things that will do iustice both to meaning and being, both to
the plan ând to the fullness of existence, both to the scheme and to the thint
(Kubler 1962: p.126)

4who said that philosophers today often proceed from "man as he is now and thinking they can reach
their goal through an analysis of him. They involuntarily think of 'man' as ar\ aelenlq r)e¡ifas lsomething
everlastingly truel, as something that temains constant in the midst of aìl flux, as a su¡e measure of
things. Everything the philosophe¡ has declared about man is, however, at bottom no mo¡e than a
testimony as to the man of a very limited peliod of time. L"ack of historical sense is the familia¡ failing of
all philosophe¡s; many, without being awa¡e of it, even take the most recent manifestation of man, such as
has a¡isen under the impress of certain religions, even celtain political events, as the fixed fo¡m f¡om
which one has to start with" (Nietzsche 1878/19 : p.12).
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Outside the artifacL sommne sobs in the dark.

1.3. The Vanishing Pedigrees

I recall a haunting gaze. On pnge 773 of "China's Cultural Herítage" (hnith 1983),

Richørd I. Smith presmts a picture of ß group of eleon Qing scholars sittittg within a garden.

Aside from ztaguely indicating that the photo is ftom the Chiru Trade Museum, Milton,

Massachusetts, Smith leaaes the nafies of those patriarches and the garden unidentified.

What aets me though is this face to face experience uith the literati, reduced into û ftat
surface of photograph, who nonetheless usually maintained their absence in tex.tbooks. My
mind boiled with puzzles when I first sau the photo: did these scholars pose for
comtnemorating ø special social gathering, their friendship, or a noael experience? What

werc they gazing at, touards my (or your) direction? a catnera nan (a man for sure, giuen the

historical time)? Was he an Atneìcan, a Chinese? Wne they curious of the monsttous calnera

on the heaay tripod, a surpisirtg and delightful exotic? Why had they expressed little

emotion? Were they reflecting the world behind the camera, beyond the walls of the gørden,

where the Qing Empie rapidly collapsed?

Facing me, the atfrømed imageries held silaú. Yet the more I gazed back, the more I
discerned indiaidualities among the eleaen fossilized figures: the frowning face on the let't

hand on the first row; the cynical look from the farthest right at the back; the feeble, lanky

body in the niddle; the complnceflt ones uhose fans uere unfolded; the child-Iike elder

squatthq betueen two rocks...... Distinctiaely, they hnd been humans. Wateuer that neans.

If acculturation is to be measured solely by literucy, they would haue been more " acculturized "

than many of us. They spent their li¡tes in texts. Now, they haae oanished, bequeathìng their

souls to the fans they held, the bench upotr which they sat, atxd the diaries they sctibbled.
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Figue 8. The gaze of the liter¿tis.
Source: Rirh.ø¡dJ. Smith, Chína,s CulnrøI flerítage 1983.

Now, writing this the6is--at the ffitment that I afl, z,ríting, e.motior, ¡aoishes me,

møkes me ponder lwt Jair are we to erase them from their gailens, arul to utrite the hístory of
gardrn zoithout zoriting about them? A desi¡e wells up. lt is the one that zpishes to lenil s aoice

to the ilead. sublíminølly my sensorium reptays the oßits I tnaile. My mínd rclishes restlessly

those conoded. gates, crumbling walls, ibied wøterfalls... aged roof curae, those eoenings

when the whitish moon floated, the zoinil t¡aoerseil the leøoes of bamboo-that whispering

sound. I rponiler rahether I øer loítercd through the same path, støÍed øt the safie lock, 0,s

those eleoe men düL. Now and then, my liþ anil theirs, intersect. To listen to them I open

their peiligee books.

The Gañen of Gentle Walte Estate

The Gsñen of c*ntle wøae Ìus an ungentle wst. It ís on ø quarter of land in the suburb

of suzhou, initinlly owned by Qian Liu (asz-932), the benign goaernor who promoted Buitdhism
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in the Wu regiotr. The property was nld to Su Shwrqin (1008-1048) in the summer of A.D. 1045.

Su, ø learned scholar from an arístocratic fanily of Sichuan, obtained hìs degree of lingsi-
Metropolitan Graduate, and the officiøl title of Zhixian-the District Magistrate in
Mengcheng in 1034, which lead hin into s. torrettinl bureaucratic life. Su had ø complicated

percont. Olrc side of hin, being too typically Confucian, cared deeply for the life and death ol

the ordinary people and. the longeaíty of the Song Empire, that aligned him closely with the

politicøl reformo, Fan Zhongyan. The other side of him lacked the typical shreudness of the

bureøucrats. His uninhibited chûracter, ultifiately costing him his political career, outshone

other literati. Qublisheà in the Yuan Dynasty) d.escibed. Su as

one uho "could drink a gallon uine within a day". His father-in-1au, the Pølace Secretøry

(Shuminshi) in the Song Court, who disbelined this story at first, had disciples and seruants

obseroe Su while he drank. The witnesses retunted, testifying that Su emptied a scoop of wine

with one gulp when eaeÍy nou and. then he picked up an exciting episode in The Annals of the

Hatt Duttastu.

The gallant Su was not øfraid ot' speaking out. Pnrtly countensnced by his father-ùr
law, Su incessantly submitted reports olt the peruasiae corruptiort, briberies to the imperial

court, suggesting political refonns. Dauntingly his plans receiaed no support, and offended

møny, who sought opporhnlities to retaliate agøittst him. Disenchantment amassed in Su's

ulititxg. And his increasing self-doubt and dissatisf actiotl uith politics shook his føith in
Confitcianism. ln ø long narratiae poen to 0. Buddhist monk Mi Yan frotn Shandong (Yang

1985:p.227), Su recalled his preuiotts lament of the talent of Mi Yan being confined by

Buddhism, uhen lhey had met in a literati symposium, years øgo. Now, Su wrote, the

Buddhist withdrawal from the secular world. may be û better way of life.

In the Spring of 7044 Su sold soffie outdated. goaernnental letters as garbage paper for a

feast øfter a. cerenony, arr act not utlconnnon in his døys, or a peccadillo that otherwise held no

significance. He was caught immediately. His opponents arrested hìm first and then

rclegated hhn fron the court. It uas uhile h exile that Su aniaed in Suzhou. There Su found:

Traaeling lo the south by a small boat, I ørriaed øt the center of Wu [Suzhou].
Støying inside the local's house, I felt suffocation since the suflfler uas steafiV
hot, therefore, longing for a cooler, less crouded place. One døy, passing by the
prefecture school, gazing øt the east, 1 saw a parcel of luxuriant thicket and
woods, lofty mounds atd uide watery expanse, which hl.d. txo counteryart in the
city. There uas a trickling water course meandering in betueen the multifarious
florøs and àelicate bamboos, with a length from the east to [west] øbout a
hundred. strides; a mulbnry field, ftftV by sixty Kn 0 Xun=2.4 Meterc) protruded
into uatet, At the south of a little wood bidge, there was an eoøt uaster land,
no residence adjaceflt, enbosoned by thick uoods. I asked the old locals, (if they
toere auare uho ouned the land). Thry replied:'it is the pond and retreat of Su.n
Chatyou, the kin of the Qian Family.' I-ooing the humping col and the ancient
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terraces, I lingercd around, and purchased the property by t'orty thousand. cashes"
(Su 1983: p.21. My translation).

Building a pauiliott ot' "Gentle Waoe" in front ot' the bamboos, in the outskirt of the ancient

Suzhou metropolitan, Su laid the ground for one of the most famous gardens in the Chinese

history. He uas boating betuem the city and his estøte by sampan. On his way he would

Iisten to the chirp of free birds, and thought that he, too, uas t'ree from the oanity of

offícialdom. To those sttuggling in the political echelon he thumbed his nose:" OnIy the

literati are drmoning so lcw, not knowing that many of the ancient talenls ønd learned ones

haae died due to a failure in politics. This should be called ignorance of self salaation. l, nou

rclegated and knowittg how it þlt, am contetted with tranquility and. wildness, not competing

uith others, thereof understanding the causes of conflicts, satist'actorily, extending conpassion

to those in the past uho could not be free from their anbitions. I regørd myself haoing been

snaed" (Su 1983: p.22. My translatioÐ.

Contrary to his own depiction Su endured th¡ee turbulent years in Suzhou, Depression

ønd disease assailed him uhen he was writing his journø\. One side of his nind sought

appeasetnelú, in a poern to a Buddhist Master Grcng Xi:

I was bu¡dened by the secular
Yott, obtained the dhanna, were blessed
if to forget both sadness and joy
[We are] tntly the enlightened (Yang 1985:p.j08. My translation).

The other siàe of Su wrote:

Solitarily strolling in the Garden of Gentle Waae
Clinbittg up the terrace and looking far
The Autumn fades into the murky red
The sun illuminates the bamboo's greerr
The drunk drifß like the suallou in the uind
The poet society uithers like frosty phoenix tree
Come and leaue, you are in a haste
Who uill accoflpany the feeble old nan (Yang 7985: p.342. My trønslation).

ln paroxysm of laughter, dejection, and self proclaimed other-uo dliness, Srt collapsed

on his damp bed. He had been cleared of the accusatiut in 1048, and uûs recruited for Huzhou

Prefecture Aide. Yet he died at age 41.

Su's blood dried along th¿ "Gentle Watse". The "Gmtle Waae" was caraed up by the

Zhang and Gong Families...... Later, when the Mongoliøns built lhe Yuan Dynøsty, the gørden

decayed into a Buddhist sanctuary for monks. The paailiott Su origirully built was ruined,

rcbrilt, ruined again, rebuilt øgain. The one ue see today uas for the løst time built in 1875.
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The Unsurcessful Politicían's Garden

Retuning from the "Gentle Waue" to the centre of Suzhou, ue ellcounter another

stained locale. lt was said (Zhang, et al, 1.982: p.12) that the estate of the Unsuccessful

Politiciøn's Garden had been preoiously moned by Lu Luwang (?-881), a genius in the late Tang

Dynasty. "The Annals of Wu Prefecturc" coftposed by Fan Chenda (1126-1193), a etudite poet

and historian, reztealed that Lu entered officialdom for the emolument, since his family
possessed scafity means. Lu failed seaenl times in the imperial exafls, hauing at last reached

the ladder of lunzu-Comnandery Deputy. On the lìterary side Lr was an undefeated nøster

of Fu, the classical Chinese style ot' prose, well connected with the literary circle of Yan Yao,

Pi Rixiu, Luo Yan, Wu Rong (famous poets).

Lu toiled in his puddle land until late in his life, despite deteriorating health and an

unfulfilled career (Fan 1,193: Chapter 21). Addicted to tea, refusing to associøte with the

mighty ønd aulgar, Lu also built his own garden in PuIi of the Pine Riuer, to which he

commuted t'rom the city by his own boat equipped with books, calligraphy brushes, tea pots and

fishing rods. His alooþress, his total withdraual t'rotn the seculat uorld, occasionally

emitted, faintly snd, ilt his pen-names-"The Wanderer in the Riaers and Lakes",s "The Son of

the Heøaenly Fate" , or "The OId Fishmnnt", on in his poøns.

Years of dallying in the tiaers atù lakes, dntnken many times
øt the old irur of Huang's , wakened uithøtt krtowing the rise
of the clear moon, cast by the sprinkling shadows of flouers,
uûititrg to be held up (Xiao et al. 1983: p.1290. My hanslation).

Like Su, Lu waited; like Su, he wasn't held up. He withered in the rage of anguish,

leaaing his houses ønd gardens behind. Upon one of those estates, in the Yuan Dynnsty, upon

The Great Magnanimity Temple (of Buàdhism), a dVnasty after, takert ouer by a Ming

literatus, was built the Un*ccessful Politician's Garden.

Wøng Xianchen, born into ø fanily of officials in Suzhou, passed the imperial exams

for the Metropolitan Graduate, and obtained the post of Yushi-the Imperial Stibe. The

Annals of the Mittg Dltnastlt (published by the Qíanlong lmperial Library ín 7740) skelrhily

mentioned Wøng's political ups and downs. Haaing traaelled to Datong to inspect the

performance ot' the military officers, he set up foes among those he impeached for negligence of

drty. Years later he paid the yice. He was demoted to a County Magistrate's Assistanl, and

in 1504, to a Post Relay Støtion Assistant in the remote Canton. In the first year of the

5A.o*.on -.tupho¡ in classical Chinese for vagabond life,
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Zhengde reigt (1506-1521) Wang uas granted a position of the District Møgístrute close to

Suzhou. Tired, battercd, he retired, as an "IJnsuccessful Politiciøn".

Wøng took oler the Budd.hist monastery, built a garden compound, and named it The

lJnsnccessful Politician's Cardefl. The name was an apparent pun.6 Eaery literatus kneu what

it meønt. One could hardly miss his parodist toertone on the national politics. Thøt intentiolx

had been indìrectly reported by Wøng's close friend., an influential Ming poet, calligrapher,

pãinter, Well Zhengming (1470-1,559), in an essay writtm in 7533 on the making of the garden

(for elaboration, see Chapter 6). lt goes uithout søying that the sentimmts attached to this

garden reached beyond a singular dimmsion of nature-Ioaingt nor uas lhe gardett a struight

political satire. Most Chinese literati seem to haae had split personalities like Su Shunqh,

Lu Luuøng. The feelings of the literati touørds the empnor-the demigod, the plebeinns, the

multitude whom they regarded as children, and the dysfunction of polity, churned with

unspeakable incoherence and cont¡ødictions. Eaen within their homes, their oun gardens,

their liaes períodically entpted with hope, despair, bitterness, and deep nostalgia.

So, walkirtg inside the Unsuccessful Politiciûn's Garden, Wen, the alter ego of Waflg,

conposed thitty some poems writing about the sceteries, which, today, aII seefl reuealing the

coiled inner conflicts. One of them says:

no need ta reach the outernost suburb to reflect
the closest garden contains the telepathic power

flouing water, broketr bridge, oerdant grnss
rose fence, thatcher, cocks crouting at the noon
not to pity the streets of wagons
there is a nature in the mundane
not to dìsappoint the ancient recluse who liaed here
holding books, plowing through the texts in the Spring time (Wen L987: 1205. My
translation).

Who is "holding books, plowing through Lhe texts"? Wang or himself? Wen did not

mention it. The classical Chinese poetry offers a resilience and. elusiaeness of the subject-

uaguely enough so euery reader can plug into the position of the speaker. This conflation of

egos uas probably expressiae of the commonality of all the literati: their sense of being lost.

Before long Wøng plowed to the end of his funou. His death marked the hrning point

of the fate of his garden. Bet'ore long his profligate son lost the garden in one night of gamblìng.

The garden, nou a forlorn child, began to drift from hand to hand. lt was for a while owned by

Xu Taishi, a wealthy local, who also possessed the Lingering Garden. ln 763L, a decøde bet'ore

6 Th" prorr"n"n." of the te¡m is from The Prose of Dally by Pan An in the Jing Dynasty. Pan satirized
himself as a "clumsy", "retired", "unsuccessful" politician. Note thât "Zhuo" in clâssical Chinese can
function as a pun to mean "ine!t", "retarded'; and "abandonment".
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lhe Manchus' invasion, the eastern wing of the gaùm, bleak and abandoned, uas sold to an

Attettdant Centleman,

ht the beginning years of the Qing Dynasty the uhole garden fell to a mandarin natned

Chen Ziling'. Before enjoying the garden, Chen was prosecuted as a criminal, and seîtt to

northent China, where he d.ied.. The Qing court confiscated the garden, and used it as

headquarters for the marines. Returned to the so1 of Chen Ziling in 7664, shortly, the garden

once more fell to the son-in-law of Wu Sangui. Wu Sangui (161.2-1679) sensed as a military
official for the Ming Dynasty. Haaing refused to suftmder to the peasant rebels who had

oaerthrown the last empnor of the Ming, he surrendered to the Mnnchus in the north, and

guided the Manchus troops back to the mainland. Whel the Manchus established the eing
Dynasty, Wu, as being mad.e a meitorious general, receiued the honor of Military Goaernor of

Yunnan. Relying on his power, his sott-in-Iau seized the lJnsuccessful politjcian's Garden.

But the Qing court soolt decided to cancel the title and power of the Military Goaerno¡s.

In 1673, Wu deflected the Ma.nchus, naming himself a founder of a new dynasty. At the sane

time, the garden uas confiscated again, relinquishing it to be a yamen-the Gouenunent Office,

then, someote's residence, than an auctiott shop.

The garden became the headquarterc of the Tai Ping Rebels in 1,860; ø Bannermen

Forthright Seroice Place in 1871; the Nationalist liangsu Gouenunent Office in the Second

World War; the Office of National Social and Educational Academy in the late 1940s; and a

musewn gardøt since 1952 tmder the Cotnmunist gorelltnetlt (Chen 1983: p.99),
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Figue 9. A c¡mer of the Unsuccessful Politiciar's Gaden
IlllsttdiÐn by D.YIiI

1.4 Nebulosity of Culture

Weepin& tortuous, from a distant da¡kness the Chinese literati gardens mumble

sobbingly. Across the blanks of epitaphs, across the f¡a¡res of each vignette, the eyes of the

literati emerge, ard submerge, with solemn looks, desperately reaching us. And we, in turn,

efface their gazes, from their gardens.

What should we do? What in fairness can we w¡ite about time, their history, and thei¡

culture, without exchanging words with them?
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In the murk, the dead protest. (1). The soul of each Chinese literati garden is

irremovable. T Be it tiny or vast, be it anonymous or well knowry each Chinese literati garden

blossoms in the delicate and fertile land of the Yangtze. Each teems with the imprints of past

and emotions. The voluptuousness of the Lingering Garden, the animistic sonority of the Lion

Grove, the tranquility of the Gentle Wave, the forlom sadness of Shen Yuan (in Shaoxin), the

joyful openness of Li Yuan (in Wuxi), the austerity of the Unsuccessful Politician's Garden_

Tied to the vicissitudes of dynasties and the mesrnerizing naturâl settings of the Yangtze delta,

those gardens grew aged with distinctive persona, as subtle as the eleven elder scholars in the

photograph. (2). The soul of each Chinese literati garden is irreducible. Generation after

generation, each garden had been laboured upon and moulded both by different hands and

numerous minds. Which chess game can be more diffusive, and more difficult than this

incessant process of making? A conflated persona forges through time. The refinement of

Chinese literati garden depends, as well as reflects, the thousand years of cultural cohesion

thât today faces its unprecedented challenges. (3). The soul of each Chinese literati garden is

irreplaceable. There were countless historical incidents and crises which imprint those

gardens with truly contingent "flaws". The pavilion of the Gentle waves had been redesigned

and rebuilt several times; the piled rocks in the Unsuccessful Politician's Garden had been

purchased or looted. Therefore whoever marvels at the âesthetical "perfectness" of the

Chinese literati garden ought not to forget that they had been built, expanded, inherited,

erased; or transacted, damaged, repaired; or rebuilt.

In another word, the Chinese literati gardens cannot be duplicated without altering

their cultural substance.

Clearly this is not yet enough. Conclusion as such, proves to be simplistic and

temerarious. What is that "cultural substance" or "cultural aura" that iniects into, or attaches

Twhiclì legitimizes the rema¡k Cliffo¡d Geertz makes, when he tosses the concept of Cultu¡e and the
concept of "Man":" Ou¡ ideas, our values, our acts, even ou¡ emotions, a¡e, like out nervous system itselt
cultural p¡oducts-p¡oducts manufactured, indeed out of tendencies, capacities, and dispositions with
which we were born, but manufactured nonetheless, Chartres is made of stone and glass. But it is not just
stone and Slass; it is a catlìedral, and not only a cathedraì, but a particular cathed¡al built at a particuìa¡
time by certain membe¡s of a particular society. To unde¡stand what it means. to pelceive it fol what it is,
you need to know rathe¡ more than the generic properties of stone and glass and rathq mo¡e than what is
common to all cathedrals. You need to understand also- and, in my opinion, most critically-the specific
concePts of the ¡elations among God, man, and a¡chitecture that. since they have governed its creation, it
consequently embodies. It is no different with men: they, too, every last one of them, are cultural artifacts"
(Geerrz 1973: p.51)

Geertz probably speaks here metaphorically of architecture to make his point on cultutal
particularity across. However, his statement touches upon one of the imperatives of the p¡esent plight of
architecture-an issue Heidegger succinctly put: "1. Building is really dwelling. 2. Dwelling is the manne!
in which mo¡tals a¡e on the earth. 3.Building as dwelling unfolds into the buildirìgs that cultivate growing
things and the building that erects buildings" (Heidegger 7971:p.148).
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to, or overlaps with, or reversely phrased, those gardens composed by ',gnarled trees" and

"bizarre rocks"? Borges, âs I cited in the preamble of Part I, interpreted the âura of Chinese

garden through one of his character:

The Garden of Forking Paths is a pichre, incomplete yet not false, of the universe
such as Ts'ui Pen conceived it to be. Differing from Newton and Schopenhauer,
your ancestor did not think of time as absolute and uniform, He believed in an
infinite series of times, in a dizzily growing, ever spreading network of diverging,
converging and parallel times. This Web of time-the strands of which
approach one another, bifurcate, intersect or ignore each other through the
cenhrries---embraces every possibilify. We do not exist in most of them. In some
you exist and not I, while in odrers I do, and you do not, and in yet others both of
us exist. In this one, in which chance has favoured me, you have come to my gate.
In ânother, you, crossing the garden, have found me dead. In yet another, i say
these very same words, but am an error, a phantom (Borges 1962: p.100).

Where can one draw a line, and say this side has culh¡re and the other side does not? Or, that
all those questions have been misunderstood, rnisinterpreted, and wrongly proposed?

One cannot escape from a reflection on the concept of culture and how to identify jt: is
culture a set of instrumental artifacts-pots, pegs, houses? or a set of social institutions-
kinship, family, states? or a set of deep psychological behaviors? or a set of symbolical

ideations---<osmolôgy, mythology, time, space?

This would have been less disputâble, if one were living in the age of the

Enlightenment. Philosophers of tlìat era steadfastly held the belief in limitless progress-
what they called improvement and perfectibility- and in laws of progress. "To discover these

laws they made use of what Comte was later to call the comparative method. As they used it,
it implied that, human nature being fundamentally everywhere and at all times the same, aìl

peoples travel along the same road, and by uniform stages, in their gradual but continuous

advance to perfection; tlìouglì some more slowly than others" (Evans-pritchard 1,962: p.24).

Culture, in that period, was not the costumes or garbs one wore, but rather the naked mind of
Reason.

Of course these questions would be less difficult for orthodox Marxists, Culture can be

cleaved in half. Either it will be driven into superstruchre, especially into ideology, which

Marx took as "the ruling class ideas", "illusionary" to the masses, in essence, "nothing more

than the ideâl expression of the dominânt material relationships" (Marx -1922: p.173). Or

culture can be tracked down to the "real basis of ideology", the principal contradiction of the

force of production and the relations of production, to the history of labour. A common core for

the two halves. A pre-empt has already been given to the "reâl basis". The historical

materialist concept of linear modes of production favours the analyses of how labour divides,
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how the technology âdvances, ând how nature and resources are allocated. "In archaeology",

unsurprisingly Hodder testifies, "as in other areâs of Marxist anaìyses, major variation occurs

in dre relative importance given to the forces and relations of production. In some wrifings the

forces of production appear to develop on their own, internâlly generated, leading to

contrâdictions between the forces and relations of production" (Hodder 198ó: p.61). Being

twined with the concept of civilization, cultu¡e has been by and large reduced to the material

manifestation of socíal relations.

Our plight is that we can no longer hang on to the notion of Reason, or Material as the

orrly place where culture itinerâtes. As far as information is concerned, the border betwe€n total

immateriality ând total materiality blurs. Symbols, signs, sounds, words, texts, tenerâte
meanings by formal, phonetic differences and traces, and yet they impinge upon our eyes, our

ears/ our skins so physically, so overwhelmingly, like the images of the flâmintos Rilke

passionately evoked,

with all the subtle paints... rise above the green
grass and lightly sway on their long pink stems,
side by side, like enormous featherly blossoms,
seducing...... themselves; till, necks curling, they sink their large pale eyes into
the softness of their down,
where apple-red and jet-black lie concealed (Rílke 1982:p.67).

The concept of culture for semiologists or hermeneutists thus is akin to a flamingo

dancing in a twilight zone between texts and reality. Geertz eloquently defines culfure as the

symbolically expressed system of ideology and religion trapped in thick signs and deep plays

(Cecrtz 1973). ln his Notes on the Balinese Cockfight. through a meticulous recording of fifty-

seven matches of cockfighting in a Bali village-the amazingly presented details of the event

and statistical numbers on the bets and odds to win, Geertz gives us an elaborate "reading" of tlìe

social structures of that village, of the national mythology of the heroism in cockfighting, of

the psychologicat construct of Balinese men (in contrasting women in the background), and of the

inarticulateable Balineseness. Right after this, Geertz advisesl'Such an extension of the notion

of a text beyond written material, and even beyond verbal, is, though metaphorical, not, of

course, all that novel". But turn to the next pâge.

The culture of a people is an ensemble of texts, themselves ensembles, which the
anthropologist trains to read over the shoulders of those to whom they properly
belong. There are enormous difficulties in such an enterprise, methodological
pitfalls to make a Freudian quake, and some moral perplexities as well. Nor is it
the only way that symbolic forms can be sociologically handled. Functionalism
lives, and so does psychologism. But to regârd such forms as'saying something of
something,'ând saying it to someone, is ât leâst to open up the possibility of an
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ânalysis which attends to their substance rather than than reductive formulas
professing to account for them (Geertø. 1973p.453).

Having painted an intriguing image for anthropology, Gærtz failed to describe how and when

the flamingo culture rises and flies to ideology and how it sleeps in the trass land. Which begs

others to interrogate: How do common sense/sense of community,/and the techniques of
making--.Gadamer's "Bildung" (Gadamer 1975Fsustâin themselves? -Hq:g does common sense

reproduce systematically, discursively and subliminally (Giddens 1984:pp.5-74)? How do

regularity and noise of culture interpenetrate and replicate (Bourdieu 1972)?

Thinking now grabs its own tail. A paradox. How to think of thinking which reflection

partakes, how to represent culture upon which this representation relies? But aren't we, at this

very moment, questioning culture itself, doing a never-to-be completed self-criticism that is

simultaneously objective (non-self centered reason) and subjective, reflective ând intuitive,

with language and the silence negâted by language? To this paradoxicality, the thirteenth

century Jâpanese Zen Master Dogen responded:"Water birds,/going and coming/their traces

disappear/but they never/ forget their path". That path of unity to life, which eclipses

thinking to a fuzzy logic, twined both conscious and unconscious, for a profound closeness, is also

expressed in the French sociologíst Bourdieu pârlance "habitus":

The habitus, the durably installed generative principle of regulated
improvisations, produces practices which tend to reproduce the regularities
immanent in the objective conditions of the production of their generative
principle, while adjusting to the demands inscribed as objective potentialities in
the situation, as defined by the cognitive and motivating structures making up
the habitus. It follows that these practices cannot be directly deduced either
from the objective conditions, defined as the instantaneous sum of the stimuli
which may appear to have direcdy triggered them, or from the conditions which
produced the durable principle of their production. These practices can be
accounted for only by relating the obþctive structure defining the social conditions
of the production of the habitus which engendered them to the conditions in
which this habitus is operating, thât is, to the coniecture which, short of a
radical transformation, represents a particular state of the structure. In practice,
it is the habitus, history turned into nâture, i.e. denied as such, which
accomplishes practically the relating of these two systems of relations, in and
throu8h the production of practice. The 'unconscious' is never anythint other
than the forgetting of history which history itself produces by incorporating the
obiective structures it produces in the second natures of habitus (Bourdieu 1972:
p.79)

Intriguingly the two worlds meet, and echo. A more succinct version of the practical

logic of Bourdieu appears in Nagarjuna's "Co-Àrising Principle" (the founder of Madhyamika

Buddhism). 'lr]o existents whatsoever are evident anywhere that are arisen from themselves,

from another, from both, or from a non-cause" (Kalupahana 1986:p.105). "Co-arising" obviously
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denies any singular causaliÇ that emphasizes the thing itself (namely self-cause, and self-

nâture), or another thing (namely the environmental determinism), or the function of the dual

(namely dialectics), or no reason (namely nihilism and relativism).

In such a light, as Bourdieu transgresses subject/object, individual /collective,

conscious/unconscious, cognitive,/norrnative, material/ideal, fewer and fewer anthropologists

are willing to delimit "culture as such". Culture that used to be so unambiguously shaped, out

of this prolonged negation, is not solely an artifact, nor solely an institution, nor solely a text
nor solely an ideal, nor solely â deep thought.,....... With the concept of "Man", the concept of

"Culture" finally, fades into murk.8

8Ho*u.,", pa¡ticular, howeve¡ dynamic a "culture" really was and is, the very concept refe¡s back to a
historical discursive process within which it has been socio-politically, and indeed cultu¡ally constructed
(Cottom 1989:pp.49-102). To say so does not iust play a simple tautology to say one cuìtu¡e producing
itself. This process of one culture producing itself-actualìy, Ma¡x told a half t¡uth-serves certain
political purposes (of the ones who a¡e ín the position to influence), but evolves open-endedly (rather
than a total replication).

A convenient example that I can think of to suppo¡t the argument that "cultu¡e" indeed is
"culturally constructed" is the modern Chinese concept "culture"-I{¿f¡¡ua----of how its being coined. In
the classical Chinese the equivalent to Wenhua would be " lNenzhijiaohua" , namely, "to use lthe
ancesto¡'sl precepts to manage lthe country] and to educate lthe multitude]". Being cu.ltured had meant.
a, to be highly lite¡ate; b. to be a Confucian Chinese, obeying all the norms and moralities.
Understandably the ancient Chinese literati who dominated the country would not consider non{hinese
as "cultured" but may considq a peasant who follow the orders ând Ìites as "accultutized". F¡om the
dominated point of view, even today as in dally usage,Wenhua is particularly designated fo¡ the maste¡s
of texts and words, The ones who do not lead-so to speak, my own mothe¡ who did not receive any
schooling-would consider themselves as "non-cultured" and Du Shu R¿r-the men of books, or more
colloquially and plair.ly Ren Zhiar De-whoever understands words as the "cultu.¡ed".

Wenhua was translated at the end of the nineteenth century from Japanese word "Bunka",
which possibly came from the German "Kultur". Regardless of what exactly "culture" had and has been
defined in Germany or Japan, Wenhua denotes th¡ee meanings in modern Chinese:"a. the sum of the
physical and spiritual wealth of the socio-histo¡ical evolutíon of ¡nankind, especially the spiritual wealth
such as literature, arts, education, and science, etc. b.an atchaeological term, meaning the historical
a¡tifacts and he¡itage from the past; also the tools, instruments, and mâking techniques. e.g. Yanzhou
culture, Longshan culture; c. the capability of maste¡ing lânguage and general knowledge"
(Contemporary Chinese Dictionary 1983: p.1204) Wenhuû tt.ùs was certainly a hybrid of the
contemporary Western influence (e.9. the acceptance of science and material culture) and the the
Confucian literati t¡adition, which believes that "the ones who labour by mind should dominate the ones
who labour by body" (Contucius).

Not incidentally as long as the concept of cultu¡e exists, there will always be a sac¡ifice to achieve
that sense of totality. For the concept of culture, coined within a special tíme. special place, and special
people, maintains its order for someone, For instancg "in anthrcpology, the very category of the'native'
represents the critical assumption of totalit, homogeneity. and unconsciousness. One basis for these
assumptions is the type of society anthropologists traditionally have studied, which is tribal, relatively
stable, often preliterate, and limited to simple preindustrial technology. The¡e is no question that such
societies do not p¡ovide the conditions for the highly differentiated individualism characte¡istic of modern
Western life. However, the category of the native goes beyond this consideration in assuming that for all
practical purposes these societies âre monolithic. It represents a myth of a cultu¡al identíty as cultural
reality. Through this catego¡y culture in general is identified with the dominant culture of a society"
(Cottom 1989:p.74) .

For this reason, Benjamin spoke that "cultu¡al treasu¡es" "owe theiÌ existence not only to the
efforts of the great minds and talents who have created them, but also to the anonymous toil of their
contemporaries. There is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a document of
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1.5. A U Tum.

Our train of thought bumps against a wall. Not only is a Chinese literati garden

untransplantable without a loss of culrural substance, but also the substance of "literati

persona"and the "literati culture" itself has to be historically defined, outlined, and

deconstructed. The "literati culture" itself has probably already dissolved or is close to

dissolving in China. Every now and then when the Chinese tourist bureau refurbishes those

gardens, repainting them, erecting modern sculptures here and there, one will notice thât the

literati culture itself transforms, for better or for worse, into a tourist cornrnodity.

Why then do we have to call the Dr,Sun Yat Sen Garden the "authentic" Chinese

garden? How "authentically" does it belong to â literary tradition? Conversely, how can we

deny the "authentic" feelings of our architect-writer who "authentically" narrated his

encounter with a dubiously "authentic" Chinese garden in Vancouver?

A loop coils, points back to its own beginning. Neither can we negate the material

"authenticity" of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, for its "authentic" construction materials and

craftsmanship from Suzhou; nor we can negate its certain formal, spatial "authenticity" out of

its imitation of the gardens in Suzhou.

Nevertheless, the loop opens. It is as simple as this- when everybody thinks the

Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden in a copy or an imitation of the literati gardens in Suzhou, they forget

its originality, its own uniqueness. The architect who wrote the journal may be rightfully

attentive to uncover that the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden may be designed with some underlining

order. A leârned botânist may discern how many species of plants in the garden are in fact

local. A teologist may tell which rocks in the garden are foreign to the Suzhou gardens. A

clever tourist may query why Canada has a garden like this.

All in all, our inquiry must turn one hundred eighty degrees. Instead of being so gullible

as to deem the garden a total representation of the literati culture, or so cynical as to denigrate

the garden as a sham, vis-a-vis to ourselves, we question back our own question. This U tum-a
transtression of the normal route that results in either an extolling commentary or a slasNng

criticism- enables us suddenly to see this gârden as having a soul---<omplicated, for sure-that

is too, "irremovable", "irreducible", and "irreplaceable", Having lent the voice to the

literati, we should listen more to the living: (1) why is this garden in Vancouver's Chinatown?

(2) what does this garden embody that cannot be deduced from other history, otlìer time? (3)

how did this garden come into king and for whom?

barba¡ism. And just as such a document is not free of barbarism, barba¡ism taints also the manne¡ in
which it was transmitted f¡om one owner to another" (Benjamin 1955: p.256).
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A green light flashes. Our search takes us back into a strange, dark past. Our saga of

the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden unfolds f¡om a rumor that circulated in the 1850s among Sze-yup

[Siyi] and Sam-yup [Sanyi] counties in Canton of China. A karma haunting Vancouver's

Chinatown since.
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,

Chinatown, Once the Haven and Hell

In the 1850s news brought back by the merchants from overseas flew with wings among

the toiling peasânts in Sze-yup and Sam-yup counties in Canton [Guangdongì China. It was

alleged that numerous high quality gold mines had been discovered along the pacific rim
where the cities of San Francisco, Seattle, Victoria, and Vancouver were located; consequently

massive numbers of laborers would be needed. The news soon hrrned into a gospel in the ears of
the starving villagers: the New world glimmered as a paradise where even srreets were paved

with gold, Enticed by this fantasy, about twenty five thousand Chinese from canton province

converged onto the American gold fields in the early 1850s(Chan 1983:p.32). The era of the

Gold Rush henceforth began.

Wars and deluges catalyzed the exodus of the Cantonese. At the dawn of its most

tragic era China sank deep in a melee. Having lost the First Opium War during lB40 and 1842

to the Britislì Empire, China also lost its târiff autonomy and reluctantly lifted its trade

limitations with Britain on opium, tea ând textiles; defeated in the Second Opium War

between 1856 and 1860, China conceded its northern border land to the Tsar and completely lost

its autonomy in internationâl trade with Britain, France, and the United States; defeated in
1894 by Japan, China conceded Taiwan and the East Liaoning peninsula as colonies; defeated in
1900 by the "Eight Nations League"-the âllied hoops of Britain, America, Germany, Austria,

Russia, France, Italy, and Japan, China relinquished its sovcreignty of most eâst coastal cities

to the foreign forces. Internally, the conflicts between plebeians and Manchus-the poor and

the rich---+xacerbated, câusing a series of nation wide turmoils and rebellions. The long-lasting

Taiping Rebellion alone, during 1850 and 1864, cost 20 million lives. "Other uprisings erupted in

the Pear River delta in 1853 and took an estimated one million lives. Fighting over land and

water rights in several Pearl River counties cost 150,000 lives b€tween 1864 and 1868,'(yee 1988:

p.1). On top of these hopeless realities, Canton faced its unprecedented worsening economy.

When the total population of China amounted to 430 million (Tan and Roy, 1985 : p.3) in the

1850s, Canton became tlìe most densely populated province in Chinâ. Since mountains, swamps,

and saline-alkali plains engulfed most of its territory, only ten p€rcent of its land was arable.

From generations of over-use, the âtricultural land had deteriorated drastically, and worsened

after several disastrous floods at the end of the nineteenth century. Thousands of farmers had

been bereaved of their homes and land overnight. They also found no access to the local

industries which had all been bankrupted under the comp€tition from the cheap British goods.
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The deprived-not just villagers and workers, but also merchants- were provided no other

choice, except to venture abroad.

lvlap 2. Map of China, c4155G1920.
Source:David lohnso4 a aI, Populø Culture h Iãc
Imperial China, 1980.

Traditionally, Chinese society disdained the "homeless" as the unfilial prodigals;

Most of those in the Chinese diasporas never meant to stay overseas permanently. They

thought they would rehrrn home soon after making some money or after the situâtion i¡r China

ameliorated. The plan quickly aborted. The nineteenth century suffering of China seemed only

a first passage of the purgatory. (The two world wars separated the sons and mothers,

husbands and wives indefinitely). The beloved ones left inside China sfruggled between life
and death, and the overseas Chinese lived in desolation, as the date of return was eternally

posÞoned. In a collection of family correspondences, dated in the early 1900s, one feels the

prevailing despair.

A son grievously reported to his merchant father in Vancouver:
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Dear Father, the respectabre. Thank you for sending your friend to visit us rast
month... our land will lose about thirty per cent of tié crops this year due to the
flooding...... Now all of.a.sudden, bandiìs are eveÐ,.where. Withdut food people
turned into mutiny and fight for survival. Arthough the government sent tróopJ to
suppress them, the rebels had gone to Lufeng area, approximately thousanås of
them.... the transportations both on water and surface ùeco-e ar, oideal,_. At this
troubled time, we cannot predict our tomorrow, onìy leave that to fate. Even
Beijing and Tianjing w_ere marauded by the foreign toops... The Emperor fled
westwards to Saanxi. China is lost, so the bandits appeared. No one knäws when
China will reinstate Ghj¡C¡e_TimeÐ Vol,13. My bànslation¡.9

Begging for help, the son wrote again:

Dear respectable father. [l haveì sent you a letter on the twelfth of this month by
lhu 9uTl [shipl. The borrowing items have been inventoried.... This time, [I asú]
brothe¡ Nanzi to bring you another letter since he is goinB to traver overseas on the
second of June by the Queen [sfupJ, I therefore add sõmeãetails... Now everyone in
the family is-in a good condition, onty in the middle of April, yihu lthe gra;d_son]
started coughing, with medication, still had no sign of recovery. He couihed ,borrt
eight times per day witlì blood. Watching him waning, I feel sorrow urrä h"lpl.rr.
.A'ea_rn 9n the night of the eighteenth of this month, -a heavy rain fall swepi our
land, like the flo_oding a few years ago. euite fortunately, áur land is locited at
the upper north [of the mountain where the village is] and could have less moles.
The crafts master told me_ that_the walrs surrounding our land can no longer be
mended and should be demolished and rebuilt. That needs a fair amoünt of
money... Because of flooding, we have lost all the harvest of this season.... And we
still owe to uncle Ziji, who lent the life savings of Xiong Zang t to us... Zangzu
will ¡rse the money to renovate his ancestral iemple soõn... Iãm afraid we hãve
nowhere else to borrow the money to retire the debt. urgentry, I have to write to
you again, father, once you see this letter from your unfilial son, please do not send
us cash, but some 2 taels of gold dust. If you give us cash, Zangzu wouldn,t want it,
and if we give the cash.to Ziji, he would spend it immedia-tely... Wishing you,
fâther, peace and health. please pay attention to the seasoÁal change ãí the
weather. Your health is ou-r entire family,s happiness. Once you have sõne spare
money, please send it back home... your Unfilial Son, Bingpei (Chinese Times,
Vol.13. My translation).10

while this "unfilial son"awaited his father's aid, thousands more Chinese crossed the
Pacific ocean And the first group of chinese had arready made their way to British
Columbia in 1858 from California. Camping in the cariboo, or other mines that had been
abandoned by the British miners, these young Chinese males in their teens or early twenties
huddled in hovels, worked day and night, sifring gold from dust. with tlìe lowest payment
thât a white worker would immediately have refused to take-they endured the worst

9P:-: to-g: English rransrarion of rhe "chinese Times" in Elizabeth Dafoe Library of the universiry
of Manitoba. This letter was w tten in Septembe¡ 1900.
lolbid. r"rt". d"t"d 1901.
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possible kind of physical conditions and the th¡eat of random death at any minute. The reason
was plain: most of them, even before arriving in Canada, had arready signed a contrâct with a

compradore, agreeing to pay back the pâssage ticket once they worked in Canada.

Aside from this economic disadvantage, these chinese laborers, separâted by the
tremendous language and cultural barriers (most of them were also illiterate in Chinese) from
the mainstream of Canada, and therefore the subjects of raciar discrimination, had to submit
themselves to the disciplinary regurations within the chinese community itserf. Being
traditional, the pioneer Chinese laborers brought their inherited customs and clan structure
with them. They came from the same village and shared the same cognomen. The
homogeneity and purity of consang'inity, for them, prescribed dual functions: to establish a

network of mutual assistance in â strange country, and to sustain the rooted traditions in tlÌe
villages and towns they were from. The early chinese settlers in canada were still led by the
same elites that used to order them back to the Canton villages---often the wealthy ones, the
renowned, or the literates. Geographica y, each cran settled at different places in canada.
During the 1880s, "the Lis of raishan were concentrated in victoria, savona,s Ferry and yale

while the Zhous of Kaiping and Xinhui congregated at euesnelmouth,, (Tan and Roy, 19gS:

p 5) This self-contained social network, which arose out of the needs of survival, needs to be
understood historically and culturauy. This was why the chinese laborers had to take the iobs
that white worke¡s did not want. on their shoulders there were double yokes: their white
bosses, and their community leaders.

The chinese laborers dedicated their life to their work. without the 1s,000 Chinese
railway workers, the Canadian pacific Rair wourd never have been built. with onry harf of
the salaries of the ordinary white workers [cpR paid 91.s0-1.25 per day for a white laborer,
$0.80-1 00 for Chinesel, the 15,000 chinese men worked for five years between 1gg0 and 1gg5,

and saved the CPR 93 to 5 million (an astronomical figure in the 1gg0s). Those Chinese endured
inhuman conditions.

At first, they were organize.d into mobile gangs of 30 workers, lorded over by a
white overseer, or herder. Later, when tnèy sãttted into camps, a cook, a cook,s
helper and a bookman were assigned to each gang. The bookman was responsible
for collecfing the wages from the company and pa¡ng them to the workãrs, and
representing his gang to the employer. His most immediate contâct with the
railway company was the herder, Onderdonk's [the head of CpR] representative
at the grass roots level. Another tåsk of the bookman was to buy provisions for
the workers at the lowest possible price. Because of salary âi?ferences, the
Chinese laborers usually lived on a monotonous diet of rice'and stare gróund
salmon while his white counterpart ate fresh meat ând vegeiables. Thã resurt
was a growing list of scurry victims, unable to receive medicãl help in the camps.
No doctors or medicine were available for the workers; compradåre firms knåw
that such services cost money and would do nothing to enhance their profits. As
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long as unemployment in China was severe, human muscle was readily available
(Chan 1983: p.63).

DesPite their diligence that the white enfrepreneurs saw as the invaluable attributes

of the "living machines", the Chinese laborers were vehemently racially discriminated

against. The Anglo-saxon politicians and mâinstream Canada believed that the Asians,

particularly the Chinese, were the yellow peril, therefore, should be eliminated from the

country. The white workers considered the Chinese laborers terrible threats to their jobs and

complained often that the Chinese jeopardized their own standard of living. The resentment

boiled especially when the Chinese workers were occasionally hired during workers' sfrikes.

Soon the economic conflict came to a head as a culturâl attack. The white co-workers regarded

"the degraded Asiatics" who "live generally in wretched hovels, dark, ill-ventilated and

unwholesome, and crowded together in such numbers as must utterly preclude all ideas of

comfort" as morally "decâdent" (Anderson, 7997: p.37). Unfortunately the antagonism against

the Chinese by their white co-workers took a violent form in the late nineteenth century and

the early twentieth century. Even in 1920, the openly professed hatred against Chinese could

still explode with bloodshed. The Chinese Consul in Vancouver therefore appealed to the

Premier John Oliver.

Si r:
I beg to call your attention to tlìe fact that the Chinese residents througlìout the
Okanagan valley are in danger of a further disturbance that may arise any time
since some agitators in Kelowna called an anti-Chinese mass meeting on the 26tlì
of September and that a Chinese house was attacked and bumt in Keremeos on
tlÌe night of 27th of the same month. In view of the seriousness of the situation I
would âppreciate whatever step you mây take for safeguarding life and property
of my countrymen ãgainst a narrow-minded and highly excitable people in
certain parts of your province (Chinese Times. Vol.13).11

From time to time, when the Chinese laborers could not put up with the insults and

discriminatory acts of the white co-worker or bosses any longer, there would also be violent

reactions. In August 1880, a dynamite explosion near Yale "killed or maimed nine Chinese

laborers standing on a rock directly Lelow the charge. No warning had been given by the white

herder, who claimed the Chinese had misunderstood his orders. An angry, pick-wielding group

of Chinese rail hands forced the terrified herder to scramble to safety up the side of a

hill"(Chan 1983:p.65). In a newspaper clip of May, 1883, a railway riot wâs reported:

11tia.
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Monday of last week [near Lytton] a man named J. Gray, in charge of a gang of
Chinamen, numbering 28, notified the Chinese bookman that two of the number
was not working as they should, and they were not wanted any more. That
evening the bookman again saw Gray and told him they would do better and
asked that they be tried longer. Next day when the young man acting as
timekeeper went his rounds the bookman gave in the full number of men, 28, but
when Foreman Gray made his report only 26 were given in. The timekeeper
stated the difference, and went back to the bookman, who insisted that Gray said
the two obiectionâble men might work again. This the Foreman stoutly denied,
and the bookman then wanted credit for them for â quarter of a day up to that
hour 9 a.m., and he would send them away. This Foreman refused and the
bookman urged the timekeep€r to enter the quarter of a day, and upon refusal the
bookman grew angry and the timekeeper picked up a stone as he thought he
discovered a speck of war. The Chinamen working close by grew boisterous and
threatening, and it is stated the timekeeper skuck the bookman with the stone"
(Yee 1988:p. i5).

Thât instjgated a fight resulting in "a scatter of the belligerents and upon exa¡nination

some of the Chinamen, especially, were considerably injured" (Yee 1988: p.15). [,âter that niglìt,

armed with bludgeons, some twenty white men raided the camps where the Chinese were

sleeping, and ransacked the place mercilessly. Nine Chinese were seriously wounded, two

murdered. The City of Victôria posted a $500 reward for information on the âttackers, But the

case was dismissed by the judge-the reason was plain and simple: the âccused were white.

On and off, besieged by violence, Chinese golden dreamers began to taste the hostility

of white British Columbia. What exactly enabled them to mentally endure those ordeals is

difficult to understand today. Occasionally in the tear-soaked letters, one sees the persistent

faith for family re-union:"father, you are alone overseas, please always think in the long

term", kindly advised the "unfilial son", Bingpei. "Unforrunately our family impoverishes so

muclì that father hâd to venture labroad], work hard, and endure the coldness of frost and the

dampness of rain. This is the sin of me, your unfilial son, a sin thât I will never be able to

redeem. lAllow me to] bow and pray towards lthe Pacific], begging heâven to descend good

fortune on us so that you will save enough treasure, and sail home presently. The day our

family re-unites may also be the time lmy sinl is forgiven" GU¡S5S__II¡OCA Vol. 13. My

translation).12

Some Chinese settlers never made it home. Their bones were buried in the dust of

silence.

By the end of the 1880s the gold fields petered out and the Pacific railway was

finished. Thousands of Chinese who survived mining and railway construction, left the

mountains and valleys for the city. The winter of 1887 was recorded to be ferociously cold.

Much harsher, however was the mood of the townsites created by the Ëuropeans.

l2lbid, leLte, dared November 5, 1E95.
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2. 1. The Memory of Vancouver

History probably never takes place "as such"--demarcated, chronicled, and crystal

clear' It is even less probable for historiography to remain timelessly outside time. (someone

like me, who experienced the periods of upheaval of revolutionary china, notices and knows

the inexhaustibility of the act of re.writing the history of chinese communist party every five
years)- Words play optical tricks with memory. Words dart into the eye, cling to the retina,

seep into the cortex of the brain, and stay. where the memory of the words infiltrate, they

creâte a censor to edit the memory of life. Dialectics wins. Historiography corroborates

history, deletes, selects, dumps history back into time, into memory of the mind. The mind
encrusts, hallucinates the past named by names. with respect to whictr, Lacan has to solicit
language in order to "come to terms" with the formation of unconsciousness.

This is not an esoteric theory, entertaining dull intellecruals: the history of Vancouver

does not start from 1792 when captain George vancouver landed at the inlet. Regardìess of
how words circumvent words, the memory of that plâce goes back farther than the colonial
time, so long that most native elders speak of time from the immemorial. oral speech and the

day to day life and rites suståin this sense of time and history in a different manner than

texts--due to a lack of a better word, let's say, more holistically. The silvan and fertile land

cradled the Nootkas in Vancouver Island, Kwakiutls, Haidas, Tsimshians, Tlingits in the

Northwest, Thompsons and Okanagans, and Kootenays down in the valley. Then it was the

squamish and Lillooet hibes that occupied the site tlìat was to become the city of vancouver.

The names of those tribes related to specific places: Tsimshian, ,,men or people inside the

Skeena River"; Chilcotin, "inhabitants of young man,s river,'; Tahltan, a ',basin-shaped

hollow" (Ravenhill 1938: p.24). Most old Squamish villages would hâve names like:

Kwanaken, "hollow in mountain"; Stotoii, "leaning over a cliff'; and Nkukapenatc, "canoes

transformed to stone" (Hill-Tout i978: p.30).

Mesmerizing, naturalistic. The coast Salishans' memory treasures diversified,
enchanting history and time through dances, huntings. and dwellings, which colonialists

equated with savagery and culturelessness. Listen to the Squamish cosmogony that speaks:

In the beginning there wâs water everywhere and no land at all. When this stâte
of tlìings had lasted for a long while, the Great Spirit deterrnined to make land
appear. Soon the tops of the mounbains showed above the water and they grew
and glew till their heads reached the clouds. Then he made the lakes and rivers,
and after that the trees and animals. Soon after this had been done, Kalana, the
first man, was made. The Great Spirit bestowed upon him three things an Indian
cannot do without, viz., a wife, a chisel or adze, and a salmon trap (Hill-Tout
1978: p.20).
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Told to the anthropologists at the end of the nineteenth cenfury, through â translator,

by a Squamish elder, over a hundred years old, whose life now stays in ou¡ memory, the

Squamish long, long ago survived dreadful starvation, and natural câlamities. They were

humbled, respecting the hylozoistic narure. Their world as represented in the folklore was

open to Coyotes, Ravens, Sea-Gulls, Bears, who presented themselves in human forms. One

beautiful legend was about four brothers named Qais. Qais were the ancestors of the Squamish

tribes, who charmed the Sun and receivd the prescription from the Sun (who transfigured into

an Eagle) about where they could find the source of food. Qais and their people canoed to a far

away place, enduring many travails, and found the village in an island occupied by Kos (spring

salmon). In retuming their precious present of "medicine", the chief of Kos asked four of his

children, two boys and two maidens, to go into the sea, where, in water, they all transformed

into salmons, and allowed themselves to be câugllt. When Qais finished eating the salmons,

the chief carefully carried the bones back to the ocean, again where the four children

transformed back into human form. The visit lasted about â year. When the time for farewell

came, Qais extended their invitation to the Kos. Warmed by the sincerity, the saìmon people

promised to see the Squamish every year, bringing them food for the poor and wretched.

The Kos tauglÌt the Squamish to be thankful to the water and land. They âlso learnt to

be munificent with each other. Their economy-and our modern invention- in the form of

"Potlatch", was based upon giving and friendship. Potlatches were the occasions of great

gatherings. They took months to prepare. "Whole tribes from long distances would be invited

sometimes. Representâtives from Lytton and KamJoops in the interior, and from the upper coast

and Vancouver Island, were present on one occasion at Qoiqoi"(Hill-Tout 1978: p.49). People

would feast for days within which they distributed an immense quantity of properties and

possessions. To give the best to others, glorified the friendship. Potlatch provided a chance for

people to reconcile, to make an acquaintance, and celebrate.

The Squamish people were not wårriors. But wars did happen; foes did cause carnage.

The epics of the Deadman's Island (where the Coal Harbour is situated todây) suggest lìow

violent the killings could be. There wâs one time when both the medicine men from the

Northern and Southem coast native tribes camped ât the site of Stanley Park. Their disputes

instigated a chaoric fight between the two sides. The Northerners, famous for their prowess

and strength, won the first combat. The Southerners, however by ruse and advanced equipment,

¡aided the camps of the Northerners at night. capturing all the seniors, women, kids, and the

weak in the island. "Their war-canoes circled the island like a fortification, through which

drifted the sobs of the imprisoned women, the mutteúnt of the aged men, and the wail of little

children" (lohnson 1911: p.120). Days passed. The Northerners assailed more canoes of the
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Southerners, meanwhile suffering healy casualties. The Sûutherners at last decided that they
v"ould kill all the hostages, since their food was also exhausted- unless in exchange for the
lives of the captured, the warriors in the North would die for them. The epic ended hence with
a heroic act: all the Northern warriors sacrificed their lives for their beloved ones. The island
soaked with their blood blossomed into a flower, whose color hangs in the comint nightfall.

Tribal wrangles took place at night, but since a day in the summer of 1792, day Arned
into night, night into day. on June 13, the ships of Discovery and Chatham anchored off the

shore of today's stanley Park, two cultures, coiled by contrasts, differences, analogousness,
ephemerally brushed shoulders. câptain Vancouver professed no parficular dislike of the
Squamish as he did with some tribes, which he called "bestial". The contact was brief
according to his trâvel log:

Flom point Grey we proceeded first up the eastern branch of the sound, where,
about a league from its entrance, we passed to the northward of an island wlúch
nearly terminated its extent, forming a passage from ten to seven fathoms deep, not
more than a cable's length in width. The island lying exactly across the chånnel,
appeared to form a similar passage to the south of it, with a smaller island lying
before it. From these islands, the channel, in lvidth about half a mile, continueã
its direction about east. Here we were met by about fifty Indians, in their canoes,
who conducted themselves with the greatest decorum ind civility, presenting us
with several fish cooked, and undressed, of the sort already mentioneã as
resembling smelt. These good people, finding we were inclined to make some rerum
for their hospitality, shewed much understanding in preferring iron to copper......
A great desire was manifested by these people to imitate our ãcüon, 

"speèåly 
i"

the firing of a musket, which one of them performed, though with muc-h fear ãnd
trembling. They minutely attended to all our transactions, ánd examined the color
of our skin with infinite curiosity. In other respects they differed little from the
tenerality of the natives we had seen: they possessed no Euro¡rean commodities, or
trinkets, excepting some rude omaments apparently made fròm sheet copper; this
circumstance, and the general tenor of their behavior gave us reason to conclude
tlìat we were the first people from a civilized country they had yet seen
(Vancouver 1984: p.582).

After giving the aboriginals a bagful of coins, in the early morning breeze of the 14th of June,
vancouver sailed to the north of the inlet, he named after sir Harry Burra¡d of the na\T,
where he observed:

[O]n the southern side, of a moderate height, and though rocky, well covered with
trees of lârge growth, principally of the pine tribe. On the northern side, the
rugged snowy barrier, whose base we had now nearly approached, rose very
abruptly, and v/as only protected from the wash of the sea by ã very narrow border
of low land. By seven o'clock we had reached the N. W. point of the channel,
which forms also the south point of the main branch of the sound lHowe Sound]:
this also, after another particular friend, I called point Atkinson, situated north
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from point Grey [after captain George Grey in the nalyl, about a league distance...',
(Vancouver 1984:p.583).

Had George Vancouver been aware that before the name of point Grey, the place wâs

called "Homolsom" in the aboriginal language, reveãlint the mythical power of the sagalie

Tyee (The Great Spirit), meaning "the battle ground of the West Wind', (Johnson "1971: pj9-BS)?

we do not know. But one by one, he meticulously documented all the traces, rnarks and

characteristícs of the islands, inlets, ând landscapes into a stândard grid system*the European

mapping of the world, laniced by lâtitude and longitude. His narning sapped the strength of the
sagalie Tyee, effaced it, revised i¡ imposed upon it, diminished it into a functional
representation of a locality. But this functional representation bore the distinctive hallmark of
the West,

For the new instruments--{ompass, sextânt, and theodite--{orrespond not merely
to new geographical and navigational problems (the difficult matter of
determining longitude, parficularly on the curving surface of the planet, as
opposed to the simpler matter of latitude, which European navigatorì can still
empirically determine by ocular inspection of the Áfrican co;st); they also
introduce a whole new coordinate: the relations like thât of kiangulation. At
this point, cognitive mapping in the broader sense comes to require the
coordination of existential data (the empirical position of the subject) with
unlived, abstract conceptions of the geographic totality (Jameson 1991,: p.SZ).

western intrusion later on disturbed the aboriginals deeply. Ttre land of vancouver was

lost to the shadow. A squamish shaman prophetically dreamt that one hundred years hence, on

the site of Vancouver, "mighty lodges built close together, hundreds and thousands of them -
lodges of stone and wood, and long straight trails to divide them. He saw these trails thonging
with Pale-faces; he heard the sound of the white man's paddle-dip on the wâters; for it is not
silent like the Indiân's; he saw the white man's trading posts, saw the fishing-nets......" (ohnson
19"1-l: p.76).

Guided by the maps of the expeditors, the "pale-faces" returned during the 1290s and the

1830s for the inter-continental fur kade. The uninhibited imperial interest of mãrket expanded

to the front yard of the coastâl salishans. Then monopolized by the Hudson's Bay Company from

the East of canada, declared the land-based fur trade period during the 1830s and 1940s. It was

commonly believed that, at first, fur trâde benefited both the aboriginals and the Europeans, if
only to count the economic returnsl3-Europeans got the fur, the aboriginals received pelfs and

l3This disquisition on the cultural impacts of the fur trade on the aboriginal cultures in B,C. goes beyond
the Samut of this dissertation. There a¡e cur¡ently quite diverse views on this issue. Some siholars have
contended that ftom the outset, the aboriginal people had always been at a disadvantage. Othe¡s, a UBC
historian, Robirì Fisher for one, attempt to convince that the aboriginals had their autonomy in the ea¡ly
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blankets. The fur traders had limited power to remould their suppliers. sometimes it was they

tlìat had to be patiently tolerant of the aboriginals, who soon picked up the art of haggling.

Interracia[ marriage sparked occasionally; some wild species were extinguished; Fibes contested

with each other for monopolizing kade, forts and docks. Other than that, the early fur trade

ca¡ried on cautiously.

The full-scale cuìtural collision and conquest occuned when Britain decided to colonize

the vast territory of British Columbia. Settlers' coveting natural resources directly infringed

upon aboriginals' lives. By the rationale that it was sinful to leave nature uncultivated, the

colonialists took away the aboriginals' access to land, because they-the ,'indolent, contented,

sâvâges"* allowed land to lie idle.14 Further "according to the skict rule of international law
territory occupied by a barbarous or wholly uncivilized people may be rightfully appropriated

by a civilized or Christian nation" (Fisher 1977: p.7M). Colonialists iusrified their cultural
domination devoid of a tint of guilt. This self-declared supremacy, appallingly
condescending, through which coloniâlists demonstrated less and less tolerance to cultural
differences, frequently deployed violence against the aboriginals. When gold was discovered

in the lower mainland of the Fraser River in 1858, the process of colonizing British Columbia

expedited. DesPite the fact that most of the aboriginal chiefs at last did concede their lând

and express their wish to b€ confederated, the government of B.C. determinedly drove the

aboriginals from townsites into reserves. After that had been done, they replaced the

aboriginal languages with English. banned the Potlâtch, and imposed in its âbsence the Bible

and the Church.

Concurrently a company of British Royal Engineers under R.C. Moody, commanded by

Governor James Douglas, arrived at the Burrârd Inlet to construct roads and enfôrce the Queen,s

law. Moody chose New Westminister as the capitaì of the new colony for its strategic

Prominence as a military stronghold. The crew of 150 officials and soldiers conducted the first
planning job ihe New Westminister - built houses, churches, barracks, made maps and dug the

plumbing lines. Moody rehrrned to England afterwards, and left behind his crew members, who

decided to settle in the New World with 150 acres land each in what was named Port Moody.

The primary function of Port Moody, besides fortification, was to mine resources.

Unfortunately further surveys done by the British navy troops a decade later disproved the

quality of gold or coal in the Iower Burrard Inlet. That miraculously saved Coal Harbor or

Stanley Park from becoming a mining field. Nevertheless, the land of the Squamish no longer

period of fu¡ trading, and European culture had very mino¡ impacts on the local culture and economy
(Fishe¡ 1977).
14 One perhaps has to examine this claim with a ce¡tain degree of sophisticationì on one side, it
expressed a naked greed for other people's land. and on the other side, was it not the deep-seated
Ca¡resian view of nature, which may still be alive today?
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lay quiet or idle. When the Chinese gold miners drilled holes in the mountains of the Cariboo,

European settlers finished surveying the townsite, and carved up the elontated plain into

private properties. John Morton, W. M.Brighouse, and Sam Hailstone, three mustachioed

British men, took the first 550 acres of lot 185, at the price of 91.01 per acre, as their real

estate, which covered the entire West End of today. Shortly, in August of 1884 William Van

Horne, the general manager of the CPR, came to the west coast to select a feasible site for the

Westem terminus of the CPR. One year later he choose the open plains of Granville, a place

Van Horne envisioned:" this eventually is destined to be a great city in Canada. We must see

that it has a name that will designate its place on the map of Canada" (Morley 1961:p.85).

One can hardly imagine the Faustian power Van Home possessed through money and

greed. Faust dreamt under Goethe's pen tip, Van Horne jiggled the real lives of thousands, and

the fate of a new city, which he named after Vancouver. On May 23, 1882 the first train from

Montreal comprising â baggage cal, a colonist sleeper, a first-clâss coach, a Pullmân coach and a

drawing-room car, rolling on top the trâns-Canada railway, built by 15,000 Chinese laborers, of

which 1,500 died (Tan and Roy 1985:p.7), arrived at the depot in the wâterfront. Witlì it, an

era began. Vancouver and B.C. were no longer provincial places, isolated from the rest of world.

The veins of rail connected the estuary east to the prairie and later south to the United

Sates.15 After 1882 the exportation of coal, salmon, and lumber from British Columbia jumped

1007¿ in the 1890s, in comparison with the previous decade (MacDonald 1981: pp.31-55). An
industry based upon the exportation of natural resources was emerging in an embryonic form.

The CPR conskucted the first mârket and large houses on the bluffs overlooking

Burrard lnlet. The East End used to house Vancouver's celebrities including Mayor Maclean (a

Realtor), R. H. Alexander (Hastings Mill Manager), Dr. Duncan Bell-Irving, Henry Bell-lrving
(head of the first fish-packing corporation), Dr. Israel Powell, and the Oppenheimer Brothers

(David Oppenheimer was the second mayor of Vancouver). Vancouver madly grew bigger. It
attracted no less the poor than the rich. Jews, Ukrainian peâsants, Yugoslavians, Italians, and

Chinese railway worke¡s swarmed into the East End, huddìing in shacks and tents, invading

the environs of the capitalists.

15 Between 1883and 1893 three transconfinental ¡ailways to the Pacific No¡thwest we¡e built. "Though the
construction of tlìe No¡thern Pacific into ldaho and Washington in the early 1880s was to have ân
impo¡tant influence on southeaste¡n British Columbiâ, opening the Kootenays for a major mining boom
in the 1890s, the g¡eatest threat to the established economic order on the coast was presented by the
Canadian Pacific Railway, the inst¡ument of John A. MacDonald's deliberate attempt to create a
transcontjnental economy based on the integration of the Canadian West with the met¡opolitan centre of
the St. Lawrence basin. The railway and ta¡iff platforms of the Conservative Party's National poliry clearly
implied economic and political integration between Canada and the traditionally isolated British
Columbia" (MacDonald 1981 p.36).
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The rich then chose to move. Rippint off stumps, clearing the lots, the CpR erected

the first luxury hotel between Georgia and Granville, at the cost of 9100,000 in 1887. In a

decade, the urban centre shifted from Coal Harbour to the West End, and this growth spread

rampantly to False Creek. The first suburb, Yaletown, appeared. So too did Shaughnessy

Heights. A spatial stratification and segregation between the rich and poor, between the

Europeans and others, emerged (Gustein 1975: p.14).

Deserted by the CPR and the urban aristocrats, the East End at the turn of the century

turned into â refuge hub for the underclass and ethnic communities. Those Chinese laborers who

ended up working as domestic servants, loggers, coal miners, or laund4rmen founded a haven in
which to congretate. Within the space bund by Burrard Inlet to tlìe north, False Creek to the

south, the Raymur-Campell ravine to the east, ând a swamp around Carrall and Columbia, a

clamorous city within a ciry stuck out from the earth. A century later, the place is still called

Chinatown.

l'. ai(

Map 3. The location of Strathconâ.
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2,2. Chinatown: The Haven and Hell

Chinatown formed, yet formed within a confinement of walls. Today many of us

perceive Chinatown as a glorious phenomenon of the innate Chinese cultural cohesion-
Chinese preferred to huddle within the same communify/ but forget the extreme coercions that

surrounded Chinatown ât the time of its birth. True, the physical and social formation of

Chinatown across North American cities should be examined both historically and

individually. What remains unerringly certain though, is that in the case of Vancouver, the

isolation of Chinatown had much to do with the hostility of the outside world.

The theme is a complicated one. Fear, fable, and white supremacy incorrigibly forged a

prison house. Chinese imrnigrants appeared as the visualized metaphors of the yellow peril.

They flooded Canada, with a "color of the epidemics". Chinese were prohibited from living
outside Chinatown. The City Council and the health officers nervously watched the

unsanitary Chinatown for the next sign of plague. For instance, the "Rosslând epidemic of

Typhoid Fever in 1896 was ascribed to Chinese wash-houses âs the principal causes.',16 In
anodrer case, a report to the secretary to Royal Commission Chinese and Japanese Immigration

in 1900 accounted:

The total number of Chinese deaths within the city ]imits, for the ten months of
this year ending Oct. 31st, amounting to 32 or about one ninth of the whole City's
death roll for the same period, this list numbering 2811. The certifícated causes
of these 32 deaths werer Tube¡culosis 19, Bronchitis 1, Pneumonia l, Cancer 1,
Heart Disease 5, Rheumatism 1, Brights Disease 1 The total city death rate due
to Tuberculosis for the number of months stated was 39, the Chinese proportion of
this being therefore, according to above figures,50%.17

Death was pronounced; a terra of terror; real and fictional. Pathology in an absolute

authority drew a circle a¡ound the Chinese people. Again, in the name of science, pathology

"testified the truth of white supremacy": statistically shown, Chinese were genetically not

immune from diseases like tuberculosis. What could wF"the non-Chinese"-do, mercy or not? In

a spell of mixed emotions, the medical doctors suggested in the same report on Chinese:

The responsibility attaches to the Federal Government-the fact that the
Dominion Govemment alone assumes control of extemal quarantine and regulâtes
laws allowing Chinese immigration, is sufficient to fix the responsibility for
treatment and su¡rervision after leprosy has been imported...the per capita tax on
Chinese be increased if necessary, which 'would provide a fund sufficiently great
to admit of a station being properly equipped and maintained with regular
medical attendance, without entailing extrâ expense on the Government.lS

165orrr." from The Health Report to the Secreta¡y of Roval Commission of Chinese and Tapanese
Immigration in 1900, the B.C. A¡chives.
17Iuia.
18mi¿.
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subsequently a series of health-byraws was passed in the rate 1g90s to serve, by and rarge, the
pragmatic needs to control leprosy and tuberculosis, which specified that ',these wash-houses
should not be allowed to e'ist within a hundred yards of any inhabited house nor, indeed, to be
at all within the limits of any of our cities. If they cannot b€ kept outside a city's limits, they
should be restricted to such locations as to be least offensive to the public".

The public-that is, the white politicians-were much less ambiguous regarding the
chinese imrnigrants. In 1886, amid the mayoral competition between Macl,ean and Alexander,
fifty or sixty Chinese under the order of Alexander, the owner of a sawmill, showed up at the
voting pìace to clìampion their boss. Their appearance absolutely stunned all the white
citizens and politicians on the spot. "charlie eueen, who drove the westminister-Gastown
tallyho .. got up on a stage coach in front of Mr. cyr's hotel on water street, and made a speech

blaming the Hastings Mill people for sending the Chinamen up. The crowd grew hostire,
started to drive the chinamen back to the mill, the orientals took to their heels, and the
crowd took âfter them down the Håstings Road" (Nicole 19zg: p.5g) This ignominious act Iasted

not even an hou¡. Tragically, both in the symbolic gesture and actuality, the Chinese
communiry had been banned from Vancouver's civic politics until the end of the s€cond world
War.

worse srill was thât chinatown had been cultura y painted as "the hell of havens,', a

place for gambling, drug trafficking, prostitution, and bootlegging. A local newspaper defiled
Chinese as "hordes of locusts" spread over all the land,

You [the Chinese] fill our streets and houses, John [derogatory name for the
Chinese Canadiansl.
And leave no room to stand.
You work for little wages, John.
And live like pigs in stys, in filth and stench you revel, John.

.Your crimes for vengeance cry, and vengeance sure is coming, John, if here you
longer stay.
Be warned and pack your baskets, John.
And quickly get away (N4lahg_Ercs_Bfcls, 9 January 1886).

worse was that the escalated racial discrimination gave rise to a "tour in Chinatown". some
whites set up a booth to sell tickets to the general public for loitering inside chinatown, seeing
how "sinful " the Chinese could be. The exhibition was alive even in l91g until

Ambassador Wong had protested against the'tour in Chinatown' exhibition on
l^"q"rï2ryj .The mayor thus went to inspect ånd close down the booth on August
23rd. The Chinese community was really pleased because in the past, there ñere
similar exhibition which were not suppressed by the authorities. the Mayor now
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ordered that no such disgraceful exhibition could be carried out in future (ehi¡gSg
Times. Ausust 24. 1918).

Indeed, Chinatown was unclean and unkempt. Swarming with poor bachelors, there
were opium dens, gambling dubs, and brothels; there were smuggling and illicit transactions.

Chinatown was not, is not, and will never be a homogeneous place as its singular name implies.
stories of the cognomen based 'Tang wars"-fighting between clans and clubs- were not untrue.
Browsing through Chinese Times published in the 1910s, one comes across news of "crimes,':

February 15th, Monday, 1915 - Chan Chik had shot two of his fellow clan
members to death, and then injured three more before he committed suicide. It
was reported that Chan was a neurotic, however, there was the b€lief that the
case was a consequence of 'Tang Wars,,
February 17th, Wednesday, 79lS - One of the minor and badly reported
newspaper in Victoriã had posted the news âbout'Tong War'on Feb. 14th. It was
stated tlìat this kind of 'Tong War, had originated 2 month ago. There was also
the 

_saying that Wong Won Sun Society and Sz yip Associãtion were in deep
conflict, and were ready to have an open fire confliit with each other. Finally,
there was also â'little àxe organization' which was established for professionâi
murder or revenge. However, the âbove reports were being derived by various
associations and other newspapers. That minor or badly reputed newspap€r was
surly attacked by the many Chinese residents.
February 26th, Saturday, 1916 - There was a bullet shot into Kent's of pender
Street. The Canadian newspaper reported that it was a consequence of Tong War.
The newspaper had already made a sirnilar accusâtion þreviously thãt the
fighting among 3 Chinese workers was also a consequence of Tong War. 

-

April 9th, Friday, 1915 - 63 Chinese were arrested in 115 pendei for gambling.
May 21,7918 ---46 gamblers (Chinese and whites) were arrested forìagranc-y in
the gambling clubs. They were each fined g50. The authority asserted ihat
while the fisheries in B.C. needed help, many Chinese spent more of their time
in the gambling clubs, so it was necessary to punish any vagabonds and force them
to work.
September zlst, Tuesday, 1915 -11 Chinese were arrested fôr staying in the
opium den. Nine were fined $15, or one month in prison.
fanuary 8th, Saturday, 1916 - The gambling and opium business in Chinatown
was booming. The gambling clubs even put out banners to athact customers. It was
r^eported thât the âtmosphere now in Chinatown could compare to the previous
'Square Cube Club', The opium dens were securely protected from the uiinvited
visitors by having stront front door and back escape doors. There were also alarm
systems and spies to ensure that onìy the right people could get in.
February 25th, Friday, 1916 - 3 Chinese weie airested in a Chinese store and
charged with smoking opium. One denied that he was in the den, however, he
was still fined $20 Ghj¡Cæ_TirneÞ, 1,975, t9t6l.

Yet data await interpretâtion, and correlation to their reference, otherwise they will
usurp the plenary powers of the statisticians. As much as, there was no less a myth than å
truth in the eugenic profile of the chinese immigrants whose immunity to tuberculosis had

dramatically improved since the second wo¡ld war after the improvement of their
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employment conditions ând nutrition, these "factual crimes" within chinatown require some
sophisticâted look. The elders whom l interviewed presentd a different picture. Take
gambling for instance. while Victorian Christians saw it as the corruptor of morals ând soul,
the chinese elders believed that, for those chinese bachelors who worked seasonally outside
Chinatown as loggers and saw-mill workers, gambling (and theater) was the soìe
entertainment in off-seasons, since they were riterates, and since any recreational praces

outside of chinatown were forever closed to the chinese. The issue of drugs also deserves a
closer look: there were opium dens in chinatown before and âfter the prohibition of opium in
Canada, but there was also the times thât the traditional Chinese herbal medicine practices
were considered illegal simply because western medical science could not prove them to be
legitimate. Fact and fable interlocked. Rumors and news, science and police, cruised in
Chinatown, An "aura" had been constructed.

once it was established, the tarnished name of chinato\a¡n sustained. Generalization
and universalization tarred tlìe entire Chinese community by one brush-a community
epitomized by all the "crimes", one that should be effectively segregated and deliberately
punished. Chinatown invoked the horror of the enclaves of gârìgs, mustering into dark ground,
despicable for its muddy, grisly faces. Gordon (Won) Cumyow, the first Chinese born in
Canada, graphically depicted:

In those days, Chinatown \.1/as more or less shoddy, there was no neon signs or
anything like tlìat. They had boardwalks, wooden sidewalks, and the street
wâsn't pâved, just a hard surf¿ce. Mud, you know, when it rained, just plain mud.
The chinatown that I remember when I went to chinese school aftér 6 ór z o'clock
at night, they boarded up windows because there were too many drunks around
and they broke the windows. So they put up sheets of boards that screwed into
place (British Columbia 7979: p.Z0).

Anotlìer old timer, Bill Abercrombie recounted:

In those days, a yo_ungster didn't go very far from home. you stayed around your
own home. Now, I was an East Ender, and I just can,t remember êver going tó the
West End_ o_n my own initiative. I lived close to the Strathcona fthool,Justã block
or so, and I remember coming home from school when princess StreeÍ [now East

!e_nd9rl wasn't paved and there were ditches runnint down both sides... At low
tide the eastern end of False creek would be mud flats. And at high tide it would
be filled with water, and at the far end there was a little ravine, lhich ran right
up to Broadway and the China Creek ran through that... (British ColumÉia
7979:p.75).

The marking of chinatôwn as an "evil" place provided a visual canker in vancouver, A
disgraceful label one can freely impute. Chinatown was hit severely by two mass armed riots.
The first one erupted in eârly 1887. In the falì of 1gg6, developer John McDougall had bid $325
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ân âcre to clear up the West End for the CPR, a job that normally cost g500 an acre. McDougall

sublet the contract to a syndicate at $150 an acre, meaning that McDougalt would collect g32s

per acre from the city and pay only $150 per acre to the sublessor. Also eager to make money out

of nothing, this slmdicate hired Chinese workers discharged from the CPR ât the half wage of
a white worker. The deal was done. This infuriated the union of the construction workers-
"the Knights of Labor"- mostly the U,S. "White Extremists". The enmity festered as the

winter drew on. On January l'1,7887, a ship load of approximately one hundred immigrants

from China attempted to disembark at the waterfront. The incident instantly caused 1000

white citizens to protest in front of City hall (located at Hastings and Main). "After a few

speakers had addressed the c¡owd, a procession was formed to go up where the Chinamen had

been landed, up at McDougall's camp, and drive them ouç that would be well on towards

midnight". That was a chilly winter night, snow on the ground. A witness remembered:

There were many tough characters among the crowd, nalys who had been
working for Onderdonk, hotheaded, thoughtless, strong and tough, and many
went along witlì the procession to try to prevent anyone from being hurt. I was not
in the procession, but I was within fifty feet of the front of it when they started.
The column was singing as they marched along in tìre semi-darkness. When the
Chinamen saw all these men comirrg they were terrified. The crowd came up to
tlìe camp singing 'John Brown's Body', and such songs. The Chinamen poked tireir
noses out from beneath tlìeir tents; the roasters grabbed the tents by the bottom,
and upset them... The Chinamen did not stop to see, they iust ran, Some went
dressed, some not, some with shoes, some with bare feet. The snow was on the
ground and it was cold. Perhaps, in the darkness, they did not know thât the
cliff, and a drop of twenty feet, lay in front of them; perhaps they had forgotten.
Some may have lost their direction. The tide was in. They had no choice, and
you could hear them going plump, plump, as tlìey jumped into the salt water.
Scores of them went over the cliff. McDougall was supposed to have two hundred
of them up there (Nicole 1978: p,88).

Barely â montlì later, on February 25, 1887, another organized mob struck Chinatown.

The militant white agitators summoned all the Chinese residents together:

The Chinamen in each building were permitted to select their own custodian to be
left behind; no goods were damaged; there was no pilfering. One Chinaman was
left in each store. The remainder, probably one hundred, assembled quietly, were
loaded onto old-fashioned horsedrawn drays. They all stood crowded together on
the drays, and one by one the drays and wagons moved off to New Westminister-
a pretty rough ride in a springless dray over a rough road - ând put on a streamer
for Victoria. The same witness had heard that four Chinamen were tied together
by their pigtails, and thrown into the creek at McDougall's camp. If so, I know
nothing of it. I do know that some of them were tied together by their pigtails, to
prevent tlìem escaping in Chinatown the following moming.-.(Nicole 1978: p.88).
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Next morning, gilded by the flames from the shanties and laundry houses, the sun rose

again. Two weeks later, all the chinese sent off by the whites returned to the same camp.

They painstakingly re-built their own houses, their own groceries, their own cafe and

restaurants. chinatown, the stranded ark, returned. It swelled in the next decade. The

population of Chinese in Vancouver reached 14885 in 1901 (from 4,350 in 1881), comprising 10%

of the totâl population of Vancouver.

Then another riot swePt Chinatown in 1907. This time, the assail was institutionally
organized by the Asian Exclusion League, a washington state based labour federation under
the leadership of Frank Cotterill and A.E. Fowler. The League perceived all the Asian
workers as the tools of the capitalists and a racial menace to the white race. They had

vehemently conducted numerous violent acts to exclude the Japanese, Korean, chinese, Indians,

and sikhs in tlìe cities along the California coast. Beginning in Autust 1902 the League opened

a branch in vancouver. That summer, just when the booming vancouver showed signs of
recession, and lay-offs started, the ang€r against the visibly identifiable orientals re-surged.

In the ensuing month, the League attracted 2,000 members, who, unlike its normal constituents in
california, were not miners, but professionals and merchants. "Most citizens quietly supported

the League and subscribed liberally to its funds, which by 1907 had reached $5,000,'(Wynne
1966:"176). The popularity of the League reflected the publicly consented view that the

oriental laborers took away the jobs of the Canadian cirizens. The B.c. labour unions (and the

canadian Trade and Labour Congress) had repeatedly demanded that the government take

tougher measures to stop the oriental immrgration. The Government of British columbia
passed the petition almost annually, only to be thwarted by the lieutenant-Governor or the
federal government.

The fuel was set aflame by the League's public parade of anti-Orientalism. They had

widely advertised the parade. On September 7,1907, over a thousand people led by a brass

band marched to City Hâll, atfracted approximâtely seven to eight thousand onlookers.

By nine o'clock in the evening, excitement and tension prevailed. A flaming effigy
of Lieutenant-Governor Dunsmuir lighted the area in front of Citt Hali.
(Dunsmuir, â coalmaster and employer of large numbers of Chinese and Jåpanese
laborgrs, was unpopular because he had refused to approve the latest immigration
act). Woodward and two of the clerg;men addressed the crowd assembled õutside
City Hall, Then Fowler spoke (Wynne t96t p.727).

Fowler was the notorious leader responsible for the raid in Bellingham on the local Hindus and

sikhs His antioriental speech stirred up the crowd. someone began to thro.v,' stones on the

windows of the Chinese stores on the street. Then the tempest of emotion poured out. Rioters

smashed the properties in Ch.inatown and in the Japanese quârters on Powell Street.
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The juridical system failed again to make any fair verdict. One man was sentenced to

six months in jail. Twenty three received fines. On the other side, the Federal Government

gave $9,000 and $26,000 respectively to the tâpânese and Chinese community by way of

compensations.

Incidents like these two violent attacks against Vancouver's Chinatown fortunately

were not corrunon. The belligerents in both riots were in a minority compared to the entire

population of Vancouver/ and most of them came from the right wing anti-Asian leagues in the

United Stâtes. The chilling fact Ì{as this: some Vancouver citizens who did not pârticipate in

the riots financiâlly supported the rioters; probably even treater numbers of citizens endorsed

the dots with silence, and felt no sympathy for the victims. It was this layer of societâl

subterrane that fertilized the extreme fotm of violence and formal, institutional racist policies.

The evasive silence and informality of racial discrimination in daily life makes it
futile and laborious to outline the patterns of racism in any culture, any society. Râcism is

something one can feel/ but cannot tell. Meanwhile, in the formal, institutional actualization

of râcism, there are mixed motives and incoherences. The early Canadian governments were no

exception. Within various periods of time, within various provinces, within various levels of

govemments, within various issues, the formalized racist policies fluctuated. So to speak, the

issue of imposing "Head Tax"-whether or not, how much- on the Clúnese settlers reflected ân

incongruity in the approaches of the Canadian governments.

The Municipal Government of Vancouver was perhaps the most direct adversary of the

Chinese community; their bylaws indicated their determination from the outset to drive all

the Chinese out. The CPR needed the Chinese laborers. So the Federal Government for a

while allowed the Chinese to come in for rail constructions. When the cross-Canada rail had

been done, tlìe

stipulating:

was instântly enacted, its section 95,

In each Province the Legislature may make laws in relation to agriculture in the
province and to immigrâtion into the province, and it is hereby declared that the
parliament of Canada may from time to time make laws in relation to agriculture
in all or any of the province, and to immi$ation into any or all of the provinces;
and any law of the legislâture of a province relative to agriculture or to
immigration shall have effect in and for the province as long as far only as it is not
repugnant to any act of the pârliament of Canada;'
And whereas it is expedient to prevent the immigration of Chinese into British
Columbia;
And whereas the provision hereinafter contained are not repugnant to âny Act of
the Parliament of Canada:
Therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the advices and consent of the Legislative
Assembly of the Province of British Columbia, enâcts âs followsr -
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1. The word "Chinese" in this Act shall mean and include any native of China or
its dependencies, or of any islands in the Chinese seas, not born of Brirish parents,
or any person bom of Chinese parents.
2. It shall be unlawful for any Chinese to come into the Province of British
Columbia, or any part thereof. Any Chinese who hereafter shall come into
British Columbia, shalì forfeit and pay the sum of fifty dollars , to be recovered
in a summary way before any justice of the peace, and in default of payment shâll
suffer imprisonment, with hard labour, for any period not exceeding six months.
the Chinese convicted shall remain liable to the payment of the said fifty
dollars, until he shall have paid the same, butwithstanding he may undergo such
imprisonrnent 7867)

Even this was not enough, Chinese, apart from the wealthy ones and the diplomats.

upon entering Canada, were initially required to pay $10 "Head Tax" in 1884. TÌ1ro years later,

it was raised to $50. Determined to fight the "yellow peril", the Laurier government raised

the "Heâd Tax" to $100 in 1900 and to a hefty $500 in 1903. They also required Chinese

workers, the only ones among all ethnic groups, to pay an annual $50 fee for a working licence.

To those Chinese already in Vancouver, the municipal govemment employed every

legal action to ensure tlìat they would never leave Chinatown, or better that they would be

driven from Canada. Its by-law on June 18, 1902 regulated that Chinese could not be granted the

leases covered for the following items:
(a) Miscellaneous leases under Sub-sections (1), (2) and (3) of Section 41 of the t and
A ct.
(b) Leases of small holdings under Sub-section (4) of Section 41 of tl.re Land Act.
(c) Woop pulp leases under Sub-section (5) of Section 41 of the t-and Act.
(e) Lease for the purpose of stripping hemlock ûees of bark under Section 43 of the
Land act.
(f) Special timber ¡icences granted under Section 50 of the Land Act.
(h) Coal mining leases under the "Coal Mines Act".
(i) Certificates of approval issued to power compânies under Part IV of the
"Water Clauses Consolidation Act".
(j)Public Works Conhâcts the terms of which are not prescribed by ståtute.
(k) Tunnel and drain licences under Section 58 of the Mineral Act.
(l) Tunnel and drain licences under Section 48 of the Placer Mining Act.
(m) Leases under Sections 90 to 103 of the "Placer Mining Act"
(e hi¡esc_T¡sgq' Vol, l3).1e

Practically this bylaw attempted to prevent Chinese from having any kind of normal

jobs outside Chinatown, from owning any business and property, and from living outside

Chinatown. In the iobs with minimum pay, such as in laundry, vegetable hawking, or hotel

cleaning, Chinese still had to endure brutal confinement imposed by the government and the

19so.,¡ce from the English translation of the Chinese Times in Elizabeth Dafoe Library of the University
of Manitoba.
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union. The rest of Canadian society wished Chinese to transform into ghosts, and out of

Canada. Browsing through the newspapers in the 1910s, one reads.

January, 1915
In Toronto, the Canadian Laundrymen Association had a general meeting to
abolish the license of the companies that still used hand washing method. The
association announced thât this action was according to the cónsdtution, not
especially designed to discriminåte against the Chinese. However, underneath
their cover, they had the intention of chasing the Chinese out of the laundry
business, because the major Chinese laundries still employed manpower instead of
machine.
March 21st, Tuesday, 1916
The discriminatory issue atainst Chinese hotel and restaurant workers was once
again brought up in the city council meeting. The mayor ( McFrabie) was also anti-
Chinese.
A Chinese laundryman was attacked and robbed by a few white boys-
April l4th, Friday, 1916
The issue of discrimination against East Asian hotel workers was brought up in the
city council meeting lof Vancouver]. A M.p. asserted that the city council had no
autlìorify to clìase out East Asian workers, and the case should be broutht up to the
provincial legislature meeting. However the mayor was against it. He said that
the city council could establish a bylaw and he added that no license should be
issued to hotels which still employed East Asian workers in the next year.
November 6th, Monday, 1916
Many Chinese were being employed in various companies in Ontario. The Labour
Union tlìus became jealous and they were against the employment of Chinese
workers. A Labour and commercial meeting was held to exclude Chinese from
working with the white girls. They intended to pass a by-law that guâranteed no
mixed employ'rnent of whites and Chinese (Chinese Times I l9l1,7916).

It was because of these strict legal regulations and treacherous job exclusions tlìat most

Chinese residents were compelled to stay within chinatown. Those few who managed to
migrate outside chinatown experienced segregation of another kind - the cultural stereoty?e

that was much harder to bear/ that prevailed more than governmental policies. In the olden

days people called Chinese "Chinese", 'John Chinamen", "Chinks" names that, figuratively,
were meant to be derogatory of Chinese customs, lifestyle, and even their religion. The local

newspapers, The Province and rhe sun constantìy remarked on the chinese New year ceremony

âs an odd ritual; the Chinese dance as "weird" as the Chinese worshipped Buddha and gods

that were alien to the whites. Referring to the chinese diet, the Province remarked that "the

only one of the lower animals vancouver's chinese do not eât is the cat"org!¡egr , July 23,

1910). Discovering the cultural difference between the white and the Chinese, Roger Chute,

Christopher Foley and Daniel Munn concluded in their Commissioner Report of 1902 to

gôvemment that:
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They come from southern China ... with customs, habits and modes of life fixed
and unalterable, resulting from an ancient and effete civilization. They form, on
their arrival, a community within a community, sepârate and apart, a foreign
substance within but not our body politic, with no love for ou¡ laws or institutioñs;
a people that cannot assimilate and become an integral part of our race and
nation. With th€ir habits of overcrowding, and an utter disregard for atl
sanitary lâws, they are living as they do without home life, schools or churches,
and so nearly approaching a servile class, their effect upon the rest of the
community is bad ... upon this point there was entire unanimify Gg¡qloqgsralgr
Report 1902:p.278).20

sometimes in church, clergymen had also believed that God was on the side of a white man,s

country and to-preserve the purity of râce was the first law of nations. "ln Nanaimo, for
example, the Rev. A.w. Mcleod told a Baptists congregation that God intended the Anglo-
saxons to have possession of Canada and the united stâtes." In New westminster, the Rev.

H W Fraser of Vancouver's First Presbyterian Church followed up his address to the Asiatic
Exclusion League meeting of 7 September 1907 by declaring that God gave the North American
continent to the v,'hite râce to develop and use" (Roy 1989: p.231).

once racial discri¡ninarion having been biblically justified, racism assumed its most
powerful means of propaganda: it penetrated into the collective conscious of the mass. It is not

iust a mâtter that the chinese merchants would be sued and lost their cases if they attempted

to purchase property outside chinatown, it is a matter thât chinese people were prohibited
from access to Vancouver General Hospital (until 1936), Chinese kids were not allowed to go to
the "white" schools, and the second and third generations of Chinese bom ín Vancouver had no

right to vote (until 1947). Chinese were literally incarcerated within Chinatown. Worst of
all, from time to time, chinese families who resided outside chinatown had to prepare for
violence, asking for help from the Chinese consulaie.2l

Ineluctably, chinatown provided a last retreat for those cNnese families. To them-
the insiders, poor or rich-Chinatoh'n re-created a second home in the rniddle of the physical

and social incarceration. whereas there were the occasions where the rights of the chinese
were promoted by white politicians, lawyers, school teachers, to the mainstream of society,
chinatown indicated a peripheral condition, a heterotopia out "there", This "alienness', of
chinatown, rooted in the specific historical development of British Columbia, transgresses any

20Source f¡om the B.C. Archives.
21The chinese Times on March 24. Monday, 1919 still had news items such as:" The¡e had been a
movement to exclude Oriental ¡esidents and me¡chânts in the Gtandview and Cranville Street area.
However, after the p¡otest by the Ambassador to the city council, the movement had subsided. It was

lloPed tlìat Chinese residing or working in those areas would obey the law and prevent further
discriminâtion".
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one-dimensional reasoning, âs evidenced by the preceding account. The sharp categorization of
"Us" (the white) and "Others"(the Chinese) was utilized as an opposition to serve not merely

to instigate class conJlicts, but also, to express what Gramsci called "Culru¡al Hegemony".22 A
few authors have incisively debunked the commôn stigma of chinatown as a spontaneous

fruirion and transplantation of chinese culture, on the contrary, pinpointed thât chinatown
was primarily created by the West (Anderson 1991; Roy 1989; Chan 1983). Such an

interpretâtion tâkes the "exterior" into consideration; it relates the development of Chinatown
with particular socio-political struggles in Canada. And it further modifies Marxist analysis

of society, which perceives history as the produci of the principal contradiction, while having

little consideration to cultural, social, and ideological factors.

2.3. The Dominance of Reason

Caressing the scars of the past, noking the perpetuûting taboos of terrol. A nightmare

returns. The "Chinamen", crøwling from their sleep, agape, run into darkness, føll into the

False Creek. Sìlence. Hundreds and hundreds of white men, armed, excìted., elated, chase

behitú. Silence. Folloued by the images of the apathetic judge, the airile constables, the

angry neighbors, the impassioned politiciøns and social scientists. Silence. pain. Gooseflesh

coated by the cold sweat. Heart putnps. In our temporary unforgetfulness.

Tertor, no longer remote, distant, as it belonged to Other, to somel:here else. lt noa¡

belongs to us. A aoice inside us auøkes: what wiII we do, when recognizing the eristøtce of the

olher, one that is neithel reducible though ue may haae tried to assinilate, nor immediately

comprehensible? Will ue naintain caln? Will we guard our aggression, confíne our jealousy

and bittentess? Will we not unleash our frustrntiolT through uiolence?

Lurking in the dark, an eoil føce grins back.

A man likes to belieue that he is the master of his owrt soul. But as long as he is
unable to control his noods and. etnotions, ot to be conscious of the myiad secret

22Thi, te¡m appears in the ltalian Communist write¡ Antonio G¡amsci's Prison Notebooks, the article on
"P¡oblems of Ma¡xism". In that a¡ticle, partially in note fo¡m, G¡amsci had systematically reiterated some
of the significant theoretical premisses of Marxism as the philosophy of praxis, which as a dialecticâl
histo¡ical materialism has its own conditions and hâs to be understood historically. I¡ the section on
"Hegemony of Weste¡rÌ Cultu¡e over the whole World Culture", he pinpointed thar:" Even if one admits
that other cultures have had an importance and a significance in the process of 'hie¡archical' unification of
world civil¿ation (and this should c€rtainty be admitted without question), they have had a universal value
only in so far as they have become constituent elements of European culture, which is the only historically
and concretely unive¡sal cultu¡e-in so far, that ís, as they have contributed to the p¡ocess of European
thought and been assimilated by it" (Grarnsci 1971: p.416).

This Eu¡ocent¡ism in building up a universal history for Gramsci, personifies the limitedness of
the Hegelian intellectuals. Cramsci ce¡tainly also âctually realized the domination function of
intellectuals in the Western society itself. (See his article on "The Intellectuals").
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uaqs uhich ultcotlscious factorc insinuøte themselles into his arrangements and
decisiotts, he is certainly not his outl master Çung 1964:p.72)

Runinating on those final words of Carl G. lung, we are aneloped by the terror oÍ the

end of terror: What if fear has been suspended? Whøt il we feel ue are in control but not?

What will this illusion of total consciousness lead to?-a methodical eliminatiøt of the leus by

the Nazis? a scientifícally justifted medical correction of the honosexuals?

It is on this site that racism resumes its horrífic sad.istic silhouette, spins off its
intoxication uithout being charged, or questioned. It is on this site that racistÌt in the West

had graun far beyond a primal form of ethnocentrism-the fearful reactinfl to otherness. For

racism in the West is no longø associated with wtreason, uith madness, with chíIdishness. For

rucisffi agail|st laus, Chinese, or Vietflafiese was espøtsed uith a røtional, empirícal procedure

of Western science-pseudo-Darwinism, as we label it after milliotts of people had died under

its name. Ott the sane prenise, racian, in its extreme fonn of eliminating life, and uith subtle

expressiort of derogatory remarks which hurt the heart b t not the skin, begs for an explarøtiott

ooer and aboue the "Cultural Hegemony"-since there is hardly any society that d.o not see

themselaes as being the " chosen people" and do not uríte history from their own point of aieu.

Gramsci, utho spoke of the "Cultural Hegemony", also spoke of " Social Hegenony". To

add one more dimensiott, I would say we haue to speak of the "Cogito Hegemony", that is, when

ttibes construct Iheir oun shamøts to personit'y euil, battle uith eail, detract eoil, the West

has constantly øttempted to erase this aninistic, bestial face from hunanity, or, to project it to

the Other. Deaoid of such a dimension, it becones totally incomprehensible uhy the

Europeans thetnselaes had practiced aøriegated disciplines upon their own body in form ot' the

Napoleottean Soldier, Victorian Wit'e, or the Fordian Worker. Deaoid of such a dimension, it is

equally unthitlkltble to contemplate the tragedy of anr history, and the stark contrast betueen

our good intentions and our euil acts. Dewid of such a dimensiott, it becomes meøningless to

think of the non-economical industry of torture, stale appølûtus, mental clinics, and. the tine

ønd energy spatt irr suffocating those Chinese settlers in the early history of Vancouoer, by

excluding thefl from jobs and depriuittg their rights to oote (eaen the Chùtese merchants who

brought business fortunes to the rest of the society were also confined. within Chinatown).

Terror Lhus exists not only in the eruption of the physical aiolence, but also in the

orderly order of the mind, itt ìts unyielding refusal to recognize its oun terror.

A philosophical somersault has to be made. History has to be tumbled once again

fltrther back to where Reason, beíng sundered from pathos, eros, and ethos, was enthroned.
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Unfurled the Age of Classicism. An era that perdured roughly through the sixteenth and

seventeenth century in European history. In thât âge of discovery and representation shone the

immortal names of Francis Bacon (1,561-1626), Galileo Galilei (7564-1616), Johann Kepler (1571-

1630), William Shakespeare (1.564-7676), Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640), Diego Velasquez

(1599-1660), René Descartes (i596-1650), and Isaac Newton (1642-1727)- eac\ made an

indelible contriburion to the development of the Western mind. Their unprecedented successes

in searching and formulating the order of the external world by mathesis and langue enabled

Descartes at the dawn of humanism to exclaim "l think, therefore, I am". For Descartes, body

could be distilled as a mechanical corporeal entity conducted by the mind (Descartes 1986), Man

(the reductional notion of mankind) lives by a sheer mechanical consciousness (Lacan 1966;

Foucault 1970; Derrida 1974) He remarked:

In the first place, that there is a vast difference between mind and body, in
respect that body, from its nature, is always divisible, and that mind is entirely
indivisible... I remark, in the next place, that the mind does not immediately
receive the impression from all the parts of the body, but only from the brain, or
perhaps even from one small part oÍ it, viz., that in which the common sense
(sensus communis) is said to be, which as often as it is affected in the same way,
gives rise to the same perception in the mind, although meanwhile the other
parts of the body may be diversely disposed, as is proved by innumerable
experiments, which it is unnecessary here to enumerate, I remark, besides, that
the nature of body is such thât none of its parts can be moved by another part a
little removed from the other, which cannot likewise be moved in the same way
by any one of the parts that lie between those two, although the most remote
part does not act at all.,-. I remark, finally, that as each of the movements that
are made in the part of the brain by which the mind is immediately affected,
impresses it with but a single sensation, the most likely supposition is with but a
single sensation, the most likely supposition in the circumstânces is, that this
movement causes the mind to exp€rience, among all the sensations which it is
capable of impressing upon it, that one which is the b€st fitted, and generally the
most useful for the preservation of the human body when it is in full health"
(Descartes 1986: p.140).

The Classicist image of Mân consequently emerged (Foucault i970)-Man as a rational

being23 in between nature and God. It irreversibly broke from the organic tie of nature. Unlike

the Mediaeval cosmos in which the revived animism enchanted nature with spirits, the

Cartesian universe was ¡educed to a machine: God was pushed outside the universe, and

concomitantly the hierarchization of God over Man over Nature allowed Man to take charge of

the matter in this world. Nature apart from Truth, in the eyes of Bacon, only dissimulated,

thus needed to be "tortured". The age old analogous link between the sigrrifier and the signified

23Not every culture will define mankind in an essentialist manner as a rational being; rationality is not
always the vi¡tue that all people adore.
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in language, in writing, in architecture, was deskoyed, not by disqualifying that link, but by
reducing and âbstracting it into sameness. Particularity was filtered by mathesis and, langue.

Being dominated Becoming, Representation of the world dominated the presence. By means of
formulae and geometries, the cartesians thought that they could decode the hidden truth of
the univers€ once and for all (Descartes 1986), including the existence of God, who, âs though at

the furthest end of the chain of being, waited to be known.

The reversal from the Medieval faith into an utterly transparent mind immediately
resulted in the fall of the corporeal body and the fall of unreason. After Descartes purified
thouthts as the work of soul through brain, Cogito overrode the unthought, intellect
condemned imagination and intuition into the state of delirium and illusion. Madness, that
was always feared and deserted in the previous time, from the Age of Classicism, transformed

into the anti-thesis of Reason. As unreason, irrational, it corrupted rruth, similarly the

corporeal body turned into â corruptor of soul. The body, which became secondary to the mind,
locked Truth inside.

Taking Truth out, the Age of Classicism invented the politics of Body. Bodp "object

and target of power. It is easy enough to find sitns of the attention then paid to the body - tô

the body that is manipulated, shâped, trained, which obeys, responds, becomes skillful and

increases its forces. The great book of Man-the-Machine was written simultaneously on two
registers: the anatomico-metaphysical register, of which Descartes wrote the first pages ând

which the physicians and philosophers continued, ând the technico-politicâl register, which
wâs constituted by a whole set of regulâtions and by empirical and calculated methods relating

to the army, the school and the hospitâI, for controlling or correcting the operation of tlìe
body"(Foucault, p.136). Michel Foucault described this as "Bio-power", the power imposed

upon flesh and human individuals as an anatomico-metaphysical entity.

The eighteenth century Enlightenment unchained tlìe Cartesiân Man. "Man is born
free, and everywhere he is in chain" (Rousseau "1987: p.17). This romantic chord of humanity

liberated Man from all shackles and machines. Rousseau, Kant, Voltaire, Diderot, Locke, etc.,

passionately expressed that by nature all humans are equal. "Assuming human nature to be a

simple thing", Enlightenment idealists also saw simple solutions to social problems: "rid man's

mind of a few ancient errors, purge his beliefs of the artificial complications of metaphysical

'systems' and theological dogrnas, restore to his social relations something like the simplicity
of the state of nature, and his natural excellence would live happily ever after.,'24

24 From ¡u-", A. Boon's Other Tribes, Other Scribes, p. 28, where he quotes C.L.Becker's remarks on
the Enlightenment.
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Reason was the talisman of the Enlightenment. Although Cârtesian Reason-the
linear logic of Descartes continued to reign, (as one reads in Saint-Simon), the Kantian notion of
Reason appeared to challenge Cartesianism --one step closer to the Freudian understanding of
consciousness. Kant re-glorified intuition, putting both rationatity ând intuition in the same

process of reasoning. He also deemed the capacity of synthesizing and pure reasoning ân a

priori of mind, something innate, built-in; therefore, induction came back to Reason (Kant

1990). Kant paved a path for The metaphysics of the Enlightenment. His pure reason bridged
over the gap between ldealism and Materialism. The difference between the Kantian pure
reason and the empirical reâson hitherto cleaved knowledge into science and philosophy:

"science is partially-unified knowledge; Philosophy is completely-unified knowledge"
(spencer 1937 :p.115). The consistency between Kantian metaphysics and the later positive

scientism stems from, underneath the difference of stances, the search for the capitâlized
Truth.

Either way, transcendental or empirical, Reason has dominated Western philosophy

since the Classical Age. The eighteenth century philosophers were not unaware of the

problems caused by tlìe cartesian world view-its hierarchical Dualism of Body/Mind,
Culture/Nature. To transcend Dualism was the central task for tlìe Enlightenment thinkers.

But as Nietzsche lamented, the desire to find a "way out" (Kant), to build another meta-

language, led the Enlightenment into a new trap.

The Enlightenment phitosophers lifted Man into the air, above history, believing
there existed an Ideal Man and Ideal sociery, âway from politics and from inequality. Despite

the great difference among the theories and methods that the eighteenth century
Enlightenment philosophers postulated the concept of democracy, freedorn, equality, and ideal

government, despite the oppositions between optimistic ideologues like Rousseau and the

realistic reformers like Voltaire, Enlightenment in common câlled fôrth for the maturity of
rnind, tlre independence of Reason (Horkheimer &Adorno 7944: p.Z), and the birth of Higher
Man, like themselves (Kant, Rousseau, Voltaire, Diderot, Locke, et al.). An illusion was

created: The omnipotent Higher Man standing above history could replace both Nature and

God; The law of natural evolution follows the process from homogeneity to heterogeneity,

simplicity to complexity; all tlìis could be monitored by Man Himself. Thus, "the connection

of the positivities with finitude, the reduplication of the empirical and the transcendental,

the perpetual relation of tt.e cogito to the unthought, the retreat and return to the origin,
define for us man's mode of being, It is in the analysis of that mode of being, and no longer in the

analysis of representation, that reflection since the nineteenth century has sought a

philosophìcal foundation for the possibility of knowledge" (Foucault 1920: p.335).
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The rise of the human sciences in the eighteenth century is therefore not fortuitous. To

this Purpose, the knowledge enterprise altered its engrossed interests from natural science to

humanism. Puiting Man as an object of study - in the sense of Man being a collective specimen,

and Man being an individual body, the Enlighteners tirelessly observed Man through clinical
dissection, psychological analysis, sociological categorization, biological taxonomy, and

economical classificâtion (Foucault 1965;'1970; 1973'- "1977).

Health, a notion related less to the cure of disease than finding the secret of the body
and prolonging life, became the centre of human science. outside the medical field, individual
and public "Health" become problematized as a socio-political issue, as a test on the subject of
the Ideal Man and Ideal society, in the later days of the French Revolution (Foucault 1965;

1970; -1973; 
7977) .

It was this reversal [the trânscendence from the finitude of life in the eighteenth
centuryl that served as the philosophical condition for the organizaton of a
positive medicine; inversely, this positive medicine marked, at the empirical
level, the beginning of that fundamental relation that binds modern man to his
original finitude. Hence, the mental place of medicine in the over_all
architecture of the human sciences: it is closer than anv of them to the
anthropological structure that sustains them all. Hence too, its prestige in the
concrete forms of existence: health replaces salvation, said Guardia (Foucault
"1973 :p.'194).

In each battle fighting against the then prevâiling plagues, both real and imaginary, the
authorities concerned with "Health" built up.

At the sâme time, the capitalistic modern states propagated by tlÌe Enlightenment

came into being. Regardless of what the Enlightenment ideologues admitted, the âbstract and

concrete, the philosophical and the technical ideals of the Enlightenment positively
integrated and reciprocally partoôk in the unprecedented massive process of normalization
(Foucault 1965;1970;1973;7977). Each new institution experimented with a modern invention of
Bio-Power.

Theory and discourse tangled; metaphysics was a product ând a mentor of politics. The

lack of understanding of the anatomico-metâphysical Man in the Mediaeval Age caused the

grisly retaliation against the body, out of fear. But the cartesian association of Body as a

subordinate to Mind changed the whole philosophy of physical torture. punishment of
criminals became calculative: the level of criminality was translated into levels of pains

provided by the various ways of cutting, injuring dismembering, executing, all in front of the

eyes of public spectators. After the eighteenth century, punishment shifted more towârds to
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the mind, Not iust because of the social reform movement 25 nor simply because of the increasing

humanity, according to Foucault,

[I]n fact, the shift from a crirninality of blood to a criminality of fraud forms part
of a whole complex mechanism, embracing the development of production, the
increase of wealtlr, a higher iuridical and moral válue placeã on property
relations, stricter methods of surveillance, a tighter partitioning oi thl
population, more efficient techniques of locating and obtaining informãtion; the
shift in illegal practices is correlative with an extension anã a refinement of
punifive practices (Foucâult 1977: p.Z7)

Beneath the humânization of the penalties, what one finds are all those rules
that âuthorize, or rather demand, 'leniency', as a calculated economy of the
power to punish. But they also provoke a shift in the point of application of this
power: it is no longer the body, with the ritual play of the excessive pains,
spectacular brandings in the ritual of public execution; it is the mind o. rathe. 

^play of representation in the minds of all. Is is no longer the body, but soul, said
Mably. And we see very clearly what he meant by this term: ths correlative of a
teclÌnique of power. Old 'anatomies, of punishment are abandoned. But hâve we
really entered the age of non-corporal punishment? (Foucault 1977: p_107).

The most vivid prototype of the age of non-corporal punishment ought to be Jeremy
Bentham's Panopticon (oval-shaped prison): it must håve no view towards the outside, must
look inwards towards the centre where the observatory tower is located; while the observer
could easily study, gaze, and observe the individuals incarcerated in each individual cell,
through the device of optics, the disciplined has no way to see the observer nor his next door
neighbor, but only tlìe tower; the eternal presence of the tower calls for the eternal presence of
the eye of the observer, even tlÌough the observer might not be present that constantly at all.
The psychological war waged by the tower towards the individual in the cell robs the
individuals' privacy. It mentally forced the disciplined to intemalize the rules that were first
imposed upon them as the ârtificial (Bentham 1789 /7948).

This power of gaze was connected to the studies of the Ideal Man by the Enlightenment
philosophers. Bentham v/as not profoundly philosophical in his writing, yet he knew

25The eiglteenth century reforms in Europe did not aim at eliminating punishment. not at all, bur
demanded a diffe¡ent kind of punishment that suited the interests of the;irising bourgeoisie class. and
the capitalists. The name to be protected used to be the sovereignty of the ;egim;, then, was replaced by
the good of the society. Penalty escalated into an art, a calculaied econom, it accorded to six rules: (i)
minimjze the quantity of physical punishment; (2) provoke exactly the idÀa of pain; (3) have the most
intensive effects on those who have not committed the crime (punishment ior the sake of public
displayrng); (4) distinguish clea¡ly crime f¡om virrue; (5) subject to common rruth (the previous juridical
power had been limited thence by the ¡ule that every defendant musr be viewed as innoient and
the¡efore could not be Punished until proved to be guilty); (6) individualization of sentences (Foucault
7977: pp9Ç701).
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that"nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain and

pleasure". It was he that put those abstract metaphysical social theories into the utilitarian

terms, into an architectural vocabulary, The power imposed upon the Body no longer had to be

physical, nor did it have to be negative. A positive, new political anatomy was possible. First

in the Napoleonic armies, the Ideal Man was translated into an Ideal Body. Out of an average

man, the military began to modulâte the Body into the ideal form. This had been done by the

techniques of discipline that regulated the last detail of the soldier: the smâll moves, the

small actions, the small parts of the body. The eighteenth century barracks were constructed

like the Panopticon: individual soldiers had been assigned to a divided, particular space,

which prevented any collective dispositions and also maximized the possible public control

and surveillance to neutralize the personal spaces. Individual bodies were reduced into parts,

and specialities to build a fixative association to a particular place, which coutd be easily

identified and mapped; Individuals were classified into tiers, and the spatial taxonomy

required different level of control and supervision, generate economy and wealtlì. With all

these spatial orders, that rudimentarily also prevailed in the workshops of the capitalists,

there wâs also a disciplinary mechanism in time. Controlling one's time-tabler regulating one's

regime of waking up and going to sleep; codifying of exâct acts in a temporal sequence;

constantly maintaining certain gesture; standardizing body language; stretching the time span

of exhaustion, and so on and so forth - those were the tactics of disciplining in the micro

physics of the body.

Although Panopticon as an ideal diagram represented an image of the modem prison, it
effectively shadowed the spaces in our modern state. In the case of the early hospitâl, tlìe

school, the workshop, and more so in the Owen, Saint-Simon, or Fourier's ideal types of

community or village, the image of the Panopticon was masked in the name of science, by the

abstract necessity of society, with its absolute demands framed on its individuals and the

observed. This is why "it [the Utopian society] received little praise; the most obvious is that

the discourses to which it gave rise really acquired, except in the academic classifications, the

status of sciences; but the real reason is no doubt that the power that it operates and which it
augments is a direct, physical power that men exercise upon one another. An inglorious

culmination had an origin that could be only gmdgingly acknowledged" (Foucault 1979: p.225).

The violent side of the Erìlithtenment lies obviously in its own paradox of Ideal and

Real: believing in human as heteroteneous (and sometimes equal), believing in democracy and

social justice (as the model for the heterogeneity of society), the "enìightened" educated elite

attempted to "homogenize" the rest of the sociefy, the "uncivilized", the masses, in acco¡dance

witlr its own "universal" value and its definition of "Man".
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2.4. Chinatown: from an Evil Place to a Social Disease

Gaze. Body. Power. Reason put all that is unreason, and all that is otherness, under

surveillance and control. A relatively shorter time was required in Canada for the colonialists

to install the modern state apparatus. Chinatown fell as the first prey of the "social

laboratory". It would probably matter less whether it was Chinatown or Italiantown in the

1920s; the underclass urban slums would always aÉrâct the anention of the medical doctors,

policemen, sociologists, and politicians, to name a lew.26 At one side, thânks to the

enforcement of Health-By-Laws, the workers in the Chinese restaurants got their working

environment improved-ventilation and light became possible; the sewers and road conditions

in Chinatown were upgraded. At the other side, the vigilânt eyes of the govemments imported

and invented for the slums a power of a modem kind.

After Chinatown had been enclosed by death for sometime, after Chinatown had been

associated with enclaves of evils for years, the City of Vancouver gained more knowledge about

this hellish place. In the name of science and of sociery, a war for public health was waged

against Chinatown. Gradually a gate opened. A, gate for socially normalizing and culturally
assimilating the "sinful" Chinese inside the ghetto who were economically deprived, socially

disadvantaged, and culturally discriminated against. More and more confident, more and more

determined, tlìe Cify of Vancouver progressively penetrated into Chinatown, which reflected

its changing measures of discipline, respectively in the events of 1895 ,1914 and "1928.

(1) As mentioned earlier, the year 1895 marked a beginning for the enforcement of a

series of Health-By-Laws in Vancouver. The formalization of health inspection was a reaction

to the spreading epidemics and contâgious diseases. Chinatown was condemned as the origin

of all the epidemics-an image of an evil place. Medical statistics furthered that impression

by providing a matrix of statistics that reported that the râte of T.B. was the highest in
Chinatown, and thât the death rate was twice as high in Chinatown as in other diskicts
(Chinese Times. March 28, 1919 :p.3). Prior to 1895 (sometime in 1891), in the panic of
discovering two Chinese lepers in Chinatown, the city council formally designated Chinatown

as a site subjected to periodic public health inspections. The ensuing legitimization of health

26To ponder how pervasive the power emitted f¡om the notion of Health, one solely needs to look at the
cuÍrent institutionâlÞed control of our body, our physique and mind, at these tie¡s of clinic and asylum,
these taboos and prescriptions on diet and love-making. This exceeding dependence on the aid of the
medical profession has aheady naturalized. An ordinary Canadian today cannot even imagine what it will
be like without it. ln a way as C. E. Birch, the Secreta¡y of Metropolitan Health Committee (of
Vancouver) asked in a repo¡t entitled What of Public Health: " Have you eve¡ t¡ied to visualize what
living would be in a city without the control and supervision exe¡cised by Health authorities? We are
¡ather aPt to accePr the p¡esent standards of sanitation and food and disease control as being the natural
order of things, whereas it has only been arrived at by a process of hard work and evolution, assisted by
the ever advancing hont of scientific investigation and experience, developing new ideas and methods of
improvement. "
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control Particularly târteted thc Chinese population. In those historically contingent events

and extreme cases, such as fighting a plague, doctors ând inspectors seized a special power that

would "sort out every possible confusionr that of the disease, which is transmitted when bodies
are mixed together; that of the evil, which is increased when fear and death overcome

prohibition...The plague as a form, ât once real and imaginary, of disorder had as its medical

and political correlative discipline" (Foucault 7979: p.794).

Robert Marrion, then the Chief Sanitary Inspector, recalled,

At which time [1895] I was appointed by the Council to this position, (Dr.
Thomas was then Acting Medical Health Officer), I found 

- 
the sanitary

conditions very bad, especially in thât portion of the City embracing Chinatown.
Immediate steps were taken to comp€l all parties to connect their prèmises to the
public sewers, where such sewers were destroyed, and from that time to the
present [19111 a crusade has been kept up against the old dilapidated, insanitary
buildings in the residential portions of the City, which in my opinion, must bã
continued as long or as soon as they become old, rotten and insanitary and unfit for
human inhabitation.2T

Health inspectors like Mar¡ion had the power of poìice. According to ',Health Act,

1893" in British Columbia (which wasn't put into effect until 1895), the Local Board of Health
could "remove the occupants forcibly" from sub-standard housing, which had been defined by
Section 36: "No person shall let, or occupy, or suffer to be occupied, as a dwelling or lodging, any

room which (a) Does not conbain ât all times at least three hundred and eighty-four cubic feet

of air space for each person occupying tlìe same; or (b) Has not a window made to open in the

manner approved by the Local Board; or (c) Has not appurtenant to it tlìe use of a wãter-closet

or earth-closet consrructed in accordance witlì these regulations"(Hodgetts 1912: p.69), The

Vancouver City By-Laws also authorized:"Whenever any nuisance shall be found on any

premises or in any building or place within the city, the Medical Health officer is hereby

authorized, in his discretion to order the owner or occupant of such premises, building or place to

abate such nuisance, and in default of the person abating such nuisance, the Medical Heâltlì

Officer may cause the same to be abated summarily at the expense of such person and such

person shall be guilty of an infraction of this By-law and liable to the penalties thereof.,'28

Side by side with tlìe institutionalizâtion of civic politics, the policing power of the

health inspector started to penetrate the life of Chinatown. The surveillance on the diseased

blended with the racism and economic discriminations,

2TCited f¡om C.E.Bircll's ¡eport What of Publjc Healtlì, date u¡known, Sou¡ce f¡om the BC A¡chives
285ou""e f¡om the ¡eco¡d of Department of Hea¡th, the B.C. Archives.
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In March 1900, Health and Plumbing Inspector Marrion insisted on compulsory
smallpox vaccination for Chinese laundryrnen. In December of the sâme year, the
Vancouver Trades and l,abour Council secured a victory over Chinese launderers
when a new Sunday observance bylaw required laundries to close on Sundays.
Another bylaw passed the same month prevented clothes being exposed to the
open air for drying, a clause which operated in favour of the newer, non-Chinese
steam laundries (including those of Alderman Stewart). By 1904, an attempt to
'drive Chinatown out of the trade', to use the words of the counsel for several
Chinese laundrymen, council increased the annual licence fee for laundry
operations from $10 to 950 (Anderson 1991:p.83).

(2) Chinatown turned into the most frequently visited place by the public Health
Inspectors and Aldermen in the coming decades. The founding of the canadian Com¡nission of
conservation (1909) symbolically and practically required a fâster systemization of health

conFol and inspection. under Dr. underhill (whose term lasted from 1904 until the end of 1930),

the first full-time Medical Health officer for the city of Vancouver, the target of inspection

altered gradually from the prevention of epidemics to regulating sanitary conditions for the

poor. The city council stepped in. The whole motive of inspection was complicated. The city

council often made a clean-up campaign in chinatown; many houses were asked to be repainted.

some aldermen toured Chinatown and identified the houses to be putled down, and the ones to be

repainted G¡inC¡e_T¡lBSt April 3, 1921: p.3). The Public Health Service ream mainly checked

the interiors of the houses in chinatown. "wherever they found disqualified and non-hygienic

areas, they demanded modification withìn a limited time period" (Chinese Times. April 8, 1919

:p.3)- In one inspection of 1919, ["there had been already 20 places found to be a dissafisfaction

due to bad ventilation, poor lighting and overlodging. The owners were asked to improve the

area according to the public health regulation within 14 days, otherwise the owners would be

sued" (Chinese Times. Anril 8. 1919 :o.3).

Not surprisingly, few of the shacks in Chinatown met the standards set up by the

health act. However, improving the physical living conditions of the Chinese was not the

sole purpose of health inspection. Inspectors like Robert Marrion firmly believed that no

matter how restricted the code was, Chinatown could not be upgraded (as the place for the race

thât could not be assimilated), So, for people like him, what was the real meaning of a touther
codification for Chinatown? Unmistakably, there were other agenda as well. With few

inspectors genuinely interested in improving the quality of sanitation in Chinatown, the city

council and Aldermen used inspection for other intents: again, such as to limit the

competitiveness of Chinese laundrymates with the non-Chinese ones, to sepârate Chinese

school kids from tlìe white children,29 to use housing inspection as an opportunity for cracking

29 P.tblia Health was then also a parameter and e¡cuse to sepaÌate Chinese school kjds f¡om the non-
Chinese students, for the Chinese students were thought unhygienic and contagious. Only from the
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down on garnbling,3O and to curb drug trafficking activities in Chinatown. Inspection of
Chinatown sometimes came with a tlìreat tlìât "if the 'high class' Chinese could not stop his
fellowman's illegal business, the Canadian citizens would have to act unmercifully, in case of
emergency. It was â waming to all Chinese and if the drug market did not stop, chinâtown
would be removed in order to save the yountsters"Gh$g9g_Th9Ð Marc}r27,1920 :p.2_3). This
policing function of health inspection became prominent especially in the late 1910s and the
early 1920s after gambling and drugs were illegalized. Rumor had it that chinatown had
several underground gambling and opium dens, where "Tong wars" gangsters gathered. under
the pretext of public health, inspection became a forceful policing measure to seek out those
alleged underground dark corne.s.3l In 19lg alone, there were about 1000 chinese gamblers
arrested (Chinese Times. December 14, 1918: p.2-3).

This kind of policing elicited a strong reaction from the chinese communiry. In order to
avoid police raids the chinese merchant elites, the chinese Benevolent Association [cBA],
and the chinese consul, Mr. Yip, eamestly reminded the chinese residents and business men to
maintain cleanliness and keep their homes and groceries tidy. They constantly appealed to
city council to stop the policing and to engage in civic improvements. Receiving no positive
response/ tlrey even undertook improvement projects themselves. As a result, the public Health
Department, after some time, noticed that the plìysical condition in chinatown improved.
"Most of the residential area were clean, however, there were still some residents living too
near aside for each resident in the house, in the new construction regulation',(chinese Times.

January 24, 1920: p.2).

lndeed, the control of public health in Chinatown implied something other than
Health. The prejudice against the chinese community as an alien race was rooted in the rnind
of many white politicians, Aldermen, medical doctors and journalists. They deemed that,'the
chinese method of living is totally different to that of white people...Even when every
convenience is provided, chinese a¡e generally dirtier than whites"(Anderson 199i: p.g5).

Chinese settlers were "the degraded humanity from the orient, more beasty than human",
living in "places that a hog would die in stench of,(Anderson 1991:p,g4). This analogy of

1920s, the school Directors of vancouver began to protest the school seg¡egation poricy endorsed by the
anti-Asian g¡oups (Chinese Times. December 22, 1911:p.3).

30 Since gambling in unsanitary places also violated the Health Act, occasionally the police swept out the
gambling ioints in chinatorvn. "Many gamblers were aÍrested, the heads we¡e ii¡ed s10ô and the
gamblers, $1o"(Chinese Times. Ocrobe¡ 23, 1918: p.3).

31 vun"orl.,", Police Department often claimed an emergency such as: "Due to the constant dots in
chinatown area, the police department had sent out moró policemen to inspect and mâintain ordcr in
the area until that crisis was ove¡" (Chinese Times, August 26,'1919 :p.3).
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white versus Chinese equating to Healthy ând Diseased even appeared in the Tournal of the
Institute of rown Planning of canada. which depicted "the chinese quarter', in vancouver "an
op€n sore fo¡ decades." Graphically a report delineâted:

A rat scurried across the floor. Other rats could be heard fighting and squealing
behind the piles_ of.vegetables on the floor. Crouched beside a inoking, greas|
stove was an old chinaman, tearing a crab to pieces with his fingers anã ñois y
sucking in what white meat he could extract from the shell fish. Irione comer was
the inevitable bunk, piled high with grimy blankets and other rats. It hâd not
been made up and looked as if it never would be, The froor was a liúer of filth and
dirt of all descriptions. And this is a storehouse for a chinese peddler! It is the
place where other peddlers come to load up their carts and tâke their tuck around
the residential portions of the cityr Down in the basement of a ramshackre
building, with no windows, and only the one basement enkance, in murky darkness

Ilìigh m+ï it imperative to keep lights burning all the time, alwáys smoke
filled, with the walls shining with grease and heavy-coated with cob_webs, tl.re
Chinaman-is the guardian of the storehouse. It is he who, with the same greasy
fingers with which he tore open the odoriferous crab, counts out the cabbagãs aná
other vegetables which he hands over to the men with the carts. It is going on,
day after day, less than two blocks away from the City Hall, and is onl! anõther
disease-breeding places [sic] in Chjnatown which aie being occupied when it
should long ago have been condemned as unit for habitation. The old Chirr"rr,u.
sits, stoically waiting his wago, peddlers, and when they arrive the vegetables
which have been stored in the dirty cellar are taken out to the hJmes in
Vancouver. And a few blocks away is the tubercular clinic! (Ottawa, JITpC, Vol.I,
No.6, October 1921 :p.15).

Planners ioined the war against Chinese in the 1920s. In the eyes of Reason, the slum
was exceedingly danterous, not just to the health of the city, but to the morals of the citizens. If
one adhered to the christian efforts for social betterment, "the slums should be attacked and
abolished because they are the great enemy to the home, which is the foundation stone of the

state. Bad housing conditions inevitably tend to drunkenness in parents; to delinquency in
children; to disorderly conducb to wife and family desertion by men who get tired of it all; to
immoraliry in the growing teneration owing to the lâck of privacy and the consequent loss of
modesty" (Hodgetts 7912b: p.52). Chinatown was then not merely a place full of contagious
germs of disease, it was definitely a menacing social factor.

In requesring juridical recognition of planning, the Joumal of rown planning Institute of
canada, âfter the Municipâlity of Point Grey passed íts town planning bylaw on August 31,

1922, remarked that:

It is nou' ten years since the social organizations of Vancouver began to petition the
legislature for town planning law.... to sustain civic optimism in view of the
developmert of slum regions, which were becoming the hiding-places of all kinds
of social ills, and that they found locâl patriotism for the,beãutiful pacific City',
taking on a hollow sound that was not good for Vancouver. From the best patriots
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there broke occasionally flashes of indignant satire. 'Nature', said they, 'has
done everything for us and year by year we are wantonly hrmbling her work into
ugly ruin and squalor by bad city building. Soon we shall no longer be able to use
the phrase'Our Beautiful city', even at city council banquets'. Premier McBride
promised to give the matter 'grave consideration' but the years went by and
nothing wâs done and British Columbia, that progressive province, the home of
the minimum wage for women and other advanced and beneficent legislation,
remained, with Quebec, one of the two provinces in Canada without town planing
law. Social organizations grew tired of begging and during ten years the cause of
better buildings languished and died and one of the greatest social evils - drug
traffic - has been found planting its seeds and bearing its evil fruit in the slums of
Vancouver and carrying away an appalling wealth of young life into the grave of
despair. In scores of cases Canadian parents have been shocked into the
knowledge that their high-school trained boys and girls, bom for sunshíne,
happiness and the joy of rueful national work, were the degraded victims of
Chinese traffickers in poisonous drugs. The building inspector has been saying:'We
can do ålmost nothing, Our building bylaws are half a century out of date', but for
a year he has been spending his private time in making better building bylaws
which perhaps the city council will adopt. In nearly all cities that I was
goveming the structural erection of factories are up to date but the laws governing
the erection of homes Iamentably obsolete. If religion could turn itself to the
better building of homes, where it is supposed to have its own dwelling! (Ottawa,
JITPC, Vol.I, No.12, November 7922 :p.23).

Chinatown, in the eyes of planners, transformed from an evil place of epidemics into â corrupt

source of social disease. And the reason for Iack of improvement in that part of the town,

according to plamers, was "the inadequate building bylaws".

Few had questioned the unsânitary conditions and "social problems" of Chinatown from

a socio-cultural and politico-economic perspective. The Chinese community was forced to paint

its houses and clean up its basements, but not allowed to work outside Chinatown; CNnese were

portrayed as an "inferior race" naturally not immune from contagious disease, and a disgraceful

group. Wlìat the Public Health Service could suggest was to demolish those shacks Ghi¡egc
Times, June 11, 1918:p.3). What the City Council could propose was to segregate all Chinese

residents into one area G¡iECSC_.I!I¡C' February 25,'l9"!9: p.3). What the Vancouver Sun

pleaded was to erase Chinatown from the map of Vancouver in order to save youth from evil

Ghi¡eSg_Iimc¡, March 31, 7920 :p.2).

(3) The disciplinary force surrounded Chinatown crystalized into the forms of Zoning-

By-Laws in j Bartholomew's Plan of Vancouver at the end of the 1920s, a major triumphant
achievement of Canadian city planning. After three years of intensive preparâtion, the

internationally famous Bartholomew Planning Firm, hired by the Planning Commission in

Vancouver, submitted its "rational comprehensive plân" to the city in 1929. Bartholomew's

principles of planning-those of an American pragmatist and a civil engineer-could be

summarized by six items: "streets, transit, transportåtion (rail and water), public recreâtion,
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zoning, and civic art" (Krueckeberg 1983 :p.293). Bartholomew epitomized the iconic spirit of
American efficiency planning, With no surprise, the same was promised to Vancouver.

Bartholomew was obsessed witlì regulations: his plan of Vancouver codified all dwelling zones

-the single family housing, two-family housing, or multi-storey dwelling zones- with the

specifications on the size of the front yard, back yard, side yard, building heights (and

physical features of the house that would allow better access to sunlight and better

venfilation). But what about Chinatown?

Chinatown could in no way meet the standards Bartholomew had set up for the middle

class neighborhoods. Chinatown, in the middle of the Utopian Garden City, in the middle of
the men and women dressed properly in suits and skirts, golfing in the meadows of the parks,

was an obstacle on the road to modernization. Therefore Chinatown was shovelled into the

partly Light Industrial and partly Healy Induskial District. A Heavy Industrial Zone,

according to tlìe Zoning By-Law No.2074, specified "no dwelling or other building for human

habitation shall be erected or used in any such district, except such as shall be necessary for

exclusive âccommodation of caretakers or watchmen or other persons similarly employed,

unless sanctioned and approved by the Council of the city under the provisions of subsection (2)

of section 16 of this by-law" (Vancouver Town Planning Commission, 1929: p.286). The existence

of Chinatown, because of the birth of the first plan of Vancouver in 1929, dramatically and

âbruptly became illegal.32

No more fear, no more qualms. Replacing Health Inspection, planning developed its

own artful stratagem to handle this eyesore. Like a tricky psychiatrist witlì a mentaì pâtient,

planning borrowed forces from its claimed scientific and technical obiectivity and social

neutrality.33 Planning simply ignored Chinatown, ruling it out, holding it ât ân arm's length.

32The problematizatiorì of Chinatown as an impermissibÌe zone acutely exposed an innate irony in the
Zoning By-Law, Zoning, being a technical regulation of sanitation 6tanda¡ds and a means to ¡educe the
laissez-faire land sPeculation, could work and only work in servicing the Capitalist society as a whole. The
natu¡e of private property ownership determined f¡om the outset that Zoning must be employed to
stabilize the lìomogeneity of classes and preserve p¡ope¡ty values. It never, as the planne¡s anticipated,
could embrace a fo¡m of otherness. In the case of Chinatown, Zoning was obviously used as a legal means
to systematically segregate and eliminate the Chinese neighborhood. Again, as Ch¡istine Boyer critiques
"Zoning exPe¡ts viewed" the city "as a gigantic machine; therefore both the division of land uses ìnto
functional zones and the ¡eduction of architectu¡al design to ¡egulatory controls wele pe¡missible. As the
temPo of change in the machine accelerated, zonirrg was expected to ¿nswer all the city's malfunctions.
Zoning rePresented the promise of scientific progress; technical efficiency experts would manipulate and
manage the order of this new city. Yet facilitating the mobility of population and accelerating the pace of
land changes meant that zoning produced a gap between the techniques of regulatory control and the
aesthetic and social form of the Ame can city" (Boyer 1983 : p,169).

33"1n the conquering days of Rome, when slaves we¡e cheap they were used with no regard fo¡ thei¡ health
but tlìe days came when the depletion of the slave market brought its obvious lesson to their owners.
Heretofore the ordinary business outlook upon the laboû market had been that of pre-Augustinian
Rome. More enlighteled vjews a¡e permeating the business world, as is abundantly indicated by the
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The disfranchised ostracized Chinatown was presented a limited opportunity to be

assimilated. While Canada barred its door completely to Chinese immigrants between 1923

and 1947, churches were built in Chinatown to convert the Chinese to Christianity, sociâl

welfare was bestowed upon the Chinese poor, missionaries went to Strathcona school. A

extensive welfare wo¡k that is becomint an adjunct to all Breat industrial unde¡takings. That town
Planning which is ¡egene¡ative of existing congestion and obviates it for the future will give us freedom of
exp¡ession in ou¡ monuments, our institutions and ouffelves. The energy essential to the fulfillment of ou¡
civilization at grips with other cultures can only arise where the exercise of f¡eedom bestows the g¡âce of
health and happiness" (Ottawa, IITPC Vol.I, No. 12, November 1922: p.3).

"Town planning js the philosophy of human relativity in the maintenance of life; it is the personal
equation to existence and survival, to subsistence and ascension. Town planning is to society as mind is to
matter - the palhfinder of sociological aspirations.
As a science and an aÌt, tow¡ planning is the technique of sociology. It has far exceeded the nominal
¡est¡ictions of its original nomenclature.
The background of our story ¡ecedes through all the formâtive circumstances of human life and bâck to
the evolutionary haze of nebulous matte! - the rifts in the veil of the future inspire a vision of cosmic
consciousness. Our hope stimuìates the expectancy of passing from mere self{onsciousness to higher
communion with the living presence of the universe, to greateÌ illumination.
Town planning is concerned with the phenome¡ìa which upon this earth, 'itself a me¡e cinder f¡om the
sun', to quote Osbo¡ne. hâs b¡ought about the high intellectual powers of man and their ethical evolution

- we are solicitous for the consetvation of that status and towards its expansion, as maybe, in the
erìlìancement and realization of life.
Regional planning - urban and rural - determines the constructive disposition of land in use and
development - genesis of p¡oduction.
Planning quickens the cumulative permeation of efficiency irì the communitt in domestic shelter and
economt in health and amenit, in securing âdequate sunlight and air, in obviating congestions and so
facilitatinB f¡ee circulation and intercou¡se.
Organic Plani¡8 functions through ethics, economics, and art, as indivisible mânifestations of ¡ural law -of the first lâw of natu¡e - the mâintenance of life.
Town planners are post-graduates seeking to shed the glow of their professional ¡esea¡ch upon the
problems of huma¡r betterment, as Miltou said:'till old experience do attain, to something like prophetic
stÌair'ì' " (Ottawa, JITPC, VoÌ.1. No.6, October 1921:p.25).

The¡e is no surprise to know that Cauchon, the Chai¡man of the Town Planning Commission,
spelled out the above two passages, as the mission of Town Planning in Canada, at two quite different
occasions. The first one was delive¡ed in a straightforward manner in a planning convention in 1922.
Within it, the fea¡ of under class revolt, afte¡ the revolution in the Soviet Union, was undisguised (Ottawa,
JITPC Vol.ll, No.1, January 1923: p.4). Planníng was believed of being capable of pacifying rhe unde¡ class
and stabilizing the social order. The first editorial in the Tournal of the Town Planning Institute of C¿nada
in Vol. i, No.3, 1921, noted that "'the p¡osperity of any nation cannot rest on any other foundation than
PoPular contentment; while discontent rules, commercial stability is out of question' and discontent must
rule so long as the mãjority of the people have no room to live in decency and comfort. The town plãnner
believes that decent living conditions for the worke¡s are not only possible but absolutely imperative if
revolution and disaster are to be avoided" (Ottawa, JITPC,VoI. 1, No.3, 1921r p.i).

The second message was sent to a Broup of Senators. To them, Noulan C-auchon's consecration
of planning may serve as a metaphysical legitimizer "The most ímportant first step in creating sound
town planning policy of Canada, therefore, is to develop the science of town planning. I¡ so faras science
is o¡de¡ed knowledge, as Herbert Spencer contended, we are still in the embryonic stage of the
development" (Ottawa, [TPC,Vol. 1, No.3, 1921r p.1). Cauchon thought rhe roots of planning "are deep in
the biological origin and the evolution of life." (Ottawa, JITPC, Vol.l, No.11, August, 1922: p.26) To add,
Thomas Adams boasted planning as sociological plea for "scientific order in building towns and cities on
the 8¡ound that better o¡der will promote human efficiency and human welfare so also is it a powerful
plea for scientific order in the pmctice of town planning itself' (Ottaì4'a, JITPC, Vol.I, No.ll, August,
^19221p.77) In his ve¡bose euphoria, planning hooked up with the course of evolution. Natu¡alized,
mystified, planning ascended to the platform of virtue and truth.
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hidden menace dangled behind, threatening that the non-assimilated would be shut out by the

mainstream eternally.

Albeit more lenient in form compared with the expurgâtory policies and riot raiding at

the turn of the century, the disciplinary function of planning through zoning and building codes

began to penetrâte into every corner of chinatown. soon those Chinese residents living in
Strathco¡ra discovered that zoning had â significant impact on their life: banks prohibited any

loans to Chinese house owners since they would not fund any renovation in an Industrial Zone.

chinatown was intentionally left to dilapidate. The horrifying economic depression and thc
eruption of the second world war cåtalyzed the decay of Chinatown, The population in
chinatown declined and life within Chinatown trew meager. This or that kind of
discrimination pushed the Chinese grocers, café owners, laundr¡,rnen, peddlers and farmers out
of business, while offering no help to the unemployed chinese (yee 1988). chinatown, in the
memoirs of the chinese elders,34 became increasingly bleak and unkempt. Horses and cows

roamed around; lots were covered with grass. People were starving,

34Th""" 
"r" over 120 casettes of tapes vr'hich recorded the memories of the generations of Chinese living

in Vancouve¡'s Chinatown thât â¡e available in tlte local Chinese Library for ihe St¡atlìcona community.
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J
Local Resistance

A beatn of nnlight suiftly broke into the louer window of the British Columbìa

Archiaes. The rain that had lasted the whole moning stopped, I closed the heauy tome ol

loseph Martin's neuspaper collections. A faint sigh uas emitted. from its hinge---as if wizened

autumn leaues uere being tushed, the scrapbook críed out in its senility, dry and frøgile. My

eyes uere bunú and paint'ul. I uûsn't sure if it was because of the long hours of reading, or the

chilliness of the dark history. The sun looked foreuer bright and tranquil. With clolds

celestially mooing beyond the horimn, the uhite sails of the small boats roamed in front of the

aelaet colour of Stanley Park.

A beoy of elementary school kids ahta¿i¡¡ut¡O romped along Kitslano beach. They

were celebrating the Children's Festiaal.

"How loaely it is!" I maraelled. Steppirrg oul of the Archiaes, stand.ing on top of the

nount zohere the building hid, I felt mesmerized by the beauty of Vancouaer: cars shuttling

ooer the Burrard Bridge, tnderneath which the rejuaenated False Creek showed no trace

whaîsoez;er of its shadouy past. China.toull suraiued. This itself was a miracle. But uould

Chinatowtt be the way it is todny, without the eruption of the Second. World War which

resulted in China and Canada being allied in the Pacific region? Without hund¡eds and

thousands of Chinese sold.iers whose blood and aalor purged the ugly names dumped upon

Chinese? The retunting oeterans uere the first among Chinese Canadians to be ranarded uith
citìzenshìp. They set a precedent that led, seueral years later atd after a long appeal by the

Chinese community leaders, to Chinese Canadians being awarded the right to aote in 1947.

And the Federal Goaernment offtcially ,terminated the notorious exclusiott act on Chinese

Immìgralion (effectiae between 1,923 and 1947). Much later, in 1954 , Canadian hnmigration

allowed Chinese t'amily reunions; in 1956 came the complete repeal of F ederuI Order ht Couttcil

P.C, 221.5 thøt àistiminated exclusiaely øgainst Chinese iffiffiigrants.

While waiting for the bus, I ttoticed some graffiti on the waII, and on the newspaper

box of the Globe and Mail. A legible graffito read: "Asian, Out!" Electrified, my eyes

drooped. Att unspeakable guilt oozed out. So too did another wlspeakøble memory: On a winter

eaening, strollìng in a suburban neighborhood itt Winnipeg, a car suddatly stopped, a few feet

ahead of me, the windou rolled dount, ø fan pranking teens, shouting øt my face:"Go back to

yo r oun country!"

What cottld I say? Tell those wealthy kids the terror of a professor being taken awøy

fron n classroom after a pøssionate speech on the t'reedom of yess, millinns of fanners staroed
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to death merely to test the corrcctness of an ideology, or one being turned i,to an informer on

one's oun father, uife, or husband?

Roy Mah, a aetelan who fought for Canada in the Second World War , told me once on
the phone:" we came to canøda by choice. Either to die in chiru ol to pav the Head rax.
Back thett canada did discriminate øgainst us. I stifl feer thønkfut to this country. That is
why I do not uant the Head Tax ret'und.ed.".

The bus humrned, on the decriaity of the brìdge. Mah's words t ted from one side of
my brain to the other. outside the window, the pinnacres of "the city Gates", moned by Hong
Kong billionaires, radiated with gorden tight. Inside the bus, the passengers uere
distinctiaely poor......

The bus swerued into Pender street, sueraed into usual lunch hour lrffic jam. out of
the sleek glossy offíce touers, crerks, business men and zuomen, secretøries, packed with suits
and ties, dressed i, skirts, demurery strode to the street. Faces of all colors. Countless
Asiøns . Bylsøssirtg the bus, a sexy Mercedes teft a trail of pop music. r courd terl, it was a hit
frotn a Hong Kong rock band,

The bus 22 reached its rast stop at chìnatoztnt. I joined the crowds, warki,g towards
Main street to ffieet my interyreter. Heads and shourders brushed by me. one courd ten uho
uere the Laohuaqiao, the to,rists, or the neu, immigrants. Weird, isn,t it: uhy can faces
reueal so much of our identity? Lookittg back ouq my shouldn, the group of senior tourists
stepping out of that rcd double-decker bus oanished from the china Gate. The long, thin, six-

foot-wide chou's htsurance Building, sttpposedly the thinnest building on earth, smiled back.

Att emotional tide surged up. who søid. Chinese were inherentry doc e and submissioe

to dotninatio,? lA\to said chinese like Roy Mah, who knew hou to forgioe, did. not protest ønd

fight adarnantly for their rights? | one reads the chinese Titnes and Chinatown News. the

tnedia ntn by the Chinese themselues, itt the L970s, 1g20s, 19J0s, 1g40s, one will realize
boisterousness of the comtnaúty. True though, Cana.dian Chinese were (and arù not
particularly interested in ciuic politics due Io their heøay burden of family rearing and
difficulty in English (and apathy). In alt, did Canada giae them a ooice? Had the 1960s,
urbarL Reneual Program succeeded, wherc woutd fithis slim buitding be? where would be the
Chinese Culhtral centre and the Dr.sun yat sm Garden? lrnderneath an eight-lane eleaated

freeuay cutting through Carrall and Castown?

Alteftlatiaes to history are arways hard. to conceiae. Thank heauen, I-rrban Renewar

did not ruin Chinatow, entirery. whateoer history consigned to this quaftû of urban jungre,
once the "prisott house", the "hell of deail',, the ,'haaen of refigees',, Chinatoun, haaing
suffered through the dark tines of ruciun, emerged with new reslauÍants, shops, hotels, tea

houses, and theaters, and glru into the life of the Strathcona people.
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One day, they were told that they had to moae, or to be displaced into "modent"

highrises.

3.1. Mârsh Repolt

The amelioration of the social and political environment of Canada since the Second

World War provided the Chinese communities with wider choices for living and

entrepreneurship. (Civic service and social welfare systems began partially to be delivered to

Chinatown). Vancouver's Chinese population doubled lrom 8,729 to L5,223 between 1951 and

1961..

Concurrently, the blessed heydays of planning descended upon Canada after the wâr.

Vancouver boomed. In the first postwar decade, the entire population of Vancouver increased

at a rate of 367o every year. The built area of the city kept on spreading. Elicited by this

population explosion, the shortage of housing was exacerbated. In Vancouver alone, the built
housing units in 1948 reached the 6,665 units per annum. Yet, it was far from mitigating the

real housing crisis. The pressure of housing market lured and entailed the unprecedented

governmentâl intervention in the process of postwar urban reconstruction. There were two

intertwined rationales: the first was because North Americans believe all citizens ought to be

adequately sheltered whether or not they can afford it (Whe€ler 1969: p.15). Promoting this

North American dream (Wright 1981), governments of the United States and Canada played

affordable housing as a trump card in national politics. As early as 1935, the Dominion

Housing Act of Canada authorized the Minister of Finance to provide low interest loans to local

housing deparhnents for fixed low rental housing for the low income families; the second

rationale-shaded with this ideological undertone-was that politicians keenly realized the

potential of housing as a stimulus for the postwar economy. "In order to maintain reasonably

full employment", Mr. Mooney, Executive Director, Canadian Federation of Mayors and

Municipalities, propounded, "we will require a large-scale program of public works. In
addition, there will be the backlog of deferred new conshuction projects of both a public and a

private nature, such as office buildings, new factories, railway terminals, hospitals, schools;

and finally, of necessity, there must be, and there will be a large-scale housing program"
(Mooney '1944: p.25). The governmental intervention in the housing market by its bânking and

land use policies immediately created jobs for architects and planners. To meet the gigantic

demand for housing and urban development, not fortuitously, the nearly-perished avant-garde

architecture and the "Congès Intemationaux d' Architecture Moderne" modernist cify planning

found their way back.
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The theories and philosophies of modernist architecture are manifold,3s and deserve

an elaborate inquiry elsewhere. The optimistic modemist vision of the city and the rapid
development of postwar capitalism swept the globe with the fever of "urban renewal"
movement. Major western cities experienced radical physical reformation within the postwar

period. To most local governments "Urban Renewal" meant an opportunity to upgade the

rundown urban infrastructure and expedite the pace of urbanization. whiìe suburbia, which

twisted and reduced the principles of Howard's "Garden Cify,', madly expanded in the urbân
periphery, inner cities became the target of "Urban Renewal". Vancouver was no exception; a

35Th" t"t^ "Modernism" etymologically and serniologically evades any unified definition. First of all,
the wo¡d "modern", derived from "modernus", was int¡oduced to ma¡k the alte¡ation of epoches. It 'was
used for the fi¡st time in the late sth centu¡y in o¡der to distinguish the plesent, whiih had become
officially Clìristian, from the Roman and pagan past"(Habermas 1981: p.3). And in the Iare sixteenth
century, it demarked the "now" (the Age of Classicism) from the Medieval and ancíent tímes. (Williams
'1989:p.48); "Mode¡nity", a mentâlity of being modern, being relevanr to the present, accordjng to
Habermas, had a hjstory older than the Renaissance (Habe¡mãs 1981tp.4). yet 'iModernity', since"the
eiShteenth century Enlightenment radically reduced into utte¡ "nowness"-the overb conscious attempt to
transcend time and history, as that has been analyzed in the last chapter, The notorious benchma¡k of
"modernity" of the "modern" kind is its open contempr of hadition and past, and its devaluation of the
"signified"-the sacred and the religious. The eighteenth century writeìs, thínkers, artists, architects,
poets, in thei¡ various ways of liberation of expression and signification, (mostly done with Reason)
engulfed the diffe¡ence between form and meaning. In the field of architecturg one could captu¡e such
a divo¡ce in the w¡itings of Pi¡anesi (1760) and Durand (180i) (Tafuri 1978). "Mode¡nism; as an a¡r
movement surged up in the following century in the works of Flaubert, Dickens, Joyce, Baudelaire,
Deville,Hölderlin, Cauguin, Monet, Rimbaud, Prousr, Kafka, etc.. A long ]ist of Realists, Symbolísts.
ExPtessionists. ImP¡essionísts, Cubists, Dadaists. "Modernism" in a¡chiteciu¡e specifically reie¡s to the
avant-garde revolution in the Western architectu¡e at the turn of the century, founded by figures in the
German school of Bauhaus, the Russian ConstÌuctivism, and later the Ame¡ican Functionalism.

The remedies tlìat Modernist architecture and planning (the congrès Intelnationaux
d'A¡chitectu¡e Moderne (CIAM) ) offered to urban problemJ were purely archite;tural and tyrannic.
The tyPical one would have to be Co¡busie¡'s La Ville Radieuse that exemplifies best the ¡eductional and
functional ¿ttitudes to uÌban ìife. Ci¡cling a¡ound four functions - housing, work, ¡ecreation a¡d traffic,
the Co¡busian city had no respect to t¡adition and culture, nor intention to rehabilitate the postwar cities.
On the contrary, it seized the aftermatlì of the war, the ruins and destructions, as a chance for a
mechanistic future in which cities could be zoneo into a homely dehned ordet: the cente¡ of the city
would be the skysc¡aPe¡s for industrialists, scientists, and a¡tists; all the ¡esidents would be concent¡ateá
in a square zone, with standard housing that has as much open space as possible; then all the people
should travel to the industrial zone to wo¡k th¡ough highways. Of course, reatity could tr".'er piovid"
Corbusier witlì a contextless, cultureìess blank site to fulfill his d¡eam. Even in the most Corbusìan city
that had ever been built on ea¡th----one is Chandigarh in India and the othe¡ Brasilia in Brazil-the wiil
towards the total control of urban life has been severely compromised by their users.(Hoslton 1989i Hall
1988).

Neve¡theÌess, the corbusian city left its pieces everywhe¡e in ou¡ mode¡n city, with no exceptions
in Canada.

Modernism in art, architecture, and city planning leveals the end its own rooted self-
contradictions. IdeologicalÌy, modernists assigned themselves the spokesmen of the public art, of the
egalitarian politics, meanwhile trampled upon the rights of the public; they we¡e "educating' the mass to
be an ârtistically cÌlltivated expert to resist capitalism, meanwhile transformed the populace into
consumers (Crow 1987: p.2) In their understanding of city, the CIAM "called for the assertion of
collective action and collective righrs over p¡ivate interests both in orde ng the city and in managing the
forces of indust¡ial development. They proclaimed a new machine era in which the potential benefits of
the I¡dust¡ial Revolution ì¡/ould be extended to all classes and in which the city would be as orderly as an
industrial assemblage." (Holsron 1989 :p,41)
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plan to "modernize" the city was incrementally formutâted in the 1950s, Its key obstacle was

Chinatown. Showing little interest concerning the lives of the local residents, and with a
narrow concept of community,36 this plan carried on the spirit of the 1g2g plan of vancouver.

More potently, "Urban Renewal"3T did not stop at zoning or regulating. planners began to dream

of a Corbusian City, a vision of a concrete jungle that would inexorably erase Chinatown.

The idea of urban Renewal was first debated by a circle of academics, Leonard Charles

Marsh (1906-1982), the director of the school of social work in uBC, and the research adviser

to the sub-committee of the National Advisory Committee on Reconstruction, was the most

imposing figure among them. Marsh had obtained his degree in Economics from England. At
the age of twenty four, he arrived in Canada to take on the directorship of the
interdisciplinary social-science program at Mccill (i930-1941), From the early 1940s he

worked and taught at the university of British Columbia. Marsh's intellecfual standpoint on

urban problems had understandably been framed by his time. At his time McGill universiÇ
just opened the first Canadian planning school under John Bland and Harold spence-sales, and

most of cutting-edge urban theories were still based upon the Chicago School of Urban

sociology, founded by Park, Burgess, and wirtlì. Mostof the canadian urban sociologists were

engaged in either empirical works or reductionist behavioral science.3S Marsh himself
straddled the same dichotomy. one side of his brain understood that housing "cannot be

regarded as an isolated or departmentalized field, but only as a basic part of the modern social

environment and also as â product of all the social forces at work" (Marsh 1944: p.l1). The

other side thought the solutions of housing problems were simple; ',To begin with", he said,

"housing supply is fundamentally a function of the distribution of income. The inadequate

accommodâtion, the slum areas, the second hand housing of every one of our large cities, shows

what happens to greât groups of unskilled and semi-skilled wage eamers whose incomes are not

large enough to support rentals of $20 a month or more" (Marsh 1944: p.ll) .

36Altho.rgh Durkheim, et al, had made elaborate studies on the impacts of urbanism upon the
tradjtional, organic life of community, the sociological understanding of urban communities prio¡ to the
1940s, 1950s had been p¡edominanrly ¡eductionist. like that of the chicago school of sociology.
Planne¡s and architects in c¡nada (Ralph walker 1944, Lecture XIV, "The Need fo¡ community Life", 

'iór

instance) often took Community as synonym of Neighborhood, and did not ¡ealize the whole cultural,
ideological sentiments attached to the word commu¡ity, In the "urban Renewal" project in vancouver,
this nar¡ow mindedness thÌottled the project's success from the outset.
37The first exPerjment of U¡ban Renewal in postwar Canada started in the Regent Park North of Toronto
in 1946. Initia y Urban Renewal attracted the attention of more zealous social scientists and ¡eforme¡s
than of politicians.
38chi"ugo School of Sociology never bridged the abyss creâted by its very faith on the Positive Sciences.
Take Wi¡th for instance. As much as there is a genuine creativity in his scholarly genealogy of the Jewish
"Ghetto", r'hich emitted an inexhaustible richness,. the same Wirth also strenuously sought for
reductional indicators in his Urbanism as a Wa), of Life-size, density, and heterogeneity-to portiay the
complex phenomenon of u¡banism.
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Marsh spent his life applying his economic determinism to housing problems. He

insisted tlìat, if social services and civic utilities were extended to the inner city residents,

financially, it would be much cheaper to replace the urban slums than to maintain them.

Having made an elaborate cost-benefit analysis for the City of Vancouver, Marsh pointed out

that the City received $150,000 annually from Strathcona (the residential area of Chinatown),

yet spent, with all the countable items, 9298,000 on the same area. The conclusion was too

obvious to miss, Marsh firmly believed that it wâs about time for governments to take action

with "Urban Renewal".

At the end of the 1940s, Marsh drafted a report, a prototype for the later Urban

Renewal Program-Beþqildi¡g3_N$g!þqlhged, a survey study of the Strathcona area. The

apologetic Marsh foreworded that report by explaining Strathcona wâs not "just,' a slum:

The Strathcona district, as it is convenient to câll it, is not'Just a slum,'; it hâs
good features and good people, possibilities of reclamation as a sound and
flourishing neighborhood. But by any modern standard, its housing is deplorable,
its state of deterioration a menace. And because of its locatiory in relation to False
Creek, to traffic routes and industrial areas, it is one of the critical areas for the
whole future of town planning in Vancouver.

ìn" 
"t"u.u.r." 

of slum areas, howeve¡, is importânt in its own riglÌt. It attacks
intolerable conditions and unnecessary misery and corruption, ând it attacks them
at their core. Slum clearance is also the key to the conquest of blight. In facL the
problems of modern cities âre such that urban rehabilitation rather than 'slum
clearance'is much more adequate description of the task (Marsh 1950: p.iii).

The report was divided into two parts. Part I listed a lengthy inventory of information

about Strathcona:

There are four kinds of housing: (a). single houses, with great vâdety in size, use
and adequacy, usually one of every four of them had boarders or sub-tenants; (b).
rooming houses: converted houses; its number is about ninety out of the thousand
units. (c). apartments, unsanitary and overcrowding, (d). cabins, originally for
coolie laborers......
The present population [1948] in the Strathcona area is 7000-7500, about 1400
families, 12 p€r cent are large families [extensive families], 10 per cent broke
families [single parent households]. Among the local residents, there are 32 ¡rer
cent Continental European origins- Scandinavian, Italian, Polish, Ukrainian. 30
per cent of British North American origin, 28 per cent Chinese,.....
The Median income [1947] for tenant families in the district is 91620. Tl e range of
income is from $1225 to 92000. The representative incomes for sub-tenant and
lodging families is $1580, range from $12tJ to 91980; that for Chinese families is
$1575, range from $1200 to 92100, and that for Negro families is g1375, range
from $1050 to 91790, which are all noticeable lower income fâmilies....._
The present affordable rent for tlìose families should be no more than 20 per cent
of their income, and the decent accommodation costs at 925-927, therefore,
fâmilies with $1200 to $1500 woutd have difficulties to pay the decent ¡ent.
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They are currently paying $21 per month for síngle house,920 for aparknent, glz
in rooming houses or cabins......(Marsh 1950)

The list trailed long. But all tlÌe data painted only one picture: the people living in strathcona

were suffering; vacant land hilled with gråsses that "is dangerous to children"; there were no

yards or front lawns in this neighbourhood, only vegetåble gardens; kids played on the steets,
"unafraid of traffic"; inside those houses, physical defects were spotted everywhere from
bedroom roofs to kitchen sinks. Having not let the resÍdents speak, and not having spoken to
the residents, Marsh, forgetting his opening declaration that Strathcona housed ,'good

people", lamented that "Vancouver was one of the first Canadian cities to set up a Town
Planning Commission, in 1928, but much of the damage of unregulated growth and speculative

'developments' was done long before this date" (Marsh l9b0: p.1).

Struggling to cope with such a legacy, even the best zoning retulations would not
suffice. Negative resfrictions of various kinds on individual pieces of real estate
will not produce goodlooking and livable communities, unieìs there is a sound
basic pattern of location to start with. Only positive measures will build up a
planned cify; and these include coordinated reconstruction where the disordei is
worst, a clear-cut program for eliminating 'non-conforming' and undesirable uses,
and carefully related development of all community facilities (most of which are
publicly provided) (Marsh 1950: p.l).

Planning, again, as ân omnipotent solufion, was wielded. Marsh believed that the
general public need to be enlightened about planning the city as a whole in order to understand

effects of the unplanned housing. Meanwhile, Marsh urged that the government stop

subsidizing the inner ciry right away, instead, spend money on Urban Renewal.

Bad housing and poverf¡r are, of course, closely interrelated; but it is too often
forgotten thât social assistance - of which today there is â great variety -cannot be constructive or lasting if it is given in an environment which diains
away morale and self-respect. The direct costs of slum living are borne by the
residents - in cramped homes, overburdened housekeepìng, handicapped
schooling, family tensions, poor health, disease, accidents, anì deü"quàÅcy,
policint, etc. - which are today growing more familiar - but the fact that many
of the services are counteracted and wasted (Marshal 1950 :p.ix).

The realistic exit-not to be câlled "slum clearance" but,'Urban Renewal", for Marsh, was to
build the massive scale, low-rental housing that transformed all the residents from home

owners to tenânts of high rises so that the city could provide more efficient, economical

services.

After the rationale had been laid down as such, in part II of the report, Marsh proposed

a four stage scheme for "rehabilitating" Chinatown. Analogous to the Corbusian model,

concentrated on "zones", Marsh' plans as follows: (l) rezoning the entire Strathcona from
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Heary Industrial District into Multiple Dwelling Disrrict; (2) moving all the 2000 residents
into high rises with three types of suite forms; (3) all the 1,640 single men would be shovelled
into 2 hostels; (4) all the existing stores in the site, about 30 of them, would be relocatedinto a

shopping center' The first phase of this project would take up the existing open space lMclean
Parkl that was owned by the city, and involve no demolition and displacement. Incrementally
phase four would alter the entire face of strathcona. In terms of land acquisition, according tô
the National Housing Act, Marsh estimated that the Dominion Govemment would have to
¡eimburse the city for one-half of its excess costs, amounting to 92,5g2500 for the total cost of
land, the city had to pay only $1,200,000. In terms of the g15,000,000 construction cost, the city
would be able to get a joint Dominion-provincial Loan on a zs-zs rutto with 3zo average interest
rate. Figuring out all these budgetary problems, Marsh was convinced that the municipal
government would be willing to operate his grandiose modernist blueprint for strathcona-
which, in the near fuhrre, would be full of "open spaces", "fresh air", and no more ',poverty and
social crimes".

The Marsh Report paved â theoretical path to renew Strathcona. Ironically it
received littÌe âttention from the politicians in the 1950s, partially due to the lack of funding,
partially because of the inertia of Canadian bureâucrats who lagged behind their counterpârts
in tlìe united states and Britain for a decade, Already there were a few social critics (Jane

Jacobs for one) who argued that the erâdication of urban inner cities in Londory chicago and
Boston, under the Modernist vision of the CIAM creâted a devastating social impact. canada
was beginning to repeât the same mistakes. Through the era of sutton-Brown39 and the

39Th" in"tit,rtior,"lization of plânning in Vancouver had its basis in the British Columbia Municipal Act
and the Town Planning Act of r925. vancouver's Town pranning commission was fo¡med rn igzg ;n
accordance with a by-law that specified its constituents. It included: "One Alderman chosen by the City
counciÌ, o.e school rrustee nominated by the vancouver school Boa¡d. one pa¡ks com'missione¡
nominated by the Vancouve¡ Pa¡ks Boa¡d, nine members, including the Chairman, appoinred by the City
council 

.and 
two members appoinred by rhe commission itself '(Èendakur '1972:p.zj) The commissionis

jurisdiction cove¡ed issues of: (1) new development plans or amendments to existing development plansj
(2) proposed zoning bylaws o¡ amendmenti-ro exiitin6 byJaws; (3) deveropmeni permtJ invot.iing a
conditional use; (4) matte¡s relating to Vancouve¡;s planning and dávelopment which in ihe
commission s oPinion merits action by the Council; (5) rnatiers refuired to the Commission by resolution
of Council"(Pendakur 1972:p.8).

_ The Postwar u¡ban growth fertilized a number of agencies that had to do with civic construction.
Institutiojìs of Planning emerged under this condition. The-Department of City Planning fi¡st claimed its
indePendence as o¡e of the tovernmental o¡ganizations. Then ihe Technical Pianning B"oard was created
as an advisory body to the city cowcil on practical and administÌative matte¡s relateã to planning. The
Technical Planning Board Performed all the functions that the Planning commission used to do in"the old
days. It ¡ecruited all the Powerful technoc¡ats of the City into one bodyl Two City Commissioners, one City
Engineer, one corporation counsel, Directo¡ of Finance, supervisor óf property and Insurance, Directo¡ of
Planning, Director of Permirs and Licenses, one Building Inspector, one ùedícal Heatth offi;er, Direlor
of social/community Development, sìrperintendent of fthools, superintendent of parks. Ideally this
exPansion of planning camps offered a chance for the Planning Commission to libe¡ate itself f¡om
technical matte¡s and pay more attenfion to the shategic, long termìnd community needs. This was not
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dominance of the Technical Planning Board, the wind of urban Renewal whirled above the
inner city of Vancouver, First it wiped out the East Indian-sikl.r community in the blocks of
Fourth Avenue and Burrard Street (in the early 19S0s). Then it swerved towards Chinatown,
although East Hastings was probably in much worse physical shape. In February of 1956, the
Planning Department received funds from the Canadian Mortgâge and Housing corporation; In
March, 1958, a revision of the Marsh Report, the Vancouver Redevelopment Stud}, was
approved by the City Council.

This audacious twenty-year plan methodically divided the residential ârea of
Chinatown into thre€ stages (The commercial Chinatown remained intact since it had then the
highest retail sales in vancouver). In actuality project No-l started in 1961 and ended in 1962.

Project No.l. accomplished the land clearance of block 83 (A-2, bounded by Keefer and Georgia
streets and Hawks and Heatly Avenues) to make way for a new site for the Mactæan park, and

block 86 (area of A-3, immediately north of Maclean park) for public housing, with the
possibility of some privâte development, which was to be the first "housing bank', to
accommodate the displaced. Project No.I also Iinished the construction of the low-rental, high
density public housing on the east side of Campbell (the Ra).,¡nur park complex _ area A_1).

Project No.2 started in February of 1965, and continued with similar operations on three other
parcels of land. Project No.3 would presumably ,'renew" Strathcona completely.

The entire urban Renewal scheme was single-handedty invented by the techno-
bureaucrats who did not have tlìe vaguest sense of what chinatown meant to its residents. As

happening The Planning commission decayed iÌìto â red tape bureauc¡atic parasite, a niche whe¡e
mayo¡s and AJdermen placed their political followers and disciplòs', (pendakur 197):p.9).

The dilaled Planning institutions fo¡ this reason madé no significant improvement in the quality
of planning wo¡k, but fu¡ther complicated the whole procedure. T-he ¡eal decision make¡s behind thê
Planning DePartment and the Planning Technical Board ¡emained the same coterie of bu¡eaucrats who
shared tlìe same educational and practical background. These were the British made experts-at the
time, canada had not been able to produce its owr planning graduates. The first di¡ector ofihe planning
Depa¡tment, the most influential commissione¡ in tne r950sìnd 1960s, Ge¡ald sutton-B¡own, for one, wa's
imporbed from Liverpool in 1952. He had then ranked as the number two planner in England. Mr.
Sutton-Brown, 

_ 
and his pee¡s, immigrated to Canada. They were aU to; rypical the;hildren of

technocracy and utilitarian planning. Holding no profound ideologies on any urbãn issues, Mr. Brown
and his colleagues t¡eated social conflict as a technjcal matter and iommunity pa¡ticipation as meaning
citizens "can always express themselves during the next elecrion,. (pendakui íSZZrp.ie¡. With Sutron_
l¡own and his_comrades taking over the key rõres in the field of pranning, the winå of u¡ban Renewal
blew towa¡ds Vancouve¡ sutton-Brown saw u¡ban Renewal aì u *u"ni.,g of getting cheap federar
d_ollarsJo imProve the urban inftastructure. (This is why one cannot arbitrari"ly co-ncludã that ihe enti¡e
Urban Renewal movement in the 1960s was p¡opelled by sheer hatred against the Chinese lvlìereas one
also does not exclude the inbentions of few Alde¡men in ahe city council of van"orrrr"¡ who were indeed
hard core ¡acistÐ. As if the only hope for the future city ì^,as represented by the towe¡s and highways in
England, the Brown style of city planning sprouted because thi postwar civic polity provided"it wíh a
breeding ground. The majo¡ decision making related to urban áevelopmenr fàtt intó the hands of the
tech n ocra t-bu reauc¡a ts. Economic growth, fast transporradon. tech;ical solution, as the three fold
goals, prevailed, esPecially in the '60s. in the field of city planning. The techno-bureaucratization of
planning found its actualization in the ideal of Urban Renewal.
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indicated by a survey done by the chinese community in the late '60s, the chinese population

steadily increased from one-third to half of the total population in strathcona and more

chinese families began to own their houses--s9% of the properry owners and 742¿ of the tenants

in strathcona were Chinese. since the city bylaws in the postwar years allowed the chinese
to freely settle anywhere in Vancouver, most of the wealthy, and educated professional

Chinese families had moved out of chinatown into traditionally white neighbourhoods.
Those who stayed in Chinatown, preferred Strathcona as home for its propinquity to the

commercial area of Chinatown and for its strong sense of community. The "Olden Tim{l
Chinese", Laohua.qiao, predominantly working class male, and families of poor immigrants,

speaking little English, endured the hard times of the 1930s, and forged a close bond among

themselves. Strathcona, to tlìem, was a harbor and "nest',. From day one, planners and

bureaucrats had utterly neglected this sentimental appeal of Strathcona.._...
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Figure 10. Houses in
Stmùcona that survived
f¡om the "Urban Renewal"

Figure 11. The highrise of
Project No.2.

3.2. Under the Siege of Urban Renewal

Jonathan Lau, the d.irector of the Strathcona Community Cefitre, must haae wnited for
a while, when ny cøntonese interpteter and I stepped into his office, Lau anxiously stood up

and led us outside. Born in Thailand, educated in Taipei and Toronto, Lau started ø carcer as a

social worker in strøthcona at the end of the 1g60s. Fate tied him to this pløce. Hence he

neaer moaed. Hazsing told fie the story of lhban Raneual a year before and knawing about my

anioøl this year, Lnu promised to introduce Mary chan and Bessie Lee, the key community

øctioists, to fie. we walked silently along the edge of the strathcona school, a building that

had uitnessed the z¡icissitudes of chinntoutt. lt was quieter on this side of the Main street. A
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uhiff of incense sneaked out ot' ø tanple acrcss the road. A feu grannies were plucking peøs in
their froltt yards. Aboae their deuepit bodies, a string ol colorful clothes ftagged in the wird.

In one of those yards, we found Møry Chan's home. Then Bessie L¿e,s. Iau left us alone.

Here I was, inside Bessie's spacious liaing rootq At tly right, was Mary Chan, wearing thick
glasses and a long dress with rich floral pattents, ewberant with joy and laughter. Inud and

perQ. By any means I could tøt relate Mary with her øge ol eighty years Across the room

was Bessie Lee, in her early sixties, appørøúly exhausted after a long day of tøking care of her

husband' Mr.Lee, who nodded to us gently from a uheel chair. Attached to it, the infusiort
tubes coiled around a rod, connected to M¡]¿e's wrist. He could tnt speak.

My presence seemed to be creating a ripple with the elderc. The parakeet in the cage

also twittered excitedly. Bessie came back uith a tray of d.eserts and a tea pot. They knezu I
carne for the story of urban Reneual, Euen Mr.Lee, insisted. on staying with us, to be a witness

to thût euent. A story re-told, By those who did not know how lo read, or read

henneneutically. uncannily, staring at Mr.Lee's chiseled face, and absorbed eyes, I saw uhat
henneneutics can neuel unraoel: Life, that space of being fuII and murky.

Most residents at the beginning had no conception of what urban Renewal was all
about. When planners dressed in suits and ties first presented their blue print in April of 1958,

some residents nâively supported the plan. Having looked at the beautiful renderings, listened

to the eloquent speeches, the uninformed residents mistook urban Renewal âs merely â plan to
replace the rundown rooming houses on campbell street. No sooner had they voted "yes" than

they realized that it was the entire strathcona area that had been subjected to the "Renewal"

and they, the house owners, would become the future tenants of high rises.

Fear that the white government may expunge Strathcona again, as part of a racist
conspiracy, shrouded Chinatown. walter Chan and Mary Chan and a few other families
yelled for help. The chans were some of those who conkibuted significantly to the foiling of
the Urban Renewal. Walter, an educated man, a former school teacher in Singapore,
unfortunately spoke no English. Mary understood English but spoke little. Mary grew up in
large extended family of 31 members. she was sent back to canton at age eitht. wrestling
with the hardship of life there, and with the war, Mary grew into a strong person. The
unusual circumstances consigned to this woman with a family of eight, a chance to assume the
leadership role that men usually took. Mary had the honest and unconstrained characteristics

of the working class chinese people: she was always loud and vocal; she was always defending
the weak and unafraid of the mighty. This is the woman that donated her salary to the
chinese armies to purchase an airplane to fitht the Japanese invaders, that on behalf of
chinese women made their case for citizenship to the parliament at the end of the 1940s.

With her help countless new Chinese immigrants, particularly women, found jobs in
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Chinatown And she defended their rights of equarity of work. By contrast warter had been
known for his charisma of being subtle and calm. people in Chinatown respected and loved the
chans, looking up to them as the back-bone of the community. when the Chans and a few
other families took the issue of urban Renewal to the chinese Benevolent Association-the
cBA, then the largest chinese community organization, and connected to all the clubs and
clans-the leaders of the CBA began to realize the seriousness of the mâtter.

officially representing the entire chinese community for decades, the cBA by and
large was under the contror, understandably, given the traditionar politicar structure in
chinatown, of the weâlthy merchants and professionals. This does not devalue the
contribufions of the cBA to the chinese community. Eminent individuals, as the head of the
cBA, wong Foon sien, devoted their lives to serve the chinese community. Nonetheless most
of the leaders in the CBA no ronger rived in strathcona, and their views on chinatown,
inevitably, reflected their emotional distance from the lower income Chinese families.
speaking for the interests of the business class, the cBA at first espoused the idea of urban
Renewal, seeing in it an opportunity to update Chinatown (mainly, the commercial part) into
an international tourist place. Key CBA members-Foon Sien, George Wong, Dean Leung, and
Faye Leung -all at one time serving on the stânding committee for tlìe City cou.c , supported
Urban Renewal. They, too, underestimated the threat to the future of Chinatown.

The CBA responded to the plea from the residents in Strathcona by setting up the
Chinatown Property Owners and Tenants Association [CpOTA] whose main purpose was to
deter neighbourhood demolition, About three hundred local residents joined the CporA. In
order to hire a lawyer for cPorA Mary chan and her ten year old daughter shirley went door
to door, asking people for donations. That money hired a Chinese lawyer, Harry Fan.

On April 21 of '1958, the City Council held irs first public hearing. Harry Fan, on
behalf of the CPorA ståted tÌìeir stance: they supported renewal of the row houses, but not the
demolition of the neighbourhood. Foon sien told the city Council that he became increasingry
worried about the potential negative impacts of such "urban renewâl', on chinatown as a

whole. The council addressed their concern by advising that the 1952 study on Chinatown was
merely "preliminary", and wourd need more exploration. The delegates from the cporA
heaved a sigh of reìief, and left the City Hall with hope.

Eight days later Mayor Tom Alsbury and his Aldermen rezoned the 90 acres of land
from commercial and industrial use to residential and froze tlìe properties within Strathcona.
(The property value of the housing stock immediately dropped). Two years later they decided
to proceed with Project No.1.
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The residents and the delegates of the cporA felt insulted and betrayed. Fifty
chinese showed up at city Hall on an october meeting in 1960, presenting an impassioned
brief:

We want to point out the danger to the Chinese Community and the probable
disâstrous social and economic effects of fa ing to take every conceivabrè care to
ensure its wellbeing... chinese are under a disability as to property omership and
social acceptance generalþ. only limited numbers of sk Èd jbbs'and white collar
positions are available.. The disruption of this group could read to widespread
djsaster and a very real social problem... The Chineie population of the iity is
almost entirely concentrated within Area "A" and therè is in vancouver an
estimated 14,000 chinese peopre... Any disruption of chinatown and a material
outflow of Chinese population to another areâ inevitably means the destruction of
the Chinese merchants. Directly affected by the operations now contemplated by
the city of vancouver are 176 businessés... Thãre are now also 6g 

-fraternal

associations... four chinese ranguage schoots... six churches-.. The expropriation
and cìearing planned by the City will be a great disruptive force 

^soc'ially.....

lstability] is not provided by rented accommoãadon, no matter how good... îhe
private development contemplated would only be available to large iníestors and
[where] private ownership Ìs permitted, theré is no guarantee it;ill be given to
[dislocated] chinese. It is fair to say that all the cNiese whose properry"will be
expropriated are extraordinarily apprehensive as to the price they'may receive
for their property... The City, by sétting aside this area ior redevelopment and
marketing it practically as a slum have made properties in the area at ihe present
time almost unsalable. This has also been reflected in a rowering of assessments
which are sometimes used by expert valuers as evidence of the vãtue of property.
It is pointed out that tlìis all works to the advantage of the city of Va¡icori.,rer1..
Vancouver's Chinatown has been an asset, it is s-rrb-ltted, and is some place
different for Occidentals to to and spend a pleasant evening. Inroad, ,po^', th"
economic life of the chinese community will have a serious effect upon this and
instead of becoming a showplace as in (say) San Francisco, the area will decline
(Anderson 1991: p.194)

The brief sent â sophisticated message to city Halr: the CporA suggested that urban
Renewal would jeopardize the interests of the Vancouverites as much as the peopre in
chinatown, insofar as the commercial part of chinatown would lose its tourist attraction. The
city turned a deaf ear to this emotional plea, and passed the final resorution for project No,1 in
February 1961. To show its force, the city further voted to spend $23,000 to prepare a proposar
for Project No.2.
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Amidst a wave of rage and protest, Proiect No.l commenced in 1961. It cleaned up 28 acres of

land, and displaced about 1,600 people. Each displaced house owner was compensated $5,000

and moved to low rental public apartments.

The first sitn of estrangement came from those families who were displaced into

suburbs. The complete social and physical isolation from the rest of the Chinese community

caused ext[eme anxiety amon8 those families. Few managed to move bâck to Strathcona- Their

neighbours then sâw the real impact of Prolect No.1. Their faith in Urban Renewal collapsed.

Within the Chinese community itselt the discontent of the residents was taken out on

the CBA. It was thought that under the new directorship of Mah F. Sing, (co-Chairmen Quan

H. Wong and Dean Leung), the leaders of CBA did not work hard enough against " Urban

Renewal"-as long as the City left the commercial part of Chinatown intact, the CBA only

suggested that the city slow down its pace of urban renewal. A difference between the

represented and the representatives appeared. The upper-class Chinese thought it might be

appropriate for low income groups to live in the towers, only felt that the compensation wâs not

high enough, while the people being displaced thought Strâthcona was their home. Foon

Sien, seeing the conflict of views, firmly believed that the uprooting of CNnese families from

this area would be tantamount to the destruction of the Chinese way of life.

However divisive the Chirrese community became, the ânswer that Harry Fan gave

the City Council on Project No.2 was a decisive "No". Fan protested:

l.Proiect Number 2 is designed to build apartment blocks ritht next to the
Chinatown business district. The completion of suclr a project would cut off any
future expansion of Chinâtown ând strantle the Chinese business activities. The
nature of this project restricts the commercial development of the Chinese
Communiry......
2.Tlìe apartment dwellings are ideal for people who are single or have small
fâmilies. As the Chinese, with their tradition of the large family system, prefer
to bring up their children in a household where members of severâl different
generations live togethcr, they will find it compulsory to make their homes
elsewhere. Thus a completion of the aforementioned project would destroy the
social structure of the Chinese community-.....
3. Shoutd the families be forced to move âway from China-Valley and the four
Chinese schools in Chinatown, the opportunity to attend the Chinese schools will
be denied to the members of the younger generation. The young people will grow up
witlìout ân adequate knowledge of their own language and culture. Such â

knowledge is now being made available through the four Chinese schools to one
thousand Chinese children......
4.There are sixty-eight Chinese Fratemal Association in Chinatown; some of
these Associations are for the educâtion of the Chinese communit¡r, some for
fellowship and mutual aid, some for charity, and some for the preservation and
introduction of Chinese culture in Vancouver, an important cultural center of
Canada. These Associations are the foundation of the Chinese community. The
wiping out of China-Valley would lead to a dissolution of the said Associations
and uproot the Chinese community,.....
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7.The Association opposes the proiect from a purely architectural and aesthetic
point of view. If the project should be cârried out, some apartments, most modem in
design, will be erected among the old houses with coal bins and wood piles. During
the nej(t twenty years, the area will be a conglomerâtion of beauty anã
shambles...,..
8-The Associâtion suggested that the hole of project ',4,' in the China-Valley
should be cut down to one hold...... (City of Vancouver, 1963 :p.91-94).

In January 19ó3 the City Council held a public hearing on the issue of slum clearance.

once more, Foon sien spoke eloquently for chinâtown's determined opposition to the $12

million second phase. The two parties ran into a deadlock, In a spell of anger, Foon threw to
the city Council his written resignation from the mayor's consultative committee on

redevelopment, which said:

Since tlìe Mayor's Consultative Committee on the Redevelopment recomrnended
to you the adoption of stage 2 of the redevelopment progrâm, I wish to publicly
disassociate myself from this recommendation, As a member of this committee,-I
fear its adoption would lead to the destruction of five more blocks in China
Valley and the displacement of more Chinese residents. ,Gaining the whole
world while losing one's own soul'is not a healthy setting. I mayiay that the
s.ufferjngs and agonies endured by the displaced cannot be compe.,sàted errer,
though Vancouver's Eâst End may, in the minds and thoughts of you city fatlìers,
be paved with silver and gold and enhanced by towering muitiple dwellings
piercing into the azure skies. For the human element is absolutely nèglected. The
poor and those in the low-income bracket will, according to planning, soon be
driven from their homes by legal confiscation.

Experience tauglìt us that forced evacuâtion of Japanese Canadians from
Vancouver's 'Little Tokyo' creatd muclì hardship and iuffering. Now 21 years
later, the authorities intend to disperse the Chinese similariy. To me it is
discrimination of the kinkiest kind.

Moreover, the planners have in tlìeir design the cruel idea of ending pender St. at
Gore Ave. and build a wall or some kind of obstacle to keep the redìveloped area
apart. In so doing a wall will go up iust like the one now dividing East and West
Berlin, only the Chinatown one will be erected to isolate commeicial Chinatown
from the residential ârea. Without the purchasing background, commercial
Chinatou,¡n will wither, and residential Chinatown wilt follow into oblivion.
The entire 40 blocks that comprise Chinatown are fated to be destroyed within 20
years.

Personally I value tlre love and the respect of my people. So it is with regret that
I formally tender by resignation as a member of the Mayor.s Consultative
Committee on Redevelopment. (Signed) Foon Sien (Chinatown News. Feb. 18,
L963.:p.26).

Looking for a compromise gesture -yet still adhering to the idea of urban renewal as

the only outlet for Chinatown and a progressive Vancouver, Mayor Rathie reptied that he
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wouìd invite some Chinese organizations to submit their own plans on part of the project No. 2.

Local chinese architects Gilbert Eng, Herman wong, and possibly Go¡don yuen whose thesis at

UBC had dealt with the redevelopment issue were solicited. Chinese realtors and developers

like Mrs.Faye Leung herself applauded:"We're pleased to see the mayor take this view. We

have made submission in the past, but no action was ever taken" Ghf¡aþ¡C!_uCyLÐ Feb. 3, 1963

:p.28-29). She, for sure, hâd every reåson to approve. At the end, it was her husband Dean

Leung and Eng under FIarry James Agencies Ltd. that were on tender call for submitting design

proposals.

In April 1963 the Leungs presented the city with their "Oriental Cities,' scheme,

calling "for converting the block north of MacLean Pârk into a chinese village complete with
72 oriental t)?e of houses and rock gardens" Ghj¡atqd!ÀC¡¿Ð May 18, 1993). The rival plan,

prepared by Gilbert Eng, emphasized no "Oriental" themes but a strâight solution on

rehabilitation- (The difference between Leungs' proposal and the Eng's should not be

exaggerâted into an ideological conflict.) Eng, a UBC architectural graduate, prescribed a

"modern" architecture solution because he thought the residents would prefer it. The two sides

contested in front of the city council. The "oriental Ciry" idea was emotionally attacked as

building "a wall around ourselves [Chinese]". One businessman criticized:,, We don,t want to be

like tlìe stanley Park zoo with buses going through our backyards" (Anderson 7990 :p.197).

However, the council, friendly with the Leungs, selected the',Oriental City,',

Ironically, the federal government rejected the Leungs, proposal, considering ',that the

Chinese style houses did not correspond with previously agreed upon redevelopment for tl.re

whole area"(Chinatown News. lttly 3, 1964:p.18). Some city officials in addition warned the

council that the "oriental city", "if approved, would break dozens of existing city building and

development bylaws ' (Chinatown News. luly 3, "1964 :p.78).

Interfwined with these pros and cons regarding the idea of "Orjental City" proposal,

there were various intentions: the chinese developers and the city council treated the

Chinese architectural sryle as a talisman for tourism; the Federal government and the civic
technocrats objected to the scheme, not because of its commodification of chinese culture, but
because of its possible transtression of the existing zoning and building code, which could slow

the pace of urban renewal. One notices that the discussion on'Chineseness" in this debate only
scratched the surface, years later, it popped out to be a quintessentiâl argument, What had

been pursued then were merely the economic gains and political agenda that overrode the

community's needs and its perceptions of home.

The weakness of élite leadership was exposed at this stage of the political contest.

The hard-line ciry council drove a wedge b€tween the Chinese themselves. Despite Foon

sien's dedicatiory the alienated CBA was losing the trust of the anxious residents. when the
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donated money run ouL the rawyer himself refused to go to court an),more. urtimately proiect

No.2 went ahead.

The bulldozers brazenly rolled into chinatown. with tears and anger, the local residents
resisted till the last moment. Fred Soon, one of the many displaced, recaÌled:

I had a house in the 600 block pender Street. City Hall wanted the land, and at
meetings at the chinese Benevolent Association, one of the questions I asked was,
"how is_,the City Hall going_to pay us for the house and land if we are going to bé
vacated?" City Hall people said, ,Oh, you'll be well paid, you doñ,t hãve to
worry," so I didn't pursue it much further, But that wâs tire kind of blanket
promise you can hardly rely on, as I found out later.

The govemment þst ran over us and didn't respect our right to speak up [but] I rnade
representation to the City Hall. They sent â negotiator, who came to my house 3 or
4 times. Every time, he offered me maybe 9300 or 9400 more than the price they
offered before. When they tried to expropriate me in 1965, they pinned thä
notification on my door. They didn't even have the courtesy to see me ånd hand it
to me personally, They merely nailed it on the door. They said there was nothing
t 19ut{ !o about it, my house was under the expropriation law, but I could alwayi
talk with the negotiator.

Negotiation? What a farcel The land was earmarked for expropriafion, so the
market-value was very low. What I needed was replacemeni vaiue, not market
value My first lawyer advised me to go into arbitraiion. I didn't want to go into
arbitration, ¡€cause once you agree to arbitratiory you can't go any further. And I
was still left witlì a dilemma thât I couldn't solve. I wantãd replacement value
for my house, and tlìat's all.

I_ had hoped to prevent them from de¡nolishing the house. I had every intention of
doing that. But then my wife saw that all thé houses_left and rigit of us were
going down, hammers and bulldozers all buzzing around, and she wÃ almost going
crazy. Finally, I found a house approximately the same size. Immediately, I"wenï
to the Ciry Hall and gave them tlìe proposition:,'Will you pay for thaí irouse?,,
They shook their heads. We bought the house anyway _ Lorrowing money
privately. When we moved, we didn,t give the first housã to tlìe city, wð¡ust leit
it, and I had every intention of guarding it. One day, d,uring 1967,1g- montirs after
we moved, the bulldozer came around and demolished the Íouse. previous to the
demolishing, I engaged a second lawyer, and I told him that I was not atreed with
the wãy the city was giving me remuneration for my house, that I woild rather
keep it because I would like to go on living in the Shihcona area.

In 1968, I discharged that lawyer and engaged another. A short time later, he told
me:'Your case is finished. I represented you at the courthouse, and the city had
the_ir own representative, and they kept on saying they could pay you g6,60ó, and
so I accepted it on behalf of you.', I certainly did not agree. f paía îm a reÞ;ning
fee. I paid the interim charge for his appearance in cõurt, anã I dlscharged himl
So now I had used up 3lawyers and I couldn't afford a fourth one. So I ãrought I
had better apply myself as a lawyer, and I made quite a noise at City Hall.
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The city had no right to initiate that program of urban renewal. It should come
from the people, from the grass roots. And they didn't treat the inhabitants âs
people. They had no housing rehabilitation p¡ogram that suited the people.
Their main purpose was to get them out and get ttreir land, They should'reaìize
that people come first. If they say'urban renewal', they should rónew the house.
But wh¿t they wanted to d_o- was really paradoxical: túey wanted to destroy the
house (British Columbia 7979: p.176).

Another resident Ramon Benedetti recounted:

One Chinese man. he got 95,200 for his house and his 2S-foot lot. Now this man,s
home meant a hell of a lot to him, and he was an elderly mân that had no place to
go, ì[here are you going when you're 50? Who's going to give you a mórtgage,
huh?. But ât that time, you lnow what they did? ffrey Uúttao"zea yor. pt"c" ioi,r,
and then you went to court for â settlement,

I remembered the first meeting we had, and I sây, "All right, arise! you people,
arise! To arms, it's time! These guys are bulldozèrs. Thefre rolling over us, you
know."

I've got to- take a deep breath - those ciry planners, they were all up there,
sitting up there, as smug as bugs in a rug up theie. And who áre us lowly p,eople to
complain, to stand up against_these_sneaking, conniving, sidewinding, backstaùblng
claim-jumpers? How do you_fight these people? Wherõ do you startã So you got ui
ând.you.said_ som€thing, and that was ii, And then the neit guy stooa Lp ,,;So.ry,
you've already said your piece.,' you never got a chance. And you didn;t get any
answers out of them, I meân, this is the feeling of frustration that I had. I-felt sô
helpless (British Columbia 't979: pJ36).

The spirit of community at the moment of crisis was rapidry forged. Residents- Mary
Chan, sue Lum, and Mrs. Mah on East pender- themselves organized neighbourhood block
representatives, only those representåtives would tark to the people from city Hall. And no
one would sell their house first. Every one ¡'et claimed if their next door sold, they would.
unanimously tlÌe representatives declirred any offer from the city, Tlìat brock of
neighbourhood survived Urban Renewal.

Project No 2 devoured Area A-6 - blocks 82 and gg. It cleared up another 29 acres land
for industrial lots, privåte and public housing and a school recreation site, and dispraced 1,230

people. The Maclean Park complex was built as part of project No.2.

3.3. The Fight of the Freeway

Hardly had the turbulence of the project No.2 ressened, when more disastrous news struck
chinatown The city council voted in favor of buirding a freeway network whose south-north
artery line would cut right through the heart of chinatown. In 1964 the Federal Govemment
agreed to share the cost of road construction and services in urban Renewal projects âcross

Canada. The city council of vancouver was overjoyed by this news; they thought they could use
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Federal Govemment funding to enlance Vancouver's infrastructure, in order to spur a business

boom (Gustein 7975 :p.154). under the pretext of urban Renewal, in 196s the city council
adoPted the ambitious blueprint for a ihird crossing at the Waterfront, connected to a crisscross

freeway system which ran through Cârrall Street.

Map 5. The proposed freeway cuting through Carrall Street.
Sour c e : City of Vancouver, Vancouver Transportalion Study, r968.

In october 1966, PBQ&D, Inc. an engineering firm from san Francisco, and Erikson-Massey

Architects of vancouver, were hired to carry on ã marathon of tech¡ical studies for the freeway

project. The American transportation specialists obviously took this project as one of the many

similar kinds they had done in the united states. They had no qualms about putting the
highway through chinatown. The architects, who later said they were uneasy about the
proposal and joined to foil the proposal, deferred to the American engineers. The Architectural
subconsultants raked their brains to come up with some solutions to "harmonize', the proposed
highway structure with the existing urban fabrics.

Nurnerous solutions to urbån freewây structures in other cities have shown that
such uses as parking structures, shopping arcades, warehousing, major multi-storey
structures, and gardens or park space are compatible with freeway structures.
These solutions adequately demonstrate thât the approach to this problem must be
comprehensive rather than piecemeal, and conceptual rather than remedial, in
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order to achieve an integrated ând vital urban fabric. The freeway is then onry one
9{ ]r]any tools required in shaping and reshaping the cityscape (óity of V"ncórr''e.
1968:p.48).

one finds it hard tô believe an eight lane freeway courd be functionaly and visua y
integrated into chinatown. The city, however, cared little about this self-contradiction_ on
June 1 of 1967, the council unanimously passed a move to proceed with the monstrous freeway.

The news thundered above chinatown. Not just the local chinese residents in
strathcona, but the entire Chinese community in vancouver-including the chinese merchants
and various organizations in Chinatown-were infuriated by the council,s decision. Had the
freeway been built, chinatown would be ineluctably "circumvented", and business would have
withered. Who, thus, in the whole Chinese community would espouse the freeway? In the
middle of June 1967 the cBA40 demanded that city council provide a fu explanation for its
decision, It turned out that some aldermen, Harry Rankin for instance, acknowledged they had
not been well enough informed by the consultants. pressure mounted from the chinese
community. Aldermen asked Mayor Campbell to postpone the g212,000 freeway study until a
full scale public hearing Gh¡¡atSla!_&lgÐ June 18, 1962). The tenacious Campbell ar first
stuck with his decision. His lodc was: we had done so much technicar research, the proiect
must go ahead He hied to comfort the chinese merchants with the suggestion that they may
have arcade shops constructed underneath the freeway. yet none of the merchants was
impressed. The mayor and the council in the end voted for a wide ranging public hearing.

Facing a crisis, all the factions in Chinatown united. In Jwry of 1967 the Anti-freeway
Comrnittee led by Dean Leung, Foon Sien, Charlie Lee, Victor Louie, Tommy Mah and tawyer
Jack Lee-all the power players in cBA-was formed. The committee drafted its first brief to
the city council, outlining the unwanted impact of the freeway particularly on chinatown as a

tourist place.

The_ expressway through Carrall st. wourd in effect become a chinatown wa ',,
said the brief, "cutting the oriental quarters off from the downtown vancouver.
This would completely suffocate the business rife of chinatown and cause serious
dislocation to the economy of the community. It would destrov this area as one of
the outstanding tourist attractions of our ciÇ and would dispiace hundreds from
their places of emplo)'rnent a human factor which the city can ill afford to ignore.
The Chinese Canadian community favours a freeway running all the way totlark
Drive, thus skirting the urban renewal project which wo.tld be the residentiar
section of Chinatown (ehlnêlAlCrìÀe¡CÞ , July 3,1967).

City council under campbell staunchly defended the ideâ of the freeway. In the following week,
City Council resumed its meeting on searching for an alternative route for the freeway through

40 Dean Leung pointed out that the expressway would completely suffocate the business life of
Vancouve¡'s Chinatown.
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Gore Street, Out of the technical difficulry of alignment with the proposed waterfront freeway,
this proposal was immediately discarded.

Around this time, the media, local organizations, people concemed about community,
liberal minded politicians, and academics from uBC converged into a strong anti-freeway voice.
At a public meeting called by the B,C. community pranning Association, Robert w liams, MLA
for Vancouver East, charged the city of having "never consulted the Chinese community,, on such
an important decision which determined the future of chinatown. He cited incidents to back up
his charge:" urban renewal of the area of Main, heâviry populâted by chinese canadians;
sanctioning a truck route through pender street, the heart of chinatown; voting to have the
freeway through carrall street" Ghuatsu! Àc,{g Nov. 3, 1962:p.30). williams condemned the
city for spending 970,000 on a mathematical model "which was supposed to be used on freeway
routes. But this model was never used to test the range of alternâtives,, Gh!¡a!q^m_NelgÞ, Nov.3,
1967 :p 30). Professors from UBC also stood up for the chinese community. peter oberrander,
Setty Pendakur, and Robert Collier from the School of Planning, paul Tennet from political
science, walter Hardwick from Geography, Bud wood and Andrew Gruft from Architecture, Ed
Higbee, visiting professor from Rhode Island, spoke loud. In an interview by the Vancouver sun.
Dr. Hardwick directly attacked the top-down planning approach:

[The City Council and the Vancouve¡ Town planning Commission] were the only
two bodies in which the public could become invñed in what questions weå
asked about the freeway's rocation. But, because a number of basilc assumptions
had been made without prior council approval, the location of the Chinatown
route as recommended by the consultants had been virtually predetermined by the
narrow terms of reference, The Council have been duped_it'has been had_by its
officials. They thought theJ were voting for only a small item, and they haJe inf1:l .9i""". their approval to a whole system arbitrarily áecided ípo" Uyofficials. And now rhe Ciry was committed to building tire other tink! in tnä
system to the Chinatown freeway, because without the¡ñ the chinatown section
would be a waste of taxpayers' money (Vê¡sec-yelSun, October 1,g, 

.1,967).

Mayor Tom campbell did not give up. on the one side he slashed Alderman Rankin for
"playing politics with the chinese community"and in the meantime he hastily hosted a
luncheon at the Wayen to appease the Chinese business leaders, including lawyer Jack Lee,
Richard Mar, Quon H. Wong, Tommy Mah, Harry Con, Chak Lui, Iam Fong, Foon Sien, ping
Mah, Charlie Lee, Bob Lee, Victor Louie, Dean Leung and Wong ywon Wail. Wong Foon Sien
spoke bluntly. He told the Mayor that "it is said the Indians sold Manhattan Island for a
botde of whisky, but as unofficial mayor of Chinatown, the sinecure bestowed upon me by the
public, I must, despite the warm hospitality and the lunch, fight for the preservation of
Chinatown if its existence is rhÌeatened,' Gtri¡etSlcillgcA Nov.3. 1962:p.31). The unpopular
Campbell had to announce tlìere was to be a public hearing on November 23rd.
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on the evening of rhursday, 23rd November, 7967, tt.e ciiy council chamber and two
cornmittee rooms were packed with people. Three hundred seated inside, another two hundred
waited outside. Hostility brewed in the air. Faces were tense, Carnpbell opened the hearing
by stâting the purpose of the meeting and the importance of the freeway. "His remarks were
greeted with derision and angSr noises, which grew in intensity when he announced that the
consultants and staff would have 45 minutes in which to present the background information,
and that after the expefs had spoken, each delegation wourd be given five minutes to make its
comments. There would be a coffee break and everyone was invited',(pen dakrsr 7972:p.6g).

Henry Quinby, the technical consultant from san Francisco, tot the first chance to present. The
city's director of traffíc, Vaughn-Birch got the second. This dull and lengthy, jargonistic
planning report apparently avoided the rear matter of concern to the audience, it \¡/ent on and on
about alternatives and technicalities. It seemed any minute this public hearing would be
doomed to become another bureaucratic showcase, Dr.Hardwick interrupted in the middle of
Quinby's speech:"Your worship, is not Mr. euinby talking about a freeway alternative which
has already been rejected by the council? we came here to talk about the Carra street
Freeway Alignment through chinatown and ret us get on with it." Just when trre mayor fried to
pacify Hardwick, Alderman Broome yelled out:,'Throw Nm out, he is a trouble maker!,,

The insulting remark incensed the audience. over the next few hours, questions,
interruptions, demands and expressions of dissatisfactions poured out. The mayor called for a

break, The meeting resumed at ten o'clock. It was only then that community organizations were
allowed to present their opinions. Jack Lee on behalf of the Chinese anti-freeway committee
restated the significance of preserving chinatown as a tourist place. He cited all the civic and
professional organizations in Vancouver that supported his cause and spoke against this route.
"If the city council should chose to ignore public opinion and tÐ/ to bull-doze its way over city
wide obþction", warned Iæe, "it should expect a fitht on its hands" (chinatov/n News, Nov. 1g,

1967 :p.16) As the meeting went on, Campbell announced there would be another pubric hearing
on the Zth of December, in the auditorium of the Eric Hamber Secondary School.

on December 7, 1962, the second pubric hearint attracted more than g00 people. There
were 27 briefs, from 25 civic organizations and individuals, many of them were professional
architects and city planners. The briefs were presented in emotion and rare solidârity.
speaker after speaker implored Mayor Tom Campbell and his council to further study the
overall transportâtion system for Vancouver before any final decision was made. As a climax,
the chairman of the city's Planning commission, peter oberlander, publicly announced his
resignation from the Commission because he said he could no longer tolerate the Cornmission's
support of the freeway project. He thought that "too many authorities âppear to have given
priority to transportation instead of overall city and regional planning. The overall plan must.
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come first, and kansportation fitted into it, not the other way around,, Ghi¡alqgn_NglAlÐ Dec.

1,8, 7967 :p 45\. on the same subject the brief from the cBA added:'we want our transportation
system to be adapted to our environment rather than the environment adapted itserf to a

transportation system"(chinatown News. Dec. 18, -1967 :p.45), Jack Lee made the point shaitht
forward l'what is more disturbing, we were never consulted even after we voiced our opposition
to the Carrall Street alignment"G¡i&lp¡g¡_NCllÐ Dec. .!g, 

1967 :p.45). Vancouver East MLA
Robert williams, a professional planner, criticized that "the lack of public involvement in the
freeway decisions has placed the whole process on weak foundations... The real world is out
there in the neighborhoods, not in the quiet precincts of city hall"(chinatown News. Dec. 18,

7967 :p.46) Focusing still on the property of chinatown as the future canadian heritage,
Professor walter Hardwick questioned the simple economic formula of cost-benefit analysis.
"what about old town and Chinatown as pârt of our cultural traditions?". he chalrenged,
"what âbout our tourist potential, based as it is in part upon our well developed physical and
cultural amenities? Are these to b€ served well? I thÍnk not,' (eh!!d!9]{!_Nclc.S, Dec. lg,1967
:p.46),

At the eleventh hour the voice of the chínese community spreâd effectivery through
the vancouver Sun and Province-the two newspapers that used to take racist stances depicting
chinese Canadians. Both, in tlìe spate of the sixties'Liberar movements, now began to support
the Chinese community. The Province came out with a ful page feature interviews with Foon
Sien, Dean and Faye Leung, and Jack Lee; The Vancouver Sun believed that city council ,,has no
alternative but to re-think the wrrore subject of freeway from the top down - beginning with
what urban freeways are supposed to do, for whom, by whom, and with what. There has been
enough hiring of expensive veterans to prove the stoutness of council hobby_horse,, Ghl¡gfO¡g!
News. Dec. 78,7967 :p.47). At last, the citizen "rebels" in Vancouver's Chinâtown alarmed the
government in ottawa. Bert Kennedy, from the community planning Association of canada,
urged vancouver's city council to listen to the community's voice and plan for them "an urban
envi¡onment with facilities of cultural and recreational renown,' (chinatown News, Dec, 1g,

1.967 :p.47).

under pressure from the citizens of vancouver, and 4g civic, rerigious and professional
organizations, Chinatown was saved from the trample of the freeway. In early January 196g

city Council re-opened the discussion on the carrall street Freeway proposar by eight versus
two The majority of council, incruding the mayor, voted for a temporary rescinding of the
proposal when the news came to chinåtown the chinese community was jubilant. It was the
first significant breaking point in the history of Chinatown and in the history of Vancouver,s
urban polirics that a community succeeded in resisting the topdown bureaucratic system, wong
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Foon Sien, a long time leader of CBA, witnessing the change, foresaw progress to come, in which
Chinatown would become an important social and cultural part of Cånâda.

3.4, SPOTA

wong's prediction was already fulfilling itself. His personal matudty in civic politics, a

self-made bilingual spokesman and politician for the Chinese community, tave evidence to the

emer8ence of the new Chinese generations. Having undergone decades of suffering, soul-
searching, the second and third generations of chinese C¡nadians finally converged into the
mâinstream of Canadian society with success in every field-becoming university graduates,
medical doctors, lawyers, realtors, designers, politicians, and artists. The dismantling of social

barriers profoundly influenced the young Chinese Canadians thought. Growing up in the 1960s

and 1970s, the time that the entire world-from France, the united states, to china-was in the

spin of cultural revolutions, tlìey started to relate thei¡ struggles inside Chinatown with the
social movements concomitantly happening in their classrooms, work places, and in the world
outside Canada.

The mainstream Canadian outside Chinatown gradually came to understand the Chinese

communiry more than ever before. Thanks to Multiculturalism-token or not, the boundary of
chinatown no longer stood for social separation. The voice inside chinatown had been heard

clearly, at last.

Once the extemal coercive forces bordering on Chinatown were lifted, the heterogeneity

of chinatown itself surfaced. In fact, the chinese community in vancouver was never a
homogeneous group, regardless of how others perceived it. There were the Chinese who lived in
Chinatown, and those who did not, Chinese who came from poor villages of southern Mainland
China, and the ones from the merchant families in Hong Kong, or Taiwan, those who spoke

Taishânese, and those who spoke Kejianese. Mitigation of social tensions between chinese and
non-chinese canadians immediately made those divisions visible. chinatown, by the end of
the 1960s, shatified and clustered into vârious interests groups: fans of rrudeau, the chinese
NDP, the Taiwan Nationalist Party, the chinese communist pârty, or the non-partisans from
the merchant class to the professionals. This internal political diversification ernerged after the

victory over the Freeway project.

what divided chinese Canadians was the issue that who represents tlìe chinese
community. The dissatisfaction with the performance of the cBA in fighting the freeway
project and particularly in fighting against the two phases of urban Renewal increased. At
this point, in September 7967, the preliminary report Urban Renewal project No. 3 was

submitted to city council. In october 1968 the city subrnitted the report to the senior
governments for approval. The plan rvas thorough-it proposed a complete rebuilding of the
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fifteen remaining blocks with a number of'super-block' public housing projects and other

complexes, which were expected to affect about 3,000 people, most of them "Chinese". 47 Arlg|'
residents in Strathcona this time had no trust in both the City Council and the CBA, and in
December 1968, they set up an organization themselves- the Strathcona Property Owners and

Tenants Association (SPOTA).

SPOTA came out of the sixties' social change. It had its g¡ass roots in the Chinese

communiry and the help of professional politicians. Behind it were Perury Steward, Margaret

Mitchell (Community Worker of Neighbourhood Services Association, former Vancouver East

MP), Michael Harcourt (UBC Law School student, now the Premier of B_C.), and Darline

Marzari (from Vancouver Social Planning Council, now the Ministe¡ of Municipal Affairs of
B.C.). The Chinese community had been "tired of waiting for the bulldozer", said a SPOTA

brief to the City Council, "Instead, we are prepared to kgin a program for rehabilitåtion of the

existing structures providing the Federal Government is willing to utilize the money available

for mass demolition and convert this money to ready grants and loans for our
homeowners"(SPOTA Brief. May'16, 1969).42

The first meeting of SPOTA took place at Gibbs Boys Club on December 14, 1968. Over

175 people showed up for the meeting as a result of the advertisement in the local Chinese

newspaper and the door-to-door notices distributed by Walter Chan, Mary Chan, Sue Lum,

Yuen, Mrs.Lee, and Mrs.Luk. Most of those who attended the meeting were either tenants or

property owners in Strathcona. Walter Chan-Mary's husband-was in charge of the meeting.

This quiet yet tenacious former school teacher of Chinese stood out to be a soul in times of crisis

for that group of ordinary Chinese people. Walter explained to the audience the imbroglio of

the "Urban Renewal", and asked those who wanted to stay in Strathcona to join SPOTA, te ing

the City Council that "we do not want to be disturbed and moved."43 After extending his

grâtitude to Margaret Mitchell and Michael Harcourt, Walter went strâight to the

point:"These people can help us but only us [sic.], ourselves can fight to remain in this area and

for a better price for our houses.'44 Walter's speech had an effect. In the same me€ting fourteen

people agreed to act on the executive cornrnittees and draft a detailed brief for City Council.

Harry Con, Walter Chan and Mrs. Sue Lum become the co-chairs of SPOTA.

Harry Con and Sue Lum both owned large properties in Strathcona (and both lived in
that neighborhood), both in the first place did not want to be nominated for SPOTA. Like most

41 in t967, th" propo¡tion of the area that was of Chinese o¡igin was ove¡ 70 per cent, while ZB per cent of
the families in Strathcona we¡e classified as 'Asiatic'in 1966.
42F¡om SPOTA minutes, in the B.C. Archives.
43Ibid.

44tuia.
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chinese, they had not wanted to be leaders in civic politics, and aside from that they were
occupied with work. Reading sue Lum's mind, Mary chan wittingìy made an innuendo:',look
out who will lose the most if strathcona is to be bulldozed". sue Lum blushed, and accepted the
nominatjon. In con's case, he refused the nomination for other reasons. He had just lost in a
campaign for the school Board of vancouver. yet his politicâl interest was somewhere higher
than strathcona. The dilemma was that the chans spoke little English. The members of
sPorA felt they needed two leaders, one who could summon up the chinese community, which
the chans could do, the other who could handle the external affairs in English. More so they
thought this spokes-person had to be a man, as far the city (and the community) wâs
concemed, they would not take women seriously. No one else in strathcona would be more ideal
than Harry Con for this role-he who was a merchant, speaking fluent English, educated, and
eager to be involved in politics. Lilian Lee (Bessie Lee's sister-inlaw) nominated Harry Con
for these qualities. Con hesitated, until in a preliminary meeting of sporA, the wavering Con
stepped into the hallway.

with leaders elected, sPorA mustered another public meeting ât pender ywCA on

January 19, 1969. The next day they asked the cBA to officiâlly recognize the legitimacy of
sPorA. on lan'ary 27, â petition with over 600 signâtures was sent to all three levels of
government. on March 3, the executives first met city council to discuss their brief; on March g,

sPorA's executives and the block representatives demanded Herb Cappozi and Evan wolfe
from the Provincial Legislâture ãgree to a survey of the residents' opinions on ,'urban

Renewal" The survey results came out on May 16. Out of a total 500 questionnaires distributed,
375 were rehrrned. Among these 325 families, 321 households stâted that they did not want
"urban Re.ewal" at all. Insteâd they wanted to stay in strathcona and were willing to
renovâte their houses. This quantitative survey gave sporA a hard data. To mount more
pressure on City Council, sPorA lobbied chinese communities across Canada. on June 1, Harr¡,
con and the delegates from other chinatowns gathered in ottawa, requesting Robert Andras,
the Minster of Housing, to re-consider the ',Urban Renewal" program.

ottawa was stunned. Federal Government now begân to pay attention to the outcry of
the people in Strathcona. "After a July, 1969, banquet in his honor staged by SpOTA, Andras

[the new Minister of Housing in canada] made a major policy speech attacking the conventional
wisdom of urban renewal, then bluntly informed city council that strâthcona residents must be

involved in any planning for the area" (Maclean's. January 24, '1977: p.2s). The straiâgem of
going after the support of the Federal Govemment proved to be effective when Vancouver City-

counciì approved in principle sPorA's "Housing Rehabilitation proposal" on July 12- on
August 6, Dan Campbell, the Minister of Municipal Affairs, accompanied by Herb Cappozi,

visited Chinatown. He agreed: (a) to withhold urban renewal funding to the City and
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experiment with rehabilitation; (b) to lift the freeze on Strathcona properties; (c) to assist
rehabilitation with a provincial share of funding; and (d) to enable necessary expropriation to
get fair compensation. on september 5, Dan campbe teregraphed Vancouver's Ci ty Council,
stressing that a three-revel-government working committee on strathcona rehabilitation
should include SPOTA. As a result, Harry Con, Shirley Chan, Bessie Lee representing SpOTA
on october 1, strode into city Halr, and met with Maurice Egan (Director of social planning),

Parkinson (Financial Director), Max Cross (Assistant Director of city pranning) from the city,
E Brown (Deputy Minister of Municipal Affairs), Jack williams (Director of Housing) from the
Province, King Gagnong (Area Manger), and Bob Classen (Regronal manager) from CMHC.

A turning point occurred. Despite the crises in the rehabilitation prog..m,4s SpOTA
succeeded in portraying a community achieving self empowerment within a liberarizing
Canada. several prominent actors emerged from this political vortex, The first one was Ron
Basford, the successor of Paul Hellyer, and Robert Andras, (The Minister of Housing). Basford
played the key role at the federal rever of govcrnment giving sporA the needed support.
Perhaps Basford was too anxious to show his loyalty to the Chinese community for he had once
defeated the first chinese MP Doug Jung and by the 1920s, he relied on the chinese communiry
support for the up-coming election. The second was Walter Hardwick, This UBC geography
professor had finally made his way into city council in 196g, together with Art philips and
Michael Harcourt. This group of reformers democratized to a certain extent the ord boys' club of
the City Council. The third was Darline Marzâri, ì¡rho tlìen, with a Masters Degree in social
work from the university of roronto, got recruited by Maurice Egan into the social planning

council originally the sociar planning Council was estabrished by sutton-Brown as an
informant on social activism. Maurice Egan, a one-time social worker ând Alderman in ottawa.
in his term of directorship, substantiated the power of the social planning Council by hiring
severâl intriguing people-one of which was Marza¡i. Marzari knew well the saur Arinsky
literature on communiþr movement. In fighting urban Renewal, Marzari became an asset to the
Chinese community. Under her tutelage, Shirley Chan marured_

Shirley (now the director of Housing and property Department in Vancouver), this
fifth actor, wâs twenty years old in 1921. Enro ed as an English major student at simon Fraser
university, her language skitr proved to be an effective weapon for the chinese community to
make itself heard by the rest of canada, shirley, like her mother, charged at the frontier-
she appeared in all kinds of news media, from newspaper report to television interviews. Her

4sScarcely had swc Ithe strathcona Working Committeel taken charge of the issue of rehabilitation, the
stubborn. city council single-handedly hired the consurtants Birñingham and wood without any
consultatiorì with the community. This breach of trust enraged the representatives ftom sporA. The two
sides sPent the entire 1970 fighting over decision making rights in the Strathcona rehabilitation process .
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cutting intellect and uninhibiied speech made her widely known. Maclean's in the January
issue of 1971 described her thus:"In strathcona, shirley chan beat back the bulldozers; and

scared the Hell out of City Hall";

In Canadian cities the Chinese voice has seldom been raised. The Chinese are a
family-focused people who have responded to intolerance and worse with __Cod
knows- an estimable restraint. It's curious, then, that the most politically
effective community-action group in Vancouver is Chinese, Curious, too, in a
culture that has looked to its elders for wisdom and to its men for leadership,
that tlÌe founder was a 2l-year-old girl..,...
All over Canada and the U.S. Chinese communities have been broken up by our
peacetime panzer, the bulldozer, Fewer than 20 cohesive Chinatowns' remain;
once there were 1,000. SPOTA's struggle to preserve a 20-block residential part of
Vancouver's Chinatown, and members' determination to rehabilitâte their 

-homes

rather than be packed into public housing, will change the face of Vancouver and,
conceivability, Halifax and Montreal and Moose Jaw. For the federal
government, which pays the biggest share of redevelopment bills, has a two-
million-dollar commitment to the preservation of Strathcona.
These people have had a hell of a lot of influence on my view of urban renewal,"
says tlìe minster responsible for housing, Robert Andras. ,They have faced the
breaking up and the stamping out of a lifestyle. you can put up much prettier
buildings, but wlìere do the people go? The Strathcona situation proves that
people do count and can be heard (Maclean's, lan 24,'1971 :p.24).

People do count and can be heard. The people in Strathcona unfalteringly defended

their homes in the last phase of "Urban Renewal". It was they that made the federal

Sovernment re-evaluate the social and cultural effects of massive demolition of inner cities that
was inspired by the dream of the Modernist Ciry; it was they that pressed the paternalistic

and subtilely racist,46 bureaucratjc Vancouver's city council to reform themselves. Times

changed.

46Mayor Tom CamPbell himself never accepted this charge. "These charges of racial discrimination are
iust not a fact, " he protested, "we are prepared to spend $10 million to sãve Chinatown by putting the
approaches underground [meaning that once he had suggested to put the freeway through the
underground of Chinatownl" (Chinatown News. June 3, 1969).
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Pa¡t II. Garden,Poweg and the Other

Trârslatâbility is an ess€ntiaì quality of cerain works, which is not to say that it is essentiål they be
trânslatedi it mea¡s rather that a specific significance inherent in tle original matifests irsef iá its
translâtâbility. It. is plausible thât no transìation, however good it may be, cãn have any signihcance ai
rega¡ds the. oriSinal. YeL by virtue of its trånslâtâbilirt rhe original is closely conîecied with the
rranslarion; in facr" rhis connection is a'r¡e closer sinr;,;;,:ärl,:;:;:r:ffH::::;rr.frr"^

Figure 13. The D¡.Sun Yat Sen Garden in Vancouver
Source: Maggie Keswick et al., The Art and Architecture of the Dr.Sun yat-Sen
Chssical Chinese Gørden, 1990.

4TWalter Benjamin, "The Task of the Translator" in llluminations, edited and with an Introduction by
Hannah Arend!, New Yo¡k: Schocken Books, c.1968, p.71.
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4.
The Story of the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Classical Chinese Garden

A fit of coughing burst out. Conae¡sation halted. Mr.Lee uas shaking spasmodically,

Bessie uithdreu from us, apologetically, carrying her husband to the bedroom. Realizittg the

incotntatience, shortly the rest ol us excused ourselaes and left.

There was a thicket of densely planted, wildly grouing roses in the tiny front yard of

Lee's hotne. Untamed. Earthy. Once we descended from the limestone steps, looking up, ue

saw Bessie waaing her hand from the window. That paleness of her face, I thought, buoyatlt

abotse the leaaes and petals, extd.ed an un-natned fragrance: so ordirury that I recalled. my outt

mother-her sacrifice of being a Chinese uoman, of her sleeping in a røiny norning, ahile I
uas sending a paper boat into the rain.....

Heat subdued. The top of that Chinese Catholic church dteu out an elongated shadou,

rcaoluing, as Pender Street was sinkbq into a oalley of blue. At the conter of Main Street, lhe

old man from Nanjing who uas selling strau made animal figurines uas gofle. hrcxplicably I
found myself drawl1 to the locatioÌl of the Dr.Surt Yat Sen Garden, For what? To share with the

tottr guides this incredible story of SPOTA? To preøch to the tourists that the physical

existence of the garder testified the blossoming decade of Multiculturalism?

Multiculh¡alìsm. What a u¡otd! Without the political uelter and bloodshed in

Quebec, uould mercy be giaen to the aboriginal people, and others, includittg Chinese

Lattarllans ! ao

4SDemographically the proportion of B¡itish and F¡ench Canadians by 7gZ0 had respecrively dropped
Í¡om 577" a\d 3-I% of the total population in 1901 to 45% and 29%. It is more appâ¡ent in the weiæ¡n
Provinces where Asiatic and abo¡igina¡ Canadians lived, This re-structuring of the ethnic componenLs,
this re-confi8uration of u¡ban societies, reflected and implied the ¡e-st¡ucturing of the Canadian cultu¡e
as a wlìole. Echoing to the surge of Nationâlism in the global context, Canada had its turbulent Quebec
independence movement. The death of Maurice Duplessis, the Quiet Revolution of Jean Lesage, elicited
seParatist terro¡ism. Violence and conf¡ontations compelled Ottawa to set up its Royal Commission on
Bilingualism and Biculturalism in 1963 whose initial objecrive $'as to acknowledge the rights of the
Quebec people in mâintaining their own language, education, and works. Än expected spi;-off as the
Bicultu¡alism was the Hawthorn-T¡emblay report (1966, 1967) that extended concä¡ns to the aboriginal
cultures. Multiculturalism was hence engelrde¡ed. The canadian consultative councii on
Multiculturalism was formalìy inaugu¡ated in 1973 to advocate a much broader and much more plurally
defined Multiculturalism. composed of more than 100 representatives of various ethnic groups, the
Multiculturâlism Directorate, within the Departrnent of the Sec¡etary of State, launched the inteiethnic
communjcation P¡ograms within Cânâdians. It "initiâted and developed studies and research, including
studies of the non-official languages and of attitudes towards Multicultulalism and a series of histories o-f
ethnic SrouPSi assisted the Canadian Ethnic Studies Association to develop as a full-fledged learned
society with two regulâr Publicationsi sponsored activities in the performing and the visual a¡ts; assisted in
p¡ograms aimed at retention of non-official languages, and gave grants for a vast array of other
Projects"(Burnet 1987l.p.69). Tlìanks to the Multicutturalisrn program, the construction of Vancouve¡'s
Chinese Cultural Center became pôssible.
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The gardm was closed. Hesitatúly I knocked at the black door-no ansuter; I knocked

again, the tûp penetrated the hañ uood, traaelling into the courtyard, and bottttcing back to

this short passage, where I stood.

Memory flooded back, to an alley of Chbutmsn.

The idea of having a decent cultural centre fermented for years in the Chinese

community, What stymied the actualizarion of the project was mainly the political friction

between the rival forces in Chinatown. The early '70s presented the Chinese community in

Vancouver with a phase of transition and uncertainty. The crevice thât parted the existing

leadership of the CBA and the uprising local community activists (speaking for new

immigrants, working class families, property owners, etc.) widened into a vast gulf.

Community activists took over the leâdership of the CBA in the battles of Urban Renewal and

Freeway. The CBA may well represent the Chinese living outside Chinatown and the Chinese

mercants. However, it had lost its fulcrum in Strathcona. The decades of discrimination and

oppression of tlìe top-down bureaucracy produced a troop of spokespersons like Mary Chan,

Shirley Chan, Harry Con, Jonathan Lau, and Bessie Lee. SPOTA enabled them to carry on

with their own lives. Surrounding them, gradually matured a circle of university students,

mostly second and third generation Chinese Canadians.

During 1970 and 1971, an English professor from Berkeley visited and taught at UBC:

Ron Tanaka, whose specialty was promoting Asian-American activism. "Tanaka argued that

the assimilation had promoted the dominance of Anglo-Canada, where whites preferred to see

Asians as powerless and had encouraged them to leave their communities. The resultant

confusion of values, lack of appreciation of their history and rejection of their own community

had paralyzed Asian-Canadians"(Yee 1983: p.39). To deal with the identity crisis Tanaka

formed the "Wakayama Group", a fellowship for the Asian youths. The condition of being a

visitor made Tanaka realize his Iimited participation in concrete issues. Tanaka left, leaving

his thoughts brewing in Chinatown.

A group of youngsters, now in their forties-Shirley Chan, Bíng Thom, Joe Wai, Andy

Joe, Victor Lee, Harry Fan, to name a few-shared similãr expedences in their dåily encounter

with racism and cultural assimilation. Enthusiastic and optimistic, they turned their noble

and lofty heads to the social mobilization movement ilìside China under Maoism. Few, indeed,

outside China, understood the profundity as well as the devastation of the Cultural

Revolution-weren't the leading intellectuals in the French and American universities rallying

for Maoism? Curiosity and hope brought some of these youths âcross the Pacific, knocking on

the door of China. Shirley Chan, after her graduation from SFU, got a prestigious position in

Ottarva working for the first national multi-cultural policy. If she wanted, she probably could

carry on climbing the bureaucratic ladder. Instead, Shirley chose to go to China, to search for
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her ancestral roots, and pay her homage to the sacred sites of revolution. (Many years later, in

her ot'fice at the City Square, Shirley told me she was rnt imqessed), Bing Thom, anotlìer one,

currently a famous architect, the¡ì a student of the university of california at Berkeley (uc
Berkeley was known for its cradling of liberal ideas) trekked along the same "red" lines on the

map of China.

Bing came from a family differing in every way from Shirley's. protective parents and

the enclosed Chinatown provided the latter a niche, and not too often did she have to stroll
outside False Creek. The blissful childhood surfaces every now and then when shirley speaks:

she has little inhibition or qualm on commenting on anything, with absolute incision and

trenchancy. Bing by contrast is introverted-witty, sharp, cautious. Bing's grandfather had

joined the revolution to overthrow the Qing Dynasty. He was also the first one in Vancouver

who cut his pony tail to indicate a break from the emperor. The Thoms, however, had a brutal

time in Canada. During his life, Bing's grandfather wished his son to be accepted by the

mainstream. His son, Bing's father, speaking better English than Chinese, received an

university degree from UBC. When the 1930s Depression hit Vancouver, and racism became

extreme, he left for Hong Kong. There, he found he could no longer be a Chinese. He felt tom
between two alien cultures. Reluctantly Bing's father returned to vancouver, and shortly
afterwards, unhappily passed away.

For those lost souls, this is not an atypical story. Only through understanding this dark

past, will one appreciate why Chinatown attracts Chinese. Facing the long, dreadfut walls of
isolation, Chinatown kindled a fire in the heart of Chinese immig¡ants. Being able to walk
the same path everyday in Pender and Main, to the older generations of Chinese Canadians

was a comfort to their faith-"suffering is temporary".

Chinatown in the 1970s tathered many Shirleys and Bings. This group of idealistic,
and to a degree, adorable youths, edified by Tanaka, regularly gathered in a cramped room on

Pender street, en8aging in lofty conversations. To have a cultural center of their own, for all

the CNnese people in Vancouver, seemed too much a dream.

One event paved a way to the dream. It occurred not too long after tlìe episode of the

Urban Renewal; City Council daringly approved the construction of the biggest fire hall of
vancouver in the middle of the strâthcona area. chinese people having experienced so much

nonsense had become skillful in counterattacking. The farce ended with City Council
apologizing and rescinding the plan. Intrigued, the Chinese community asked: why should

they not build a community centre on the site of the intended fire hall? There were two
motives behind this decision: (a) to p¡ovide a place for community activity in order to foster â

stronger community; and (b) to defy the bureaucracy of City Hall. They calculated that the

overall cost, in 197?, would amount to $6,7 million. In January 7973, the founding Chinese
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Cultural Centre Board of Directors was formed; it consisted of twenty two adaÍiânt community

activists: aside from Roy Mah, the honorable veteran, who was older, the directors of the

CCC, Bing Thom, Joe Wai, Shirley Chan, Wongs-were all young and spunky. The proceedings

of the CCC got serious. The initial optional site, through several rounds of discussion, was

vetôed for several practical reasons. Turning their eyes to the West Pender, the board of

directors were interested in the lârge chunk of land in False Greek-the guttural spot which

could have been undemeath the pillârs of the freeway. In so doing, the Chinese comrnunity

unequivocally signalled to the City that they had to give up the plan to ruin Chinatown.

The bold request put City Council off balance. The City promised further debate. Such

â hesitation, ât this fime, immediately incurred harsh words from the newspapers, accusing

the Ciiy Council of never redeeming its racist pâst. Under public pressure, in January of 1973,

City Council gave its principal approval to the construction of the CCC at False Creek, on 40

acres of land owned by B.C. Hydro, CP Rail's real estate arm, and Marathon Reâlty. Three

years lâter the "penitent" City Council bestôwed the 2.5 acre parcel at the intersection of

Pender and Cârrall as a gift to the Chinese community with a token rent of $1 per acre per year.

The overwhelming success gained the CCC a soaring reputation in the Chinese

community, and quite expectedly, also the envy and antagonism of some members of the CBA.

Time ripened for another cycle of power redistribution. The transmission of power from a well

established organization to a new body of political representatives rarely proceeds smoothly.

The action of building the Chinese Cultural Centre offended, or perceivably challenged, tl.re

legitimate authoriÇ of the CBA. Interestingly enough-being Chinese means being suggestive,

I suppose, the fâciâl frictions between the CCC and the CBA seldom invoked the word "power".

Yet there was ânother factor. That factor, in the 1970s, was the politically correct way of

representation, namely, the correct political inclination.

The CBA had been akin, or sympathetic to the Nationalist Party in Taiwan- the

KMT (i.e. KwokMingTung, [KuomindangJ). Which was an open secret. \44.ro would not? It was

the KMT, founded by the Cantonese medical doctor Sun Yat Sen, popular among the overseas

Chinese, that overthrew the last dynâsty. The KMT officially represented China for decades

until the United Nations sided with Beijing in the 1970s. Rightfully the KMT had been quite

influential in Chinatown.

With major Western countries including Canada building diplomatic ties with

mainland China, the Taiwan regime was ousted from the UN. Abandoned, exasperated, the

KMT anxiously sought every possible way to boycott Beijing. One of which was to tighten its

grips on the overseas Chinese communities, It was alleged that the KMT seized the CBA in

Vancouver as its national headquarters in Canada to re-gain political control of the estimated

120,000 Canadian Chinese (Vancouver Sun. September 10, November 21, December 8,7977); Tlr.e
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allegation detailed that the KMT funded the CBA from their banks in the United Stâtes, and

the CBA recruited young Chinese Carìadians to go to Taiwan every summer for anti-communism

indoctrination. Those charges, true or not, enclouded Chinatown.

4.1. The Chinese Cultural Cente

The tension between the CCC ând the CBA mounted to an acme at the time Dr, S. Wah

Leung presided over the CCC. Leung realized he was surrounded by enormous financial

problems and hostility. A rumor wildly spread, accusing the newly formed CCC of being

infiìtrated by the ultrâleftists, the sympathizers of Beijing. (The November 5,1977 editorial

of The New Reoublic, for instance. accused the CCC of "actins as the vanøuard for the Maoist

Communists, and lbeing] most actively hoodwinking funds for a building.") Bear in mind, the

politically correct way of representing the Chinese communities in Canada was and still is
neutrâlity and independence, connecting to neither the KMT in Taiwan nor the Communist Party

in mainland China.

History again resorts to itself, resorts to common sense developed through time. As

much as one cannot define whether and why the CCC was "Red", one cannot arbitrarily

porkay tlÌe CBA simpìy as the mouthpiece of the KMT. The local news media seemed having

overtly simplified the power contest in Chinatown, rendering the CCC and the CBA two

diametrically opposing camps of ideologies. A glimpse at the educational profiles of

Strathcona (given the fact that in the 1970s the maiority of Chinese population in Vancouver

was concenFated in Strathcona) reveals that one third of the adult residents in Strathcona had

less than grade five education and about half of the community had never reached grade eight.

Thus, it is not realistic to think that most people in Chinatown had ever read the Çq¡q¡qg4þ!

Mêd&Þþ or Sun Yat Sen's Nationalist doctrine.
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Figure 14. The comparison of the educational level between the residents (5,6?0) in
St¡atbcona (tract 057) witl that of tbe general public of Grearer Vancouver (831,195) in
1976.
Source: Minister of Supplf & Semice, Census of Cana¿Ia 1976-Vancouvet:
Populalion and Housing Characterist¡cs , 1978.

Most people in Chinatown never were, are not, and never v/ill be ideologues. Their involvement

in politics, if not whimsical, for better o¡ for worse, is directly related to their day-to-dây life

interests. The dictum that the KMT held large memberships in the overseas Chinese

comrnunity must be understood historically, So did the name "Communism". The word had a

miasma of meanings excepting Marxism. It invoked a chain of negative associations for those

who left China before the Second World War, for those merchants and mandarins, (which the

maiority of the CBA directors were), who fled from mainland to Hong Kong or Taiwan and to

Canada. Communism implied the fear and terror of revolution. The little word "Red" packed

magic power. To associate the CCC with 'Red" would cut off the CCC from its roots.

The opposition between the CCC and the CBA escalated to the level of senior

governments. Having had longer relations with the CBA, the Province, would only fund the

CBA's national congress. B.C. Provincial S€cretary Grace McCarthy while praising the CBA as

"the community workers", also expressed her concems. She reassured the CBA leaders that

"here in 8.C., here in Canada, we will not be füghtened. We will not be intimidated and we

will not be lrarassed by thôse like the people outside" (Vancouver Sun: Dec. 8, 1977). Jumping
into this melee of politics, a Kingsway Liberal MP publicly defended the CBA as a "record

cìean" organization. These remarks in an intervierv with the Toronto Sun were understood as an
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attack on the CCC. Then The New Republic. a local Chinese language newspaper, closely
associated with KMT, began to circulate tainted stories about the heads of the CCC.

The weight tilted to the ccc. Their priority was to cleanse their reputation. In
rerrospect/ s wah Leung was probably the best candidate for this unpleasant dufy. Born in
Jiangmeng, a city in Canton, S.Wah Leung (1918-1989) came to Canada with his father, who as

a pastor, was admitted by Immigration canada with little hassle. The confucian and
Christian education molded Leung into a gentleman: he was modest, quiet, mild, prudent,
intelligent, motivated and diligent. Having lived a splendid life, Leung had won numerous
laurels and awards as a student, a Doctor, a leader, a community servânt, and as a citizen. His
fruitful academic achievements, which eventually culminated in the first Deanship of the
Faculty of Dentistry in uBC, eamed him an undisputâble reputation among the chinese people.

chinese always admire and trust the educated ones, Leung's reputation led him to be elected to
the chair of the nâtional Leungs' Association and the CBA for years. (Sophia Leung_S. Wah
Leung's wife-was also an energetic community worker. The Leungs, with their wealth, could
easily live a luxurious and comfortable life, but both chose to work for the chinese community).
The fame and noble characteristics of Leung which the Chinese look up to, proved to be an
invaluable quality in unifying Chinatown. In 1925 s.wah Leung, persuaded by a few cCC
members, "who refused to take'no' for an answer", ioined the Board . "of course", Leung
professed in his memoir,

Apart from being overwhelmed by their enthusiasm, I had already been very
impressed bythe many community activities and projects undertaken by the Center
and es.pecially,_ by the large number of 

"neigeiic 
young peoplé involved.

Nevertheless, I had some concern over being peisonaliy coñ.r.rrltt"a, since there
were rumors afloat that the Centre was being controlled and used by a group of
'ultrâleftists' to advance their cause and to promote their poliiicai idéats.
However, after some discreet inquiries and peìsonal invesdgáHons I became
convinced that there was no basis for these allegations, and that the activities of
the_center were entirely non-poritical in nature anã were designed only to promote
and advance the understanding and appreciation of ch-inese .ttd ôhir,"r"-
Canadian culture (l,eung 19483: p.19).

Against tlìe odds, and hoping to gain wider public support. the CCC sent out its
ultimatum, saying that it would sue The New Republic. the Toronto sun, ând the Kingsway Mp
on the charge of "aspersion" of the CCC, one step ahead, the ccc a eged it was the cBA
that was really patronized by the KMT; it was the cBA that no longer gerved the chinese
community, it was the CBA thât for the past seven years (since 19Zi) held no free elections for
the twenty seats that were supposed to be open for compefition. (Out of a total of 61 directors in
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the CBA,41 were appointed by vancouver's chinese organizations and other 20 shourd have
been elected by the CBA members).

The tips given out by the ccc instantaneûusly aroused the interest of the local news
media Scrutiny and suspicion poured upon the cBA. one by one discreet stories were divurged
and enlarged Reality fused with fiction. The vancouver sun gossiped:" In 1970, the KMT
formed two secret troups: the 'enemydealing team' aimed at suppressing suspected Communist
sympathizers, and an 'overseas âffairs team' specializing in infjltration of existing Chinese
organizations to consolidate KMT power" (vancouver sun: september 70,lgz7). The name of the
cBA became poisonous. Its government supporters cowered nervously. The Toronto sun
apologized ând âdmitted their reports on the CCC as being ',irresponsible,,.

Having won the first bouÇ the Board members of the cCC, quoted a chinese adage that
"family scandals shall not be revealed to the outsider", and announced they would drop legal
action agâinst the cBA. "To further demonstrate its good will the Board issued an open
invitafion to members of this small clique lthe CBA] to join the cultural Centre and work
together for the benefit of the whole community', (Leung 19g3: p.19).

For Chinese, nothing could be worse than losing face, The heads of the CBA
steadfastly rejected Leung's offer. circumventing the outgrowing power of the ccc, in
February of 7977 the cBA set up its own Chinese-Canadian Activity centre society, to defy the
CCC. The defiance obviously exceeded the cCC's tolerance. The enraged CCC head over heels

formulated a committee to democratize the CBA, and tìook the CBA to the B.C. Supreme Court,
on account of its breach of democratic election process, The court ruled the directors of the CBA
have to be elected democratically- a ruling natura y boosting ccc's credibility. victôr Lee,

a UBC engineering researcher and one of the founding directors of the ccC, headed the
CDCBA, and launched a massive campaign against his key opponent, Jack Lee (the Lawyer for
the CBA in fighting against the Urban Renewal program). Again, news media had a big
impact: it painted Lee as a servant of the KMT in spite of his firm denial. The result of the
election became all too apparent long before the vote. victor Lee gained a sweeping victory on
October 29, 1928. Symbolically and politically the CCC claimed Chinatown.

These two years of contendint strengthened the ccc. over sevent¡r Chinese families
and clan associations in Vancouver began to espouse it. Its membership exceeded 5000. By the
second half of 1976, the donated fund for the cCC complex reached above $5@,000. Through
the timely help of Art Lee, Mp for Vancouver East, the CCC obtained a 91.5 million urban
Demonstration Project Grânt from the Federal Govemrnent for building a park adjacent to the
centre.

The dream came tnre. The financial assistance brought the cCC complex one more step
closer to realization. The Building and planning corìmittee of the ccc, consisting of
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Chairman Bing Thom, Allan Cheng, Danny Chow, Jeffrey Hoy, Lewis Wong, and Joe Wai, was

asked by the Board of the CCC to sPonsor an architectural design competition for selecting the

best solution.

Enticed by the nature of this competition, Bing Thom and Joe Wai both withdrew from
the Building and Planning comrnittee in order to be part of it. The iury for the competition was

finalized without them. It included: S.Wah Leung, the Committee Chairman; Dr. H. y.

Hsieh, the Director of the National Gallery in ottawa; Architect and professor G. De Rosa,

from the University of Manitoba; Architect and professor W.W. Wood from UBC; and

Architect, R, J. Thom, The jury emphatically specified thâr they were not interested in fully
developed proiects, but wanted conceptual schemes thât could demonstrate " the greatest

sensitivity and understanding of the philosophical, social and physical needs of the sponsor as

set out in the Program within the strict constraints of budget and phasing." The space program
required 32p63 square feet of indoor space for hotel convention facilities.,.-movable pârtitions
between ma.jor activity spaces..... classrooms, exhibition areas and theater spaces" and 110,62g

square feet of commercial, theater,/performint arts/ sports and recreation space. Besides all
ihis, it required the inclusion of a 1,6 acre garden space.

This competition fascinated its participants precisely for asking for the "symbol of the

chinese Community". The theme of vernacular architecture flooded the 1920s' in the heat of
the Postmodemist Arclìitecture. "chineseness" and architecture. The jury wanted merely a

visual "symbol" of chineseness. A gate opened. personal exegesis on "chineseness,'

variegated. Bored by Dragons and Pagodas, the ârchitects ioining the competition invented
new metaphors, Out of the fifty submissions in total, some treated the CCC complex as a

gigantic commercial poster-with huge wings of the fllng roof; some (Arthur Erickson for
example) sculpted it into an absbâct version of Eglptian temple. or in the case of patrick Lau
(a graduate from tlÌe university of Manitoba, now an architect in Hong Kong) his building was

Modemistic inside out. The most "traditionalist" entry (in the outlook of the building) among

all came from Joe wai and Beinhaker Associates: the entire ccc complex had the genre of the
summer Palace. Downs and Archambualt Architecb adhereed more to a "Middle way": their
building had been a visual abstraction of the elements in the Classical Chinese architecture

To sum up, canadian architects in the 1920s were swayed by the reductionist understanding of
architecture, unduly taking facade as totality.

Tlìe first prize was a surprise. The winner, James Cheng. had not yet received a

professional license, Having just grâduated from the architectural school of Harvard, Cheng,s

first project was to involve a design cornpetition for a firm in san Francisco. The firm abused

him: they did not bother to put his name in the entry. The indignant cheng thereafter split
from his first employer, ând deflected north to vancouver. sometimes he taught at uBC or
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worked part-time for Romses Kwan associates. Kwan hired Cheng for the CCC design

competition. Their deal was: Cheng used the name of the firm to submit his design proposal,

with Cheng's name going before Kwan's; if they won, the prize money would be halved.

The deal was sealed. The young James cheng sneaked into his crowded atric to proceed

to design. In those dark nights of vancouver, cheng must have had his sleepless times, waiting
for dawn The question of what was Chineseness in architecture baffled him during his shrdent

years. But never more so on the eve of competition, cheng undeniably was a fast thinker.

smart, as he always is. He did not pursue the same train of thought as other architects did.
His mind focused more to the sequences and relations within the classical Chinese

architecture-axes, gates, courtyards, and layers of spaces-rather than the proportion of the

facade. His design concept of the cCC was directly influenced by his analysis of the Fo¡bidden

City:

[T]he general layout [of his entry] follows the North-South axial approach of
the Imperial Palace in Peking [Beijingl, where the design philosophy solely
oriented on the impact of the sensibility of the participant, in progression of
spaces flowing from scaìe to scale. The center axis is based upon the whole block
frontage on Pender St. in order to maintain the symmetry for the whole site,
whe¡eas the enclosed Chinese gardens and the interplay of 'solids, and ,voids'
form a significant integral part of the u¡hole concept. It is the objective of the
architects that no particular strong architectural form other than the refinement
of details is necessary. Chinese aesthetics in general are based upon ideas of
synìmetry, human scale and rhythmic alterations of solids and voids. Dignity
and harmony, rather than excitement and diversity, have been the values held
by the Chinese through the ages ({EeEO¡:¡q, April/May 1978:p.9).

His concept, too, had significant pores and flaws in its reading of chinese architecture.

Not to mention which region's "Chinese" architecture should be considered as the most

authentic prototype, the forms and spatial pattern of the Forbidden city itself exemplified so

much the extremes in the classical chinese architecture that they can hardly be re-applied.

Its pômp and powerful centrality served the ideological identity of the imperial. Secondly, as

whoever is familiar with the history of Classical Chinese Architecture witl tell, the spatial

sequence and division (of courtyards) within the Forbidden City implied a set of political and

religious meanings above any aesthetic effect. Each courtyard opened to certain ranks of
courtiers Each roof pattern, column, color scheme revealed the level of significance of that

building. Taking away the sociological knowledge of the mythical, religious, normative,

hierarchical functions of the Forbidden city, taking away the spatiål organizational
principles from a context, the Forbidden City merely exists. This is not tantamount to saying

that architects cannot duplicate any form, proportion, or spatial sequence of the Forbidden

city. Nor does this suggest the artjstic perfection of the Forbidden city cânnot be learnt. The
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crucial question is: to what extent and for what purpose, does a chinese Cultural centre in
vancouver need the cenFality of the Forbidden city? Realistically as well, without the vast
open frontage, the axis of the CCC complex can barely be perceived from a distance; the
Forbidden city discloses itself through layers of spaces and gradually unfolded themes; this
can never be true for the CCC owing to its limited size. Fatally, the s).rnmekical centrality of
the Forbidden city contradicts the informality of Chinese garden design. Thus embedded in
the beginning, the design of the cCC presented the Dr. Sun yat sen Garden with a potential
difficulty.

At any râte, cheng's interpretation of chineseness in architecture was one step
advanced from superficial façadism, Cheng deserved the $10,000 prize for his design par
excellence. Legally he could not get the commission. so he and Kwan split the money. The firm
took over the project and signed the contrâct in April of 1928. In the summer of 1979, the first
phase of the CCC complex began.

4.2. The Genesis of the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Ga¡den

The design competition of the ccC left an enticing suspense. The scene of a garden
tucked behind the compound charmed everybody's imagination. chinese traditionally
perceived a house not to be called a home without a garden. The jury stretched this notion;
tlÌey required each entry to consider the potential site and configuration of a garden. Most
Iocal architects, chinese or not, in the 1920s, had limited knowledge of classical Chinese
garden-making. Lack of information, lack of experience, lack of appreciation, left the classical
Chinese l,andscape Architecture a hiatus in the professional education. Joe wai and Michael
Kemble, (another UBC graduate from Architecture, then the planner responsible to the proiect

of the CCC), first ventured to mainland China, That calendar marked: August, 7gzg, the
politically and econornically reforming China having barely opened to the west. No swarming
tourists here and there as today, wai and Kemble browsed the gardens in suzhou within a

week.

Wai felt meunerízed. Who would tøt, in front of those mgrossing gardens, the gems of
the chinese literati circle? Morelso because he wøs a d.esigner. The *aftunanship, the

àelicacy and intricacy of spøce, the Íragmentûry, bustlitrg rockeries, trees, compelled Wai's
admiration.

Wai had imnigrated to Vancouner at the age of 12. Theleafter he spent most of hìs

time in the west. He got his degree from LIBC , worked in London on social housing projects, and.

mooed back to Vancouaer. The trip to Chinn had a far reaching impøct on Wai,s lde.
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Cheutittg ooer this first etcotuúer to China, wai's eyes lit up. A feu years ago, í, his
office in Mainlønd stueet, øfter other architects went home, sitting across a long table, I uas
lìsteting to Wai describe his spiritual joumey.

Surroudìng us uere an ancient map of Suzhou, a copy of the script of Zhang li's poøn on
the chitne of the " chilly Mountain Temple", and a small portrøit of the fonner Chinese prime

Minister Zhou Enløi, of uhom Wøi spoke highly.

we did not chat about poritics. Emphaticaüy wai repeated thøt he was not interested
irt politics but ottly in the art of garden making. Looking at this dedicated architect ønd

respected teacher, I resmted most of my questions. I fek I had no right to impose on him,
Now, across the surface of the paper, my uords decant to you, as Wai,s words decanted

to me. There is the gap.

In 1978, "in the w€st, the notion of a chinese classical garden is at best unfamiliar.
The Japanese garden with its intense clarity of trowelled sand and highly defined elements of
singular rock and singular flower rrad found its way into North America. particurarly after the
Second World War. But what is a Chinese garden?', (Keswick et al. 1990: p.4Z). The hâsty
tarry in Suzhou absolutely convinced Wai of need to introduce the classical Chinese garden to
the West.

The mission-unbearable-sounded aìso impossible. wai retumed to canada without
any substantial plan, Duly, wai's ambition received whole-hearted support from another
Chinese garden maniac.

Dr. Marw),n Samuels, a Geography professor at UBC, and an ex¡rert on Chinese culture,
was then working in "The chinatown Historic Area planning committee', with Joe wai.
currently teaching cultural Geography at syracuse university, Dr.samuels deserves the title
zhongguototlg,, "Master of Chinese society"- Born into a Jewish family in New york, he
received his doctoral degree from the state university of washington. Dr.samuels professed
that lìis love of Chinese art and Chinese history goes back to his childhood. Talented and
assiduous, samuels was somehow able to read in classical Chinese of the Annals of the Ming
D)'nasty before he was able to speak Mandarin. His forte lay in the socio-cultural impacts of
the Grand Canal- initially built in sui Dynasty (A.D- 5g1{1g) to transport exotic goods from
the south to the northern Capital. once he published a book called rhe coast of China, in
which, I was told, his remarks on the sovereignty dispute of the Xisha Archiperagoes, a

territory claimed by several countries, seemed to agree with what the Beijing govemment
wanted to hear. Hear-say aside, samuels' personal connection to the chinese academic
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circles49 and the centrar gor,,ernment50 of china definitery goes back to the Mao era. He
managed as early as 1923 to visit professor Hou Renzhi, the most respected historicar
geographer in Beijing University, when Hou was still under house-arrest.

In the Iate 1920s samuels traveled back and forth between Beijing ând washington
D C. to foster economic trâde between the two superpowers. The fulfillment of Joe wai's
ambition was owed to tt.e Guanxi-'back door con¡ections" that samuels had with China.

China meanwhile, in the spate of economic reform, anxiously sought ways to export to
the west. The âncient literati garden ended up being one of those cultural exotica. The first
move was made by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New york City, which stmck a dear
witlì the Chinese to duplicate a portion of a famous classical Chinese literati garden (,,Master

of the Fishingnet") on the third floor of the museum, entitled the "Aster Court". e had heard
of Aster corrt Garden when I uas a uniaersity student in shanghai, because one ot' the key
design nduisors, Professor Chen Chongzhou, was teaching me the history of crassicar Chinese
garden making). samuels, who spoke fluent chinese and possessed knowledge of trre suzhou
regional history and culture, had been invited to New york as a consultant by Wen Fang, a

premier North American autlìority on Asiân art (ãt princeton university) who at tlìat time
worked for the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Through working with wen Fang on the project of
the "Aster court", samuels became acquainted with government officials in suzhou
MunicipaliÇ and Jiangsu Province.

Guanxi is power, No one in a country like China can negate the social significance of
this massive, visible, invisible informal web of nepotism thât more often than not overrides the
formal system Being well connected, samuels was thus formaly appointed by the city council
as the adviser for the Chinese Garden Advisory Committee (that consisted of Thomas Mah, Joe
Wai and Bing Thom) in March, 1980. By then, since the conception of the garden idea, two
years had already passed. The Aster court in New york was crose to completion, and the
whole crew of Chinese craftsmen and architects one by one flew back to China.

The newly formed chinese Garden Advisory committee wanted to get some of those
Chinese delegates in New York to Vancouver before they were all gone. promptly they
interviewed twelve l,andscape Architecture and Architecture firms for the design teâm. James
Cheng, Bing Thom, and Joe Wai were on the candidates lists. Cheng by 19g0 had already
obtained his architect license; Thom was gaining wider recognirion in the profession after
working with Erickson. Thom expressed rittle interest in copying a crassical chinese garden as

opposed to building a "Huaqiao Garden" (an open park fo¡ the local Chinese); wai earnestly

49such as P¡ofessor Hou Renzhi at B_eijing unive¡sitt p¡ofessor wu Liangyong ar einghua universiry,
Chen Zhang\iang at the Academy of Urban llanning and design.
s0lncluding Li Peng, rhe present Þ¡ime Ministe¡, Zhao Zhiyanj, the forme¡ prime Ministe¡.
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wanted this commission, as well. The garden had been an omen in wai,s life, how could he give
it up? The selection process must have been quite thomy to the the chinese Garden Advisory
committee- At tlÌe end wai was chosen- maybe they thought they owed too much to him?

The choice stirred some controversy. Nonetheless in the last week of May, 19g0, wai
and his landscape architect partner, Don Vaughan officially received the job.

As soon as the designers were chosen, Samuels flew to New york at his own expense to
knock on the door of wen Fang, investigating the proper procedures of doing business with
China samuels' personal visit from a thousand miles away must have touched Fang, He
quickly introduced samuels to the Ciiy of suzhou and the cadres in the suzhou Garden
Administration (SGA). Samuels, on behalf of Vancouver sincerely requested some of the
delegates of the SCA (then still in New york) to detour to Vancouver on their way home, to
discuss the possibility of having a Chinese garden in vancouver. He got the approval from
China.

A delegation of five from the sGA stopp€d in vancouver in June of 19g0. The five
delegates received guest honors from the local chinese community. sophia Leung and s.wah
Leung hosted them witlì vernacular Wu viands and their local dialect (since Sophia came from
the Tai l-uke region and speaks the wu dialect)- The sGA deregates were deeply impressed by
the hospitality and the good will of Chinatown.

4.3. The Design of the Dr. Sun yât Sen Garden

The short sojoum of the chinese deregates proved to be timery and productive. Two
leading designers, Zhou Buosun and wang Zhuxin, taking the advantage of being on the site,
worked cooperatively with the Canadian team. A conceptual plan emerged. After exchanging
constructive critiques and comments, all in courtesy, the five chinese heatled home. shortly in
october, they mailed a set of preliminary drawings to vancouver for technical check up and
approval.

Because Chinese architects were not familiar with the concept of zoning and bu ding
codes, this preliminary plan had to be modified by the Canadian side accordingly. so to
speak, the obvious concern from the canadia¡ side was the proper design of the Ting [pavilion]
atop the "false mountain". The canadian side was concerned that the height of the Ting and
the rugged path might have violated the safety regulation. The chinese side considered both
the height and the steep steps were essential to the spirit of the entire garden. without them,
the garden would have no soul. The compromise, as one can s€e now was to bu d the Ting while
surrounding it with a rope, preventing visitors' access,

The proposal from China made one site-specific revision that displayed
thoughtfulness. They tucked the classical garden portion at the side of Carrall street, for two
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reasons: one was that Carrall had less t¡affic noise than pender and euebec streeç and
secondly, the garden now faced the park from the East, a location from which moming sun and

gentle south winds would prevail.

The difference between garden ând park originated from The park and Recreation
Regulation in vancouver, which requires that all the public parks be opened to the general
public, free of charge. Anticipating there would be expensive maintenance costs for the garden,

the Canadian side had to divide the overall garden into two componential spaces: a relatively
open, large park free of charge and a smaller, compâct, semi-enclosed "classical" garden which
requires admission fees to subsidize the maintenance work; both under the same title: the
Dr.Sun Yat Sen Classical Chinese Garden.

To meet this onerous requirement the chinese architects proposed to use th€ "Double-

sided Corridor" [Shuang-Langl from the Gentle Wave garden Estate (in Suzhou) in order to
segregate the park and the classical garden but not destroy the integrity of the garden as a

whole. A strolling corridor often had only ',one-side,,, i.e., it had one \¡,.alkway system.

stroìlers, along those zigza,, nat:J¡,ally shaped corridors, through the frames of the pillars and

the eaves, or the leak windows on the wall, wouìd enjoy the beauty of scenery and im¡nerse
themselves into the cosmos. The Gentle wave Garden Estate creatively had a "Double-sided"
corridor, which has two walkways divided by a wall in the middle, whereas the leak
windows on the other hand allow the strollers walking on either side to feel both the sense of
separation and togetherness.

A "corridor" or "Double-sided corridor", framed views in the garden, and threading
through fragments and bushes, acted as part and vehicle for the philosophical and aesthetical

intervention into nâture from the perspective of the literati. Here, in the Dr.sun yat sen
Garden, it was transplânted to cordon off the unpaid visitors from the paid ones.

This garden, to repeat, was a simulacrum. Its original counterparts are, as Joe Wai
acknowledged in his book: the water Pavilion from the unsuccessful politician,s Garden [Zuo-
Zheng-Yuanl; two of the rock formations in the Lingering Garden [Li-yuan]. 'The size and the
general character of the Dr. sun Yat sen classical Garden was inspired by relatively small but
exquisite garden in suzhou - the Garden of the Master of the Fishing Nets, where a central
water body is sunounded and enhanced by several pavilions, varying in size and purpose. The
two principal pavilions -the Main Reception Hall and the scholar's study - are derived from
simiìar pavilions in that garden" (Keswick et al. 1990: p.50).

But the design of the Dr.sun Yat sen Garden falls short, or at least, lacks consideration,

of some the basic PrinciPles of the classical Chinese garden making (to continue our discussion in
châpter 1) (1). The prime principle in classical chinese garden-making ( if we can exhapolate

from The craft of Gardens of Ji Cheng (Ji 1634l1988)-the Master of Literati Garden), is the
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appropriation and fitting of the design to the land. "ski in landscape design is shown in the
ability to 'follow' and 'bor¡ow from' the existing scenery and rie of the rand, and ârtistry is
shown in the feeling of suitabirity created. This is even further beyond the powers of mere
workmen, as well as beyond the contror of the landowner. The owner must obtâin the services of
the right person, and not throw his money away" 0i 19gg:p.39). To elaborate the notion of
fitting, Ji exemplified, "to borrow from the scenery means that although the interior of a
garden is distinct from what lies outside it, as long as there is a good view you need not be
concerned whether this is close by or far away, whether clear mountains raise their beauty in
the distance or a purple-walled temple rise into the sky nearby,,0i 1988:p.40).

(2). The norion of "nahrralness". The ancient chinese gârden makers well understood
that their tardens were not a mechanical duplication of nature nor a simplistic mimicry. with
all the resemblances to the wirdness and the beauty of the spontaneous mountains and streams,
it is the obliSâtion of the skillful garden makers to perlorm their flawless execution on the sire
to respond creatively ând meticulously to the given. Naturarness demands a high degree of
human intelligence to articurate or hide certain parts of the naturar environment, thereby
delivering the soul to the site, Ji Cheng himserf illustrated this point by a personal experience.
Requested by a landowner, he was to design a garden on a mountain side. "i could see,,, he
wrote,

lT]hat the contours of the property rose very high; as one tracked the sheam to its
source, it led deep into the hillside. Tan trees reached to touch the heavens,
while twisting branches brushed the eârth. 'To make a garden here,, I said, ,oné
should not onìy pile up rocks to emphasize the height, Ëut excavate the eaith to
increase the,depth, with their roots curled 

".orr"r.d 
shee, rocks just as in â

painting. Following the course of the sheam we should construct päv ions and
terraces, whose reflections will be scattered on the surface on thà pond, with
winding gullies and flying galleries leading on from them, so that peóple will be
taken beyond anything they could have imãgined (Ji 19gg;p,35).

(3) The third criticar principle in literati garden making o'ght to be the mood of
"impìicitness". Being Chinese often means being suggestive. Being suggestive meâns
gesticulation, hints, flowingness, open-endedness, fragmentation, or circularit¡r. Like a Tai
ch'i [Tai Ji] master softly directed the force of one's own towards the other and the universe,
the chinese garden makers designed their gardens by smooth and sophisticated layers of
flowing space. This principle determines how one selects the site, how one organizes spatial
sequence, how one hides the source and the end of the water, or the vistas of pavilions and
towers near the bamboo forest. Ji again expounded:
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Generally, in the conskucfion of gardens, whether in the countryside or on the
outskirts of å city, a secluded location ls the best..,...lnner-city sites are not
infrinsically suitable for gardens; if you construct a garden there, it must be in a
place as secluded and out of the way as possible, so that although it may be close
to vulgar surroundings the gate can be shut to keep out the hubbub. tnng , winding
paths should lead the way into the garden, and the battlements of tlte city-walì
should be just visible in the distance above bamboos and trees. A winding moat
should be dug around the edges of the garden, with rainbow bridges stretchiñg over
it from rustic gates (i 1988:p.46).

Not to tâke the last point too literally, what Ji sugtested is how a garden responds to a

urbân setting in its seclusion with its fitting to the site ând the land. wafted in hjs poetic

writing, chinese garden making truly assumes a form of art wfuch has and has no rules to
adhere to. Like everything else in the chinese tradition, evasive and enchanting, systematic

and mystical, gârden making encompassed a soul searching process.

Evaluated under these design principles, certain weaknesses of the Dr. sun yat sen
Garden can be identified. Structurally the desiBn of the CCC complex, (done by Kwan,s firm),
pierced the garden with an arrow of central axis (for all that is imperceptible along pender

street), and forced the garden to respond. The existing moon gate, as a result of that, havint to
answer from the frontal facade, sacrificed an important feature of the Chinese garden
making-its implicitness. The ccC complex and the Dr. sun yat sen garden now live as two
engraved ironies. The former, undeserving of the glory of the Forbidden City, flamboyantly
claimed it in an awkward manner; the latter that should turn away from this mistake, carried
it on As James cheng himself put it, the disiointedness between the cCC complex and the

Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden reflected the disharmony inside the Chinese community.
Another subtle but fatal act was the planting of trees in the classical garden. The

landscape architect, Don Vaughan thought it would be good for each hrming point in the paths

in the garden to possess a focal point. He designed all the foci with spruces. This arrangement

of landscapes put an end, both philosophically and architecturally, to the void-effect created

in most literati gardens. An uncertainty, a nothingness, an impermanence flowing through
courtyards, an obsession of the literati. If one observes carefully, trees or rocks in most literati
gardens were placed slightly off the foci points. That slithtness has been missed in the Dr.sun
Yat Sen Garden.

Finally, the Dr. sun Yat sen Garden fails the paramount criterion of a classical

chinese garden, the notion of "environmentally fitting": the garden cannot endure vancouver,s

local climate.

Even so--despite of what has been said, the overall design of the Dr.Sun yat Sen

Garden, particularly the classical portion, has succeeded in duplicating the compositional and

aesthetical beauties of the gardens in suzhou, Á. garden of this size---small and with a limited
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sPace-has to develop more intense and static themes. By providing the golden-fish pond, the
Tings, and the scholar courtyard, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden can hold its visitors for hours,
sepcially those who understand Chinese gardens. The double corridor higtrlights a spark of
wisdom.

The first phase of planning and design was wrapped up in the beginning of 1981. When
the Spring came, the first official delegation from the Canadian side, composed of Joe Wai,
Don Vaughan, Marw¡rn Samuels, and Park Board representative Steven Cripps, left for Suzhou
for contract negotiations. Let's also not forget to mention how the Chinese were apt at
entertaining their honorable guests-feasts and sightseeing, all the serious decisions had been

made at the dining table. At the end a Memorandum was signed by both sides, recording four
points on design:

1. The Canadian side expresses its satisfaction with the preliminary design put
foryar{ by Suzhou Classical Garden Construction Company [also named 

"r;SGA"]in October 1980, and agrees to take it as the basis for ths technical design of the
project.
2' The Chinese side will submit the sufficient preliminary design of the
constuction of suzhou Garden [meaning the Dr.sun yàt sen Garden] (general plan,
architectural plan, architectural elevation, plan, and section drawlngs) to the
Canadian side no_ later than July 15, 1981. The Canadian side agrees tã give the
appraisal of the plan no later than August 15, 19g1.
3. Ioe Wai and Don Vaughan agree to provide detailed working drawings
according toVancouver code to the Chinese side no later than August 15; 19S1.
4.Suzhou Classical Garden Construction Company will prõvide its detailed

working drawings to Joe Wai and Don Vaughan nolatér than October 15, 1981.
Of Budget
(1)The Canadian_ sidg \o-pes that Suzhou Classical Garden Construction Company
will submit the detailed budget of the whole project no later than July 15,1,g1l.
(2)The final contract will be signed no later than January 72,'tggî..sl

The trip-a "celestial flight into Otherness"--probably gave the most joyful thrill to
Don Vaughan among the four. This landscape architectural graduate from Oregon was

enthralled by the Chinese dexterous play of Yin and Yang in garden design, their devised
counterbalance between the hard material, such as buildings, rocks, walls, and the soft and
invisible entities, such as plants, pond, or light and air. Yin and Yang , perceived as a
harmony of the built and the natural environmenÇ through this view, filter into dialectics,
into a universal design principle that could be used in landscaping Downtown Vancouver.

This time, Wai, made a leap in his understanding of the fineness of the literati garden.
"Creativit¡r", Wai pondered, "is a Western concept in architecture. But ancient Chinese were not
afraidoftakingaprecedenceandrefinedit[gardenlproperforanewsite'.@¡,

51Fil" on "the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden" in the B.C. Archives.
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october 17, 1985). More convinced than ever before, wai thought thai "the impact of this project

lthe Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden] will take some time for people to realize',,

You have to understand that this is not Chinese architecture as the West has come
to see i t......
The Ming dynasty was considered the last glorious period of the Han culture. In
general terms, in the long line of Chinese gardens the Ming gardens differ from the
later ty?es of gardens in that the later gardens tried to maie the decorâtion aspects
dominânt. They became rococo. That's why today you see a mockery of Chinese
architecture, the Grauman chinese Theater school of architecrure, because that is
the kind of architechrre Westerners first saw when they came to China. But the
Ming architecture was simpler, with classical lines. lte are going back three or
four cenhrries to find this form ( Vancouver Sun, October lZ 1985J.

In less than a week, the deregates returned to vancouver. on May of 19g1 Michaer

Harcourt, tlìen the mayor of Vancouver, confirmed the "Memorandum". In July of 19g1 the sGA
first released their budgetary proposal to the Canadian side, including: (l)Construction

Material and Crafting: í993,M0 [in Canadian dollars]; (2) Shipping of the Material inside
China: $280,000; (3) Instâllation of the Material in Canada: g1,209,170; (4) Design Service Fee:

$91,000. The totat that the Chinese side demanded was 92,523,61,0. However, considering $0.5

million for accommodation of the artisans and craftsmen who would come to vancouver, and the

$0.4 million of shipping across the Pacific ocean and customs tax, altogether, the canadian
side had to look for approximately $4 million cash! (If one counted the construction cost of the

park and the previous payment on the land, the totâl cost of the Dr. sun yat sen Gârden was to

be $ó rnillion).

4.4. The Marathon of Fund Raising and Contrâct Negotiation

Four rnillion dollars was an astronomical figure for the chinese community. where
would tlìis money possibly come from? At this critical point one eminent individual personally

committed $1 rnillion to the garden project, âs a base to challenge the sincerity of the three

levels of governments.

This individual is now the twenty-fifth Lieutenant-Governor of British columbia, Dr.
David see-Chai Lam. Lam has been a "celebrity" among the chinese canadians, well known
for his philanthropy. Similar to the personal background of Dr. S. Wah Leung, David Lam

grew up in a missionary family and obtained a doctoral degree in Economics at Temple

university lt is unclear whether Lam was ever engaged in the field of economics

academically, yet doubtless, Lam is a successful investor. He has all the cha¡isma and

admirable qualities that most Hong Kong new immigrants want: he is wealthy. famous, a

devoted christian, and a chinese arts connoisseur. Canada never declines immigrants of such
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sorts, ln¡hose presence means jobs for the locals. lam and his wife were persuaded to move to
Vancouver in 1967. soon after that, Lam's language skills, degree, financial strength, and
personal commitment to the Chinese canadians thrust him into his current position-the
highest official rank that a Chinese canadian ever reached-under the emblem of the eueen.

According to Lam himsert his infatuation with horticurture and garden making
developed long before he came to canada, rn 7978, for the first time, he visited those
exquisitely crafted literati gardens in suzhou. He was conquered by their irresistible beauty.
During that trip, which was at the same time that Joe wai and Michael Kemble arrived in
Suzhou, l-am overheârd that someone from Vancouver was interested in introducing the literati
gardens to canada. According to Lam, he was excited by this and he asked his assistant to

contact the people f¡om Vancouver.

Flying back, Lam discovered the CCC was in charge of the garden project still in an
embryonic form. Cautiously, as an investor should be, Lam told tlìe Director of the chinese
Garden Advisory Committee, Mr. Mah, that he would be willing to commit $1 million to

challenge the three levels of governments.

Four years elapsed, and, when Michael Hârcourt gave approval to the proiect in the

summer of 1981, Mah remembered Lam's promise, Mah contacted Lam, requesting the $1

million. Lam replied that his g1 miìlion donation would have to be the last 91 million,
meaning, unless the Chinese Garden Advisory Committee could collect enough funds from the
governments or through other means, he would not release his money, in case the project aborted

on drafting boards.

The chinese side at first only vaguely knew of the financial trouble of the project. The
exchange of ideas and technical information between the two sides was carried on. In July of
1981 the anxious sGA sent their construction timetable to vancouver; In october, Joe wai and
Don vaughan mailed the twelve sheets of technicat detail drawings to suzhou. The ongoing
business, for the people in the Advisory committee, allowed for more time for fund raising.

stiu yet to come, the $4 million floated somewhere in the dark. Lam's g1 million would not
materialize unless the other g3 million miraculously appeared. But without t¿m's g1 million.
few would want to commit their own money. It seemed that the project couìd abort at âny
minute.

To expedite the pace of fund raising, the Dr. sun yat sen Garden society was formed to
replace the temporary advisory committee. Thomas Mah, a banker for the Bank of Montreal,
presided; Henry Chung, Professor w.w. wood, and susan Fane were the thre€ vice-presidents;

The board members included B. Beiser, Ann Cherniasky, Zachery Clark, John Dodds, Bill
Gibsons, ]ulia Lee Knudsen, David Lam, Esmond Lando, Art tee, Sophia Leung, Doris Manning,
Terry McGee, Daìe O'Toole, Margaret Pitts, pâul Sabatino, Carmencita Samuels (Mrs.
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Samuels), Mel Scott, and Joe Whitehead. With one glimpse, one could tell the matority of the

board members were non-Chinese, and proportionally, were women. Most of them came from
well established families in Vancouver, who were persuaded, or volunteered to join the society

for their genuine love of chinese arts. That helped sometimes. willingly they would use

their personal ties and influence for fund raising. Ann cherníasky and her husband peter

Cherniasky, for one, ashamed of the racist past of the canadian government, treated their
work in the society as an oppoúuniry to extend their friendship to the chinese community. Mr.
cherniasky once presided over the B.C. sugar Company, and had key friends in banking and
financing, when it was needed, the cherniaskys would spare no effort to assist the society in
contacting the executives in the corporations.

Unforhrnately, the 1980s were a bad time for fund raising. The economíc recession across

Canada pushed the interest rate to 2070. Banl<s becâme extremely cautious, construcrion was all
put on hold, who would readily donate? This gloomy situation forced the Dr. Sun yat sen

Garden society to re-think the feasibility of tlÌe project. In January of 19g2 Mah reluctantly
wrote â letter to suzhou, asking for a postponement of the project until no lâter than July, 19g2.

Meanwhile Harcourt wrote to the mayor of suzhou, informing them that Dr. samuels would be

in China in late April, representing the Canadian side to discuss further ârrangement.

Possibly Harcourt did not wânt to upset either the people in suzhou or in Vancouver.

Besides, it was not the City's money at any rate. The city permitted the release of 9200,000

leftover from the federal urban Demonstration program Fund52 to construct the public park
(finished in the fall of 1983). It toes withoui saying that the bank deposit for the Dr.Sun yat

sen Garden society dropped to zero. At this extremely critical moment president Mah hastily
resigned, under the pretext that he was newly appointed by the Bank of Montreal to open a
branch in Beiiing. No sooner had he announced his resignation thân Dr. s.wah Leung and the

CCC appointed one of its board members, Mr, S.K.Lee, to carry on the leadership, for S. Wah

Leung felt it was necessary that the president of the Society should be Chinese.

As a gentleman of gentlemen, S,K.Lee possesses the classical traits of Chinese. His
values and personality probably appear far more confucian, more chinese thân the average

citizen of China. This first son of a grocery store owner spent his childhood in Malaysia in the
Second World War. When the war ended, S.K.Lee turned thirty. Because of his age, his

rnarriage and kids, Lee abandoned his dream of being a medical doctor, and went to London to
pursue a law degree. In 1951 Lee gloriously returned to sintapore where he became an attomey
and a judge. After his retirement in'!977,he and his family moved to vancouver. From then

52Totul u $t.5 million fund; $800,000 had already been spenr ro purchase the addirional land adtacent to
that donated by the City.
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onward S.K. Lee worked closely with S. Wah Leung in the CCC. The two became fast friends.

Logically, when the position of presidency in the Society became vacant, Leung appointed Lee.

When Lee stepp€d into Mah's position, Samuels, the envoy, agâin took off in April
1982. On his way to China, he heard the news that the Socreds had regained power in B.C.-a
news which otherwise had no importance except, this time, it implied a possible funding to the

Dr.sun Yat sen Garden. Long since requested by the Dr. sun yat sen Garden societ¡r, and because

of her friendship with S.K.Lee, Grace McCarthy promised to give financial support to the

garden if her party won. lt is not exactly clear why- there might have been one thousând

motives behind her generosity, if one retraces the tenuous relation McCa¡thy had with the

chinese community. one reason was too evident to be missed, The provincial government

wanted the Dr.sun Yat sen Garden to be one of the tourist spots in the upcoming EXpo in 19g6.

Without E)@O 1986, would the Dr.Sun Yãt Sen Garden be possible?

This external, if not contingent, factor, determined the absolute fate of the garden. In
her letter on April 24,1982, Mccarthy offered g1.3 million to the sociery on the condition that
the garden was to be built before April 1986.

No one was more thrilled than Samuels. who, when he heard this news in Beijing,

wrote immediately to S.K.Iæe:"we heard that the Socreds won a'sweeping victory.. I assume

therefore tlìat they will honor rheir pledge of 91.3 million including $300,000 cash before 3t
May 1982." :

The Jiangsu authorities received our telex with the news that we can go ahead
with contracts for the garden. They are, of course, much relieved! At ihe same

1im9 thel are also very anxious to move ahead quickly -insisting on their
$200,000 deposit immediâtely. I am holding them atbay fór now withihe excuse
that I cannot deal with this matter until after I finish dealing with my students
here in China. Therefore, they know that I will be in Nanjing on 24-27 May, and
have requested an'urgent' meeting at that time. I cannot refuse them- though I
may still_be able to put off a serious contract discussion until 13 June (when my
students leave China and when I hâve to return to Nanjing University).
All of this is to say that it is essentiâl that (1) you send me formal Societv
authorization to invite the ]iangsu delegation to Vancouver at some specific datä
in order to (a) conclude contracts and (b) convey their 9200,000 deposit. you can
accomplish this in the next meeting of the Executive Committee and send me
instr rctions by telex.,.... (2) As final contract arrangements reguire notification of
City Council and the Cify govemment, including parks Board, you and Joe Wai et
al. wjll have to make appropriate liaison with city officials immediately. To put
it mildly, it will be a disaster if the city legal department and finance department
should prevent conclusion of the contracts with Jiangsu now. you can infãrm City
Council and the Society that the Jiangsu authorities already knew about thã
decision of the Socreds tovernment, long before I did that the Socreds regained
power, and informed me that now we have $1.3 million plus Lam's g1 milliòn, we
should be in a position to sign off the contracts. If I have to tell tell them that
even witl.ì this, the City and /or Society would refuse to sign confracts at some near
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date - they will conclude that the project is off - or at least that all prior
ârrangement are off. Therefore, we cannot afford any hitches no*......53

Suddenly, a possibilify to resolve the dilemma. More relieved M/ere the Chinese: the
sub-contractors in suzhou and Nanjing, who had already invested much labour in preparing the

construction material, were extremely anúous. The longer they waited, the more devaluâted

their fees became. usually Chinese prefer not to express anger openly to the outsiders. But

this was a multi-million dollar deal. The sub-conhactors kept on urging the Jiangsu provincial

tovernment to pay their cost, the Jiantsu govemment, through the leading architects, and the
decision makers whom samuels had already befriended, kept on urging samuels to sign the
contract. samuels himself was trapped: he knew he was powerless in the situation, for one, and

the Society needed another 91.7 million to fill the gap.

Recôunting those diskessed days, in a letter in last Autumn, Dr.Samuels wrote to me:

As I was in China for long periods in 1983-1985, my role in these events
[negotiation] was peripheral. Instead, I worked to help sustain support for the
project in China and to keep the original terms of the contract wiih China in
place-despite inflationary pressures and the fact that the growth of a
traditional architectural export industry by 1983 demanded the allocation of
limited manpower and other resources elsewhere. Since you asked about the
emotjons of the SGA in the negotiation process, I should note that, during the
later stages of the proiect, I saw my function mainly as 'keeping everythiñg in
place' so that when the money was raised, we could immeáiatéty launch into
construction. This sometimes required special efforts to prevent or diminish
tensions between the two sides. For example, having earlier convinced the
Jiangsu authorities that the project would come on stream by lâte 1993, with my
âssurances Suzhou began preparations of materials (most of which required ãt
least six-month lead time). you can imagine the 'disappointment' of Nanjing and
Suzhou when in 1983 Vâncouver was still not ready io issue the final ôrdler to
proceed, âs most of the materiâls were prepared or well underway/ and âs
Nanjing and Suzhou had already paid tlìe sub-contractors, they stood to lose â lot
of money, not to mention credibilify. At the sâme time, an Australian group came
seeing rnuch tlìe same material and craftsmen for a commercial prò¡eci there.
They also asked me to help them. In effect, Naniing-Suzhou was confrónted with
an opportunity to recoup (and make a substantial profit on) their invesfment in
the materials. Suffice it to say here that the subsequent negotiations were tough,
required an extraordinary degree of mutual trust, and finally proved successful, if
also painful to me and to several key players in China-the details of which
were never reported to Vancouver and remain so to this day.

To be sure, these negotiations were also accompanied by much good humour. For
example, during one very tough negotiating sessions held in an isolated pavilion
inside the "Garden of the Humble Administrator" lor "The Unsuðcessful
Politician's Garden"l in Suzhou, a group of tourists who were ostensibly lost in
their travels through the garden happened to sfumble into the room. Muih to our

S3Source f¡om the file of "D¡.Sun Yat Sen carden" in the B,C. A¡chives.
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amazement they were â group of young Chinese{anadia¡s from Vancouver (with
T-Shirts ablaze with symbols of Canada and Vancouver's Chinatown). When
they learned who we were, they proceeded to tell us how excited they were about
the gârden. My Chinese colleagues were much impressed by the enthusiasm of
thes€_ young people. They atso thought thal I had pre-arranged this
"accidental" visit as a clever ploy to demonstrate the suppoit of the p"eople of
Vancouver and in particular, young Chinese-C.anadians. I-protested (perhaps too
much) that I had nothing to do with this ',accident", but tiÌat obviou;lv Shanedi
[God] was on my side, and they-suzhou-should stay with me on this.s4

The artful samuels responded in a particularry chinese way. calm and sinuous. He
avoided any direct official contacts until Jnly of 1982, when he hâd to act. samueìs met the
Representative of the International Economic-Technical cooperation corp. of ]iangsu province.

The running-out of time worked to samuels' advantage. The two sides signed off a Summary. an

informal conkact, urgently demanded the canadian side to pay g300,000 no later than octob€r
of 1984 as a sâfe deposit to cover the expenses from the CNnese side.

The demand was not met on time. The 91.3 mirlion from B.C.'s provincial tovernment
took ages to get the Society. A year flowed by in tensions and silence after the violation of the

summar)¡. A few in the society, utterly fed up with bureaucracy, insisted on Joe wai re-

designing the garden in order to reduce the size and cost. Joe wai and s.K.Lee steadfastly
refused watching this project growing as their own child, they did want the best for the
Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden.

six years had passed since the idea of the garden had been initially conceived in 192g.

Six years- a foam in the history of Chinatown; a torrent in Joe Wai's life.

Aiming at that 91.7 million, S.K. Lee, in his own words, became a ',grant beggar',. The
retired judge, the erudite scholar, travelled between office towers in Downtown vancouver,
from company to company, bank to bank. Pleas, reþctions, pleas again, rejections again. Until
Lee literally solicited everybody he could reach. The results were not encourãging.

Increasingly the frustrated members of the society would squabble with each other.
Grudges and worries mounted atop s.K.Lee, and exceeded his mental bearing capacity-Lee
was already in his senior years. Afflicted with by neurasthenia, night tumed into sleepless

torture for Lee.

One day, in June of 1983, the Society finally received the $300,000 cheque from the

socreds government. once the check was deposited in the bank, samuels flew to china again.

By this tìme the exhausted chinese agreed to concede $500,000 to show their faith in
the project. Becoming more skillful in international trading, they requested a bank statement

and guarantee letter from the B.C. government and,/or the City of Vancouver. Samuels of course

544 letter w¡itten by Dr.samuels on October 29, 1993, to me
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understood whât the chinese were worried about. He could complain to the p€ople in the
Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden Society:

It would. be thoroughly devastating here should I tell them that the City refuses
such_, If our own city government will not guarantee their own p.ó¡""t, th"
conclusion here would be obvious. Therefore, I have proposed to the ihinese side
that we giv-e them 

_ 
copies of letters from the Goveinment of 8.C., City of

Vancouver, Lam and/or others to prove our financial capacity. In other wórds,
they would get the same tNng as our City Council wants from ús _proof of ability
to pay......
As I have said before, sooner rather than later, if the City wants credit for this
proiect, they will have to assume some responsibility, meaning liability as well as
credit. 

-So 
far they are getting a free ride. And I, for one, am already úred of that.

So.Big-Dea_l - the City has put up some land (most of which was purchased with
federal dollars for the project) - and has had the temeri ty to 'roan' us dollars
from funds designated by the federal government - when anã where is the Cify of
Vancouver going to put its money where its mouth has been?! If they don't want
the risk - so be it- let us begin to negotiate with the provincial government to
move the classical garden to their property - on to B.C. place j they ât least
have come up with 91.3 million promise. perhaps someone should menHân this to
our wonderful City Council. 55

Albeit grudgingly, samuels strove d igently for some sort of agreement. His years of
exPerience in dealing with Chinese politicians told him that the deal would be better-off for
Canada, if signed in Vancouver, He explained:

As you may know, the system here [in China] functions by DarL Wei _ usually
translated as 'work unit'. The critical element here is that, whili
hierarchically structured, each Dan Wei operates independently and has no
authority over another Dan Wei. Our project involves several iuch- though
mainly depends upon the Jiangsu Traditional Garden Consrruction Corporationln
Nanjing. However, as the project involves foreign affairs, certain deciiions must
be made by the foreign affairs bureau of (1) the Capital Construction Commission
of Jiangsu Province - the Provincial Govemmént Bureau most immediately
concerned with the Traditional Garden Construction Corp., (2) the Impo*_Expoit
Corporation of China - Jiangsu Branch, and (3) the Foreign Minisrry of'(A) Jiangsu
Province and (B) the PRC- i.e., national level. Hencé, for example, regardTng
the invitation- once the specific individuals are identified and I write a-for¡na'Í
invitation, the letter of invitation must be submitted to eâch of the above
mentioned foreign affairs depârtments, each of whom must approve of same in
sequence before they can obtain passpofts, The individuals and invitation must
also pass the master of party secretaries in each unit. Under normal
circurnstances, this process can take between 3 to 6 mônths!! (Of course ours is not a
'normal' circumstance, but it is complicated by the fact that some of the people
involved have never before left China),

Thus, Samuels suggested;

554 letre¡ writteu by Dr.samuels on Ju ne 26,7983. 9ou¡ce f¡om the fite of "The DR.sun yat sen carden,',
in the B.C. Archives.
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It is to our benefit that we bring them to vancouver to finarize costs. If we send a
delegation to Naniing to do this, the chinese will be on home base with an army
of negotiators, assistants, etc. and the discussions courd go on for weeks. If the],
are.in Vancouver, they will hâve to make decisions o. äe spot making it mucír
easier for our side. I can.assure you - after years of experience with thãir system

- that this is the case!!" Following this point, the dnadian side should issue
invitations to the key decision makers. "Decisions are always_ that,s always_
made by a committee of no less than 3 people tin ChiÁal. If the Jia;gsu
Go-vemment sent only one representative -iay from the governor,s offlce_ ürat
individual could not on his or her own make any decisions-without the atreement
of two colleagues of equivalent ranl<, i.e., head óf a bureau,/deparhnent. "China 

is
a nation of rhrees - even at the very top! Even during the cuitural Revorution it
was a nation of 3 plus 1. s

one has to admire samuels' acumen in penetrating the chinese daily life. His
knowledge of China even went so deep as to know how to avoid the low quarity services and the
high prices of the Chinese airline. Delicately plotted, the persuaded Chinese leaders let go a
delegation of eight- a team having its absolute irreducibility: (1) Wang Clrubing, the former
mayor of one of the municipalities in Jiangsu, ceremonial hero of the people's Liberâtion Army,
then the chairman of the Jiangsu capital Construction commission. The leader of the
delegation; (2) Wu Zongjun, the Secretary of the Jiangsu Capital Construction Commission,
managerial director, administrating of the landscape construction of China; (3) Gu Naishan,
Interpreter of the Jiangsu Capital Construcrion Commission; (4) Lu Chichun, Director of the

Jiangsu Branch of the Landscape Architectural Company of China; (5) Liu Lutang, Deputy
director of the Jiangsu Branch of the Landscape Architectural Company of China; (6)Liu yanfu,

Director of the Suzhou Classical Garden Administration [SGA]; (Z) Chen yaoyuan, Engineer of
the Suzhou Classical Garden Administration; (B) Wang Zuxin, Engineer of the Suzhou Classical
Garden Administration.

The timing too was calcurated by samuels. part of the travelling expenses wourd be
paid by the B.c government who wanted to twin up with Jiangsu province as a ,'sister

Province". The Jiangsu delegates wourd use the free flithts to vancouver, and then go to the
united states for an unrelated trading dear. on september 14, rgg4, the long awaited guests
from China arrived in vancouver. Diplomatically the Chinese side announced they would
concede $500,000 from the fees they required in 1981 as a gesture of friendship. The contract was
signed.

Before too long, the Dr.sun Yat sen Garden society derivered the first pâyment of
$300,000 to suzhou. The sGA, receiving the cash, happily continued their collection ând

564-lette¡ w¡itæn by D¡.samuers on June 4 1983. sou¡ce from the fire of "The Dr.sun yat sen Garden",
the B.C. Archives.
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prefabrication of the construction material. Yet, the Dr.sun yat sen Garden Society was still
$1 miltion short.

Personally s.K.Lee felt burnt out. He donated both the si En Ting ("The pavilion of
Gratitude") for commemorating his parents and the "Four season" leak windows in the
classical garden for commemorating his brother-in-law, his best friend, and classmate, who
hâd iust passed away. seeing his health deteriorating, Lee resigned from the presidency of
the Society, and left for China.

Meantime the number of seas of the board members of the society for the term of 19g4-

1985 was expanded to 28. J.Ernest Richardsory Roy Mah, Frances Andras, Andrea Eng, sarah
McAlpìe, and a few others joined the whirlpool. The Society itself sailed into troubled water.

In a long distance ull from Neu York, Dr.sanuels tried. to explain the nuances to me:

The garden stranded in. the antagonism between the NDp mayor, Michøel Harcourt ant). the

socreds B.C. Goaenunetzt. loe wai had been knoun t'or his New Demouatic pnrty political

stance and his closeness to Harcourt (uho helped Chinatown ìn the tate 7960s). some of the

board members in the Society werc hard-co¡e Socreds. The latter seemed less interested in
üeating a literati garden in Chinatown than building a tnuseum symbolizing the good tenns of
the Socreds gorernment uith Beijing.

Irrespective of what samuels said, whoever was to replace s.K Lee had to sprint in the
year of 1984. Ronald shon, one of the younger trustees in the society, was finally selected.

Shon came from an extremely wealthy family, originally from Japan, that owned the
Cathedral Building on Georgia sheet. In 1984 shon was overseeing the construction of the
Cathedral Building, and devoted part of his time to the society. Nominated primarily for his

energetic working style and for his ties in the financial world, to everyone's surprise, shon
accepted tl.re leadership. He took the "grant beggar's" bowl to the major cooperations he knew.

A few, such as B.c rel, actually pledged large donations. The massive campaign under shon
shortened the $1 million gap by $500,000 in a few months, then it stagnâted in its limit. The
City of Vancouver at last bestowed $300,000 to the project, leaving the last 9200,000 an

impossibility By then the sGA already manufactured everything, what could they do with
the materials awaiting to be shipped? Being informed of the impasse of the fund raising, the

SGA conceded the 9200,000 as another favour to the Canadians. 57

trj3^o"_?Ëî;K3

S7unde¡ Dr.samuels' aÈangement, the chinese side received ftee lumber from the B.c. governmenr as
compensation.
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4.5. The Completion of the Ga¡den

The real construction work commenced in Januâry, 1985. A team of fifty two artisans,

craftsmen, technical experts headed by Liu Yanfu, the director of the SGA, was billeted at the

Denman Inn, where the Society received a discount. Each of these artisans possessed a

specialty: the masons, the heavy timber carpenters, the finishing cårpenters, the tilers, the

paving tilers, tlìe painters and carvers and the false mountain rockery artisan..... To one's

amazement, the traditional techniques of garden making had even survived through the

Cultural Revolution.

In the early spring the Chinese artisans worked from eight o'clock in the morning till
four thirty in the afternoon; in the summer time, they preferred working from six thirty till
seven, and taking a long lunch break with a nap. Their dextrous hands magically transformed

the site.

The beauty of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden owes much to the manual work of those

artisans. The good or bad quality of a Chinese garden, besides design, also depends on the

meticulous handling of construction details and the elegance in detail. There are twenty some

ty'pes of buildings, hundreds of non-repeated forms of gates, windows, bâlustrades, and countless

pâving patterns and building techniques. It may be possible to design beforehand tlrose

arclÌitectural components on the drafting board. But the non-structural elements can hardly be

drawn and therefore must be improvised on site. Rock-piling is a good example. The ancient

Chinese literati were extremely particular on what kind of rocks were to be used for a false

mountain, or displayed as a tlìematic artifact. Rocks were carefully studied, detailed, and

catetorized in accordance to their origin, color, texture, and shape. The best ones were those

plucked and dredged from the basin of Tai Lake near Wu Xi, famous for their firm, glossy

quality and "shapes as 'deep hollows', 'eyeholes', 'twists', and 'strange grooves"'(li 'f634 / 7988:

p.113). Formally one finds no absolutely fixed rules in rock anangement. However a master of

rock piling would see the flaws in the novice ones. fi Cheng once explained:

If a single rock is set upright in the center as the 'chief stone' and two more rocks,
known as'split peaks', are inserted on each side, the single one will stand in
solitary magnificence and the lesser ones will act âs supporters; they will seem to
be arranged in order of ran-k and will give the impression of waiting on command.
Although you should generally avoid putting the 'chief stone' in the exact center,
this can be done if it seems right. Although it may be better on balance not to
make use of 'split peaks', if they are used, they must be used in â decisive wây.
Too symmetrical an arrangement will look like the center flanked by two vases on
an altar, and a confused arrangement will look like the insFuments of torture, the
'hill of knives' or 'tree of swords'. Such peaks will lack the splendor of the Five
Ancients on Mount Lu (Ji 1988: p.106).
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Again, we are led back to the notion of "naturalness". The scenery of the Five Ancients

on Mountain Lu referred to the five natural peaks in Mountain Lu of Jiangxi Province. The five

peaks cluster asymmetrically but balance like five ancient sages immersed in a deep

conversation. Nature, in the eyes of Chinese literati, organizes in such a way that the

spontaneity of individual elements co-exists with the articulation of the whole. Ji tossed

around this paradox of unity versus diversity.

Little has ever been written on the art of garden making after Ji-the Chinese literati

and garden makers transmitted this body of knowledge more in doing, in masterrJisciple

relationship, than in writing, theorizing, and dissection. My understanding of this matter

owes muclì to my father's teaching, who himself was an artisan. With an overt simplicify, my

father believed a "good" artist or artisan to be the one who could "best" coordinate eye, mind,

heârt, ând hand. That indeed speak of intuitive judgement, intellect, passion, and refinement

of techniques.

Most ârtisans, like my father, unable to read Ji Cheng's analysis, learnt those

principles by practice, physical labouring, and their life long apprenticeship under their

forefathers and mâsters. From that aspect, the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden had been fortunate to

have those intuitive, skillful artisans, to exemplify the excellence and trademârk of Chinese

garden making, (One could tlìus compâre t¡ìe contrasting quality between the public park and

the classical garden portior.r).

Bit by bit, the garden approached the dâte of completion. lts name-Dr.Sun Yat Sen

Garden, autographed by Madame Sun in 1981-was waiting to be engraved on its wall. The

garden commemorated Dr. Sun Yat Sen (1866-7925) who had visited Vancouver twice in the

early 1910s, ând stayed at the hotel that used to sit on this site. To name the tarden after

Dr,Sun, epitomized the politics in Chinatown. It had its own twist: instead of commemorating

someone else, the garden calls forth a common, the least problematic figure in the contemporâry

history of China, a name that could be accepted by mainlanders, Taiwanese, Hong Kong

people, or overseas Chinese. Dr. Sun founded the Nationalist Parfy and the first republic

after overturning the last dynasty. Dr. Sun was the one w}ro promoted the unification of
NationalisLs and Communists in China. His early demise allowed him to avoid wifnessing the

brutal killings between the Communists and the Nationalists, and left an ambiguity in his

political stance. The Taiwan government hitherto respected Dr. Sun as the "Forefather of

China" whereas the mainland Chinese government, who allied with Sun's wife, claimed also

tô be the loyal disciples of Dr.Sun. Being such a magic name, Sun's name appeared millions of

times in the newspaper in China, as an emblem, propagating the ideal of a unified China. For

the same reason Sun's name has been popularly used in Chinatowns across Canâda to symbolize

an unified Chinese community.
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By narning the garden after Dr.sun, the society unexpectdry created for itself some
small trouble. A group of pro-Taiwan activists, in the middle of the construcrion, requested to
erect a statue of Dr.sun inside the garden. This seemed so logical, and legitimate. The society
reluctantly accepted the "unexpected offer", once they learnt that there was an anti-mainland
slogan engraved at the base of the statue, the sociery firmry rejected the proposar, arguing
that the garden would not be appropriated by politicar interests. (when r heard of this
episode of naning t'rom a. key member of the Society, short and brief, my pen ahnost dropped

frøn my hand. Quickly, I stibbled on my note book: Sigr? -To be, or not to be).

This political dispute delayed nothing. The gardery garnering so much attention from
the vancouverites, was completed in the spring of 1986. Festivity again prevailed on pender

street on April 15, 1986. Despite the pouring rain, a large crowd of chinese and Canadians,

community members and politicians, designers and workers, joyfully gathered to unveil the Dr.
Sun Yat Sen Garden. After âll the frustrations, after all the shakes and shifts of power forces

in Chinatown, after all the bargaining between the Chinese and Canadian side, the garden,
soaking in the curtâin of rain, dazzled witlì its b€auty.

Behind the whitish walls, the anxiety, sweat, and labor were washed away, with it_
eitlÌt years of history.

Canadian society quickly acknowledged the significant contributions of Joe wai and
Don vaughan. In 1989 this project wâs honored with the national landscape architecture
design award Public broadcasts, newspaper reports, magazines, travel guides, and potiticians

tenerously lauded the garden as "a magnificent symbol of friendship between the people of
China and vancouver", to cite Michael Harcourt (The vancouver sun: April 5, 19g6). Bill
Vander Zalm treâted this garden as a treasure in Chinatown, an enticint tourist attraction.

"IMo else?", as I withdrew my hands fron the black door of the garden, I uondered,

besides wai, vaughan, Lieutenant Goaernor Lam. How about the effort and passìo,t of
S.K.Lee, Ant Chenûas@, Roland Shon, Sophia Lentg, Satnuels, Mr.Wa,g from SGA, the fifty
artisans frotn China, and many others? Hou about the people of SpOTA, in the CCC, in the

cBA, i, the fønily ønd cIø, associatiotts itt Chinatout, u'hose wotk paaed a road for this
garden? How abou! lonathøn Lau, Margaret Mitchelt, Hardwick, nnd those who lent the

chinese community ø helpittg hand in the critical noments? Hou about Dock yip, and his
generation of Chinese that fought hard against røcism and racist policies against Chinese?

The garden receded into the glozuing sunset. Reticence. My memory of Chinatowtt
blurred, anà conlolulcd.
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J
The Incarnation of the Simulac¡um

T}re long due Dr.Sun yat Sen Garden, having emerged from a welter of politics,
alighted on the edge of Chinatown, its grace lavish.ry pleasing the eyes of the onlookers. rt
looks "like Walt Disney's Fantasyland," a joumalist intuitively commented;

[T]he garden gives the impression with the sheer profusion of brack,tiled roof
peaks, gables and upswept pagoda comers that can bã glimpsed through windows
in the walls or over the parapets. The parapets themielvès ..e topf.d off *ith
the same black-tiled roofs, thus heightening the impression of ¡uÅtreo densrty
ins-ide. For once, the Western reaction to something ihinese is acéurate

Changing the topic, lìe coninued,

If ânything, there is much more inside these walls than meets the eye, as those
of us who have anxiousþ awaited the opening of the Suzhou Clasiical garden
within Dr.Sun Yat Sen Park will see foi ourielves later this month, ;hen it
finally opens, âlmost three years behind schedule. For a Chinese garden contains
much more than planß. It is a statement about how the works of iran and nature
would meet in an ideal world. This garden, and the gardens in the Chinese
garden city of Suzhou, on which it is modelled are meant to svmbolize ,the ten
thousand things' of the Daoist [Taoist] universe (lyegcm_Liy!¡€j May 19g6: p.30)

These "ten-thousand things" of the Taoist universe bewildered the tens of thousands first time
visitors. One of them, another joumalist poetically recounted:

As I ambled around the 
_Dr.Srrn 

yat Sen garden in Chinatown, looking for a view
to draw, I asked myself;'What is this place? What does it meani I looked
âround, trying to decipher tlìe complex, quaintly miniature landscape of tangled
foliage, twisted trees and rocky grotesquerie enclosed by white wålts and tled
roofs reminiscent of ancient China. It defied expranation. 'Everything here has a
place and meaning,'a guide had told me when I entered the gaiden. 

"Her 
words,

an enigmatic echo, followed me like footsteps over the littlã bridges, along the
angled corridors and inside the carved pavilions(Vancouver Suñ. Februiry 1,
7992).

considering the difficulties one faces in understanding the "Taoist universe,', the
Dr'sun Yat sen Garden society ar¡anges regular guided tours four or five times per day. The
interlocutory approach, consisfing of tour interpretation between the guides and the tourists,
proves to be a determined success, The garden steadily afüacts re-visits. The total number of
visitors noticeably increases annually. since its opening, the garden has received close to a
million visitors, from the ordinary people to celebrities: students from Halifax, tlìe former
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president of Singapore, the current British Govemor in Hong Kong, Prime Ministers and

Premiers of Canada. Notably, Vancouverites, and the local Chinese rarely pâtronize the

garden. Vancouverites knowing the name of the garden, "couldn't say for certain exactly where

it is or what we might see if we achrally go there"(!4¡ç9gyç¡_gg¡, April 13, 1991). The

potential Chinese users, (seniors in particular), prefer lingering inside the park to paying the

fees for the garden.

Demographically, two major types of patronssS visit the garden: the tourists from

California, "where a chinese garden---cspecially the onJy full-size one outside China and the

first to be constructed in more than 500 years-is something seen as being worth a special

trip"(Vancouver Sun. April 13, 1991); and the tourists from the western European countries,

particularly from Britain, France and Germany. "For the moment this is the only living
classical Chinese garden outside of the People's Republic of China. Others may appear in
American cities if China continues to give the best of itself to the world. It will remain a single

honor-and a tribute to vancouver's climâte and topography that the first overseas chinese

garden was buiìt on ground that for more than a century has been home to Chinese-canadians

and was named after Dr, Sun Yat Sen, who is regarded as the father of mode¡n

China"(Beau tiful Brítish Columbia. Fall 1989).

With its reputation rising overseas, the garden has become one of the most crowded

tourist spots in vancouver. Year after year the society hôsts its celebration party in the Middle

58 Th" Dr.Sr-,n Yat Sen Garden Society had never t¡aced tl.ìe sources of tourists, at least prio¡ to the
summe¡ of 1993, Yet the tour guides have acqui¡ed by and large the general knowledge of tñe origins of
tlìe tou¡ists they have entertained. With the assistance of four staff members f¡om the Society, I had
conducted 52 direct personal interviews on August 24,7992, o\e of the typical days in the tourist peak
season. The interview questionnaire covers three pa¡tsr (l) the general questions about the visito¡'s
impression and evaluation of this garden; (2) the visitor's perception of natute and garden, and his or l.ìer
knowledge of Chinese culture; (3) tlìe visitor's personal profile. The results of such a suwey are of limited
academic use due to the extremely small sample size among an extremely vast, highly mobile tou¡ist
PoPulation. The ¡esults, however, are quite revealing. and confirming of the observations of the tour
guides. Among 52 interviewed, about 54% we¡e male, ,t6qo female; the scope of age ranged f¡om 20 to 73
years old, and bhe average age was approximately 47; 56% of the respondents were cur¡ently employed or
self-employed as professionals, 44% of the total were either refired, house wives, or non-prófessional
wolkers; over 65% of this group we¡e people whose family annuâl income before tax deduclion exceeded
$60,000 a yea¡; and all of them were literarei 13% had finished only high school, 50% had obrained
bachelor degrees, 37% had ¡eceived graduate education. Aboút 71% ofthe respondents said that at the
time of the interview, it was thei¡ first visit to the D¡. sun Yat sen Garden, and 73% of the respondents
came with f¡iends, families or companions. CanadiaÌìs (Vancouvedtes or not) comprised 40% oÍ the 52
visitors; Americans, and mostly Californians, took up 337o of the total; the rest came from England,
France, and Germany. Thus not surprisingly, about 67% ol the respondents claimed that theii own
cultural he¡itage was European. Among those polleà, M% identified themselves as Protestants, whereas
40% having no religion or at leêst no institutionalized Western religion.

About 35% of the respondents said they were int¡oduced to this garden by the peop¡e wl.ìo had
visited the garden b efote;28.8% said they knew about this garden by reading a travel book; 13.5% knew it
from newspaper articles and advertisements; surprisingly o\ly 7.9% knew this garden through Television
pro9ta ; 21E" claimed othe¡ sou¡ces such as organized tour lines.
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Autumn Day with the red lanterns frequently being raised in the courtyard; the NDp holds
their meetings in the Maple Hâll; the Tai Ch'i class rehearses martial arts in front of the
scholar's shdies, soothed by the morning breeze, or film studios set up their cameras along the
angled corridors for a new episode of a television series. Days pass by smoothly.

our story-telling of the garden wourd haae nearry md.ed. here, or uourd haae grided

irrto a prolix recording of daily eumts, had not, one day, one ertrnt in remole China, disrupted

the routines inside the Dr.Swt Yat Sm Gardm.

Tuo months after the lune Fourth massa*e in the Tiananmen square in 1ggg, Nelso,
woo, a thirty year old stnrctural engineer, and another two hundred vancouaerites, nostly
Chinese-Canadians, students and business people alike, organized the "vancouaer society in
support of the Democratic Mouanent". At the tiffie uhen Brian Mulroney's federal cabinet

ayproz;ed the first Canadian goaentmmtal loan to Beijing, the blood on the Tiananmen square

had not yet dried. The 9100 nilliot loan came uith a. condition: chins had to buy telephone

cables and suitching equipment frotn Northern Telecom Cønada Ltd. and Canød.a wire and

Cøble Ltd., Obaiously these two large corporations uere assured substatttial profits.

Howeoer, the deal enraged the "vancouaer society in support of DemoÜatic Mouement", and

citizens utho were shatned by the "unconscionable act" of the federal gouenunent, They

qtúckly sent ø 2,000-nane petitiott to ottaua, expressitlg that "uhateaer benefit that we

might get fron this deal uourd indeed be fu of tears and blood of the chìnese

people "(Prouince, Augtst 17, 1989).

This may sou,d utrelated to the garden. For a whìle, the public spitit uas high. The

"vancouaer society i, support of Detnotatic Mouement" launched a series of forutns,
synposìums, and exhibitions, to denounce the chinese goþerflment for its btatant trampling on

humanity with heart and soul, they replicated the statue of the Goddess of Democrøcy, a

modified oersiott of the statue of Liberty, sculpted in the peak ot' the student detnonstration and

cntshed in the night of the massaue.

Were uould thry put this replica? They uønted to ptace it insid e the Dr.Sun yat Sen

Gard en.

The garden Society must haae been flustered by this request and immediøtely

danuned. The debate of the tuo sides uas reported by the protsince on August 17, 19g9:

While petitions, paintings and people are behrg used in three nea¡ Vancouaer
projects suppûrtittg democracy in China, the Dr.Sun yat Sen Classical Gørden is
reltrsing to become home to a rcplica of the Goddess of Dønocracy.
The Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden Society has rejected a proposal tô proaide space for
the symbol of China's pro-d.anocrøcy mooement, claining it would be too'poliical
and utould conflict with the museutn status of the garden at Keefer and Canall.
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Andreø Eng, president of the society's boa of trustees, said Wednesday:',The
garden is not interested in beconing part of a political fotum.,'
But 

-supporters of the pla,n to erect the rElica of the Goddess of detnouacy at a cost
of almo,st $30,000 say the gañen society does not uant to damage its ietationship
with the Chinese goaernnent, which uas instrumentûl in building the garden.
Duan lin, the consul-genoal of the people,s Republic of China, is liÁtud as- one of
its patrons.

ln a letter to the society, the garden society,s board of trustees rejected the
proposal because the sratue is "not in keeping uith the cultural and' histoical
aspects of a museum (þpgltgg- August 17,1989).

The rejected coddess settled on the campus of UBC . Nonetheless, the debate møde

tuo reaelatiors erplicit. Firstly, the Dr.sun Yat sen Garden, as neu as it was in 1ggg, had

already taken root in vancouaer, and was accepted as the focal point of Chinatoutt, The

frequent happenings inside lhe garden naturalized. and publicized the garden as a aisually
identifiable politicøl symbol. secondly, "the museum status" had been conferred upon the

garden as the gardm society wished. It wøs clear that by claìmùq "museum status" for the

garden, the society can aaoid heaay taxation, and gain sone funding from the goz.tenunent. It
zoas clear, too, that by cløíming the "rnuseum status", the society could auoid offending either

the mainlønd Chinese goaenrment (uho presmted the CCC the China Gate after the EXpo), or
other political players in Chinstoutt.

A cleuer mooe.

5.1. The Function of a Museum

This political bubble burst in no time. Beijing recovered from the international
sanctions and denouncements. I remember reading the province in the summer of l9g9 and

beginning to be enticed by the political maze in Chinatown. It became the distinctive mark in
the inception of my field work.

The stâtement of "keeping the cultural and historical aspects of a museum', was the

trigger, It drove me to museum anthropology. The primary result of that period of research, as

seen in châpter 1, enabled me to debunk the simplistic equation of "culture" and ,'artifacts",

and come to terms witlì the "irremovability", "irrevocability", and "irreplaceability" of the

literati garden. To preserve chinese culture in a museum in canada, if stripped of its political
shielding effect, of course, cancels itsetf automatically. The irony of our time is that not even

the gardens in China could preserve the literati culture. But this is one side of the coin: (1)

what then can a museum preserve? (2) and, what then are the functions of a museum of other's
artifacts ?

The first question leads us to Adorno's essay on "Valéry proust Museum" (Adorno

7967:pp.175-"185):
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The German word, "museal" ["museumlike"], has unpleasant overtones. It
describes obiects to which the observer no longer has a vital relationship and
which are in the process of dying. They owe their preservation more to hisiorical
respect thân to the needs of the present. Museums are like the family sepulchres of
works of art. They testify to the neutralization of culture. Ari treasures are
hoarded in them, and their market values leaves no room for the pleasure of
looking at them. Nevertheless, that pleasure is dependent on the éxistence of
mu_seums. Anyone who does not have his collection (and the great private
collections are becorning rare) can, for the most part, become fãmtiaì wittr
painting and sculpture only in museums. When discontent with museums is shong
enough to provoke the attempt to exhibit paintings in their original surroundingi
or in ones similar, in baroque or rococo castles, for instance, the iesult is e.,rer, -oi"distressing than when the works are wrenched from their originar surroundings
and then brought together (Adorno 1967p17î).

Incisively Adorno outlined a gloomy dichotomy, insofar as the whole western culture keeps on
peúshing, in which the arts Partake, and which neither the idealistic subjectivation of Proust
nor the nostalgic returning to being in itself (that ,,objective thereness',) of Valéry could sustain.

For Valéry, a poet and disciple of Mallarmé, the muse'm, acting so repulsively as a flea_

market replete with discordant and dead objects, bastârdized his sacred art. proust, the
novelist, the aesthete of the pre-Flaubert era, who awoke precociously, mocked Valéry for his
naivety, by diametrically contending (witlìin the all too familiar framework of Dualism) that
â museum provides the indispensable setting for modern art, where art, differentiated from
sham, from kitsch, could be appreciated by connoisseurs ând experts. The "aura" for which
valéry yearned, was irreversibly gone for Proust. Conversely the "aura" proust dreamed of,
looked to be eternally delayed.

Distinctively the definition of "art" differs in the two genius'minds. valéry failed to
grapple the quintessential spirit of modernism that depended on and demanded a radicalized

individual consciousness (and self-consciousness). No less narcissisric, Proust undereslimated

the penetration of commodification into the general condition of humân consciousness upon
w}rich art relies.

[Proust forgot] to take full account of the fact that even in the very moment of its
conception the work confronts its author ând its audience as something objective,
something which makes demands in terms of its own inner structure and iis own
logic. Like ârtists' lives, their works appear 'free' only when seen from the
outside. The work is neither a reflection of the soul nor the embodiment of a
Platonic ldea. It is not pure Being but rather a 'forced field' between subject and
object. The objective necessity of which Valéry speaks is realized only ihrough
the act of subjective spontaneity which proust makes the sole reposiiory of ãll
meaning and happiness (Adorno l96Z:p.784).

The museums will not be shut, nor would it even be desirable to shut them. The
natural-history collections of the spirit have actually transformed works of art
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into the hieroglyphics of history and brought them a new content while the old
one shrivelled up. No conception of pure art, borrowed from the past and yet
inadequate to it, can be offered to offset this fact. No one knew thii better than
Valéry, who broke off his reflections because of it. yet museums certainly
emphatically demand something of the observer, iust as every work of art doeé.
For the flaneur, in whose shadow proust walked, ii also a thing of the past, and it
is no longer possible to stroll through museums letting oneserf be delighted here
and there. The only relation to ârt that can be sancrioned in a realitv ùrat stands
under the constant threat of catastrophe is one that treats works oíart with the
same deadly seriousness thât characterizes the world today. The evil Valéry
diagnoses can be avoided only by one who leaves his nalveté oútside arong his canâ
and his umbrella, who knows exactly what he wants, picks out twJor three
paintings, and concentrates on them as fixedly as if they rèally were idols. Some
museums are helpful in this respect. (Adomo 7962 p.lgi).

Kindly enough. one has to be startled-at least I was- by Adorno's generosiry to
"some museums", given his pessimism towards the general public and the culture that became a

"cultural industry" under capitalist and Nazi stâtes, in the name of Enlightenment (Adorno
"1944:720--167) 

.

Outside every museum, Capitalism has already won, with or without Marx,s
foretelling tlìe estrangement of socieÇ in the deluge of abstract signs and commodities.

Marx already denounced the obsceniiy of the commodity, which is linked to the
principle of its equivalence, to the abject principle of free circulation. The
obscenity of the commodity derives from the fact ihat it is abstract, formal and
light in compârison with the weight, opacify and substance of the object. The
commodity is legible, as opposed to the object, which never quite r;veals its
secret, and it manifests its visible essence-its price. It iì the locus of
transcription of all possible objects: through it, objects communicate_the
merchant form is the first great medium of the modern world. But the message
which the objects deliver is radically simplified, is always the same_their
exchange value. And so, deep down the message has already ceased to exist, it is
tlìe medium whicl.ì imposes itself in its pure circulation (Baudrillard l9g7: p.23).

All too familiar, tapping on our brain, herein, the post_modernists propagate the
heârt-throbbing message of the "ecstasy of communication", literally, by turning reality into
illusíon, illusion into reality. To have museum or not, in this light, has become a triviâl point.
what does it matter, if the cultural artifacts from the past, from the ordinary, from the other
are to be placed inside or outside a museum? For, we are drifting lightly in a floating universe.

In the floating uniuerse of postmodenists, meaning becomes meøningless; arbitrariness
becomes meaningful, precisely within the recess of "unconsciousness". lt seez,s the more we

lotow what u,e meal, the more wt suwrcss our unconsciousness, and we lie; the more we mumble,

the more netaphoric ue becone. Hou¡ un I then represeflt this "liberated" uniaerse to you-in
a sub-text fonn- uithout giaing it too ,nuch cohercnce and loathsome møteriality?
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Therefore, I must munble, I must use the Fra.tdian trick.

De saussure not fortuitously in our tine dis-cooered that a sigtx refers to arL uniu of a

sout'td-image and a concept, respectioely the " signifíer " and "signified". The "westent (and

modent) sigr" does not haae to ret'er to the "referent". in alphabetical languages, sign cancels

out "reality". or uorse. object becomes sign, sig, becomes signifier, signifier refers to signit'ier,
reality, ø web of reqesentation.Sg

Being post-modern, we read Freud, anti-Freudians, Lacan, anti_Lacanians, Derrid.a,

anti-Derrideatts, or more proaocatiaely Nietzsche, ønd. nobody. Reading is futile, reading is
zero degree, reading cicles, from the arbitrariness of sig,s, to the signs of the arbìtrary.
Depending on one's taken stance, the meaning of the same text courd be endressry pursued,

denotatiott, i.e. the intended signfud of a signifier, according to Hjelmslet, destablizes under

the rcader's scrutiny. Text is an esplanade of the interlocution of the author and the readet,

where the author's intentions haae been charged by the reader's aariotts ways of rcading.
conttotation blends z;iscously uith denotatiotl. Exteriority intrinsically wørps arou,d
ìnteriority of, text. signification absorbs the socio-cultural cøttext into its uomb, leaitates it
by transforming "reality" into a glossy surt'ace of perceiaed texts.

cotnmunicatiott aia and as sign inaolaes the sender, the receiaer, the message, the cod.e,

the cotxtact, afld the conteú (lakobson's inaentory60) cornplicates signification into ø multi-
leoel process, author's aoice, together uith the "meta-language" , is ot¿t.

Hesitating to continue this banage, this spin of terror/bliss in the melting pot of words,
I have a point to make. (To those who want to obtain the secret map of structuralism, post-

structuralism, and Marxism, I suggest Jameson's "The prison-House of Language" (Jameson
"t972)).

59Thit dit"ou"ry of the arbitrariness of sign as within its self-referentiality sends a quake to those who
never doubt the- imrnediacy of language, of its power to represent, to those who profejs their faith deepry
uPon the metaPhysical T¡uth of the words. Not fortuitouJafter Saussure, there þrevailed in the twentilti
centu¡y his offspring-T i ¡guletics (thar focuses upon the diachrony of ranguige) and semantics (that
focuses upon the use and meaning of language in iontext) (Jameson 1972), Fó¡mãtsm and Structuralism
thrived in tandem with the realm of sign, while leaving the analysis of the "referent" obsolete. Because of
this rejection/neglect/or somewhat a denial of the texture of the world, Western alphabetical language,
afte¡ saussu¡e, wittgenstein, Freud, Lacan, o¡ De¡rida, no longer ¡etains the same ¡ock uea ãr ine
lePlesented Language falls f¡om Srace ínto a ci¡cuitous effo¡ts trãversing sign to sign, sutface to surface,
t¡ace to trace-that Derrida will name. Sitnification becomes a "diffe¡ince" wherein the signifier
"dif{ers", "defers", and defies the ultimate Signified (the meta-interpretation). -
60F¡om 

.the 
six.categories provided by Jakobson, "Thus an emphasis on the addressor himserf yields an

'exp¡essive' o¡ 'emotive' type of language. while one on the tddressee may be thought of as â kind of
vocative or imPe¡ative (the 'connotative' function). An orientation towards the c;ntext involves a
¡efe¡ential or denotative emphasis, white that on the contact or channel of communication Jakobson
characterizes, following Malinowski, as a 'phatic'enurciation...... the 'metalanguage' function of languâge
will be that which st¡esses the code used..,... while'the set (Einstellung) towarã the -"rr"g" ", 

-r,r"i.
focus on the message foÌ its own sake, is the poetic function of language,' (Jameson 1922: p.203t
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The fragmentation of cultural artifacts within museum, causing the furious debate

between valéry and Proust, flipflopped by Adorno and postmodemism, connects to the general

living conditionality of the West, outside of the museum. Madly liquiflng language, and

with it, meaning, culture, society, human relations, puts a dazzling paradox on the notion of
preservation. we cannot preserve "culture" in the way it was nor within museums: because

"culture" itself is nebulous, with no totâlity and completeness. Nor does "culture" die inside the

museum: like a sponge first being dipped into a red water and then a blue one, an artifact will
alter its meaning inside a museum through the different sender, receiver, media, space, and

code.

Thus tl.ìe "culhrre" with the artifâcts being preserved inside the museum, neither dies,

nor continues to live the way it was, but þansforms.

Having said so, I must immediately add two significant modifications: (1), A sponge in
reality can never be absolutely "dry", "empty", nor ,'immaterial,', I do not believe that any

cultural artifact in the process of being abstracted into sign, into commodiÇ, into form, offers no

resistance (no residue), which might vary in degrees. (a point any Marxist may make);
(2).Logically, contrary to Baudrillard's celestial flight to ecstasy, although the disconnected

signifier, signified, sign, object, culture has endless possibilities for re-association, this re-

association is anything but free.

Particularly at the macro-level, the museum culhrre developed in the metropolises of
the First world encircles few possibilities. (a). cultural artifåcts being aestheticalized,
transformed into formalistic art pieces; (b). cultural artifacts being "salvaged" by historians,

archaeologists, ânthropologists, philanthropists. It ',will recall early 2Oth-century

anthropology, the 'salvage ethnography'of Franz Boas' generation-A.L,Kroeber and his

Berkeley colleagues recording the languages and lore of 'disappearing' California Indians, or
Bronislaw Malinowski suggesting the authentic Trobriand Island culture (save in his texts) was

not long for this earth. In academic ânthopology'the salvage paradigm' has an old-fashioned

ring" (Clifford 1,987:727); (c). cultural artifacts being collected, categorized, priced, traded,

and commodified; The dealers r k from professional pothunters, middle class suburban womary

to the Rockefeller Foundation.

Encased, museum culture acutely is embroiled in the socio-political and economical

conditionalities outside museum (Stocking 1985; Wade 1985; Crimp 1983; Taussig 1992;

Clif 1ord1985 ;1987 ; Dominguez 1987; Trinh 1987).

5.2. The Function of Museum of Other's A¡tifacts

Imminently power moves in. After being introduced by the connoisseur, the ârt critic,

the dealer, the philanthropist, the historian, the flaneur, one still fâces the face of the
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otherness. So much so, our museums collect the obiects fuom the past, or from the Aboriginals,

African tribes, or ancient Indians. Under the rool through the glassy case, our gazes meet the

Other. Have we ever asked how those ârtifacts themselves alighted in our museum?

appropriâted (from latin, propri s , meaning "for the early", "to make one's own") by money?

expropriated by pillage? or received as gifts? Were the previous owners or worshippers of the

ârlifacts awâre that their sacredness would be displayed?

More thân this, more than the ¡rower of coercion, which we cân dit into ând gâsp at the

blood stained histories of colonialism and thieveries, more than the unabashed trading and

selling other's history and culture without being knee-jerking, there circulâtes a power of
another kind- how cân we mentally "make other's artifacts our own"?

The most legitimate anthropological reason for the West to collect Other's artifacts

was the "salvage" paradigm.

Our dominant temporal sense is historical, assumed to be linear and
nonrepeatable. There is no going back. no return, at leâst in the realm of the real.
Endless imaginary redemptions (religious, pâstoral, retro /nostalgic) are
produced; archives, museums and collections preserve (construct) an authentic
past; a selective domain of value is maintained-all in a present relentlessly
careening forward...,..Put schematically, in the global vision of lgth-century
evolutionism, societies were ordered in linear sequence (the standard progression
from savage to barbarian to civilized, with vârious, now arcane, complications).
In the 2oth-century/ relativist anthropology-our current "common sense,'-
emerged, and human differences were redistributed as separate, functioning
"culh.rres". The most "primitive" or "tribal" groups (the bottom rungs of the
evolutionary ìadder) could then be Biven a special, ambiguous temporal status:
call it the "ethnographic present"(Clifford 7987 :p.122).

So, what are we salvaging? "Other's time", "Our Time", "Other's myth',, or ',Our

History" (Boon 1982; Fabian 1984)? From "savageness" (a term that not too long âgo categorized

"bush men and bush women") to "the ones being salvaged", what has the Other exactly

undergone tlìât escapes frôm Western Ego? While our museum is "salvaging" an(other) tribal

culture in our museum, the octopus of the international rrìarketlhaflalieaãffione lahead.
Suffice it to say, our Ego cannot be defined by itself devoid of other and othemess. The

great s)'nthesizer of Western moral philosophy and structurâlist psychology, Habermas says:

The identity of the ego signifies the competence of a speaking and acting subiect to
satisfy certain consistency requirements. A provisional formulation by Erikson
runs as follows;"The feeling of ego identity is the accumulated confidence that
corresponding to the unity and continuity which one has in the eyes of others,
there is an ability to sustain an inner unity and continuity." Naturally ego
identity is dependent on certain cognitive presupposi tions; but it is not a
determinâtion of the epistemic ego, It consists rather in a competence that is
formed in social interacfions. ldentity is produced through socialization, that is,
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through the fact thât the growing child first of all integrates itself into a
specific social system by appropriating symbolic generalities; it is ìater secured
and developed through individuation, that is, precisely through a growing
independence in relation to social systems (Habermas 1976:p.74).

But, "Socialization" involves power, constânt and concrete power relations in the

process of cognition. To quote Virginia R.Dominguez again, the Other (and the quality of
otherness) "has been perceivd not just one of difference but inherently one of hierarchy. Whom

do we identify as other? Not those we identif with, but those we believe inferior or superior to

us, or potentially subservient or dominant. others are significant to us, even though our rhetoric

seeks to deny that significance, because it is through our construction of them precisely as

significant others that we situate ourselves" (Domingnez 1987p.732). Not without reservation,

I think such a polarization of the Other had been genuine in the history of Colonialism,

Capitalism, and the Enlightenment. Silently, the Other enters the light of the museum.

[Other's artifacts] have been diversely recontextualized, used as'cultural'or
'human' evidence in the exhibition halls (or basements) of certain museums, made
to stand for 'artistic' beauty and creativity in others. They gain 'value' in our
vaults or the walls of bourgeois living rooms, are made and iudged according to
shifting criteria of authenticity, are brought from the Museum für Völkerkundè in
Hamburg to lìang beside a canvas of Joan Miró in New York. Where do these
obþts belong?

Thus James Clifford asks:

I have been suggesting that they'belong' nowhere, having been torn from their
social contexts of production and reception, given value in systems of meaning
whose primary function is to confirm the knowledge and taste of a possessive
Western subjectivity (Clifford 1985: p.2M).

I could not agree more, But caution again. I cannot agree to use the term "Westerr.r

subjectivity" without Prudence. I cannot see why the resistance from the Eastern artifacts will
not p€netrate, or impact upon the Westem Ego, or within your mind, or my rnind, or an other,s

mind. The Dualistic split of "good and evil" has to be "deep", and "universal". Surely,

"Chineseness" in Vancouver has undergone a strange development of being appropriated from
"evil" to "good", and the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden aestheticalized, or commodified. However,
(a). to some, the toudsts in particular, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden stands as a gorgeous art work;
(b). to some, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden sitting like its corner shop that sells souvenirs, is a

tourist attraction; whoever pays the fee, gets the view; (c). to the ârchitects who designed the

garden, to the devoted Dr.Samuels, the members of the garden Society, and the architect-

writer I quote extensively in the beginning of this thesis, this garden represents the best of the

Chinese view of nature, of heaven and earth, of beauty, and of inner self; (d). for the B.C.
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goverrunent, this garden probably functions more or less as a political symbol, a graven gesture

between them and China, betwe€n them and Chinatown; (e). to the drug dealers in Hasrings,

this garden provides a niche ât night; (f). to the senior Chinese who exercise Tai Chi, this

garden offers a unique recreation, repose setting; (g). to the younger generation of Chinese

Canadians, this garden o¡rens a door for their roots searching......

Therefore the power re¡ation between the West and Eâst, the Slelf ând the Other, in

the jade-pond of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden melts into a mash.

Our "post-modern" (l mean, time as now) emotive disquisition upon the otherness and

Other gets embogged in a state of confusion. We battle with our own mind, with all the

politicâl correctness and our own choices, or we do not grve a damn.

Besides, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden is more than an artifact within a museum: it sets up

a stage where tourists can be wrapped in a déjà vue. The tour guides keep inculcating that the

garden is the most autììentic Chinese garden outside China. The polite adults âccept this

inculcation, Children keep asking when, exactly. this garden was built-whether it was 1886

or 1986.

Besides, with the physique of a Chinese garden, the Dr.Sun Yat S€n Garden resists

"making sense". A questionnaire survey6l I did on August 24,'!992 sltows that among 52

respondents, sixty-five percent sâid they liked the garden because of its ârchitectural beauty;

sixty four percent sâid, because of the craftsmanship and the landscaping of the garden; fifty
four percent sâid, because of the richness of meaning. Fifty two out of the fifty two respondents I

had surveyed said that a garden should have trees, plants, floral beds, ponds, vegetables and

perhaps animals. The majority of the 52 respondents were surprised that this garden was

"that" small and had no tea house for picnics. The respondents in general were highly

impressed by the views along the corridor and the design of the courtyard. This tenacious

emphasis on the visual quality, which may have had something to do with the Western

t)?ôlogies of garden,62 led thirty seven percent of the respondents to find the Dr. Sun Yat Sen

61Most interviews did ca¡ry on extensively at an inter-personal levet. Knowing that I came from
mainlând China, one couple from London-the husband teâching Physics at a universitt excitedly
introduced me to the friends and students ftom China they knew in London; Another a¡tist couple from
Paris tried to teach me how to perform meditation; a few doctoral students eage¡ly discussed with me
their interpretation of Buddhist and Taoist envi¡onmental ethics......
62Psychologically it seems indicative of a st¡ong propensity in the Westerners to define garden by the
single dimension of visuality. If this statement needs modification-and I concede that it is bold and
pompous, at least, the Saussurian avert that a linguistic sign merely signifies a representational notion of
the object (being referred) dese¡ves a supplement, namely, that representational abstraction of the
referent is in no way universal. An etymological retracking (Erp-Houtepen 1986:pp.227-231) will tell that
the Western notion of "garden" roots in "ga¡dinum" (in Vuìgar Latin) which implies "enclosu¡e", o¡
"gea¡d" (in Old English) which suggests "fence" and "enclosure". Yet historically befriended with "yard",
"town", "fa¡m", "court". "pa¡adise", "villa", the stereotypical s''nthesis of the Western notion of a "garden"
has little in common with the notion of "garden" in the Chinese context.
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Garden culturally "exotic" and twenty five percent to describe the garden as formally

"chaotic",

Those interpretations only scratch the surface of the Chinese literati gârden, not to
mention the literati culture. Painstakingly, the architect-writer, I quote extensively at the

beginning of the thesis, concluded:

Gardens are sometimes regarded as places of aesthetic experience or repose where
the use of tlìe intellect is superseded by the emotions. The characteristic of the
Chinese classical garden suggest that it was designed not as å mindless place but
rather â place to actively engage in contemplation of the human/nature
relationship. The entire design of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Classical Chinese Garden
denotes an animistic fascination with ch'i and a belief in the necessity of
contemplatint this life force. The magnifÍcent thought and effort which the
Clìinese exp€nded in the creation of their gardens implies that it was both their
compunction and delight to do so (Mooney 1991:p.21)

Despite his last effort, this "philosophizing" on Chinese garden gives it too much of a

Western interpretation. A Chinese garden was neither a philosophical abstraction of nahrre,

nor a subliminal artifact, nor a symbolic drama of culture, nor......

The Western Eye is confused by the "chaotic" scenes of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden. It
makes the tour interpretations so intriguing. Following the tourists and tour guides edifying

each other down through the zigzag corridor, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Ga¡dery a cultural simulâcrum

re-incarnates.

5.3. A Tour in the Ga.rden

Let's rcpeat the first episode of this thesis: imagine you u'ere one of the seniors who

stepped out of the double-decker bus, you ambled through the opar space behind the CCC, paid

the $3,5 admission fee, and ente¡ed the hallway of the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden. You arrioed at

the Maple Hall, where others and yourself huddled on a long clûret colored banch. Two ushers

entercd, calryitlg a tøll, wooden franed, double-sided embroidery art work, a picture of one

hundred flickering butterflies. The crowd was excited. PeoTsIe were amazed by the superb

crøftnnanship. A sixtyish uoman in the middle of the croud, caressing the oamished frane, ìn

a pure English accaú, explained how the embroidery was made, and its source- a neu gift frorn

Suzhou to the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden. You thm realized thnt this was the tour guide. Pausing

for a minute, the toltr guide rûised her aoice, demurely arununcing that the three o'clock tour

uas about to begin. " Suzhou is the sister city of Vancouaer," she efiphaticîIly pronounced Ihe

word "sister",
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Therefore ue haae the first authmtic Chinese gardm outside China. [pointing to
the ground paaing of the Main HøIII This is the Main Høll, or Maple Hall,
paoed by these telÌa cotta plates. This building symbolizes the friendship
between China and Canada. From here to the outside, lies the threshold, which
is an accent uhefl people are walking in and out. It is aluays discouraged in
Chinø to put your foot on the threshold. You always step further. Whett we are
inside, ue can close the door líke this [demonstrating] as the Chinese scholars
did at night. Doors are either cøtcaoe or connex, the rcflectiolt of yin and yang.
The doors fit in beautifully that excludes the darkness and mil sp,irit. As you sie
on the door, there are charm pattems of bats ønd butterflies.

[Stepping outside, pointing to the tiles of the rcof] The bat is an august otnen in
Chinese culture. It sound.s the same as the word 'Luck'. These ptanks [Sign
Boañsl on the hall, one says 'good. luck eastdy', and the other says , Gosh, I
forgot If you look up øt the tiles, these tiles come out of the imperial kiht. Whett
this garden soaks in the heaay rain, this garden tends to be more beautiful
Because the røit.t comes down from the roof like a waterfall, ftom the curue of the
tiles right to the bottom row. Do you see the little poitlt at the bottom of the
tiles? the watet will drip frotn there, and. drip like a curtain. Now if you take a
close look at lhose tiles, do you see the shape of a butterfly? in the ceitre is the
scribed word "longet;ity".

Look nou at the pûtios. As yott go around, you will find they are all different.
But they all blend in beautifttlly because they hnoe the same colors of stones
[referritry to the paoitlgs]. The pauings are stuffed stones and the little whìte ones
here are the broken cups. Nice uay of recycling! So I will suggest you to pare
your yard by yourself. Look at the gingka tree. These leaaes coming out of the
branch, in a beautiful fan shape, turn to gold and orange cnlor in the fall. Gìngko
remains the oldest species of trees in the world, that dates back to the lce Age. lt
has a maroellous characteristics. Wen íts leøues shut, they shut uithin twenty
four hours.

Nou, htnt arowú. You look at these beautit'ul rocks. They, as I said of eoerything
here came from China, came frorn the Tai Lake, aery near to Suzhou. And they
øre limestones. Soft. The shapes ø:td holes in the rock haae been caused by water
cuftents. They haae been picked and simply cemented. together as an ìsland on top
of which we haue Lhis looely house, or a gazebo, they [the Chinese] calt it Tirtg.
A Tittg captures lhe heaaenly cloud, opens three hundred and sixty degrees so
that the master of the manor, uhen he sits there, could look doun and make srne,
knouitrg what is the hanky-panky down on the gørden belmn.

They [the Chínese] think that maybe their atcestors could cone down and aisit.
So they build little caue behind the Ting t'or the ancestral souls to rest before
they are going to uhere they cune frun, We haoe a caae too. You could see it at
the conrcr. Behind the Ting we haue another rock formation which ue calt false
mountain. Water flonts down. To the Chinese that is the flow of life

About the color of the water- sotne people come here and say 'oh, that is dirty.'
Think about it, it is a color of jade. The pond has a clay bottotn, and keeps this
color by a special algae, becøuse the Chinese øre oery much concerned with
details. In this way it møkes enough to see the reflections of the buildings ønd
rocks, which gioes yon a deshable eft'ect, especially ot1 ß sunny day. We haue the
gold fishes here.
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[Walkitrg down the double corridor] The next thing I want to point out is these
loztely rocks. They look to risitors like petrified uoods. Similør to bamboo
shoots. So ue call them stone shots. I want Vou to cofie d.oun oaer, stønding here
and look, point out qs ue are going arowù, the rocks a¡e humorws and ifiteresting,
depending upon the light, shade ønd your imagitutiort. You can conceiue
øttything you want, I¡ok, this is a man's face here uith eyes and nose.

This garden copies no pørticular garden in Suzhou. But one or two characteristics
here are the same throughout Chinese gardens. First is that the Chinese garden
always has a high white wall around. The second common eltment is this leak
windou. When you cone Io lhe courtyard, you probably did not look out aboae
the eye leael You see cloud, rock and building little bit from the windma ønd
this tells the aisitors in the courtyørd there is something else beyond the
courtyard, remaining to be explored. There are no two uindous alike throughout
the gardar. The interestittg part of lhat, when they [the Chìnese taftsmen] made
them they had to make a wooden frame first., and poured the plaster in, molded
into these loaely shapes, As yott cøn see there, they a.re elegant ønd beautiful.

Are you familiar with aiewing the white-ueeping-willow-contemplate?
[Staring at the willow in the parkl lt lells n story about a rich man who wanted
his daughter to ffiarry somebody he choose, but she ran auay with her loaer.
They uatt oaer a brid,ge underneath the moon gate uherc both transformed into
two zueeping willou bees waiting for a sampatx to get auay. This is the
symbolism of tha willow tree. This garden has not been specially designed for
that purpose,

Herc, as we come dou¡n the corridor, you might ask why the corridor has to be a
zigzag path. The Chinese belieae the deail cøn only run along a stfaight line, so
he cannot get oery far in the zigzag path. Upon the roof of Ting, see those little
points? Moaing doun? That ìs why the eztil spirits cannot climb up the roof. On
the left side of the Thry, you see some interestitlg rocks, one resembles a fossil of a

dog; and the other one next to ìt, I neuer thought about it untìl one day a child
said to me, it looks like a big hippopotamus.

As far as I am concemed, this is the prettiest part of the garden. lf you look down
into this patio area. Yott uill see in between those four petal-flower shapes. A
bat. Same to the end of the tiles on the roof. Here we haae banana t¡ees. You
knout, the Chinese inaented papel. But the poor students could not afford to buy
the pøper, so they uould tear the bøna.na leaoes, dry them under the sun and use
thetn as parchrnetú paper. Bamboo is known for durability and etentity. And.
bamboo used to be made into fíre crackers. Before gun pouder wns inïented, the
Chinese people uould take a b¡anch and smack it, and the noise it makes is uhat
ue associøted with that of the Chinese fire cracker. Look through this leak
uittdou. You see into another wind.mt, out, and inlo another one. This gaes the

feeling of more spûce than there reøIly is. So take a look.

Water flows beneath here into the park beyond. One can think about the Yin ad
Yang phìIosophy here. The reasofl ue say East meets Wesl is because eaerything
here is from China, and cofistructed by the artists frotn China. The rocks ouer
there are uhitish. Apparently they come from the Tai. And the yellows rocks
alorLg the edge are fron Mexico. Here we haae a loaely moongate, a female one.
This one here is the male. Yott look there uryn the Ting ouer the park. You see it's
six -sided? That is a Male Ting. We haae the fønale one in the garden.
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At this corner lthe turn of the Double-Conidor] you could see three types of roofs:
the flat roof on the Chìnese Maple Pnuilion; the loaely flying root' of the Ting,
and the soft curue of the water pauiliorr,. You haxe three types of the roofs aid
eight types of doors. Couple of them haue a lintel oaer top, ønd the traditional
noon gnte. And that is south gate. South gate in China has the most itnpoftant
functiott. In the olden days because only the domestic and liaing quarterc uould
be on the side of the south gate. They uould open the gate, come here and
socialize. There is nothing behind there at the moment. We hope eoentually to
put in a conseroatory, which needs another million dollars, because ue hnoe been
donated tueflty ualuøble 'Bonsai' pløtrts by a Chinese doctor in Hong Kong. Nou
in China, they call these 'Penjing' not 'Bonsai'. They haae infections because of
the air factor. The agricultural department wouldn't let thetn in. Now they
hazte been held at Vend.usen Garden, cost taxpayers $44 thousand a year until uíe
get money to build a place here, which will be a louly neu attraction.

[Strolling into the West compound]. Nous we are h the place called the Scholar,s
Study. We haz.te the wind tunnel going arouttd the sides of the building, It has
been done deliberately because it has circulated the atnosphere, coniuciae forlearning. lt is a aery prioate paú in the garden, If the studnt or the scholar
wants to play the music itlstr1tmeflt, they will walk out there, The uindows
frame come from the inspiration by three plants: yine, bamboo, and winter plumb.
They are called the "Three Friøtds of the Winter".

The garden hete appears a.s a static dry garden. No wøt* here as opposed to be
out the¡e. The oarious plants blossorn in the spring. Students will take the Mongo
tree leaf as a book mark, for leanting. The suastika pattern on the window
symbolizes Buddhisn. When Buddhism størted, it traueled lrom Malaysìa to
China, to Japan. This is uhy we hazLe it herc, becatse it is a good luck Zymbol.
That brings us to the end of my tour. I hau to do a sales pitch hòre. When you go
out, you go to the shop, you see t aery rery louely book, called In the Chinese
Çarden. And it is this garden, not any other gardm, Its text and plates proaide a
description of the design of this ga en. The book comprises six authors, writings,
includirrg loe Wai's, the desigt* of the garden, If you take a look at- I am sire
yort will be caught by it, you want to buy it, it is 916.00 including tax. A
uonderful souaenir for fanúly and friends if you are flo1n out of toull.

So go to the garden, take photogrûphs, take as long as you like. And so long!"63

Finished? The forty ñinutes interpretiae tour fittished.? yout train of thought that uûs

flitting through a flood of inages, related or not, suddenly jolted, hit the curb of
consciousness...... The burst of hand claps took you bøck from your trance. Someone behind you

whispered, of hou fortunate he felt that he did not uaste a trip, But tiñe clicked in your
mind Yott looked at your uatch, realizing thøt the driaø in the bus møy haoe complained,

you decided to leaoe- oh, one last thing, the subconscious was telling you that the next time

you aisit this gardn mny not be in the near future, before departure, you better take photos of
the garden. Photos are wonderful, small and colnpact) in a photo resides your memory and your

63 Partially transcribed f¡om a th¡ee o'clock tou¡ on Augu st 20,7gg2
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experience that need to be recorded. What you tunted øround, eaeryone else had left, caen the

toul guide, untoticed, except the rocks and pond in the garden, fiercely, they reflected back the

light of the sinkittg surr, of your camera, and your ga2e......

5.4. Invention of the Other, Invention of the Self

Let alone the apparent commercial promotions in this tour, what do we leâm from the

tour guide? do we glean her confidence and uneasiness (maybe due to my presence?)? She, like

our shaman, head poised towards heaven, hands gesticulåting, threaded every bead of
information scattered and remote: (1) She had to lift common sense into a philosophical

diagram. So tlìe concept of "Yjn" and "yang" that might have been applied by the Chinese

garden makers subconsciousìy in the spatial arrangement, allocation of materials, will
crystalize enough into a meta-cultural logic, linking the paving pâttern to the roof shape.

Incrementally or drastically the element inside this garden was called forth, chanted upon,

and turned into s)'rnbol, even the weeping willow, tangentially, related to a love story. (2) She

mis-read, purposely or not. For example, Buddhism did not disseminate to China via

Malaysia. (3) She occasionally began to invent, and the audience instantly accepted her

creativity. She "discovered"the resemblance of the face of George Bush or Queen Elizabeth

with the rockeries. Defying all the "denotations" of rock piling, she made us laugh.

Do not take me wrong, thinking I am diminishing the importance of the works of tNs

particular tour guide. Exactly the opposite, in my eyes, she is a genius; she blended facts,

history, personal experiences, hearsay, and the speculations on the psychology of the tourists

wonderfully into one. She interpreted, over-interpreted, mis-interpreted, invented, threw that

invention back into the audience, back into interpretation, into history. Dexterously, she

poured her ego into mine, into others', into Chinese culture, Chinese trâdition, Western culture

and Western history.

A new culture came into life (Wagner i975; Hobsbawm 1983).

Invention perpetuates not only through the things we "leam,' like language and
good manners, but also the regularities of our perception, like colour and sound, and
time and space themselves. Since the collective and conventional only makes sense
in relation to the individual and idiosyncraiic, and vice versa, collective contexts
can only be retâined and recognized as such by being continually drawn tfuough the
meshes of the individual and the particular, and the individual and particular
characteristics of the wo¡ld can only be retained and recognized as such be being
drawn through the meshes of the conventional. Order and disorder, known and
unknown, conventional regularity and the incident that defies regularity, are
tightly and innately interdependent. We cannot act but that we invent each
through the other (Wagner 7975: p.51,).
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"Invention of the Other", "Invention of the Self", side by side, amid thousands of similar,
routine tours, mould the lives of tour guides and the tourists through the venue of Chinese

garden and Chineseness.

There is no remuneration for the tour guide, Yet the garden magnetizes a group of

enthusiastic volunteers. The dôcents come from all walks of life, from the former Chairman of
the B.C. Solicitor and Attorney Association to a former English teacher of Shanghai Institute

of Technology, from a UBC summer student to a former traduate of philosophy, from high

sclìool kids to a former denizen of the 1930s' colonial Shanghai, from housewives to an amateur

collector of Chinese ârt.,....

The tour guides conkibute enormously to the eniolrnent of the tourist. Reciprocally tlre

docents feel themselves being enriched, being drawn to Chinese culture. Aiming at delivering

an excellent interpretation, most docents avariciously garner knowledge of the classical

Chinese garden from books, magazines, lectures. Some of them had the advantage of visiting
the gardens in Suzhou. Those who did not, had wihressed the construction process of the Dr.Sun

Yat Sen Garden. These experiences, shared every now and then in their tours, instantly

stimulates the interest of the tourists, granting the tour guides an intimate authority. Their

story-telling gives the tour guides also opportunities to share their emotions. As ¡nuch as the

garden depends upon the intelpretâtion of the docents, the docents acknowledge that working in
the Sarden helps them to build patience, heuristic skills of communication, and self-confidence.

Tourists repay the tour guides with thankful applause. and extremely positive

comments. The garden Society receives stacks of letters commending on the work of the tour

guides and the splendid beauÇ of the gârden (with occasional complaints about the absence of

washrooms, places for picnics, or restaurants). A few even claim that visiting the Dr.Sun yat

Sen Garden is a life transforming experience. One letter from a Chinese reporter says:

The accomplishment of the garden has its profound meaning: it does not iust
bridge over the gap between the East and West, but also serves the purpose of root
search for the younger tenerations of the overseas Chinese. Everyone who has
been to the garden, if being asked, âpart from exclamations of praise, will answer
differently. A young white male conìmented that the history books in Canada
only mentioned the Chinese coolie as the railway construction worker, but never
mentioned that the Chinese were able to build such an elegant, meaningful
garden. Indeed, most parks in Vancouver are located either along the ocean, the
lake, or along tlìe forest, people go there for picnic, sports, and sunbathing, but
this classjcal Chinese garden appears like an "asruþ middle aged man". It is a
place where people want to sit, and taste the tea or contempìate.64

ó4Thit it u repoÉ broadcast by Radio Canada lnternational in its Mandarin Chinese program in early
October of 1983. My translation.
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We have to câll this the real life situation (HabermÂs calls it the "communicative act")

where subjects (agents) negotiate and create "culture".65

Precisely through the contextualization of the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden, the tourists are

forced away from the Westem notion of garden. New meanings emerge, are being discussed,

transacted, and internalized; another level of intersubjective relationship being formed.

Meanwhile, our tour guide stumble over a moral pitfâll. Her conversation with the

audience, on the one hand, trans-(re)-lated the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden to the West, "invenfing"

with great joy and confidence, while on the other hand, it revealed an equivocation when

referring to the history of China, After all, it was the Other's norm, the Other's culture, the

Other's intèrsubjectivity tlìat she stepped upon,

65In a simple diagram Habermas depicts how in "¡eal life" communication, where meaning flows f¡om
the event observer (a speaker now) to an interpreter (or listene¡), there co-exist three different
relationships:

Level I ObservablePvents 

-
Level2

Leveì 3

a. Epistemic relations
b. Representåtion
c,Expression of intention

-
li .rr:,ri..I'

a.Epistemic relations between experiential acts and their objects. In tlìis sense, the act of
understanding ¡elates to the symbolic exptession (here of the observation sentence), as
does the act of observation to the events observed.
b. Relations of representing an aspect of teality in a propositional sentence. In this sense,
the inte¡ptetation lepresents the semantic content (here of the observation sentence), as
the observation sentence in turn teptesents ce¡tain events.
c. relations of expressing intentional acts. In this sense, the understanding (here of the
observation sentence) is expressed in the propositional content of the inte¡pretation, just as
the observation is expressed in the propositional content of the observation sentence
(Habermas 1976: p.10)

In this diagram, Habermas categorizes the modes of commu¡ication into a. the Cognitive (stating
the real, stating truth); b.the Interactive (about appropriateness, interpersonal relation) ; c. the Expressive
(speaker's intent, and norm). The domains of reality respectively range from "The" wolld of external natu¡e,
"Ou¡" wo¡ld of society. "My" world of internal nature, pìus one more, language.

Unravelling communication as such, Habermas seems to have been p¡imarily interested in how
to reach ê public consensus through the process of open communication. Taking ovel history from the
hands of Histo¡ical Materialists, Habermas re-writes it by stretching "communicative action" into both
the realm of "infrastructure" and "superstruc[ure". A natural co¡ollary of this is his passionate calling fo¡
the evolution of society, through, as he calls, a "non-self centled intersubjectivity".
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Where is the line between "innovation" and "invasion" in the "interculturâI"

diaìogue?

The issue of power arises again, in the thousand tours within the Dr.Sun Yat Sen

garden, How does one "appropriate" this garden in the Canadian context, in a way that can

eschew both overt commodification, and impôsition upon the "native point of view" of the

Chinese literati garden? Although one may feel having an inherent right to negotiate with
one's own society-be critical of it, be innovative of it, how much can we invent Other's culhrre

without violating Other's rights of refusal to "be invented" ? Isn't this process of "inventing

the Other" immediately calling forth power? Isn't "appropriation of the Other"asking a

responsible moral ethical tudgement?

5.5. The Politics of Invention

One eoening in the sumner ot' 1992, about a week after my oisit with Bessie Lee and

Mary Chan, I attended a seminar organized. by the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Garden Society----abont

thirty of us crowded into the Maple Hall. I had been asked to deliaer a shott presentation on

"Understanding the Ming Dynasty Garden Gatre fron a Historical Perspectiae", The short

speech spruuled out into a long one. I guess I was too enthusia.stic to focus. lnsteød of speaking

of the Chinese garden, I lengthily discoursed on the formation of Chinese thought. The

dørkness of night descended. A few candles were lit. In the flickering light, I sazo someone

yawrúttg. I stopped, and asked if anybody had any questions or comftents. As soon as I fhúshed

the sentence, one docent-in her late sixties-raised her hand, asking me whether the rocks in

the Chinese literati gardens were real or fake. Hauing consulted a Chinese geologist-she

ønphatically articulated the phrase "a Chinese geologist", she uas conainced that the rocks,

with holes and grotesque shapes, could haae only been nade through artifíce.

Before I had a chance to speak, seoeral other docents immedialely expressed dissent.

One søid that the rocks in the Suzhou gardens were fonned by natural erosiott) another supplied

a further technical detail, sayhrg that the rocks might haae been fírst collected from the water

basin, manually chiselled, and then re-sunk into the Tai Lake, letting the torrent smooth the

surface. Apparetúly we had three oersiotts of hou the rocks uere formed: fully natural, fully
artificial, or half naturul, half artificial. This kind of discrepancy of opinìon is
understandable, if one is lacking first hnú knowledge, or eaen with fírst hand knouledge. I
nyself, ignorant of this archaeological puzzle, hød nothing to offer except the proînise that I
would check out some literature t'or them. But my aoice was drûuned out by the titJor-tat

altercatiotts arnotrg the docents. The one uho had proaoked. the discussion insisted on the truth

of her oun reasott. The leading opponent, howet:er, rcgarded it ps non-sense. I was cøught in
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the nìddle, trying to øppease both. At last, the qnestioner turned her t'ace to me, and

ùúerrogated.: " lsn't it true, that this is my gardeL and I cøn interpret it uhateuû uay I uant?,'

Itt a second, her opinion aroused anothe¡ uaae of dissent. This time all turned to me,

asking me to decide how the "grotesque" rocks were formed. Being put on the spot again, I must

haue felt, ønd expressed. ny embarrassmant somehow. The director of the Dr.Sun yat Sen

Garden Society, who had a major in museum manageïteflt, and not in Chinese gardms, stood up

for me. Proposed by her, we aII walked out to the couttyards, uhere the d.irector suggested that

I giue a tour to the tour guides.

On that aery night, nonplussed, I checked out tuo classical writings on gard.m design

with respect of rock selectiott. The Craft of Gardens elaborates that the rccks from the edge of

the water beside Dongting Hill itt Suzhou Prefecture are the best for rocþiling.

They [the rocksl are naturally finn and glossy, and contain in then such shapes øs
'deep hollows', 'eyeholes', 'tzoists', and 'strange groot)es'. They are of oarious
colors: white, greyish-black, and blackish-grey. The striatiotls of the rock
formation run crisscross oaer them or swi around them, rising ønd falling. There
are pits and hollows all oær the su.rface of the stone. These are formed by the
attacks of wind and uaoes, and are knoun as 'bullet holes'. When tapped the
rocks giae out a faint sound. The uorkmen who gather these rocks take their
mallets and drills and go into the d.eep watcr, select a rock of an interestirtg shape
øttd chisel it auøy, then bind it with a thick rope and snspend it from a large boat;
then they arrsnge ø wood.en lranework and hoist the rock up out of the water.
These rocks are aalued for their size and height, and are particularly suitable for
settillg up indiaidually before a gallery or haII, or for placing below a lofty pine-
tree or strunge shaped plant. lf t'orned into artificial nountains ot set about
through a park or arnong scattered paailions, they make a particularly fine
spectacle. They haae been collected for a ztery long time, from ancient times until
the present (the 17th century of China), so they are nowadays not easy to come by
(li 1988: p.113).

Another classic, Records on Leisure Goods supplønents this aian¡:

The most expensiae rocks are those nøturally formed at the basin of Tai Løke--
they are hollowed. by the uaaes and torrents through time; Houe\,er, those
limestones in the mountain can ølso be forged to a similar appearance as the
flatural ones, they will look natural and elegant for years. ln t'act most rock
pilings in the Suzhou area are made of those forged rocks (Wen 1.984: p.1.L2).

Quite cleørly it appears aery logícal that four or fiae hund.red years ago, the gnrdet

owners in Suzhou were conoersant uith the differeflce ot' the market aølue betueen a naturally

formed rock and a forged one, and willing to pay a luditous amount for a deliute rock. Thus all

the uersions the docents proaided uere equally true and mutually complønmtary. Why coutd

they not come to tertns? I wøs ad.aised later, that these two docents held contrastitrg opinions
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on the curÌent Chinese goaernnent affer the tt¡ents in Tiannnmen Square. The tuo d.iffered on

all sorts of issues-thejr debate on rocks uas shnply one of nany episodes.
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6
The Doubles of the D¡.Sun Yat Sen Ga¡den

The emotional cry-"1 can interpret whichez¡er uay I want" made me hear the

frustrction of a SeIf, facing an opaque Other. Within an tbrupt intolerable silence, my eyes

met hers. "What should I say?" I asked myself, "how can I dare to tell her that she cannot

interpret in whateaer uay she uants? " A uhite shadow clouded het gaze, I saw myself being

tont betueen two worlds, tuto languages, both of them outside and inside me. The clouded gaze

forced me to realize I was wearing glasses, and so was she-don't ue all?66

When asked, and seeing through a Ims, nost tourists described thût û gard.en ought to

haoe trees, plants, florøI beàs, pottds, oegetables or animøls. This geneic notion of gafden,

seemingly uniaersø|, ittdicate a Western trnit. The densely diuid.ed spaces and explosiae

ústas in the Dr.Sun Yst Sen Garden ititated the Western eye, puzzled it, and. ma.de it unable

to focns. The gardett u,as "seen" as "chaotic" and "exotic".

Should we lightheartedly dismiss the tourists' perceptions as superficial or

nonsensical? Shoultl ue not see the gap that separntes the East frcm the West, tha.t causes a

Chinese to consider the garden as a Western copy, a Westerner think it as too " Chinese" to be

wtderstood? The impressiotts, the self doubts, the suryosed "Taoist uniaerse", the confused

inoentìons of the tour guides-they all can no longer be triaialized. Emotions fetishized the

Dr.Sun Yat Sen Gørden, its shadouty being (a simulacrufi), inaoked the phøttom of culhr.re.

G ture, zuhich abdxcts 1ts in our perception and is abducted by us, reit'ies.

Thus the Kew floated into ny uorld.

After giaing a generic definition of garden, tourists generally preferred to exønplify

the "archetypal garden" uithin their own cultural context. "You know, a garden for me should

Iook like the Keu." Feu added. " l4hy the Keu? " I pursued, knouing the Keu uas an

inperial retreøt of lhe Prince of Wales and later a botanical gørden knoun for its aast

collections of exotic species. "WeII, the Keu is a place where you can rest, enjoy the oiarc,

haoe a tea party, or picttic, besides you can aluays Bo to the arboretan or herbariun." Seeing

my blank face, they added, "The Keu, Iike lhis garden [the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden], Iooks

exotic. It has a Chinese pagoda!"

This rebus like conaersation foreboded an otnefl. Excited by the existence of a Chinese

pagoda ìn the Keu, I was gioen a door to the labyrinth: the hìstory of the interpenetratiott of

66"No rnun eve¡ looks at the wo¡ld with pristine eyes. He sees it edited by a definite set of customs and
institutions and ways of thinking. Even in his philosophical probings he cannot go behind these
stereotypes; his very concepr of true and the false will still have ¡eference to his particular traditional
customs" (Benedict 7934: p.2).
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the East ønd West, beneath the detritus of Colonialism, where the doubles of the Dr.Sun Yat

Sen Garden hibentate.

6.1. The Shadow of the Kew Ga¡den

The Kew was a quiet small villâge, bordered by the Thames, near London. Prior to the

Prince of Wales, Frederick Louis (7707-1751) had built his royal gardens there. Born in

Hanover, Germany, the eldest son of King George II (who ruled England from 1727 to 7760), 6e
Prince was accessioned to England in the late 7720s. Log¡cally he should have been the next

king. But the eighteenth century British monarch, already embattled by the Enlightenment

and the Whigs, faced family crisis as well. George II was never on good terms with George I,

the Prince of Wales never got along with George II. In 1735 the Prince unwisely publicized the

secret life of the King and Queen. The book enraged the King. George II at once reduced the

prince's allowance, and blocked his access to the throne. The fight led to a parliamentary

debate. Not surprisingly, the Prince of Wales suffered a crushing defeat.

Watching helplessly his political career drain/ the unhappy Prince withdrew more

and more to his retreât in the Kew. With each defeat in the court, the Kew was more

transformed from a countryside to a gala exhibition, a showcase for his "good tastes"

(Rorschach 1991). His passion for art fluctuated from the F¡ench Rococo to English "Palladian

architecture and design"(Roschach 1991: p.239). lnfluenced by the Earl of Bute who was

knowledgeable in botany, the Prince became interested in exotic plants. In eighteenth century

Europe, Botany epitomized the acme of knowledge. Consequentially the Prince developed the

Kew as a botanical garden decorated with some Romanesque architecture.

Frederick Louis died in 1751, middle aged. His demise ended the confrontation with

his father. In 1260 George II died, the son of Frederjck Louis succeeded to the throne in the same

year. Through this series of power transitions, the Kew forhrnateìy gained more importance in

the royal famiìy under the supervision of Frederick's widow, Lord Bute, and the newly crowned

George III. William Kent and Sir William Chambers, the best known garden designers,

continued the þansformation of the Kew- In 1772, when the Princess Dowager died, George III
replaced Lord Bute with Sir Joseph Banks as his horticultural expert. The latter had been

sailing together with Captain Cook in 1768. With his enormous knowledge of plants, his

appointment marked the inception of the Kew as the earliest prototy?e of the modern park, a

place of recreation and education (Bingham 1975). Although the Kew had its ups and downs in

the following century, in the able hands of William Aiton, William Townsend Aiton, and Sir

William Hooker, the Kew expanded from 12 acres to 250 acres. After the completion of the

Great Palm House in the mjddle of the nineteentl.r century, the royal gardens opened to the

public.
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6.2. The Englishness of the English Garden

The emblematic significance of the Kew in the history of Western garden making had

doubtlessly something to do with its regal filiation. Its prosperity and vast collections of exotic

plants relied on inexhaustible royal funds. The other two key factors which made the Kew a

modern garden, were its advanced personification of nature-a change from the Romantic to the

Scientific view of nature, and the expression of English nafional identity in landscape form

As mentioned in Chapter 2, eithteenth century EuroPe wâs a lâboratory of socio-

economical, techno-political, and cultural-ideological revolutions. Relatively speaking, the

polirical reform in England was carried out in a smooth process. With its Whigs and its Tories,

its monarchy and its parliament, its advanced industrial technology and its constitufion,

England did not follow in the footsteps of France; it parried off radical actions. The

enlithtenment also took a safe middle way in England. It compromised a great deal with

nationalism, neoclassicism, romanticism, and moralism. This gross medley ol ideas and ideals,

however contradictory and discursive, lent a strong voice of "Englishness" to PaintinS,

architecture and garden design-which the Kew consummately exemplified.

The rise of an "English" consciousness of a new social order iustified itself in tlìe new

interpretation of nature. This connection of society and nature was prominently expressed in the

discourses of the British "Big Three", i,e, Shaftesbury, Pope, and Addison. Regardless of how

we assess their originalily, today, we can hardly deny their profound social and cultural

influence on the modern history of England, Through their writings, a new PhilosoPhical

understandinq of nàture came about. Snectator Nu.565 by loseph Addison, a condensed note of

the author's contemplâtion of a starry night, t)?ically represents this new view of nature.

In the second place, he [God] is omniscient âs well as omnipresent. His
omniscience indeed necessarily and naturally flows from his omnipresence. He
cannot but be conscious of every motion that arises in the whole material world,
which he thus essentially pervades; and of every thought that is stirring in the
intellectual world, to every part of which he is thus intimately united. Several
moralists have considered the creation as the temPle of God, which he has built
with his own hands, and which is filled with presence. Others have considered
infinite space as the receptacle or rather the habitation of the Almithty: but the
noblest and most exalted way of consideúng this infinite space is that of Sir Isâac
Newton, who calls it LIr.e smsorium of the Godhead. Brutes and men have their
sensorila, or little serrsorirms, by which they apprehend the presence, and
perceive the actiôns, of a few obiects that lie contiguous to them. Their
knowledge and observation turn within a very narrow circle, But as God
Alnighty cannot but perceive and know every thing in which he resides, infinite
space gives room to infinite knowledge, and is, as it were, an org¿rn to omniscience.
Were the soul separate from the body, and with one gìance of thoutht should
start beyond the bounds of creation, should it for millions of years continue to
progress through infinite space with the same activity, it would still find itself
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within the embrace of the Godhead. Whilst we are in the body he is not less
present with us because he is concealed from us. 'O that I knew where I might
find himl' says Job, 'Behold, I go forward, but he is not there; and backward, but I
cannot perceive him; on the left hand where he does work, but I cannot see him:
he hideth himself on the right hand, that I cannot see him.' In short, reason as
well as revelation assures us, that he cannot be absent from us, notwithstanding
he is undiscovered by us (Addison 1892: p.220).

Bear in mind that it was scarcely a cenh-rry earlier that Descartes had revised the

order of the cosmos, God (in hitherto had been depicted as an non-

corporeal, omniscient, almighty, perfect Being, extraneous to our universe. Descartes and his

contemporaries could not believe in a God entrapped in our imperfectness. A hierarchy was

estâblished, according to which, by a rank of perfection, Divinity was rated above "Man",

"Man" above nature (and woman), Mind above body, Reason above intuition. This hierarchy, in

turn, was used to reinforce itself. The very âbility of fte mind to reason was used as proof to the

existence of God, who "exists: for though the idea of substance be in my mind owing to this, that

I myself am â substance, I should not, however, have the idea of an infinite substance, seeing I

am a finite bein& unless it were given me by some substance in reality infinite" (Descartes 1986:

p.104). Tautologically Descartes succeeded in convincing himself and others that Cod shall not

be âccountâble for our errors, caused by our imperfect perception.

It is within this philosophical framework-the fall of imagination, body, and

nature-that Addison strove for another possible revision. In a single paragraph Addison

deconstructed the Cartesian universe. He broke away from Descartes precisely when he re-

attributed omnipresence to God. By one move he re-instated the faith of Job, brought the

mystical qualiry back into the beauty of the starry nitht. Yet we err greatly if we think that

Addison had alluded to the patan magic, to the supernatural power of divinities. Clearly

expressed, he identified no localiry for the temple of creation. Notice how Addison quotes his

countÐ¿ fellowman Isaac Newton, notice also how elated Addison becomes when referring to

God as Godhead. There, strangely in line with Cartesianism, Addison deconstructs God into a

more abstract, more scientifically rendered, universal blueprint, a revelation of our modern

spirituality.

Nature was saved. Wait. Nature was saved in â manicured form. While the French

continued to harvest their totally geometrical, perfect shapes, amusingly trimmed and

controlled trees in their Baroque gardens, the eighteenth century English Romanticists re-

discovered "nature", together with "sensibility", frowned upon by Descartes. The cosmological

revision effected by Addison and by and large completed by Shaftesbury. Pope, Leibniz, and

Rousseau, produced in European history the terue of the "picturesque" or "pastoral landscape".
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In literature, we hear Alexander Pope speaking "If we would copy Nâture, it may be

useful to take this consideration along with us, that the pastoral is an image of what they call

the Golden age. So that we are not to describ€ our shepherds as shepherds at this day really

are, but they may be conceiv'd then to have been"(Pope 1987: p,153). Obviously Pope's Golden

Age was the age of the ancient Greeks and Romans. In the same redolent nostalgia Shaftesbury

retumed to the Platonic trâdition, sought the order of nahrre for its own sake. He "scoms the

scientist who s€eks some simple but marvelous formula by which to use Nature for his own ends.

Our ultimate aim must not be power over Nature, but communion with Nature- a communion

which makes it possible for the power of Nature to work in and through us" (Grean 1967: p.50).

Of course, this yearning fo¡ "nature" had not been without bubbles and noises-
otherwise, we cannot understand why the introduction of Chinese "nahüalness" caused so much

curjosity and division. Typically the eighteentlì century English personification of nature

contained and expressed numerous inconsistencies. First of all, "precisely in the period of

accelerâted enclosure (roughly 1750-1815), there fell the dramatic aesthetic and cultural

discovery of the countryside on the part of middle class" (Bermingham 1986: p.10) The eyes of

the rniddle class paradoxically shifted to "wildness" when nature had been unprecedentedly

raped; secondly, accompanying the thematic appreciation of "irregularify" as an essence of
nature, true rustic scenes had entered the temple of high art. But the eiglìteenth century

English landscape painting (from the generation of Thomas Gainsborough) left an open

question: Whose panegyrics is this? That of the peasånts? Or that of the condescending

bourgeoisie, to inscribe their sense of nahrre loving, and family life style as a socially universal

value imposed upon nature and the underclass? The development of English landscape

painting in the second half of the eighteenth century further politicized the tastes of
landscape painting. As most peasants worked in the field, the bourgeoisie were arguing

whether the panoramic view or the private view of the landscape best represent the

"universal truth" (Barrell 1990).

Plights and contradictions, nothing detened the search for English garden. Quite the

opposite, they brought layers and layers of social values into the "Englishness" of garden

design. Over against the French Baroque garden, English garden-making in the beginning of

tlìe eighteenth century teemed with anti-French sentiment. Architecturally the "Englishness"

of the English garden was duplicating or re-Ínterpreting the âncient Greek, Roman, and

Renaissance buildings. Pope put it bluntly ; "læam hence for Ancient Rules a just Esteem, To copy

Nature is to copy them." In other words, "we, the English", like the âncients, set up a new

model of "virtue", "manner", "liberty" thJough a new way of loving nature.

A two-way operation was undertaken ât the same time. As the morâlists Shaftesbury

and Pope decoded Homer and normålized social manner, the Italian architect Andrea
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Palladio's works (1508-1580) were subjected to intensive shrdy. Among many contributions to

late Renaissance architecture, Palladio's master pieces demonstrâted a visual and experiential

quality of striking simplicity, intelligibilify, and organic harmony of order. A combi¡ration of

Platonic universality, and Alberti's architectonic pragmatism, Palladio excelled in his

scenography, theatrically weaving spatial lâyers and elements in a façade into an

architectural symphony-the duly proper metaphor that highlights the beauty of

Renaissance architecture. In Palladian architecture, everything hâd been choreographed:

frontal stairs. the patterns of windows, the form of columns, remained not âs individuâl pieces,

but corresponded to one another in outlining the central theme. This "naturalness" of the

Palladian architecture over against the French "ideational nature" in Baroque, attracted

eighteenth century English designers for reasons about which we can only speculate: wealthy

English lords made their pilgrimage to Italy in search of the Roman architecture, ând somehow

ran into the villas designed by Palladio, standing monumentally. Rather thân pursuing the

writings of Alberti, the lords of England turned into acolytes of Palladio, whose illustrations of

classical architecture and order were down to earth and easy to read. "1725 was the decisive

year. In that year there åppeâred in London two extremely important works, the first volume

of Colin Campbell's Vitruuius Britannicus and the first instalment of Giacomo Leoni's English

edition of Palladio's Ouattro libri dell' architettura (Wittkower -|.974: p.178). The knowledge

of the classical was disseminated quickly among the leamed ones. The historically well-

known advocates of Neo-Palladianism included Richard Boyle, third Earl of Burlington, who

went to Italy to shrdy Andrea Palladio's ârchitecture spurred by Campbell's book. The Earl of

Burlington also patronized Robert Castell to write The Villas of the Ancients Illustrated.

Soon after 1720 Burlington's leading position was firmly established. He rallied
a group of young architects, supported them, helped to hain them and made sure
they were given commissions. In addition, the new truth was disseminated by
means of a vast architectural literature, an off-shoot of which was the pocket-
size book which contained the basic teneb of the style in brief tabulations:'Made
easy for the meanest capâcity', as is often stated on the title-pages of these
books. The phenomenon has no parallel in the history of architecture. These
vulgarizations had an important function; they helped to trânsform into a truly
national idiom an imported classical style which, at first, was the concern of a
sophisticated coterie. Shaftesbury's prophecy and Burlington's dream had come
to life in at leâst one important sector of the visual arts (Wittkower 7974: p.182).

The moralist discourse on virtue, of being "harmonious" with oneself and social norm,

flowed out in the English version of Neo-Palladian ârchitectural style. White the Italians

only applied the system of order to the aristocratic buildings, eighteenth century English

Palladian beauty was incorporated in the building code even of the dwellings of farmers and
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laborers. Socio-cultural normalization thus went hand in hand with architecture, with dress

codes, gestures, and the configurations of family portrâits in nature.

How thorough it is.

Figure 15. Thomas Gainsborough, "Mr' and Mrs Roben Andrews", ca l?48-1749'

Source:AnnBemtingham,I'anißcapeørullileology, 1986'

For garden making there was one more hallmark: the notion of "liberty",

philosophically expounded by Locke. "Liberty" of humanity now led to tlìe "lib€rty" of form.

"The revolution brought about in the mode of gardening, with literâture serving as a major

câtâlyst for epoch-making changes, can be palpably $asped by using the French garden as a

foil against which to set off its English counterpart"(Müllenbrock 1988: p.99). The prominent

features of the gardens at that age "are a meandering stream and a profusion of plants which

allows all flowers to bloom in their individual beauty without being penned into regular

bo¡ders and parteers" (Müllenbrock 1988: p.99).

William Kent, discovered that if "one leaps over the fence,entire nature will be a

garden". And then tlìe pastoral dream of Pope came true. 67

Close to the Gâtes a spacious Garden lies,
From Storms defended and inclement Skies;
Four Ac¡es was the' allotted Space of Ground,
Fences with a green Enclosure all around.
Tall thriving Trees confers the fruitful Mold;
The red'ning Apple ripens here to Gold.

irur ,f,"' the Gardens leads its Streams around,

67His t¡anslation of The Ga¡dens of Alcinous, from Homer's "Odyssey"
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Visits eâch Plant, and waters all the Ground;
While that in Pipes beneath the Palace flows,
And thence its Current on the Town bestows;
To vârious Use thei¡ various Stream they bring,
The People one, and one supplies the King (Pope 7987: p.59)-

Joyful and blessed, after all, one should not confuse this h¡'rnn to "English nah-rre" with

real nature. Real nature, out there, with iß chthonic forces, to devour us in violence, had been

kept âway from the eighteenth century English garden. The Dionysian darkness and

unpleasantness of "Mother Earth" were kept at bay, "The result, the 'natural' garden, is not

extracted from nature (as is so clear from Walpole's comment) but is constructed meaning given

by culture to nature as if nature had given meaning to culture in the first place"(Pugh 1988:

p.5ó). The naturalness of a garden, tactically, was contrived through a disguise of

artificiality, of the evidence of human touch on the land. Yet the whole purpose of such

flawlessness of execution was concerned much less with respect for nature than with the

pleasure for the Eye. When Kent, the leading landscape architect of his time, promoted the

"leap over the fence", he was not calling for a humbling of humanity. Rather, he was

considering an expansion of Garden into Nahre, â totâl claim on the land, and exploiting "its

origin in the myth of the Golden Age" (Pugh 1988: p.56).68

6Ssrrch a,r invasion of nature was political. By strewing Neo-Palladian buildings into the wilderness, by
copying Roman ruins and Arcadia, tlìe Western eye was no longer satisfied to stay on top of nature, but
wanted to be in it. "When you walk out at the hall Door", reported John Macclary in 1750 to his Madame
of the scenes in Rousham, a pictu¡esque garden par excellence by Kent, "you come into a Large parteer,
the middle of which is a large Bowlingreen, with a GÉvel Walk all ¡ound it, and one each side is a fine
large Green Tarrice Wâllç at the end of which is tow open groves, backt with two Nâturiâl Hilloks planted
with Scotch Firrs, and two Minervas upon Terms stands before them, and in the middle stands a Lion
devouring a Horse, upon a very Large pedestal.,....through the middle of the meadow runs a great High
Road, which goes from seve¡al Cities, there you see Car¡ie¡s Wagons, Gentlemen's Equipages. Women
riding, Men walking, ând sometimes twenty D¡oves of Cattle go by in ã Day, then you see Hayford Bridge
(which carries the Creât Road over the River Charvill) which ís a fine Stone Bridge Six Hund¡ed feet Long,
and Thi¡ty Broad, wibh a parripet Wall on each side, finely coped, and is supported by ten gpacious

Arches, here you see water comes gliding through the Arches, and all the pretty naturial turnings and
widenings of the River, and Turn about you see a good old house uninhâbited, on each side of which is a

Wing newly built, and on each wing, is two niches, wherein stands frwe¡ fine figures. A Dancing Fawn, a
Bacchanal, A Venus and An Apollo.....," (Pugh 1988:p.46).

Apollo stands on the pealç Venus hides in the valley down below. The views into natu¡e had
been artfully devised in the English picturesque. In that final gaze to the valley, an up-coming age of
mass consumer culture of nâture, of cuìture itself, was foreboded. The loiterer of the Ba¡den transforms
into Baudelaire's Râneu¡, the landscape transforms into a crowd, a closed book of the Sphinx. " In
important respects, the flâneur grew out of the pastoralist. Both attempted to privatise social space by
arguing that passive and aloof observation was adequate for a krowledge of social realitt rhapsodizing
their view of life......The flâneu¡ is the prototype of the employee of the 'entertainment industry'
(adveÉising, joulnals, sex mâgazines with the maxim 'you can look but you'd bette¡ not touch') as well as

the loiterer in the shopping mall who buys to escape the pressu¡es of social life. All have an appropriate
place in an ente¡prise culture, trading on imaginary gratification as a substitute for social reality"( Pugh
1990: p.159).
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Figure 16. Apouo, gazing into
the pictùresque Roushåm.
Source: Sinøn Pugh, Garden,
Nature,Language, 1988.

6.3., Chinoiserie

Closely related to this spectacular socio-cultural drama of the eithteenth century

English garden, the Kew appeared. The mishap of his political life did not debar the Prince

of Wales from being a connoisseur of art and architech-rre. The Prince found a psychological

outlet for his unhappiness in his extravagant collections. Suffice it to say, he was well

connected. He was acquainted with both the Earl of Burlington (who went to Italy to copy

Palladio's buildings) and William Kent (who "jumped over the fence" of the English garden)-a

coterie of Neo-Palladians. In 1232 the Prince purchased "Carlton House in Pall Mall from

Burlington's mother, ând remodelled the old red-brick house in Palladian style. William

Kent, who had been appointed Architect to the Prince in 1732, also laid out new gardens for

Carlton House" (Rorschach 799l:p.242). Whât does this mean? It means the Prince was a

patron of the antiquity and wanted to show his English subjects his good mânners and noble

tastes.

The Kew was feverishly filled with Neo-classical â¡tifacts. In one twist, it had

something else-an octagonal, h{o storey high structure, designed by Ioseph Goupy in the 1740s,

decorated with bustling ornaments. It was whât the Prince called "the House of Confucius", a

building that looks more like a rococo toy.

lMy had the Prince of Wales conmissioned. soneone to erect a paúilion for Confucius in

the middle of his retreat? What was the blueprint for this building, since the West then
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possessed hardly any int'ormation on Chinese architecture? How had this first architectural

mimicry ben perceioed sociølly in England? These puzzles hooercd in my rnind for days.

I was captiaated by the tnystery of the first contact between the East and West.

The first contact between China and Europe had taken place long before the eighteenth

cenhrry. A Chinese åø , engraved monument, excavated in the city of Xian in 1625 records that

the virtuous Nestorian "Olopên from the country of Slria" arrived in Xian in 635 (Rowbotham

19é6 p.7). The silk road, Genghis Khan who drove straight into Crimea in the thirteenth

century, the explorers and nâvigators dispâtched by the emperors, the Chinese pilgrims, the

princesses sent out by the court to rnarry the kings of other countries-all these formal and

informal cultural, polirical, and trading activities connected the geographically self centered

"Centrâl Kingdom" with the outside world. Remotely the Europeans knew about China

through paintings, porcelain, and travelogues. Their impressions of China were closer to the

celestial images of Marco Polo than to reality, uniil in 1515 the Portuguese landed in China: the

age of discovery and Enlightenment had arrived. Knowing about "Câthây" was found to be

necessary. (L,ater we may come to terms with the expansion of the knowledge regarding the

East and its intimate relation to colonialism, imperialism and capitalism) Interest in China

(and other regions of the world) grew among the learned. Chinese culture and Chinese goods

became popular objects desirable to be possessed. The French word "Chinoiserie", which was

coined at that time, denoted a fashion among the aristocrats on the continent of collecting

Chinese art for entertainment or experimenting with the possibility of combining Chinese crafts

with Baroque and Rococo styles.

Tl.re first carefully considered and widely read statement to this effect was
Leibniz's Preface to his Noaissiz¿ Sinica, lirst published in 1697 and enlarged in
1699, in which the g¡eat philosopher advocated a universal religion derived
from the natural tlìeory of Confucianism. Small wonder that the philosophies of
the Enlightenment embraced wholeheartedly this alternative to Christianity.
Confucius' moral philosophy, based upon reason and tolerance, would be- it was
argued- a better foundation for our daily life than a revealed relígion with its
fanaticism and intolerance (Wittkower 1974:p.185)

Leibniz was not alone in oraisins Confucius. A centurv lâter Voltaire in La Philosophie de

L'historie (Voltaire 1765/1969), a philosophy of world histories, devoted a passionate chapter

to Chinese civilization and to Confucius. Emphasizing that China had its own unique history

unique language, and unique ways of chronìcle writings, Voltaire portrayed ancient China as a

place of sobriety, free from superstitions ând as having a much longer history thân Europe.

Leur religion était simple, sage, auguste, libre de toute superstition et de toute
barbarie, quand nous n'avions pas même encore des Teutatès, à qui des druides
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sacrifiâient les enfants de nos ancêtres dans de grandes mannes d'osier. Les
empereurs chinois affraient eux-mêmes au Dieu de I'univers, au Chang-ti, auTim,
au principe de toutes choses, les prémices des récoltes deux fois I'année; et de
quelles récoltes encore? de ce qu'ils acâient semé de leurs propres mains. Cette
conutume s'est soutenue pendant quarante siècles, au milieu même des révolutions et
des plus horribles calamités (Voltaire 1969: p.155).

This romantic depiction of the remote China illuminates a political undertone of Voltaire's re-

interpretâtion of world history. Being in the avant garde of challenging estâblished

Christianiry, while at the sâme time not-conforming to the atheistic evolutionary idea of

mankind, Voltaire literally invented a China to support his belief. Not without difficulty

though-for most Jesuits went to China in the hope of finding some evidences of Christian

revelation, their writings must have documented the rituals and temples that idols would

present. This seemed to give him few qualms. Voltaire's romanticized Confucianism was

reduced to a moral philosophy based upon tlre assumption that humans were intrinsically good,

and that only uffeason would corrupt them. Thus, Confucius was transfigured into a model man,

a timely enlightener of eighteenth century Europe, one who possessed wisdom, self control,

reason, and knowledge, Voltaire's "China" derived from a critical moment in French history,

before the eve of â long lasting revolution. Today we may take Voltâi¡e's second hand reading

of the Jesuits'writing lightheartedly, this was not the case in the eighteenth century EuroPe.

China for a time riveted the attention of the Europeans during the second half of the

seventeenth century and the first half of the eighteenth century (together with India and

Japan). The Jesuits, working for the Portuguese and Spaniards, piloted this far reaching

cultural expedition prior to the fall of Cathay. A few Jesuits successfully penetrated into the

imperial court: Matteo Ricci (Italian) arrived in China (in 1582) late in the Ming Dynasty and

died in 1615; Adam Schall von Bell (German) arrived in China in 1622 and became the Head of

tlÌe Astronomical Bureau, the first Westerner to translate Chinese time into the Western solar

calender, and tlìe personal mentor of Emperor Shurzhi; Ferdinand Verbiest (BelSian) the tutor

of Emperor, man of science and literature, arrived in China in 1659, and died in 1688; Mathew

Ripa, a painter, returned to Europe in't723 after almost thirteen years of living in China;

Castiglione, Attiret, B€noit, each stayed at the imperial Palace during the Qianlong reign.

Jesuits who made their way into the court, aside from being theologians, philosophers,

readers in the Chinese classics, were either excellent painters, craftsmen, designers,

astronomers, astrologers, or mathematicians. Normally it was impossible for the vassals and

the multitudes to see the emperor, the empresses, or their Palaces. By offering their Westem

scientific and artistic skills, the Jesuits obtained the privilege of entering the royal life behind

the reddened walls. For instance, when a Chinese general, Wu Shangui, rebelled in Yunan, in

the eleventh hour, it was Verbiest that repâired the cannons designed by Schall. Verbiest's
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tâlent gained Emperor Kangxi's trust and allowed him to move freely within the imperial

pa lace.

The West began to direct its gaze at China. Writings on Chinese architecture or cities

successively appeared. Niehoffls book was published 1669; Fischer von Er'lach's 1721; Père Du

Halde's in '1,735. In 1723 Matteo Ripa (læ2-7746) returned to Europe. Ripa brought back with

his drawings of the thirty-six views of the newly built imperial palaces and gardens on the

outskirts of Peking [today's Beijingì. English aristocratic circle instantly became interested.

Ripa was well received in London by Burlington. The historical meering led to the House of

ConJucius in the Kew.
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Ho¡gwu reign (1368-1394)
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Table 1.The Jesuits who acted as bride,es b€tween Eùrope and the Chinese coùfl.
Illusttorìon by D.Y.Liu

The visually striking Chinese imperial gardens testified, if anything, that the organic

irregularity of tlÌe garden was not solely an English invention, nor a Patent of the ancient

Romans. Does then to "leap over the fence" or to "coPy nature is to coPy the ancients", also

have to include leâming from the Chinese?

Matbew Ripa eDlered Chi¡e
retu¡Ded to Europe rn l?23

in 171 I

Dominique Parenin
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Further information about the imperial gardens was sent back to EuroPe by Pére Attiret

in 1743 (whose letter was translated into English). The letter contained a detailed account of

the grandeur of the palaces and gardens:

The Palace is, at least, as big as Dijon; which City I chuse to name to you, because
you âre so well acquainted with it. This Palace consists of a great Number of
different Building; detach'd from one another, but disposed with a great deal of
Symmetry and Beauty. They are seParated from one another by våst Courts,
Plantãtions of Trees, and Flower-gardens. The principal Front of all these
Buildings shines with Gilding, Varnish-work, and Paintings, and the Inside is
furnish'd and adom's with âll the most beautiful and valuable Things that could
be got in Clìina, the Indies, and even from Europe
As for the Pleasure-houses, they are really charming They stand in a vast
Compass of Ground. They have raised Hills, f¡om 20 to 60 Foot high; which form
a great Number of little Valleys between them. The Bottoms of these Vâlleys
are water'd with clear Streams; which run on till they join together, and fo¡m
larger Pieces of Water and Lakes. The Pass these Streams, Lakes, and Rivers, in
beautiful and magnificent Boats....... They go from one of the Valleys to another,
not by formal strait Walks as in Europe; but by various Turnings and Windings,
adorn'd on the Sides witlì little Pavilions and charming Grottos: and each of
tlÌese Valleys is diversify'd from all the rest, both by their manner of lalng out
on the ground, and in the Strucfure and Disposition of its buildings
All the Risings and Hills are sprinkled with Trees; and particularly with
Flowering-trees, which are here very common. The Sides of the Canals, or lesser
Streams, are not faced, (as they are with us,) with smooth Stone, and in â strait
line; but look rude and rustic, with different Pieces of Rock, some of which jut out,
and others recede inwards; and are placed with so much Art, that you would take
it to be the Work of Nature,,.,..
On your Enhance into each Valley, you see its Buildings before you. All the Front
is a Colonnade, with Windows between Pillars, The Wood-work is gilded,
painted, and varnish'd. The Roofs too are cover'd with varnish'd Tiles of
different Colours: Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, and Purple: which by their Proper
mixture, and their manner of placing them, form an agreeable Variety of
Compartments and Designs.......The Inside of the Apartments answers perfectly to
their Magnificence without. Beside their being very well disposed, the Fumiture
and Ornaments âre very rich, and of an exquisite Taste ln the Courts, and
Passages, you see Vases of Brass, Porcelain, and Marble, fill'd with Flowers: and
before some of these Houses, instead of naked Statues, they have several their
Hieroglyphical Figures of Animals, ând Urns with Perfumes burning in them,
placed upon Pedestals of Marble.

Briefly describing how the eunuchs lived in the palace, Pére Attiret Proceeded to elaborate the

beauty of the bridges and rocks in the compound. Then he slmthesized:

But in their Pleasure-houses, they rather chuse [in comParison with the main
hallsl a beautiful Disorder, and a wandering as far as possible from all the Rules

of Art. They go entirely on this Principle, 'That what they are to represent there
is a natural and wild View of the Country; a rural Retirement, and not a Palace

form'd according to all the Rules of Art' Agreeably to which, I have not yet
observ'd any Two of the little Palaces in all the grand Inclosure, which are alike,
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tho' some of them are placed at such considerable Distances from one another. ... .

This whole Inclosure is called Yum-ming Yuen [Yuan Ming Yuan, or Garden of
Total Clarityì, the Garden of Gardens; or The GarderL by way of Eminence. It is
not the only one that belongs to the Emperor; he has Three others, of the sâme

kind: but none of them so large, or so beauriful, as this. In one of these lives the
Emperor's Grandfather, Cang-hy lKangxí, or K'ang-hsil; and is called Tchuømg
tchun yuen [Chang Chun Yuan] or The Garden of perpetual Spring The Pleasure-
places of the Princes and Grandees are in Little, what those of the Emperor are in
Great.
Perhaps you will ask me,'Why all this long Description? Should not I rather
have drawn Plans of this magnificent P[âce, and sent tlem to you?' To have done
that, would have taken me uP at least Th¡ee Years; without touching uPon any
thing else: whereas I have not a Moment to sPare; and am forced to borrow the
Time in which I now write to you, from my Hours of Rest (Atiiret 1982: P.46).

Poor Attiret had iust entered the giddy scenes of Yuan Ming Yuan. Imagíne, too, the

responses of his friends, the Ìecipients of that letter in the middle of eiShteenth century France

Would they believe what they had been told about the sceneries and sumptuousness of the

imperìal patace that, according to the writer, were all beyond the reach of the power of

drawing or language? Although one may suspend belief for one letter like this, would one not be

persuaded or convinced, if hundreds and thousands of scrolls of painting smuggled out,

purchased, or sent out from China, all conveyed a similar depiction of their gardens and

wilderness?

The novelry of Chinese art consequently caused an uPsurge among the wealthy to collect

it. Louis XIV's châteaux were stuffed with Japanese and Chinese objects, Porcelains, lacquers,

textiles, toldworks, and drawings from the Emperor of China. Naturally it is hard to see why

the Prince of Wales should be imrnune to this fad. Due to a lack of evidence, we cannot tell

what exactly Fâther Matteo Ripa taught Burlington or William Kent' The Prince of Wales,

certainly, had a taste for chinoiserie, even more than Louis XIV. For he was no longer

satisfied with merely collecting Chinese obiects in the Kew, he wanted to build a House of

Confucius, monumentalizing the virhres about which Voltaire later theorized in order to

monumentalize himself. He "wâs said to have had his summer house 'painted to illustrate the

history of Confucius'. He also employed William Kent to lay out the garden at Kew. The

spread of new ideas on landscape gardening went hand-in-hand with the passion for'Exoticks',

and the old geometrical gardens were being gradually swept away-formality was replaced by

the interest of landscape, lakes and noble trees" Gingham 1975: pS).

The House of Confucius left not â trace on its site. But anôther chinoiserie building, a

pagoda completed in 1762 (by the Princess Dowager of Wales), still stands in the Kew. The

pagoda embodies one of the most sacred struchrres in a Buddhist monastery. It originâted from

the Stupa in ancient India- a tumuìus for preserving Buddha's relics. In China, the pagoda
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was transformed into various forms, with various arcNtectural techniques and materials, with

a vertical tower to preserve Buddhistic sutras, niches with Buddha stâtues, and eminent

Buddhist monks' relics. A pagoda wâs located in the centre of temple complex or on the central

axis. During Song Dynasty, it was moved to the back of the monastery' Irrespective of these

variâtions and evolutions of forms and spaces, the pagoda remains the most Powerful symbot in

the Buddhist monastery, with its layers of meanings in its number of storeys and tyPes. To the

English designers in the eiShte€nth century, of course, a Pâgoda was no more than a toy to

decorate their garden.

The large amount of publications on the Chinese architecture in the middle of the

eighteenth century made this play with Chinese "toy" easy to handìe. The release of ¡I3¡4

Designs for Chinese Temples. Chinese and Gothic Architecture Properl)¡ ornamented by

William Halfpenny (alias Michael Hoare), Chinese architecture. Civil and Ornamental.

adâpted to this Climate by Paul Decker, to give a few examples, transformed Chinese

architecture into a style menu or a pâttern book to fit the popular demand of the wealthy. It

did so by blindly or consciously reducing the rich cultural, religious connotations of the Chinese

garden and Chinese architechlre into docile visual ornaments. This codification of the culture

of "tlìe Other" took place side by side with the codification of one's own. The excessive

regulations of dress, food, manner¡ âs a prevalent social phenomenon in the eighteenth century

England, entrapped the Chinese architecture in the same net The net, whether it was

language, print, or numbers, tightened at once----on the line of thought of Descârtes, and

Newton--dividing and subdividing the objects of the study.

Two philosophical and moral problems remained: (1) Chinese Gardens or Chinese

Architecture may, like their counterparts in the west, hâve types according to their functions

or ownerships,69 but are radically different, as they hâve no drastic contrasts or shifts in their

design philosophy, The influence of cosmology in design predetermined the impossibility of a

mechanical categorization, atso given the fact that the authors of England had no inkling of

the nuances of Chinese regional culture and architecture; (2) Chinese Garden and Chinese

Architecture cannot, by any means, be reduced into sheer pattems or styles. Their symbolic

functÍons resist codification.

The authors who divided Chinese architecture into idiomatic parts seemed not to mind

this at all. Right from the outset, their conderending attitudes of Chinese culture st).rnied the

69Fo, exampl", Chinese Gardens, depending on their ownership, could be schematically categorized asl

(1) Imperial Cardens and L,andscapes, the ones served to the royal families and emPero¡s for thejr leisu¡e

and pliasure; (2) lÌivate Owned Ga¡dens, those built by literati, merchants, or mandarins, they often were

within the housing compound; (3) Landscapes of Temples and Monasteries, that hâd ¡eligious purposes;
(4) Open Public Landscape, which was accessible to the Plebeians
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sincerity of their learning from the Chinese. Chambers, the most influential architect among

those who entertained Chinoiserie, the designer of the pagoda in the Kew, declared openly on

the forefront of lìis Designs of Chinese Buildings, Fumiture. Dresses. Machines and Utensils:"

Though I am publishing a work of Chinese Architecture, let it not be suspected that my

intention is to promote â taste so much inferior to the antique, and so much unfit for our

climate"(Chambers 1968: ii). Apologetically, Chambers gave his condescending reâsons to

write about Chinese architech¡re.

[T]he architecture of one of the most extraordinary nations in the universe cånnot
be a matter of indifference to a true lover of the arts, and an architect should by no
means be ignorant of so singular a stile of building: at the least the knowledge is
curious, and on particulâr occasions may likewise be useful; as he may sometimes be
obliged to make Chinese compositions, and at others it Íìay be judicious in him to
do so. For though, generally speaking, Chinese architecture does not suit EuroP€an
purposes; yet in extensive parks and gardens, where a treat vâriety of scenes are
required, or in immense palaces, containint â numerous series of apartments, I do
not see the impropriety of finishing some of the inferíor ones in the Chinese tâste.
Variety is always delightful; and novelty, attended with nothing inconsistent or
disagreeable, sometimes takes place of beauty. History informs us that Adrian,
who was himself an architect, at a time when the Grecian architecture was in the
highest esteem among the Romans, erected in his Villa, at Tivoli, certain
buildings after the manner of the Egyptians and of other nations. The buildings of
the Chinese âre neither remarkable for magnitude or richness of materials: y€t
there is a singularity in their manner, a justness in their proportion, a simPlicity,
and sometimes even beauty, in their form, which recommend them to our notice. I
look upon them as toys in architecture: and as toys are sometimes, on âccount of
their oddity, prettyness, or neatness of workmanship, âdmitted into the cabinets
of the curious, so may Chinese buildings be sometimes allowed a place among
compositions of a nobler kind (Chambers 1968: ii).

Indeed, we should not view Chamber's attitude too critically. Ølthough reading these

lines , my thoughts stagnate in betwem the blank spaces, I am pondering, as I atn explaining to

you nou, hoa, much we haue changed ìn the past tuo hundred yearÐ. The historical conditions

under which the first contact of China and the West took place induced ethnocentrism.

Voltaire himself, who admired the Chinese highly, also believed that there was "a sort of

'built-in' racial inability in the Chinese to go beyond a certain point" (Voltaire 'l'969: p.295)

Repeatedly Chambers states that he considered Chinese "as great, or wise" people, but "onìy in

comparison with the nations tlìat surround them; ând have no intention to Place them in

competition either with the ancients, or with the moderns of this part of the world"(Chambers

1968:p.i),

Aìigned with Chambers, Àddison believed that the principle of naturalness was used

by both the Ancients and the Chinese.
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Writers who have given us an account of China, tell us tlìe inlìabitants of tlìat
country lâugh ât the plantations of Euro¡rans, which are laid out by the rule of
line; because, they say, any one may place trees in equal rows and uniform figures.
They choose rather to show a genius in works of this nature, and therefore always
conceal the art by rvhich they express the particular beauty of a plantation that
shikes the imaginatio¡_ at first sight, without discovering what it is that makes
so agreeable an effect.To

Therefore leâming from nature should include, to Addison, the learning from the Chinese. This

generosiry and equanimify by no means derived f¡om humiliry. They rvere based upon a vision

of a G¡eat Britain within which the porver of hade brought the world together under the

effigy of the King. Addison said,

I The King should be proud of seeing] so many private men, who in his time would
have been the vassals of some powerful baron, negotiating like princes for greater
sums of money tab were forrnerly to be met with in the royai treasuryl 1rade,
without enlarging the British territories, lras given us a kind of ádditionâl
empire: it has muìtiplied the numb€r of the rich, made our land estates infinitely
more valuable than they were formerly, and added to them the accession of other
estates as valuable as the lands themselves" (Addison 1892: p.149).

so be it, Addison shouted, if this Greât Britain does not have the fmit that China or the

Philippines has, import them, if this Great Britain does not have the fine pottery, let us not
hesitate to decorâte "our rooms" with Chinese pyramids and Japanese workmanship (Addison

1892: p.148).

This ethnocentric departure of Addison, chambers and their contemporâries
inexorably pre-desrined the eighteenth century encounter with tlìe East to become a bizarre
form of heroism. It is lìeroic, for the price of understanding the mysterious china was

enormous-it cost the lives of generations of Jesuits, sinologists, and scholars. They spent their
Iives for undeniable values (as much as chambers' writing on Chinese architecture still has

sparkles here and there). It is tragic, or if one prefers, curiously bizarre that the tightened net
of the European tabulaiion through words and pictures has holes everywhere. The objects of
codification emptied in front of the western Eye. staring ât the drawings of Chambers long
enough, one will câtch ân estranged visual effect: rvith shades antl shadows chambe¡s
rendered, every picture and every elevation supposedly mo¡e real tlìån tlìe chinese way of
representation wlìich was non-perspective, and turned into three dimensional entities with no

soul, no substânce, no longer "Chinese''. They are distinctively westem, witl.ì forms simplified,
hardened, wirh interiors being penetrated by light. In the case of pagoda, the niches have

gone, the doo¡s tunr into wide-open apertures. "Properly,' Chambers caìled them "toys,,. Thc

T0Indirectly cited from Hugh Honou¡ s Chinoiserie, Loudol: Hugh Honour, c.1961, p.146.
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possession of "toys", or the domestication of others via the domestication of sy'rnbols, professed

plainly by Addison's own words, already heralded an age of Western commodification of

everything, including the most sacred, from others' societies. The garden is one of them.
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Figure 17. Chambers' lllustration of Pâgodâ Figure 18. Cbåmbers' Illusüation of Chinese people

Source: William Chambers, Designs oJ Chinese Buildings, Furnitue, Drcsses, Machínes
and UÍansils, 1757.

The bending, mutilating and forcing of Chinese architecture through the Western grids of

knowledge did not escape from controversies. The novelty of chinoiserie incurred a vehement

attack from the hard core "English" British intellectuals. Internal political differences

played a modest part in this dispute. Their ego being hurt, Shaftesbury and Pope believed

firrrìly thât it was only the Greeks that founded their art and science on Nature, whereas what

the Egyptians or "barbarians of any kind" may have achieved so was pure luck. "Whatever

flourished or was raised to any degree of correctness or reâl perfection in the kind was by means

of Greece alone, ardin the hand of that sole pilot, most civilized, and accomplished

nation"(Shaftesbury 7963: p,241). Out of this mentality,

Shaftesbury felt no need to justify with Chinese precedents his admiration of
wild nature 'where neither Art, nor the Conceit or Caprice of Man has spol'd
genuine order by breaking upon primitive state'. He even enthused-in so far as
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an Augustian philosopher could enthuse---on 'the verdure of the Filed...,..the
rude rocks, the mossy caverns...... and broken Falls of Water', which were soon to
form the essential features of the landscape park (Honour 1961: p.145).

Soon after the middle of the eighteenth century, the debate on the connection between

Chinese garden and "naruralness" stoppd, With the British conquest on China and the fall of

Cathay, few British intellectuals would be even interested to continue the discussion.

Chambers' own book on the Chinese architecture and garden earned himself more trouble than

applause. For whatever reason, he compromised at the end of the eighteenth century by

publishing in which he entirelv

espouses the opinions of Shaftesbury and Pope. The Classical won over the Chinese in the

rising Great Britain. The trend of Chinoiserie flagged. The Kew that initiated the trend now

was changed into a Garden of Science. Along with the expansion of knowledge of both nature

and culture, the condescending patronage of Chinese culture-even iust thât-became

illegitimate, and was replaced by violence. For the lovers of Chinese art and garden in Europe,

the first heyday, had passed.
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Figure 19. The House of Confucius

Figure 20. The Pagoda in the Kew.
Source: Mddeleine Binghan The Ma*ing ofKew, 1975.

6.4. The Censu¡e on the Foreign Gaze

In retrospect, the heyday hâd its haze. China was ânything but a passive entity,

total, readily to be viewed in one comprehensive glance. The difficulty for the foreign gaze71

TlRobert Fortune, a British botanist who made his trip to China in the middle of the nineteenth century,
desc¡ibed Chinese as "a bunch of jugglers". Dauntingly Fortrure admitted he was unable to penetrate the
Chinese society:" We [the Euopeans] were in the position of little children who gaze with ad;i¡ation and
wonder at a penny peep-show in a fair or ma¡ket-place at home.-We looked with magnifying eyes on
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to penelrate Chinese society reached climax, if âccount of the power of the Kangxi reign. In the

early years of the eighteenth century, the Chinese Empire reinvigorated before the Opium

Wars. The emperor and his court enjoyed absolute autonomy over what was to be seen by the

foreigners and what was not to be seen.

The forefathers of the Qing D',nasty, as they appear in history books, had been no less

boorishly arrogant than Addison or Pope. Once the Jesuits showed a print of â streetscape of a

European city in the court: Emperor Kangxi, looking at the thick walls and high buildings (four

or five stories), sympathetically lamented:" Undoubtedly, this Europe must b€ a very small

and pitiful Country; since the Inhabitants cannot find Ground enough to spread out their Towns,

but âre obliged to live up thus in the Air." (Attiret 1982:p.36) Read also The Emperor's Edict to

the Dutch Governor-General on October 16, 1656 when the Dutch sought the trade with China.

We consider your country, Captain Moor, Maatzuiker of Holland", wrote Emperor
Shunzhi, "to be distantly located on Our western border, separated from Us by
remote aJld dangerous oceâns. Since ancient times your counfy hãs never embraced
Chinese culture. Nevertheless, from afar you know and long for Our virtue and
civilization. You, therefore, selected tributary ambassadors, Peter de Goyer and
Jacob de Keyzer, and others, to come to Our court and respectively to present
kibute from a distance of more than ten thousând ll. You have shown loyalty and
justice. For this reason we indeed praise you very much,.,...Concerning your
petition for entering ând leaving (China) for your convenience in pafng Us
homage and presenting tribute and for the exchange of goods: Although this will
circulate money and commodities which would be to the profit of our merchânts
and people, we are afraid thåt the distânce is so treat and the winds and waves
so dangerous, that it will be very toilsome to the tribute-beâ¡ers who travel in
boats and carts and suffer the hardship of long journeying. Therefore, if the times
for tribute-pres€ntâtion be too frequent and the number of tribute-bearers required
too grate, they will command our sympathy. Therefore, we order that your
country should present tribute every eight years, that officers and servants
should not be more than 100 men, only twenty of whom shall be allor¡¡ed to go to
tlre imperial Capital (Fu 1966: p.20)

Isn't it all apparent that Emperor Shunzhi treated the Dutch as the red haired "barbarians"?

Isn't it true thât the Son of Heaven of the Central Kingdom considered Europe an uncivilized

place? Isn't "trade", the term suggested little equity in Addison's mind, also falling into the

category of "tribute" in Emperor Shunzhi's mind? The emperor thought the Dutch was

worshipping his civilized court.

every thing Chinese; and fancied, for the time at least, that what we saw was certainly real. But the same
child¡en who look with wonder upon the scenes of Trafalgar and Waterloo, when the curtain falls, and
thet penny-worth of sighbs has passed by, find that, instead of being amongst those striking scenes which
have just passed in review befo¡e thei¡ eyes, they are only, after all, in the mârket-place of their native
town. So it is witlì "Children of a larger grcwth." This mystery served the pu¡pose of the Chinese so long as
it lasted; and although we perhaps did not give them c¡edit for all to which they pretended, at leåst we
gave them much more than really deserved" (Foftune 1847:p.4).
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Shunzhi granted the Dutch traders his mercy. According to the annals of the eing, the

Dutch ambassadors obediently followed the rules of the court. In retum, they were allowed the

pdvilege of "kow-towing" to the emperor within the innermost court of the Great Within. As

a result of the "mercy" of the emperor, the observant Dutch traveller, John Nieuhoff, got a peek

of the Imperial compound:

All the Edifices, which are so many, are most richly adorned with guilt Galleries,
Balconies, and carved Imagery, to the admiration of all that ever saw them; each
dwelìing having a large Pent-house so that you may walk dry in all
weather......All the Roofs of the Bui¡dings are covered with yellow glazed
Pantiles which shine, when the sun reflects, brighter than Gold; which has made
some believe and report, that the Roof of this Royal Palace was covered with pure
Gold (Honour 196l: p.20).

Viewing, views, and to be viewed, each step unveiled in a Chinese way!

Through those plotted routes and doorways, the imperial compound unfurled to the

Western Eye a shinning surface or a corner of riotous details, dropping glinting hints on thât
which was absent. unlike the Acropolis that stands haughtily between the sky and the eartlì

or Renaissance Florence that praises the triumph of Man (in a male form), the ancient chinese

cities were submitting to the Tao of the cosmos, to the changes and uncertainties generated by

the counterbâlance of Yht and Yang. They r.,vere designed according to Feng Shui (Wind and

Water)-the geomâncy based upon the I Ching. There is no exception fro the Forbidden City.
Its architecrural form, its orientation and roof colour were simultaneously symbolic and

functional: they sy'rnbolize the cosmos into a holographic monad, yet they respond directly to

the local climåte of Beiiing. So accustomed to order, geometry and proportion, the Western Eye,

suddenìy disoriented, lost its gdp on interpretation. Nieuhoff was stunned by the spectacular

Goldenness of the Royal Roof color, meanwhile was unaware that "yellow" corresponded to

number "5" in the centre of the Chinese mystical nine square grid based on the I Ching,s

numerological system. "Yellow" was the noblest color among all, representing ,'Earth" and the

regalia,

Or sometimes the Western Eye inadvertentty failed to "see" China. Attiret
complained that nothing deserved to be seen in his near two thousand miles þurney to peking: ,'

not even any Monuments, or Buildings, except some Temples for their ldols; and those built of
Wood, and but one Story high: the chief Value and Beauty of which seem'd to consist in some

bad Paintings and very indifferent vamislr-works. Indeed any one that is just come from seeing

the Buildings in France and Italy, is apt to have but little Taste, or Attention, for whatever he

may meet in the other Parts of the World"(Aitiret 1982: p.5). Most Chinese dwellings for
centuries retained a modest greyness. In a way similar to grasses rooted in soil, the rocks piling
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up to a mountain, the villages or courtyard housing grew out of the land, forging a strong

collective identity, leaving each individual building to vary in a delicate nuance. The

unvarnished color of those buildings may be a result of a war, famine, or frugality; however,

the codification of a color scheme in the Qint Dymasty sanctioned flamboyant colours for the

houses of ordinary people.

Three major factors contributed to the difficulties which the missionaries faced in late

imperial China, (1). The Jesuits often faced stront resistance from the indigenous religions, and

the competition and anta8onism to foreign religions. Adam Schall himself was attacked by

both the Mohammedans ând the Buddhists inside the Astronomical Bureau. After Shunzhi's

death, Schall lost the emperor's protection. Immediately he faced a charge that used to be his

merits. The anti-Western opponents in the Qing Court accused Schall of being a heretic

demagogue:

The Westemer, T'ang Jo-wang lSchall's Chinese name], was a posthumous follower
of Jesus who had been the ringleader of the treacherous bandits of the Kingdom of
Judea (Ju-te-ya). In the Mint Dynasty he câme to Peking secretly and not as a

tribute-beare¡ for his own countÐ¡. The heretical courtier. Hsü Kuang-ch'i, coveted
the foreigner's curios and recommended him to the Court, instead of enforcing the
prohibition agâinst navigation (that foreigners might not enter China).
Thereafter T'ang Jo-wang posed as a calender-maker in order to carry on the
propagation of heresy. His conspiracy is well established by the fact that lìe
ordered an official, Li Tsu-pai, to write a heretical book, entitled the T'ien-hsùeh
Ch'aun-kai saying that inhabitânts of the ten thousand countries both in the East
and in the West were descendents of the heretics (i.e., the Jews), that one of them
had become (the ancient) Emperor Fu-hsi (of China) in the middle Kingdom, and
that both the Six Classics and the Four Books (of China) are only commentaries on
the heretic Oewish) scripture! Does not Li Tsu-pai openly berray his own counrry
in following the doctrines of another country? The guilt of the author who writes
such a heretical book should never be pardoned (Fu 196ó: p.35).

Schall endured unbearable torrure in prison. Although being pardoned, Schall's frail

health came to a quick end. Three month later, in August, 1666, he died in the mission house.

However, his death merely marked a beginning for the sharp split among the Jesuits

themselves, and between the Jesuits and the Papal Court in Rome.

(2). Inevitably the Jesuits had to allow their Chinese converts to prâcfice the Chinese

ritual of ancestor worship in China. One way to do so, for the eârly missionaries, was to re-

write world history, as the accusation on Schall said, putting the Chinese protenitors into

Genesis. The contexualization of Chdstiâniiy offended not only Chinese Confucians, but also

some Jesuits who took the controversy back to Rome (Rowbotham 1966:pp.132-175).

Emperor Kangxi handled this matter diplomatically. On his six trips from Peking to

Jiangnan [The Southem region of the Yanttze] at the end of the seventeenth century and during
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the early eighteenth century, he allocated time specially to meet the missionaries on his way.

For instance, In 1684, the Emperor summoned the two Jesuit fathers Valat ând Gabiani to ân

audience while he was in Nanking [Nanjingì.

He received them'sitting cross-legged on his throne in the Tartar fashion,'and
asked them their names and ages, how long they had been in China, whether they
had studied any philosophy or not, and if they could nâme a new star that hâd
recently appeared. They were Biven a glass of wine that had been made for the
Emperor by Jesuit fathers in Peking, which they drank kneeling in his presence,
and presents of cloth and gold. The missionaries showed the Emperor a crucifix, in
which he expressed polite interest (Spence 1966: p.135).

The genial emperor certainly expected to impress the Jesuits with his image of being a benign

King to be known to the Europeans. On the other hand, the emperor increasingly became

concemed with tlìe foreign penetration.

On the fourth Southern Tour in 1703 the Emperor came across many groups of
missionaries whose existence he had not suspected, and was extremely angry, both
because he feared that some political âctivity was brewing, and because they had
been moving around the country at will(luanluan-li, mao-mao-li). The senior
missionary, Grimaldi, could only placate him by agreeing to catalog all Jesuit
personnel and possessions, and standing guaranty for the missionaries of other
orders (Spence '1966 p.138).

(3).Judging from the letter of Pére Attiret, the control of the missionaries had been

significantly tightened three decades lâter. The iourney to tlìe capital, in the memory of

Attiret, invoked an unpleasant experience.

We came hither by the Command, or rather by the Permission of the Emperor. An
Officer was assign'd to conduct us; and they made us believe, that he would defray
our Expences: but the latter was only in Words, for in Effect the Expence was almost
wholly out of our own Pockets. Half of the Way we came by Water; and both ate,
and lodg'd in our Boâts: and whât seem's odd enough to us, was; that, by the Rules
of Good-breeding received among them, we were not aìlow'd ever to go ashore, or
even to look out of the Windows of the Cover's-boats to observe the Faces of the
Country', as we passed along. we made the latter Part of our Journey in a fort of
Cage, which that were pleas'd to call a Litter- In this too we were shut up, all
Day long; and at NiSht carried into our Inns; (and very wretched Irurs they arel)
and this we Bot to Peking; with our curiosity quite unsatisfy'd, and with seeing but
very little more of the Country, than if one had been shut up all the while in one's
own Chamber (Attiret 1982:p.4).

Such a hard-line policy of the Qing court, logically, was to mâtch with the bigotry of Rome-72

It also had something to do with Emperor Yongzhen's familial strife. Shortly after

72"In Mur"h, 1715, the Holy See issued a decre€ forbiddingr (1). the use of the terms of T'ien and Shang
Ti for God; (2) the use of the Ching T'ien tablets (3)saqifices to Confucius; (4) other ceremonies in the
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Yongzheng's crowning, his eighth brother, Yun Ssu, plotted a mutiny to overthrow him, in

which a Jesuit, Juan Morao was allegedly involved. The mutiny received stern suppression.

Father Morao was executed in Turkestan on August 1.8, 1726. With it, the Manchu emperor

professed â clear reiection of Catholicism- On May 28, 7727, on t]r.e occasion of celebrating

Buddha's birthday, Yongzheng admonished his people:

However, Heaven (nature) creates the ten thousand things by the interactions of
Yin and Yang and the five elements. Therefore, we say that the ten thousand
things originated in heaven. Heaven is the Almighty God (Chu-tsai). From
ancient times down to the present, have you heard of anyone who does not
worship Heaven? Or of any religion which does not respect Heaven? Are there
any differences between our worship of Heaven and the idea of the worship of
Heaven of the Western religion? If they say that God the Creator, for the sake
of saving the people, transformed himself into a human being on this Earth, they
lie wantonly. They use the nâme of Heaven to seduce and enchant our foolish
people into following their religion. This must be the heresy of the European
religion! In Our opinion it may mean simply that ât first when the Western
religion wâs being founded, the people respected their founder âs reverently as
they worshipped Heaven. But to say that the founder of their religion himself
was the Lord of Heaven is unreasonable nonsense...
China has her Chinese religion, iust as Europe has a European religion. The
European religion does not need to be practiced in China; similarly how can
European countries practice Chinese religion? For instance, take the case of the
sons of Sunu, Wu-er-ch'en and the others, ignorant and lawless fellows, who
betray their ancestors and violate the code of the Court, and are even willing to
die for their religion without repentânce. Is this not abnormal? European
theôlogy which claims that the Lord of heaven was himself transformed into a
man is particularly ridiculous, it is unnccessary for him to transform himself into
a human being. To say that the b€lievers in the religion of the Lord of Heaven
will themselves become transfigured into the likeness of the Lord of heaven, is
the most unreasonable nonsense(Fu 1966: p.i56)!

A dialogic (indeed, for different reasons) cross-cultural exchange ran into a deadlock.

Having indicated that China would not spread its religion in Europe, Emperor Shunzhi,

through his own biting satires, decided to close the door to missionaries. Inasmuch âs the

Western Eye cast its gaze upon the dawning China, China ebbed into its own dream.

When Robert Fortune, an appointed "Botanical Collector to the Horticultural SocieÇ

of London", stepped into Dr. Chang's garden in Ningbo in 1843-shortly after the First Opium

Wa¡, the door of China, before Emperor Yongzheng was able to close it, had b€en pried wide-

open by the guns of English troops. Fortune himself heard of the exquisite beauty of the

mandarin gardens at Amoy, from the "English troops, during the war" (Fortune 7847:p.92).

Confucian temples; (5) sacrifices to ancesto¡; (6) oblations offered before the ancestral tablets, before the
body of a deceased person, or at the g¡ave side; (7) the possession of tablets bearing the legend,'Seat of
the Soul of X...."'(Rowbotham 1966:p.165).
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Already too late, the first contact between the East and West had been derailed. The haze of

China darkened.

Had he been sensitive to the Chinese "soul", Fortune would have been the first

Westerner to "discover" the Chinese literati garden and to introduce it to the West. Fortune, a

learned scientist, an explorer, however, concerned himself more with horticulturâl knowledge

and the "yellow colour camellia". Thinking that "the Chinese were in that half<ivilised

stâte" compared with Europe (Fortune 1847:p.5), inside Dr. Chang's house, inside an "authentic

literati garden", his eyes fluttered on the dynamic form:

This old gentleman has the different parts of his house joined together by rude-
looking caverns, and what ât first sight appeârs to be a subterraneous passage,
leading from room to room, through which the visitor passes to the garden which
lies behind the house. The small courts, of which a glimpse is caught in passing
through, are fitted up with this rockwork; dwârf trees are planted here and there
in various places, and creepers hang down naturally and gracefully until their ends
touch tlìe little ponds of water which are always pìaced in front of the rockwork.
These small places being passed, we are again led through passages like those
already noticed, wlìen the garden, with its dwarf trees, vases, rockwork,
ornamental windows, and beautiful flowering shrubs, is suddenly opened to the
view (Fortune 1847 /7979: p.99).

6.5. The Chinese Garden

Why has the Chinese garden always caught the Western Eye off-guard? Is it because

of its miniâture delicacy, its indeterminâte focâl point, or its layered space? Or it is because

the "deep", "incomprehensible" "Nature" irr Taoism, Confucianism, and I will add, Buddhism,

are radically different from tlìat of tlìe Creco-Roman-Judeo world views?

The Chinese garden developed along its own course. The word "Garden" in the

classical Chinese synchronically offers at least seven references: (1)Yuán ,[fl as for garden;

1Z) Vuàn,/i- garden with exotic plants and anirnals; (3) Yrìø,Ëlenclosed land with animals; (4)

Pu, ffrf ga.den planted wi-th vegetables or flowers; $) Tíng,þhe space between the main

hall and the gate; (6)Yuàr{fts for a welled courtyard with walls; (DYeffdwellint in wildness

(Chen 1980: p.109). Amid them 'Yòu" @ and '?u" ($ , inscribed on the ancient relics,

are the archaic nouns having at least three thousand years history for the prototypic meaning

of garden, The Kangxi Dictionary (published in 1777) dissected the hieroglyphic

character"Yòu" @ , into its radicals; the word consists of the "Presence" enclosed by a

square. The noun "lresence"fl, originated from the ancient Chinese observation of the solar

eclipse, it was called a "Presence" whenever an eclipse happened. Altogether the enclosed

"Presence" (the presence of exoric animals) in composing the noun 'Yòu" graphically recorded

the earliest function of garden in China-that "Yòu" as a place fenced artificially, where the
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emperors or the dukes, during the seasonal breaks in farming enioyed hunting; "Pu", coined

possibly around the same time or later, visually outlines an enclosed farm land where in the

centre stands the symbol of a male householder. The contrâdistinction of "Yòu" and "Pu"-that

between an enclosed hunting site and an enclosed farming land-loosely, suggests a demarcation

of the transformation of ancient China from a hunting to an atricultural society. Witlì

certitude, we are assured that the increasing time for leisure available to the worthies and the

wealthy led the art of garden-making to depart from the necessity of Productivity,
Understandably the royal families played a major role in developing the art of garden making.

The first Emperor of China who unified the entire coun!ry, Qin Shi Huang (reigned 22i-206

B.C,), ordered people to build besides the Great Wall a number of extravagânt imperial

palaces and gardens. Till the Western Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-4.D.9), garden making was

popular among the aristocrats and the wealthy. With the development of the imperial

gardens to their pompous extrâvaganza oi'Vuan"f{ , namely, a pâlace teemint with exotic

flowers and fowls, the art of tarden making had became widely accepted by the literati, an

educated elite officialdom, and the religious sectors such as Taoist and Buddhist monks.

"Yuán"-the term for garden used up to the modern time- appeared approximately at this

time.

"Nature" (o, z¡ro,lþlå) within the various forms of Chinese tlìouglìts, in time,

ramifies, converges, or multipìies. The formation of the notions of "nature" and the "natural"

directly affected garden design. Confucianism and Taoism, over against other ideals and

undercurrents, trânsformed into diverse sects of philosophical and religious Practices. In the

Han Dynasty, orthodox Confucianism, having absorbed Taoist cosmology with its belief in Yin

and Yang, v¡as first consecrated into a religion, which persisted in the dynasties to come âs a

set of normative social principles. The internal warfare following the Han Dynasfy in Wei and

Jin, nourished Taoism into another prominent religion with its hierarchies of deities,

anthropocentric theologies, and Àlchemy. This mystification of Tao into something

supernatural powerfully invigorated the Chinese worship of nâture, Shielded by this

escâpism from reality, war, and suffering, the literati and monks emulated the reclusive life

style of tlìe Taoists and the naturalists. Chinese garden making, was elevated from the

flamboyant imperial exhibitionist tastes, to a much more naturalistic and humbìe art, âimed

primarily at the "realness" of representation of nature. At the extreme, the retired literati

politicians, instead of living in their urban compound, would move into mountains and wildness.

The poetic images of the most renowned Jin poet, Tao Yuanming, said it all:

Being a child never tâinted by mendacity, in na¡rre lwe all] Iove mountain;
Being trapped by the ârtificial nets, [Il spent my thirty years......

[Now] ploughing in the wilderness of the south, [I] humbly returned to the land;
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Ten acres homestead, with eight or nine thatches;
Elm and willow shadowing the back eaves, Plum and peach trees arrayed in front
of the hall way......
The yards have no dirÇ the houses are full of space;

[I] have been so long in the cage of the artificial, now I reunite with nature.(My
translation)

In imâges of nature and returnint to nahrre, garden-a simplistic yardful of Plânts and

rocks, gently echoed the form of natu¡e "out there". What had been emphasized in this Taoist

ideal of "paradise" was mostly the notion of "presence of nature", i.e., how to return to the

embrace of natural forces of the cosmos, as advocated by Zhuang Zi, in which an aestheric

transcendence could be achieved by separating the mind from worldly matters: seclusion in the

wildness. The withdrawal from urban life popularized the villas and resorts and gardens in

the country. Suzhou by then also had its first recorded private scholar garden.

Gârden, in its widely âpplied meaning of the literati garden, as an oasis within the

urban context, which gave the meditative function ân unprecedented significance, had much to

do with Zen Buddhistic recognition of nature and its dissemination in fiangnan (the southern

region of the Yangtze River). With the Neo-Confucian Orthodoxy in the Song and Ming

Dy'nasty, arose the possibility of integrating Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism with the re-

humanization of tlìe long lost tradition of classical Confucianism and Taoism. Zen Buddhism

began to be popularized in Jiangnan, making the region a hub of the Buddhist monks and the

literati. Zen challenged tradjtional Chinese thoughts which emphasized dialectics and

hierarchies. Obviously the non-Dualistic (and differing-from-philosophies) stance of Zen, in

its affirmation of totaliry, and of that "pointing to the heart" immediacy, revolutionized the

traditional way of painting, and artistic representâtion in general, It sent a quake tl.ìtough the

artistic circles of Wu since the thirteenth century. The oeuvre of Zheng Xie (-1234--1300), Zhao

Mengfu (1254-1322), and Wu Zhen (1280-1354) had shown the signs of the intellectual

crystaìlization of Zen in the Chinese ârts. Rapidly replacing the Song Senre of the objecrive

representation, both the Yuan and Ming paintings of the southern masters celebrated the

unlimited freedom of subjective expression (Loehr 1980) which, as an influence of Zen

Buddhism, prevailed in the Wu school of painters (including Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Wen

Zhengming (1470-1559),Qiu Ying (?-1552), and Tang Yin (1470-7523).

The Wu school of painters refused to separate rePresentation from Presentation,

conceptual thinking from action, which inevitably validated both simPlicity and sPontaneity.

Falseness and grotesqueness had also been assigned new values: falseness being used as a

parodist counter notion to Truth, the grotesque as a means of shock in Zen. By this rationâle,

Zen paintings were radically anti-aesthetic, mocking, flaunting, and breaking the rules of the
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convention of composition--of balance ând harmony, and drawing techniques Particularly in

the works of later monk masters, Shi Tao (orTao Ji) ('1638? -'1720) and Zhu Dai (162G1.7A5).

In landscape architecture, Buddhism revolutionized the entire tradition of literati

garden making. Today's Suzhou has the finest masterpieces. Browsing through the key

joumals and diaries written throughout Tang, Song, Ming, and Qing dynasties, one can easily

grasp some functional changes in the literati gardens, coinciding with the dissemination of Zen

Buddhism among the Wu literati. Some parts of the garden had begun to be designated for Zen

meditation. New places like "Boddhi Field", "One Vehicle Tower", "Four Zen Cosmos", "Five

Dharma Building" (Chen et al. 1983: p.189) came into existence. And if the garden itself was

located within a Buddhist temple (some of the best preserved literati gardens belonged to the

monks), that garden was definitely used for Zen practices. And most of the gardens of this time

were designed, built ând owned by monks.

The impact of Buddhism on literati garden design extends far beyond its religious

themes. The influence of Zen on garden design was more in its iconoclastic principles of re-

thinking, and of representing nature ånd humanity in design. Primarily, the literati no longer

sought for a "realness" and "total representation of nature" as previously in the Jin D).nasty.

Since "nature" developed into a "mind-set" of nothingness, bridging over subjectivity and

obiectivity, the power of the Zen way of enlightenment could arise an¡'where, in its âbsolute

minimalism. This shift towârds to "nothingness"- much more elaborated in the Jâpanese Dry-

Land Garden- câused the Chinese literati to also shift away from artifacts into "sPaces"/ into

voids created by walls, corridors, and plants. The surface of the water, that ePhemeral

quality of light reflection, t}].e zi,zag walkways meandering into the courryard, exploded with

the feeling of uncertainty, fragmentation, and yet had intimate quiehess.

Thus, diagrammatically, to exagterate â bit, the typology of the Chinese lite¡ati

garden differs from the French Baroque garden that created a "Perfect nature", from the

English Neo-Palladian garden that sought a "manicured nature", or even from tlìe JaPanese

Dry-Land garden that played rnainly with symbolic nature.73 The best examples of Song and

73The metaphorical function of garden has been purified to its extreme in the Japanese Zen Buddhist
garden such as for example in Ryoan-ji, where rocks were placed on top of the flat white sand surfaces,
plotted with pples to mimic the element of wate¡. This dualistic contradistinction and baìance between
rock and sand, mountains and wate¡, shifts radically to the extreme in a ¡epresentational landscape and
in its symbolization of the oriental ideal of creation. "Mount Sumeru and the Buddhist cosmos, the
mythical Isles of the Blest, Chinese ideas su¡rounding the concePt of yang and yin (oPPosing Positive and
negative forces), the to oise arìd the crane (t¡aditional symbols of long life and Sood fortune), and simPle
mathematical combinations of seven, five, and th¡ee. But in most cases these elemenÈs are no more than
names or expedient explanations tacked on to the Sarden features in later times, and they by no means
always fit the essential forms of gardens themselves. For instance, the seven-five-thlee compositional
idea is often called in to explain the Shinju-an garden, and an elaborate tale of a ti8¡ess Protecting her
young hom a demon is used to give narrative meaning to the Ryoan-ji garden. when in fact neither of this
explanation is entirely apt" (Hayakâwa 7973: p.95).
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Ming literati gardens succeeded in fusing the presentation of nåture with the representation of

nature, practicality (use) with aesthetics (art) and spirituality (meaning), and the bodily

experience (touching) with an abstrâction (conception) all at once.74

6.6. The Maddening Dreamscape

Will this comely and calm philosophical summary suffice though, to explain the

"uneasiness" of Robert Fortune's gaze? It seems not. Fortune was not an obsessive philosopher,

his eyes would not habih-rally penetrate "deep" into the woods. There was something else that

baffled him.

At the dawn of June 24th, 1843, waking up in his boat, Fortune disguised hímself with

Chinese cloth, and then sneaked into the crowds of Suzhou.

None of the loiterers on the bridge appeared to pay the slightest âttention to me/
by which I concluded that I must be very rnuch like one of themselves. How
surprised they would have been had it been whispered to them than an Englishman
was standing amongst them.
The ciry of Soo-chow-foo [the Prefecture of Suzhoul, in its general features, is much
the same as the otlìer cities in the north, but is evidently the seat of luxury and
wealth, ând has none of those signs of dilapidation and decây which one sees in
such towns as Ning-po. A noble canal, as wide as the river Thames at Richmond,
runs parallel with the city walls, and acts as a moat as well as for commercial
purposes. here, as at Cading and Ta-tsong-tseu. a large number of invalided junks
are moored, and doubtless make excellent Chinese dwelling-houses, particularly to
a people so fond of living on the water. This same canal is carried through arches
into tlìe city, where it ramifies in all directions, sometimes narrow and dirÇ, and
ât other places expanding into lakes of considerable beauty; thus enabling the
inhabitants to convey their merchandise to their houses from the most distant parts
of the country. Junks and boats of all sizes are pllng on this wide and beautiful
canal, and the whole place has a cheerful and flourishing aspect, which one does
not often see in the other towns in China, if we except Canton and
ShanghaeIShanghaí] (Fortune lM7:p.250\.

74Th" k"y to this fusion of bodily experience and mental procession relíes upon the manner how one
combines the "real" and "literary" use of real nature, namely' the physical materiality of rocks, plants and
water to represent nature as a ¡vhole in an analogous form. The Garden Master in the history of China,
Ji Cheng explained this principle clea¡ly in the preface of The C¡¿fts of the Cardens: As a young man I
was known as a painter. I was by nature interested in seeking out the unusual; since I derived most
pleasure from the brushes of Guan Tong and Jing Hao, I paid homage to their style in all my work. I
travelled between the region of Beiiing in the no¡th and the old land of Zhu in the south, and in middle-
age returned to my home region Wu, where I decided to settle at Zhenjiang. Zhenjiang is surrounded by
the most beautiful scenery, and people in the area who cared about such things collected rocks, and
aEange those with interesting shapes among bamboos and trees to make a¡tificial mountains. One day I
happened on some of these, arìd burst out laughing at them, When somebody asked me what I was
laughing at, I answered, 'it has been said that aÌt imitates life, but why do you not imitate the appea¡ance
of real mountains, instead of those heaps of fist-shape stones which country people put up to welcome the
God of Spring?' 'Could you do any better yourself?' they asked, so I arranged some ¡ocks into the shape
of a cliff; everyone who saw it exclaimed, 'What a magnificent mountain!' and word of it spread far and
near (i 1988: p.35).
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Figure 21, Shen Zrou, "Hengung". From a Ming album of Ten Views of Suzhou
Source: Max liehr, The Great Paintzrs of Chbø, 1980.

Figsre 22. A Westemer's pâinting of Jiångnan in the Qing Dynâsty.
Source: Philip A. Kuhn, Soalsøølzn, 1990.

Reincanøting into his body, into his words, into his eyes hid beneath his høt, ym and I

cøught the flickering glatnour of Suzhou with the flourishing CapitalismT' that peràuted

lhrough the smenteanth and eighteatth centuies, uporx the ruins of the ancíent Wu Kingdom T6

75The enti¡e Suzhou P¡efecture once hetd a population of 1.03 mittion in the ea¡ly Period of Han (206 BC

-AD 8) (Fan 1193: chapteÌ 1) and consisted of 26 counties. After a popu.lation decrease to 160,000 in the
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Easte¡n Han ( 25-220) due to the incessant turmoil of wars, Suzhou P¡efectu¡e increased its PoPulation
again in the prosperous Tang Dynasty (618-907) to 630,000 people suzhou âlso became one of the

wealthiest cities i; china, contributing 1.5 million G¡raÍ in taxes to the TanS court. with the collaPse of
the Tang Dynasty, China once more fell into the abyss of war. Both Suzhou and Hangzhou areas

fortunatðly came unde¡ the control of a competent governor, Qian Liu, whose mode¡ate, Plotective and

pacifist policy towârds the local economy induced a period of booming agricultural Ploduction. Being

close to both-Tai Lake, the Yangtze River and the Grand Canal, Suzhou P¡efecture occuPied a strategical

position in the chinese national economy, as the main base for the food suPPly of the TanS coult, even

i¡o¡e so in the Song and Ming Dynasties. Aìong with Songiiang , Changzhou , Hangzhou, Jiaxing-, and

Huzhou and the othe¡ six préfectures concentrated on the Yangtze Delta, the Suzhou region produced

ninety pe¡cent of the ¡ice and grains for China. Even at the turn of the 16th century, Suzhou Prefectu¡e_
stitl suúmitted annually 2.5 million dai¡ (1 dan=100 l.) of grains, or 10 Pe¡cent of the entire Production of
China.

Besides farming and fishery, Suzhou was also renowned for its silk industry and exotic goods

Such proìific land nurtured the densest networks of villages, mârkets, towns, countíes, and cities in the

history of ancient Chinese civilization. The farming villages in Suzhou prefecture were composed

typically of less than 100 households. A market, eme¡ging histo cally as a Prominent Place oJ exchanSe

óíagricultural goods, crafts, tools, salt, etc, was a sPecial tyPe of settlement consisting normally of 100 to

300 households. Towns we¡e shelte¡ing 1000 to 10,000 households. These towns, since the Ming Dynastt
had gradually become specialized in one key economy, such as tool makinS, weâvin8, or salt industry'
suzhãu P¡efecture administered 74 ma¡kets, towns, and cities in the zhengde rei8n (1506-1521). These 74

towns and settlements were connected by channels and rivers, within a distance of 12 to 36 Lt (1Li=0.5

Km.).
Throughout the Ming Dynasty, the Wu and Yue regions thât covq Suzhou, Shanghai, Nanjing,

Wuxi, Hangzhou, and other cities, forming â chain along the south-east costal line, had embarked

towards a piofound economic restructu ng. Take Suzhou for instance. In the late Mjng and early Qing,
the local eionomy was no longer mainìy based on ¡ice production and fishery. Rather, it centled on the

family based textile industry. The import of cotton from India, the renovâtion of the textile machines in
the Sàng Dynasty, in addirion, the Ming Court SingÌe Whip Tax in 1368, which allowed the fa¡me¡s in
Suzhou Þ¡efectu¡e to pay thei¡ taxes in cloth as substitute for S¡ains(Fan 1990: P.136), tn88ered a boom in
the textile industry. Suzhou had always been a centre fo¡ silk industry as can be seen from the inventory
of the Suzhou T¡ibutes in the Tang Dynasty. This t¡ansformabion ftom íce to cloth Production took Place
within a time span of several decades, and was completed during the early period of Qìng, Dynast¡
Accordjng to thé exchange value in the Kangxi rcigr. (1662-1722), an ordinary housewife in Suzhou could

weave 1 bìlr of cloth per day, which would give the housewife a net benefit of 1.1 casli which was twice the

wage of a male farmer; in other words, he¡ half month wotking income as a weave¡ would be tântamount

to the value of crops produced f¡om 1 Mo (1 Mo=0.1647 ac¡e) land within a season (Fan 1990: p.147).

Such a highly ptoiitaÙle textile industry crushed the previous agricultural economical structure in all
respecfs. Residents, farmers or not, with or without di¡ect access to cotton Production, all of a sudden,

became involved in the tertile business.
76W, *u. the ancient name for the Suzhou region. Tai Bo and Zhong Yong were two sons of one of the

Zhou Emperors who ¡uled central China betwéen the 11th century BC and the 2nd century BC. Tlre Wu

Kingdom reached its first pinnacle of civilization a¡ound the 5th century BC, under the reign of King_Fu

cai,-a powerful and valiant despot who expanded the wu Kingdom to its suFoundins countries. But

prospe;ity did not last. Wu was overthrown by Yue (the cu¡rent Zhejian8 province) twenty two years later

ilZgS.C.i. Fu Cai took his own life, while fleeing on a westeÍn mou¡tain tlail outside Suzhou. The city,
since Wu, neve¡ became a national capital again; with its mode¡ate climate and bountiful natural
resources, it âlwâys remained an ancient metropolis, thriving with commerce and cultures. 1t was praised

by the ancient Chinese poets as one of the two "Pa¡adise-cities on earth" (the other is Hangzhou)'
Embellished by each dynasty, the p¡esent day Suzhou still records physicalìy the traces of its

glorious past. The original city st¡ucturc built under Fu Cai's reign and rebuilt in SonB Dynasty is still
ioticeabÌä. The first pÈn and consbruction of Suzhou was undertaken through the suPervision of Wu ã-
xu, the Zai Xiang (an mode¡n equivalent of the Premier) of the Wu Kingdom (under the domination_of Fu

Cai and his Éathãr). The cíty foim complies with the rules of Feng Shui (Geomancy): its was based on a

configuration of the square, an image of earth, with the periphery of 47 Li ; 8 road Sates to s)'rnbolize the

eight directior.rs of thL heaven, and I water gates to imitâte the ei8ht hexa-grams of the earth.- Each

orientation has a particular name and meaning, coûesPonding to I ching's numerology, constellation,
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Pivoted by the textile industry, Suzhou whirled into the vertigo of a metropolis Craft

shops, stalls of tools, stone or wooden bridges, boats with wine jars, cloth Suilds, trading clubs,

dying mills, tea houses, bannermen's oÍ|ices, "yamen", theaters, markets, temples, sancruaries,

brothels, were scattered in this celestial city. The siSns of comnerce spread from the corner of

small villages to the houses of guilds. "Thronged crowds, at all bridtes; men with white cloth,

women with yellow flowers, arrive at the local mârkets" (Fan 1990: p.155). The hosts of the

guilds flatteringly solicited the San-xi and Saan-xi merchants who a¡rived with thousânds

taels of gold. Along the narrow alleys and wide canals, we came across exhâusted travellers

from the north, peasants from the rice field, soldiers, constâbles/ scoundrels, peddlers,

prosritutes, monks, mill workers, craftsmen, intermingled with Painters, calligraphers, poets,

writers, merchants, mandarins, and courtiers.

The tea-houses were full, carousels were part of dâily public life. The uproarious

laughter of finger-guessing tames, amorous ballad singing in Suzhou dialect, overrode the

rumbling noise of the winch inside the dying mills. Adjacent to the dying mill-the new space

in China for the new kind of economy and productivify, transforming humân flesh into abstract

silver ând gold, and behind the walls, private banquets went on, inside the private gardens,

"The renowned literati, the poets and painters, the clìess masters ând musicians, have visited

this 'pine-garden'. The host exlìibited lanterns every night for â feast within which his own

family-owned opera troop, male and female singers, p€rformed respectively" (Fan 1990: P.37),

Symbolizing leisure, taste, wealth, and fame, the garden in late imperial China

escaped from the "noble nature-loving" of the literati. Gardens were no longer the precious

endorsements of Lu Luwang or Su Shunqin. Suzhou alone, during the Qing Dlnasty, could Pride

itself of over 170 famous gardens (Zhang et al., 1982: p.3). Garden making became a faddish

social event,77 Even the poor people, "unable to afford to pile a rock mountain could erect one

rock [in the house], to deposit tlìe passion" as LiYu (1611-1680) suggested, "(Li 1936: p.243).

and the temporal o¡de¡. (The five-element system defines tlìe south di¡ection as "fire", the east as "wood",
the no¡th as "water", tlìe west as "gold", ând the centre as "earth".) Fo¡ instance, the south eastern
direction represenfs the time of "Si", that is also the time of the Snake, the¡efor that gate was named
"snake Gate"; on the othe¡ hand, the gate in the upper west direction was named "Cang", the direction
towards "Heaven" ând the Greate¡ Yang in the formation of Feng Shui.

If the allocation and lâbelling of artifact did not denote orientation, they took cues from history.
The gate towards the no¡th, to the Qi Kingdom was named after the princess of Qi, whose fathe¡'s defeat
led to her unwilling and tragic marriage to her enemy King, Fu Cai. She, according to local myth, cried
incessantly for home,. Her wealthy husband then commanded to build a tower on toP of the West gate,

to allow her look at her country from a distance,. The Sate was given he¡ home country's name.

774 reti¡ed scholar, Qi Biaojia lor Ch'i Piao-chia] called his craving for garden making an "addiction". In
the beginning Qi only planned to build a small ga¡den near Shaoxing, Every now and then when his
friends visited the site, they suggested he could pave a path he¡e, erect a pavilion there. Qi felt insPired.
He would go to the site in the morning and return home at dusk. "The chill of the winte¡ o¡ the heat of
the summe¡, the labou¡ and sweat, did not bother [mel", Qi wrote, "travelling by a small boat, I
disregarded wind or rain. Groping for the gold ncar my bed, knowing about the shortage of money, I
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Whatever this meant--{ommodjfication of the literati arts, or the social transmission

of knowledge and the societal order through architecture-ardens in Suzhou arose as an

important nexus. Like the Greek øgota ü the Roman forum, they functioned as a social

gathering place, albeit in an introvert fashion.

Robert Fortune travelled to Suzhou particularly for valuable plants. He found that

the number of nursery garden in this city had been exaggerated by my Chinese
friends at Shanghae, but nevertheless there were several of considerable extent,
out of which I was able to procure some new and valuable Plants. Among these I
may notice in passing a white Glycine, a fine new double yellow rose, and a
Gardenia with large white blossoms, like a Camellia. These plants are now in
England [in the Kew], and will soon be met with every garden in the counfy. The
Soo<how nurseries abounded in dwa¡f trees, many of which were very curious and
old, two properties to which the Chinese attach far greater importânce than we
do in England (Fortune 1847: p.260)

Here, Fortune expresses what bothered the English: Why were in the eyes of

"Chinamen", these "gnarled trees" beautiful? Earlier, inside Dr.Chang's Sarden, Iìe observed

witl same curiosity, how the Chinese gardeners treated a "dwarf tree":

might have a slight regret. But once it came down to purchase a rock and prepare mate¡ials, I never felt
that there they were enough. Hence, from two years a6o, my savin8s lvere dlained out. And I was sick,
recove¡ed, and was sick again. This is the addiction of garden making (Chen et al. 1983:P.260. My
translation),

Palbly Qi wâs trying to ímpress his friends. His behavio¡ ofover spending fueled a debate among
his kin on the issue of frugality versus p¡ofligacy. Qi shrugged it off. Fo¡ him, "[his] 8a¡den was a social

centre from which he ¡eached out far and wide. Thus, when he saw that his Suests--who arrived by boab

at the Moonlit-Water Walkway---were d¡enched (presurnabÌe from the surf). Qi imagined that they
looked 'as thoügh they had come (all the way) in frcm the Liu<h'iu Islands (Okinawa); and when Qi finalìy
came around to describing his study (in the Lan-k'o Mountain House) far in the inte or of the garden, he

scarcely mentioned studying. Whât impressed him was that from the¡e, high up on the mountain, he
could, 'when tired, lean back and look out in all directions, sPotting guests aPProachins'. He u¡de¡stood
that his ga¡den, with its unusual rocks and peony displays, and its exPansive scenic views that were
stunning in every season, would att¡act a steady flow of P¡ominent, gifted, and wealthy men---visits,
incidentally, that he carefully t¡acked in his diary" (Smith 1992: P.66).

Clearly, "with panoramic views and a multitude of buildings", Qi's garden deParted from its
predecessors: the Taoist o¡ Buddhist pdnciples of spatiâl or8anization would philosophically never allow
the panoramic view to be built. Views of a garden as a whole must come f¡om imagination. Whe¡eas in
Qi's garden, views Ì^¡ere associated with visual pleasure. Qi himseu hi8hlighted the "finest sPots" in his
garden with the finest rocks with pdces no others would like (or want) to offe¡. He then boasted that hís

garden was the most Brandiose in his hometown, attracting high Personages and drawing praises from
the visitors. While garden making become a fad, the trend of forgery â¡ose to meet the avaricious
ma¡ket demand. "Limestones in the mountains" we¡e chiselled into "an aPPeârance similar to the
natural ones, ìooking natural and elegant after years" (Wen b.1622: p.112). Less inte¡ested in the a¡tistic
app¡eciation of natural beaut, the local merchants and the affluent citDens began collecting the strange

rocks by following the paintings that had dePicted ¡ocks in famous 8a¡dens. About this Phenomenon, Ji

Cheng lamented:"Nowadays peoPle simPly choose ¡ocks from illustrations; what does the ignorant
multitude know of the beauty of Huangshan"(Ji 1988: P.112)?

Qi Biaojia committed suicide at age 44 in 1645 when the Manchus attacked Zhejiang.
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Stunted vârieties were tenerally chosen, particularly if they had the side
branches opposite or regular, for much depends upon this; â one-sided dwarf tree
is of no value in the eyes of the Chinese. the mâin stem was then in most cases
twisted in a zigzag form, which process checked the flow of the sap, and at the
same time encouraged the production of side branches at those parts of the stem
where they were most desired...... Nature generally struggles against this
treatment for a while, until her powers seem in a treat measure exhausted, when
she quietly yields to the power of art (Fortune 7847:p.97)

Continuing his account of his loitering in Suzhou, Fortune made another discovery:

The ladies here are considered by the Chinese to be the most beautiful in the
country, and, judging from the specimens which I had opportunity of seeing, they
certainly deserve their high character. Their dresses are of the richest material,
made in a style at once graceful and elegant; ând the only faults I could find with
them were their small deformed feet, ånd the mode they have of painting or
whitening their faces with a kind of powder made for this purpose. But what
seemed faults in my eyes are beauties in those of a Chinaman, and hence the
prevalence of these customs (Fortune lM7:p.26'1).

Women-Bonded Feet; Nature-Dwarf Trees. For once, Robert Fortune was extremely

perceplive of Chinese society. Naturalness, indeed, in the late imperial China, had vanished

from the literati gârdens, and (l agree with Fortune) vanished from social life. As the rocks

and trees inside the Dr.Chang's garden became "strange", "bizarre", "ugly", "sleazy", and

"slender", sickness becâme in the eyes of the beholders beauty and elegance.

Fortune stopped short. A few days later he returned to Shanghai, \¡¡ent for a hot steam

bath in a public Bath House, where "tlìe Chinametì seen in this imperfect light, with their

brown skins and long tails, sporting amongst the water, render the scene a most ludicrous one to

an Englishman" (Fortune 1847:p.263).

But you atld I were left behùtd ìn Suzhou, wandering into a trance. "A great proportioll

of the northem Chínese seetn to be in a sleepy or dream state, from uhich it is dfficult to

auake theffi" (Fortute 1847:p.5). Within the dream, metonynies and fietaphols drifted øcross

the muddy sulface of the Grand Carul. Dwnrt' trees, bonded feet, chained with the souls of the

literati.
Nothing could be more deranging thân this nightmare. In it, the highly educated

literati, as well as every single Chinese, appeared to resemble the dwarf trees and deformed

feet. One generation after another. A karma p€rpetuated. The pain producd pleasure. The

torture routinized into a game. The oppressor and the oppressed amâlgamated into one. Old

dynasties did fall, open-minded emperors diC exist, wars and rebels did happen, but â new

dynasty would come, comrption would reoccw, and people would continue to die,
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Here, language loses its power. Words cannot describe the direct knowledge of violence

Neither do they speak of an agony of the deformed lives of the eunuchs, the Confucians, and

the emperors ( and women in all social strata).

The edifice of the Chinese empire was built as such: the demigod emperor monopolized

the theocraric, judicial, and military power, and this hierarchy of emperor, and subjects self-

perpetuated as an insurmountable code. Literati were those men (by theory, any man) who had

passed some tiers of the obscure imperial exams, then reached officialdom to serve the

imperial court. Unlike a caste, the literati were mobile in thei¡ official ranks, depending on

their educational degrees and political connections. Unlike a class also, the literati ranged

from the poor to the extremely wealthy. To many, becoming a scholâr might be the only way to

obtain a government iob and get the attached emolument.

Yet along with the emperor and literati, ancient China also nurhrred an informal power

niche behind the walls of the forbidden city. Around the emperor, there derived the royal

families; consorts, concubines, families of consorts, uncles, brothers, and sons, and nephews of the

emperor. There was no dynasty that was not caught up in this intricate, spider-web of

nepotism, consecrated by blood and kinship. Parasitically attached to the royal-family

octopus, throve another type of politicians: the eunuchs who practically functioned servants

and secretaries to the emperor. Thus, the emperor, the literati, the royal family, and the

eunuchs constituted the power base of the imperial court.

Constant rivalries between the eunuchs, and the literati eruPted. The literati

especially despised the unlearned castrated men, not seeing that they too were victims-

treating them as arch-enemies of the Confucian ideals. Max Weber succinctly put it:

There remained onJy one major and permanent enemy of the literati: sultanism and
the eunucl.ì-system which supported it. The influence of the harem was therefore
viewed with profound suspicion by the Confucians. Without insight into this
struggle, Chinese history is most difficult to understând.
The constant struggle of the literati and sultanism, which lasted for two
millennia, began under Shi-Hwang-Ti. It continued under all the dynasties, for of
course energetic rulers continually sought to shake off their bonds to the cultured
stâtus group of the literati with the aid of the eunuchs and plebeian pârvenus.
Numerous literati who took a stând âgainst this form of absolutism had to give
their lives in order to maintain their status gtouP in power. But in the long run and
again and again tlìe literati won out. Every drought, inundation, eclipse of the
sun, defeat in arms, and every generally threatening event at once Placed power in
the hand of the literâti. For such events were considered the result of a breach of
tradition and a desertion of the classic way of life, which the literati guarded and
which was represented by tlìe censors and the'Hanlin Academy'- In all such cases

'free discussion' was granted, the advice of the throne was asked, and the ¡esult
was always the cessation of the unclassical form of government, execution or
banishment of the eunuchs, a retraction of conduct to the classical schemata, in
short, adiustrnents to the demands of the literati.
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The harem system was of considerable danger because of the way in which
successorship to the throne was ordered. The emPerors who were not of age were
under the tutelage of women; at times, this P€tticoat govemment had come to be
the very rule. The last Empress-Dowager, Tsu hsi, tried to rule with the aid of
eunuchs. We will not discuss at this point the roles which Taoists and Buddhists
have played in these struggles, which run through all of Chinese history - why
and how far they have been natural coalitionists, specially of the eunuchs, and
how far they have been coalitionists by constellation (Weber 1946: p.t143)-

This competition for power that runs through the entire history of imPerial China is

soaked with blood. Due to the totâlitariân Polity, Power contest has to be conducted with

ruses, trickeries, cunning cruelty, for it amounted to a life and death struggle. The emperor

himself in most cases took âdvantage of these internal conflicts, strategically offsetting the

forces who potentially menaced his monopoly As this exâsPerating Same went on, often until

the end of tlìe dynasty, witlì a hedonistic emperor preferring less and less to be responsible, the

duties of administration either fell to the literati or the eunuchs. Once the duties did fall to

the eunuchs, the literati would be living in a veritable hell.

On the other hand, we have to see the Point of view of the eunuchs, the emperors. and

the millions and millions of ordinary Chinese people. The terror of a totalitarian system was

as much physical as it was mental. Norm, in the past thousand years of Chinese history, looms

like a gallows, and in its extreme, secretly flirts with abnormality and perversion.

The poliÇ controlled by Eunuch appeared with the first feudal dynasÇ in China. It

held China in its g¡ip from the Mid-Tang to the Qing D).nasty. More so at t]re bizârre endin8 of

the empire, There is no single reason to exPlain why. The terror of death also invaded every

emperor's dream. When Hongwu, the first Ming emperor, was enthroned in 1368, this one time

poor farmer and Buddhist monk and leader of the peasant rebellion, out of â fear to be

overthrown, wrote down clearly in the constitution that eunuchs were to be barred from politics.

Emperor Hongwu also baned his sons from visiting the imperial caPital without his permission

so as to prevent possible coups. Further he abolished the Position of the Chengxiang (Prime

Minister) in Spring 1380. On the pretext thât the Chengxiang, Hu Weiyong, had plotted a coup

d'état, the emperor ordered his execution and that of thirty thousând others associated with

him.

One should realize that Emperor Hongwu was not the most notorious dictator in the

history of China. He was often praised as an able man, whose "Single Whip Tax", alleviating

the burdens of the farmers, allowed China to become prosperous.

But Emperor Hongwu's nightmare câme true immediately after his death: one of his

sons from the outer provinces overthrew his grandson's court and crowned himself; the new

emperor, breaching all the edicts Hongwu had made. began to re-use eunuchs in politics.
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The violation of Hongwu's will, by the newly-crowned Yongle, had consequences. His

man¡rer of ascension incurred open contempt from the literati. As non-supported emperor,

Yongle involuntarily re-instated order with the assistance of the eunuchs-a disastrous move

for the literati. From tlre end of the fifteenth century onwards, the imperial court turned into a

hell for the literaii,TS ând the situation worsened in the sixteenth and seventeentlì centuries.79

The extreme political repression seeped into every corner of the literati' lives.

Naturally we now understand why the literati sought for relief for their lose of power in their

gardens. Recall the name of Wang Jingzi, the one who built the "Unsuccessful Politician's

Garden". He bitterly complainedr

Pan Yue of the Jin Dynasty failed in officialdom, therefore he built a house,
planted trees, watered his garden, and sold vegetables. He called himself an
'unsuccessful politician'. Forty years have elapsed since my first entering into
officialdom- All my peers have reached either the level of Shangsu or any other
high rank. I retired as a District Magistrate, My political skill is truly worse
than that of Pan Yue. My garden will announce [my lack of success] (Wen 1987:
p.1z7z).

To comfort Wang, with no less bitterness, Wang's friend,Wen Zhengming responded in May of

1534:

Of course, Mister, you differ from Pan Yue, You received the diploma of
Metropolitan Graduate with honorable marks, reached the position of the
Imperial Scribe, adhered to and sacrificed for righteousness. Before long you had
been purged, with ups and downs, hence retired. How could those filthy selfish
speculators be compared witlì yourself? Despite his self-claimed "reclusive" life,
Pan Yue was a wicked snob, a worshipper of the mighty, who incurred misfortune
by flattering the wrong ones. In his life, even in retirement, Pan Yue never
appreciated the joy of reclusion. Not alone in the past-how many ancient
reputed worthies and excellent scholars had, like Pan Yue, ensnared in
officialdom, not been able to transcend?! [By contrast] you withdrew from politics
in your good middle age, and enjoyed "building a house, planting trees, watering
the garden, selling vegetables" for twenty some years. The happiness you
obtained cannot be contested by the ancient virhrous ând sages, not to mention Pan
Yue. {I understandl your analogy with Pan Yue to express the sense of

78For instance, in 1518, when the emperor wanted to travel south again, 15 high ranking bu¡eauc¡ats
prostrated in front of the Forbidden City, begging the emperor to change his decision. Zhengde
punished all of them by forcing them to k¡eel on tlìe square for 5 days wibh heavy stone shambles: all of
them died ( Huai 1988).

79For instance, when Xiaozhong passed away (1505), the crown prince was only 15 years old. He
(Wuzhong ) was under the absolute control of his chief eunuch, Liu Jin, for eight years. The new emperor
himself had not been present at the court for 20 years, while all administration was conducted by the
eunuchs. At the end, Liu Jin plotted a coup to overthrow the court, wanting his nephew to be the emperor.
Liu Jin was founded and executed. Meanwhile fhe emperor became intoxicated with lascivious sex,
orgies, alchemt col¡ecting women and artifacts.
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unfulfillment. But Pan Yue's craving was for fame not the reclusive life. By all
means, within the notoriety of officialdom, after which many are chasing, lies
danger and catastrophe, destined by the Creator. One may be famous for a time.
Sooner or later, misfortune will descend. To look at these losses, these years as a
vagabond, what do you prefer? [We are bornl into life, life will direct us. I.
myself, through a different path, returned home in the same way as you did,
having only a small parcel of land to build a [small garden] upon which to perch
my ambitious dream...... (Wen 1987: p.7277).

In reality, the literati'dreams never perched, never settled, never made peace with

the Ego. On the surface the befuddled revelry of the merchants and the aristocrats was carried

on with profusion. The son of Wang Jingzi could lose"The Unsuccessful Politician's Garden" at a

gambling table overnight. Behind the glossy gates, madness bred, poured into the contained

landscape in literati'lìomes, into the grotesque rock, stubborn pine, gnarled winter plum, and

enduring bamboo. The bitterness of Wen's cathartic words was nothing if compared with the

depressions of the literati who surrounded him. One of his best friends, Tan Yin, a remarkable

painter of his time, went for seclusion to the Taohua Temple; His own great grandson Wen

Zhenghen, who was a renowned theoretician of garden making, committed suicide in 1645 when

the troops of the Manchus raided Suzhou.

Figure 23. Ni Yuanlu, "Rare

and Unìrsùâl Rock",
A Ming scbolâr painter's
praise of grotesqueness.

In tlie poem, Ni compared
himself with Mi Fu in the
Soûg D)'nasty, claiming to
be a fanatic "pendant"
worshipping . the "reclusive
rock".
Source : Toruo M iyagav)a,
A Hßtory of the Art of
C hina : C hin es e Paintin g,

1983.
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Fatalism that wedged in the "bâd-faith" of the literati finally turned into the form of

fiction, in magnum opus of Chinese tragedy, Cao Xueqin's Ä. Dream of the Red Mansions_ In the

novel, the Jia family moves to high heaven when one of the daughters is selected as the

emperor's concubine, and is precipitåted into hell when the empress dies. In real life, Cao,s own

family rose and fell with his grandfather's political career ât the Qing court.

In one of the opening chapters, Jia Baoyu, the leading character, the "precious jade', of
the family, couìd enjoy walking into the newly built Grand View Garden, talking about

"naturalness".
With that he led the party into one of the cottates. It was quite free of
ostentation, having papered windows and a wooden couch. Secretly pleased, he
[Baoyu's father, Jia ZhengJ glanced at his son and asked, "Well, what do you
think of this place?" The secretaries nudged the boy to induce him to express
approval. But ignoring them he answered, "lt can't compare it witìt'Where the
Phoenix Alights."' "Ignorant doltl" Jia Zheng lor Chia Chengì sighed. "All you
care for are red pavilions and painted beams. With your perverse taste for luxury,
how can you appreciate the natural beauty of such a quiet retreât? This comes of
neglecting your studies," "Yes Sir," replied Baoyu promptly, "But the âncients
were always using the term 'natural.' I wonder what they really meant by it?',
(Yang et al. 1978: p.235).

Close to tlìe end of the novel (which was completed by Gao Er, after Cao, who had sp€nt his

whole life on the book, had died of poverty and illness in 7763), Jia Baoyu, too, having lost his

lover Daiyu, his sister, and witnessed many more perish, walked into the Grand View Garden

again. The garden was locked, about to be confiscated, after the raid of the imperial guards.

When Baoyu stepped into the Garden, it struck him as a scene of desolation. The
plants were withering, and the paint was flaking off the lodges in various places.
In the distance, however, he saw a clump of bamboo which was still luxuriant.
After a second's thought he said, "Since moving out of the Garden because of my
illness, I've been living in the back and haven't been allowed to come here for
months. How quickly the place has run wild! Look, the only green things left are
those bamboos. Isn't that Bâmboo t¡dge?" (Yang et al. 1928:p.400).

In179"1, Cao Er published A Dream of the Red Mansions. Astothefâteof Bao)'u: the

writer made him become a Buddhist monk, and return to the immortal heaven, where Baoyu

was supposed to be a( useless rock. Gao Er gives us those last words to ponder:

A tale of gief is told,
Fantåsy most melancholy.
Since all live in a dream.
Why laugh at others' folly? (Yang et al. 1978:p.586)-
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6.7. The Emperors' Pleasure Ga¡den

In China, in that tumbling red mansion, the world was everywhere reversed, not

excluding the emperors, 'They, from the highest mandarin down to the meanest beggar, are

filled with the most conceited notions of their own importance and power; and fancy that no

people however civilised, and no country however powerful, are for one moment to be compared

with them" (Forhrne 1847:p.3). As the literati retreated into their contorted dream, the

Em¡rerors wanted to withdraw from the Forbidden City, from the enslaving grandeur, a display

that they had put up in front of their people.

Inside Yuan Ming Yuan-the garden of Total ClarityS0-in the suburb of Beijing,

Kangxi, Yongzheng, Qianlôn& artificially re-created not only Chinâ, but the universe. The

centre of the imperial pleasure garden was formed a nine square grid for water expanses to

symbolize the ete¡nal unity of China. Hundreds of houses were built in accordance with
Emperor Kangxi's fâvorite sceneries seen on his six tours to Jiangnan. It was recorded that Yuan

Ming Yuan had one hundred and fifty themes in total for its architecture design: the exotic

peonies and bamboos; the Ten Scenes along the bank of the West Lake in Hangzhou; a

representation of mythological paradise for the immortals, and so forth. Those jumbles of

buildings and pseudo-natural landscapes brought together the replicas of temples, monasteries,

palaces, farmers' dwellings, water depots, libraries, galleries, theâters, restaurants, tea-

houses, religious icons, mythical grottos- a gala of copies of copies.

(The Prince ot' Wøles did not know, or cafe, that his House of Cont'ucius uas øIready a

copy of a copy of a copy. It copied the ideas and oísuûl representations of the supposedly

Chinese garderr oia the missionaries, whose accounts were mostly based upott Yuan Ming Yuan,

that itself utas a copy of the lìterati gardns in the southern part of China).

Among those copies of copies, what the Emperor Kangxi, his son and his grandson

desired to imitate were the literâti gardens. "The Lion Grove", "Garden of Reflection",

"Orchid Pavilion", "Winding Path and Windy Lotus Pond", to list a few. Why were the

80"Yuan Míng Yuan" actìraìly had two adjacent garden compounds: Attiret got that right. One was
"Chang Chun Yuan" (the Eternal Spring Ga¡den), the other "Wan Chun Yuan" (The Ga¡den of Ten
Thousands Springs). In total the three imperial gardens covered about 347 hectares in the northwest of
Peking. There was a private garden before on the site and it was bestowed by the Empe¡or Kangxi to his
son, who was later the Emperor Yongzheng. In 1709 Kangxi invested to build Yuan Ming Yuan as his
retreat. After Emperor Yongzheng was enthroned, he expanded the ga¡den to a larger palace. His son,
Emperor Qianlong, the one who was ruling China when Pé¡e Atti¡et wlote his letter to France, ordered to
construct the othe¡ two garden compounds at the east side of Yuan Ming Yuan,. This entire process of
construction of Yuan Ming Yuan took about sixty years. With atl the gold the Emperors had, and with all
the power, Yuan Ming Yuan, raised flom a completely flat earth. Ponds, lakes, rivers. cascades occupied
approximately one half of Yuan Ming Yuan; the widest pa¡t of the Iake was mo¡e than 600 meters. In
between those vast o¡ nar¡ow water scenes, about one third of the enti¡e landscape consisted of "false
mountains", piles of exotic rocks, islands, dykes, and íslets. All these mountains and lakes wele man-
made.
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emperors obsessed with the literâti gardens? Did they thoroughly understand the

philosophies of literati gardens, given the fact that all the Manchu emperors/ not being Hans,

learnt the Chinese classics from their tender yeârs on? Emperor Kangxi, the sagacious one,

admired Hongwu of the Ming Dynasty, promoted Confucianism to become legitimate

institutional belief system. Did he purposely copy the gardens of the Confucian literati of

Jiangnan to placate the distrust and hostility of the educated Hans as he did in his six tours to

the south?

Little we know, will tell of these political motives as much as the emperors' escapism

from the cou¡t. Yuan Ming Yuan offered the alienated emperor pleasure through more

alienation. Hundreds and thousands of eunuchs, the men who sacrificed their manhood for the

Emperor, lived and served as the actors in this set up stage of the hedonisfic world. They were

allocated roles as merclìants, peddlers, or thieves. The emperor and the empresses would walk

within those one-to-one scale replicas of Jiangnan cities within Yuan Ming Yuan, while all the

servants acted as if tlìe town wâs operating in a normal life.

The days of festivals were especially noteworthy, as reported by Pére Attiret:

Doubtless you have read of the famous Feast in China, call'd The Feast of the
Lanthorns. It is always celebrated on the 15th Day of the first Month. There is no
Chinese so poor, but that upon this Day he lights up his Lanthorn. They have of
them of all sorts of Figures, Sizes, and Prices. On thât Dây, all China is
illuminated: but the finest Illuminations of all are in the Emperor's Palaces; and
particularly in these Pleasure-grounds, whicl.r i have been describing to you. There
is not a Chamber, Hall, or Portico, in them, which has not several of these
Lanthorns hanging from the Ceilings. There are several upon all the Rivulets,
Rivers, and Lakes; made in the Shapes of little Boats, which the Waters carry
backward and forward, There are some upon all the Hills and Bridges, and almost
upon all the Trees. There are wrought mighty prettily, in the Shapes of different
Fishes, Birds, and Beasts; Vases, Fruits, Flowers; and Boats of different Sorts and
Sizes(Attiret lc82: p.34).

The pomp of Yuan Ming Yuan impressed the Jesuit. And soberly, Attiret realized

There is but one Man here; and that is the Emperor. All Pleasures are made for
him alone. This charming Ptace is scarce ever seen by any body but hÍmself, his
Women, and his Eunuchs. The Princes, and other chief Men of the Country, are
rarely admitted any further than the A.udience-Chambers (Attiret 1982: p.48).

The emperor kept on dreaming, while outside his pleasure gardens the country crumbled

to pieces.

One day Qianlong lor Ch'ien Lung] was Iooking through a book of foreitn pictures
when his eye fell upon an engraving depicting a large fountain in the gardens of a
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French château. He asked Castiglione about it and. when the latter explâined
its nature and use, the emperor determined to have one like it. The next question
was: Who should construct the fountain? None of the Jesuit missionaries have
ever had any experience in the making of fountains. Finally the choice fell on
father Benoit who set to work to make plans and models. These delighted the
emperor, as had his other mechanical toys. Then someone suggested that the
shui fa, as the Chinese called the fountaìns, should be put in a suitable setting.
This decided Qianlong to build a foreign palace, a Versailles in miniature,
within the vast enclosure of the Yuan Mint Yuan. In consequence a piece of ground
in the eastem part of the palace, called the Ch'ang Ch'un Yuan, was allotted and
father Castiglione was appointed architect (Rowbotham 1966: p.187).

Figure 24. Tbe Baroque fuchitecture in Yuan Ming Yuan.
Source : A. H. Rowbot ham, Mis sionary and Mandañn, I 966.

Figure 25. A portrâit of Emperor Yongzhen with wig.
Source:Jonatfutn Speîce, Emperor oÍ Chin4 I 974.

Chinoiserie thus found its perfect counterpart in the imperial court. One hundred and

sixty years after the two quintessential icons of the Western Modernity-a clock, and a prism-

had been brought to China by Maiteo Ricci (in 1582), Western Time and Space now splashed,

with the fountain, in the corner of Yuan Ming Yuan. It may have been a caPricious decision from

the emperor's point of view. After all, the Baroque architecture marked down the Other in dìe

Chinese imperiaì blueprint of the universe.

In one of these court porhaits, Emperor Yongzheng is seen dressed as the King of France.

The wig on his head molded him into a perfect clown, almost unwittingly funny His

impassioned face skewed from us-the viewer-looking aside. A face, we know, was a secret

hybrid of Manchu and Han blood; a face that was not his father's first choice; a face sneering

arrogantly at the messenger of the Pope; a face amused by Attiret's crâftsmanslìiP,
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The opaque face, by its unfathomable flatness, foretold the contemPorary history, its

painful and endless srruggles to receive the overarchint Western Other and Otherness.

Modernity jabbed the Chinese dream. Underneath the wig, the identities of Manchus, Hans,

and Europeans melted, confusingly, interpen€trating.

6.8. The Fate of the First Westem Garden in China

On the 6th of May, 1846, Robert Fortune rehrmed to London with numerous exotic plants

he had collected in China. Presenting them to the Horticultural Society, Fortune felt a

relief-he had salvaged the most "luxuriant and beautiful" flowers that otherwise "ever grew

on tlìe gïaves of tlÌe Chinese, near tlìe ramparts of Shanghae" (Fortune 1847:p.406). Certainìy,

the Kew became a new home for some of those Chinese Plants. By then, the Kew had already

been transformed into a garden of Science. The fever of Chinoiserie had left few trace.

Fourteen years after Robert Fortune's home coming, on SePtember 21,1860' the F¡ench

and English Allies defeated the Qing Army in the last battle of the Second Opium War'

Emperor Xianfeng and his courtiers fled to Rerhe The âllied troops drove towards the

northwest of Beijing. After looting it, on October 6, the French and English Allies set Yuan

Ming Yuan ablaze. The conflagrarion lasted for three days By the end of October 9, 1860, Yuan

Ming Yuan had widrered into ashes.

One of the most sumptuous pleasure palaces of the Chinese emperors vanished in smoke.

The only thing thai survived the fire were a few stone columns from its Baroque architecture-

the first Western garden in China.
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s,
/
A Prelude to Intercultural Dialogue

The first bout of inter-culturaì dialogue between China and the West perished in the

ruins of Yuan Ming Yuan. Concurrent with the ravage tens of thousânds of Chinese refugees

drifted west to North America where the aboriginal people had settled since the time

"imrnemorial", where the Europeans, inspired by their own dream of new life began to

confederate. Through a twist of fate East and West met again starkly, eye-brow to eye-brow,

on the periphery of Chinatown. The legacies of cultural stereotypes, that had lost real

significance in a China shaken by wars and revolutions, followed the Chinese immigrants like

an oppressive nighrmare.

The icy face of racism in Canada finally thawed in the winds of Multiculturalism.

During the past three decades an astounding transformation of Canadian national political

geography took place. More so in the 1990s. Social change emblazons certain differences-not

all though, for example, that of ethnicity rather than sexuality-an abrupt glorification.

This is why I contend tlìat the Western "discovery" of the literati garden in the låte 1970s has

so much more to do with the socio-political conditions of the West itself thân that of China,

save for some truthfulness in the fact that China opened its door after Mao's demise. This is a

time what Other's cultures s)'rnbolize the hope of redeeming the history of Euro-centrism, One

hundred years after Robert Fortune's first visit to a scholar's home in Ningbo, the beauty ând

delicacy of literati gardens caprured the attention of Western writers. Literature on this

theme rapidly proliferated since tlìe 1980s (Chen 1984; Chen & Yu 198ó; Clement & Clement

1988; Cooper 1977; Engel 1986; Ip 1989; Jencks 1978; Johnston 1983; Keswick 1978,1988 and 1990;

Moore et al. 1988; Monis 1983; Rambach 1987; Smith 1992; Stein 1990; Stuart 1990; Yang 7982).

Afte¡ the construction of Aster Court in New York, the Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden in Vancouver,

China, with the assistance of the West, has developed the export of the literâti garden into a

multi-million dollar indusrry. The crude irony translates into a marvelous equation: the West

philosophizes the imported gardens while China commodifies them,

The search for the "Englishness" in the English garden induced the eighteenth century

romanticjsts to introduce the "Chinese garden" to Europe. Unfortunately, this cross-cultural

imitation in the eighteenth century's Enlightenment and globalization of Capitalism and

Imperialism perverted into cultural domination. Now, Multiculturalism brings the "Chinese

garden" to Canada. To what degree, are the socio-cultural conditions of the two occasions

different? To what degree, has tlìis second contact, in the post-colonial age, in comparison

with the first one, inverted its polarized notion of "good and evil" otherness?
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From my point of view, based on my report on the tours inside the Dr.Sun Yat Sen

Garden, I must honestly say, such â Dualìsm of othemess softens into â discursive psychological

complex. Love, arrogance, projection, understanding, bittemess, personal political agenda, one's

own moral judgement, admiration, imagination, are packed into these short forty minutes of

interpretatiôn of an Other's garden in Canada.

Stranded, this thesis drowns in the swampy mind-field.

But before closing the inquiry, since it hâs no end, I wânt to raise a final question: where

can we discover our psychological power to deal with the Other? and how can we guard that

creâtive/destrucrive force, not to unÌeash it through domination and violence?

From my point of view, nothing could be more explicit, straightforward, and cunning,

than to check our emotive energy in our copies of othemess, for within the process of copying,

otherness can no longer be d€alt with at arm's length-it seeps in, head-on, to sameness, for a

copy requires a necessary recognition of what is out there to copy, and what we want to coPy,

The ability to copy, ( and interculturally, to appropriate others'culture into one's own),

has historv. Walter Beniamin. in his short essav On the Mimetic Faculw, traces mimesis as an

innate and learnt human capacity (Beniamin 1978: p.333)- "Nature creates similarities",

asserted Beniamin. Therefore, we mimic, we search for sympathetic sameness within all. To

support his proposition, Benþmin suggested, from learnint to dance to the onomatoPoeic beauty

of language, mimesis produces similarities among different things. His ârgument is echoed

distantly by Aristotle, who strove to reinstate the proper relation between poetry and

philosophy.

It is clear that tlìe general origin of poetry was due to two causes, each of them
part of human nature. Imitation is nâtural to man from childhood, one of his
advantages over the lower animals being this, that he is the most imitative
creâture in the world, and learns ât first by imitation. And it is also nahrral for
all to delight in works of imitation. The tmth of this second point is shown by
experience: thouth the objects themselves may be painful to see, we delitlìt to
view the most realistic representations of them in ârt the forms for example of
the lowest animals and of dead bodies. The explanation is to be found in a further
fact: to be learning something is the Sreatest of Pleasures not only to the
philosopher but also to the rest of mankind, however small their caPacity for it;
the reason of the delight in seeing the picture is that one is ât the same time
learning-jathering the meaning of things, e.8. that tlìe man there is so-and-so;
for if one has not seen the thing before, one's pleasure will not be in picture âs an
imitation of it, but will be due to the execution or coloring or some sìmilar cause.
Imitation, then, being natural to us-also the sense of harmony ând rhythm, the
meters being obviously species of rhythms-it was through their original
aptitude, and by a series of improvements or the most Part Sradual on their first
efforts, that they cteated poetry out of their imProvisations (Aristotle 1954;

p.zz7).
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The Aristotelian exposition shed light on the "cathartic" function of mimesis. The

power of cure is probably what inspired Freud's work on

Unconscious (Freud 1960).81 Freud saw that þkes, psychoìogically, can generate pleasure from

its play witll "non-sense", and get a\a¡ay from the censure of reasonS2 while socially jokes defy

socio-culturâl taboos. Similarly comic83 formations tâke their pleasure from the expenditure

of "ideational mimetics". In both cases, Freud analyzed how mimesis could be a releâse or

discharge of mental repression, âgainst our eto or super ego. Irrespective of how we mitht
detest the Freudian "deep" sfructure of thought, the valuable contribution of the Freudian

interpretation of iokes and unconsciousness lies. structurally, at its connection of the

psychological discharge in mimesis to the formations of society, individuality, and self.

In addition, Freud noticed that mimesis, as in caricature, parody and travesty, produces

â redolent difference when it is charged by aggressiveness towards the imitated. Caricature

exaggerates parts for the whole, adds and subtracts the imitated at the will of the imitato¡,

who feels control, superiority, and manipulation of self over others; paÌody desacralizes the

original by overrepetition, disobelng by overobelng; travesty distorts, abuses the copied. It is

fair to say that mimesis, that is supposed to manifest the will to be other, in those situations

manifests the desire of alteriry, of being different, of being oneself.

81 This book fructified further atop the Freudian theory of d¡eam inte¡pretation. In the studies on
dreams, Freud builb upon an argument of his own that every dream is a product of wishful thinking. And
the "wish", hibernating "underneath" consciousness, ¡eveals one's own repressed unconsciousness
formed p¡ima¡ily by one's childhood experience. The formation of each dream, caught up in between
the ¡elations (mo¡e often tl'ìan not, conflicts) of id, Ego, and Superego. ¡obs mateñals from the fresh day
expe¡ience and processes the materials for the purpose of manifestation of unconsciousness. The
"dream-work" (signifie¡(s)) and the "latent d¡eam content" (the F¡eudian ultimate Signified) thus are
w¡estlin8 in va¡ious kinds of ¡elationships. One of them, according to Freud, is the work of condensation,
"Dreams a¡e b¡iet meagre and lacontc in compa son with the range and wealth of the dream+houghts."
(Freud 1953:p.183) That "condensation is brought about by omission: that is, that the dream is not a
faithful translation or a point-for-point proiection of the faithful translation o¡ a point-for-point proiection
of the dream+houghts, but a highly incomplete and f¡agmenta¡y ve¡sion of them." (Freud 1953:p.186);
Anothe¡ type of relationship between dream thought and d¡eam work is "displacement" by which the
construction of the d¡eâm work itself decent¡es f¡om the important element of the dream content.
Trâvelling in a chain of derivative images or words or thoughts, the displaced d¡eam works still ¡esists,
represses, the surge of unconsciousness, (The concepts of "condensation" and "displacement" find their
counLerparts via Lacan's analysis in "metaphor" and "metonymy" in linguistic expression,) These two
types or characteristics of the relationship of dream-work (form) and dream-thought (content) allowed
Freud to extrapolate a i^r'orking structu¡e to frame the p¡actice of jokes in daily life. An analogy is made.
then taken literally: iokes, like dreams, or as dayd¡eams, have been formed by either condensation of
multiple meanings and words into one, or by displacement that plays with absurdity and non-sense.
82w"t.hing a child playin8 with words, one will see, wrote Freud, "This play p¡obably obeys one of the
instincbs which compel childre¡r to practise their capacities. I¡ repetition of what is similar, a rediscovery
of what is familiar, similarity of sound, etc., and which are to be explained as unsuspected economies in
physical expendíture" (Freud 1960: p.178).
83The parallels between the joke, the comic, and humor areì defined by Freud, "the pleasure in jokes has
seemed to us to arise ftom an economy in expenditue upon inhibition, the pleasure in the comic ftom an
economy in expenditure upon ideation (upon cathexis) and the pleasure in humo¡ from an economy in
expenditure upon feeling. (F¡eud 1960:p.302).
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The coin of mimesis now shows two distinct yet inseparable facets. It is a "nature" in

and with "nurture"; it spins around the act of coplng the "other", but that copying can relate to

alterity as much as to sameness. Capable of both all at once, "mimesis plays this trick of

dancing between the very same and the very different. An impossible but necessary, indeed an

everyday affair, mimesis retisters both sameness and difference, of being like, and of being

Other" (Taussig '1993:p.129). Thus one is ill-advised to halve mimesis. The desire and the

âct to imitate between one culture and the other, of cultute from nature, therefrom, can hardly

be treated solely as an in-nocent, primitive instinct, nor an independent result of history. Walter

Beniamin, who briefly affirmed that mimesis produces similarity, insisted that mimesis has "a

history, however, in botlì the phylogenetic and the ontogenetic sense"(Benjamin 1978: p.333).

The history (of the development) and the faculty of mimesis mingle in the âct of

mimesis, reciprocally nâturâlizing each other-as history (of a culture) and the p€rception of

history as such through the acts of mimesis. The closest analogy to this paradox is tlre
topological image painted by Escher, in which, one hand emerges from the surfâce of the paper

drawing the other identical hand thât reciprocally draws the hand thât is drawing. To study

cultural mimesis therefore entails fresh interest in this paradoxicality of coping. As

illuminated by Michael Taussig's work (1980;1987;1992;7993), mimesis hâs to be understood as

"a faculÇ, it is also a lìistory, and just as histories enter into tlÌe functioning of the mimetic

faculty, so the mimetic faculty enters into those histories. No understanding of mimesis is

worthwhile if it lacks the mobility to traverse this two-way street, especially pertinent to

which is Euro-American colonialism, the felt relation of the civilizing process to savagery, to

aping" (Taussig 1993: p.xiv).

Taussig's own work traverses the two ends of mimesis- that of being a faculty and a

historical socio-cultural construct. Focused on the contacts between the Euro-American

colonialists and the Latin American natives, his latest book Mimesis and Alterity explores the

various forms of cultural mimesis in the alterations of magic, customs, rituals of healing, gifts,

art forms of the aboriginal people since tlìe first contact with the Euro-American colonialists,

who arrived searching for the "good" and "bad savates". Those alterations, telling the

internalization of the presence of the West, being by no means one-sided, âcted upon the

Western gaze. Similar to (on the other side very different from) the intercultural exchange

between China and Europe, the gaze between the aboriginals and the colonialists oscillates,

penetrates into, and bounces back. Charged by the relations between the Euro-Americans and

the Cuna people, between the Cunas and the Panamanians, betwe€n the Cuna men and women,

mimesis of the Cuna and the Euro-Americans brings forth a poignant thesis: the culture of ours

(the "modern"), one that invents all the advanced technologies of imitation (i.e. camera and

phonograph), one that copies other's form fìawlessly, fails to copy the soul of the copied,
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whereas the "primitive" Cuna people, dwetling in an animistic cosmos, who copy without the

aid of sophisticated devices, have or had stunning Power to inveigle the soul of the coPied.

Copying: soul searchint. The ones who see no "soul" in the copied lose themselves in the process

of copying, which âcutely delineates our surrender to the flooding images and fragments of

copies in out post-modern age. Reality converts to fictivity

The fine line that demarcates the Western copying (forgive my bold generalization),

the Cuna people's copying, or remember, the Manchu Emperor's copying, from one another,

draws tenuously in the middle of self and other. Thanks to the Freudian exploration of jokes,

one can construct a wide spectrum of cultural mimesis. [€t's take th¡ee slices from the sPectrum:

(1) In the case of the Manchu Emperors havint coPied the Western garden in Yuan Ming Yuan,

the process of mimesis has probably the lowest psychological energy (Truly we have a

smattering of what the emperors had Sone through in their minds) Self and other have not yet

sharply conflicted with each other, On the eve of the colonial age, the Manchu emPerors had

not yet constructed a "realistic" threat to the European suPerPowers. Ethnocentrism failed to

perceive the strength of otherness, which was denoted by the condescending gesture of the

Emperor Shunzhi to the Dutch diplomats. (2) Another type of cultural mimesis, in an extreme,

internalizes the perceived th-reats of the presence of the other. According to Taussi8's account,

tlÌe Cuna people, in the history of meeting the Euro-American colonialists, have developed

variegated rituâls to counter-attack the "evil" presences of the West. Local belief entert¿ined

a notion that by portraying evil one could Protect oneself from it, Again, in extreme cases, a

shaman would chant in front of figurines, carved with caricature Western features, in order to

perform an exorcism. This Cuna Figurine ritual summoned the Power of mimesis as a defense

mechanism to protect self identity. (3) The oPPosite Pole of the above extreme is the s)ryìdrome

of the "Lotus Eater", presented elegantly in the Odyssey by Homer. In an episode when a

group of explorers, their ship wrecked, drifted to an island where they found that their

predecessors had claimed tl.re land. Those predecessors only ate lotus seeds, and w}toever ate

the lotus seeds would not return home. They instântly became obsessed with the beauty of

others.

It seems all those t)?es of cultural mimesis co-exist in our time, while blurring one into

the another. The melring pot of the "global village" radically destablizes alterity. Our

culture copies others' culture, and others' culture copies ours, or copies our copies of theirs (One

has to doubt it a pristine form of nature and culture, of self and other ever existed). For

instance, in the 1970s Western writers were fascinated with the similarities between ancient

Chinese philosophy and Quantum Physics (Capra 1973) Now this revelation has been

trânslated into Chinese, and as a result Chinese writers start to renew, through the Western

Eye, their "own" interest in their traditional thought that had been for centuries an essential
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core of classical education, and had lost its åcme in the modern time. On this winding path ol

copying, mimesis deconstructs both the copied (the "original") and the copier (the imitator

that gets transformed).

This multiple cross-cultural coplng appears naturally more frequent in Canada than in

any other society. In this regard Canada is not a country without heritage, but having

heritages that sometimes confuse and conflict. From the confederation of Canada until the

present, this young country experienced the painful o¡deals of soul searching. Various motifs

and types of cross-cultural learning had been tested out: cultural assimilation, cultural

segre8ation, cultural integration. And now, cultural diversification.

With the ghost of the Manchu emperor still hovering around, the hostility of the Cuna

ritual emerging here and there in crisis situation, the "Lotus Eater" seems dramatically to

claim a victory over the '90s. In the light of "difference", the Chinese literati gardens are

inlroduced as the Neo-Romantic paradise, an Eden of tlìe other. Our reading of the history of

tlìe literati garden, tells that there was always the shadow of the history in the heart of

garden. The Chinese literati garden, like all places in remote China, wove through thickets of

life and deatl.ì struggìes. The literature on Chinese garden, so far, has failed to address this

side of the picture.

Therefore, a switch in perspedive is urgently needed, for anyone, to engage in âny cross-

cultural learning and imitation, The respect for the other's alterity actualizes only when we

are consciously aware of our gaze, see the limits oÍ that gaze, and delimit that gaze, We are

impelled to ask what we want to perceive, also how the perceived others feel to be

portrayed- Geertz calls this "thick description". After all, the re-creation of otlìer in one's

own world implicates the choices and the rights of alterity. Insofar as we allow the

mainskeam culture of ours to be perceived with diversity, heterogeneity, would v¡e, too, in turn,

respect the differences among the aboriginal communities, Chinese communities, and others?

Imitation by ieelf is not a sin, nor a curse. The crucial question is why we copy, what we copy,

and how we justify our copy. Multicuìturalism will be a myth, if we seize other's form and

surrender our own soul. The historical condition which brings about the first contact befween

aboriginals and colonialists, between Chinese and Europeans, between Chinese immigrânts ând

the rest of Canadians, unfortunately, provides a slim base beyond ethnocenkism and racism:

will we today utilize this potential for a mutual learning based upon respect?

The Dr.Sun Yat Sen classical Chinese Garden has been built, there is no point in

dismantling it. The imminent tâsk remains, rather, how to use it, how to explain it in the

Canadian cultural and political context, and to demystify its meta-narrative of being

"authentically Chinese". I hope this thesis hås successfully narrated the rich events in and

around the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Ga¡den, in and around Vancouver's Chinatown.
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lndeed, the making of the Dr.Sun Yãt Sen Garden unseals the passage towards diffused

memories, not one or two but many. I am one of these countless wanderers loitering within the

dusty fragments of past, seeking soul along with modemity. Caught in between the East and

West, that is where I stand.

From my stance, this thesis, covered so many characters, so many loops of ideas and

ideals, flips backward and forward from eighteenth century Europe/China to twentieth

century Canada-l know-far too swiftly. I wish at the end that one point has come across

clearly: I have fulfilled my promise ât the b€ginning to bring the socio-historical conditions

that usually are considered as the extraneous knowledge of design back into sight, into the

connection of Garden and Power. A garden, from where I stand, is not iust a physical entiÇ.

The Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden tângles within coils of emotions, and feelings: Society, Religion,

Ideology, tlÌese abstract concepts reify within cultural forms as models "of", and "for" life
(Geertz 1973). What could be more cultural thân a tarden-a garden of the literati-at the

interface of humanity and nature, to potently absorb the heat of various power relations?

Paradoxically, too, from where I stand, a garden exceeds (or âttempts to exceed) the reach of

power; it would be a sorrow if one were misled to thinking that the making of the Dr.Sun yat

Sen Garden evolves around one thing, ând that is politics. A garden after all retains its

material autonomy. The Dr.Sun Yat Sen Garden provides an oasis in the bustling Chinatown,
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